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ABSTRACT 

This thesis reports an investigation of the design, development, implementation and use 

of in-situ thermal sensing systems utilising Fibre Bragg Grating Sensing Technology 

(FBGST) for low voltage electric machine (LVEM) thermal condition monitoring 

applications. The thesis first investigated the key design and operational features of the in-

situ FBG temperature sensor for thermal hot spot monitoring in stand-alone prototype 

random wound components. Vital sensing aspects such as the sensor characterisation, 

packaging material choice, in-situ calibration requirements, use of multiplexing for 

distributed sensing, the installation procedure and the thermal measurement sensitivity to 

machine vibration were investigated. The reported findings enable a much improved 

understanding of the performance implications of embedded FBG sensor design features 

and the attainable in-situ hot spot thermal monitoring performance in random wound coils. 

It is shown that reliable, improved fidelity information on the coil’s thermal status can be 

obtained from application of wound coil embedded FBG thermal sensing systems. 

The thesis then reported the use and performance evaluation of the devised in-situ FBG 

temperature sensor in operational LVEMs. Different in-situ FBG thermal sensing 

configurations were designed and embedded into two standard LVEM topologies: an 

induction machine and a permanent-magnet synchronous machine. The in-situ system’s 

on-line thermal monitoring performance was experimentally examined under different 

thermal conditions, ranging from typical healthy continuous and periodic running duty 

cycles, to deteriorated cooling system and winding fault conditions. It was demonstrated 

that the presented scheme has the potential to provide competent on-line measurement of 

critical machine thermal hot spots that are largely beyond effective reach of conventional 

thermal monitoring solutions. In addition, the ability of the proposed system to enable fault 

diagnosis through identification of fault induced localised thermal signature is also 

reported. The results demonstrate the capability of unambiguous recognition of inter-turn 

faults, including a single shorted turn, and diagnosis of fault severity, location and fault 

critical-thermal operating conditions. Finally, the winding thermal and electrical 

characteristics at inter-turn fault onset were investigated, enabling advanced understanding 

of fault thermal signature manifestation in a wide range of operating conditions. 

The thesis also investigated the use of the FBGST multi-physical sensing feature for 

extracting simultaneous thermal and mechanical information of rotary components for 

condition monitoring purposes. It is shown that a single FBG embedded in a bearing or 

rotor structure can enable simultaneous understanding of component’s thermal and 

mechanical operating conditions, and thus improved understanding of their health status.       
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 Introduction Chapter 1:

1.1 Introduction 

In recent years, the research activity in condition monitoring systems (CMSs) for 

electric machines (EMs) in general, and for low voltage electric machines (LVEMs) in 

particular, has experienced remarkable development [1-4]. This is largely due to the much 

intensified use of electric machinery in existing but also in many novel and critical 

industrial applications [5-8]. The health condition of the utilised EMs is often of vital 

importance for the overall system process, as it directly affects its integrity and indirectly 

its financial viability. EM performance, reliability and availability are thus key for modern 

industrial applications. Research to develop new techniques for rotating EM health 

monitoring and to enable reliable and early fault diagnosis are thus of considerable 

importance [1, 3, 9-11]. 

One of the important aspects of EM condition monitoring is thermal monitoring, since 

thermal stress is one of main contributors to failure, as well as performance and lifetime 

reduction [10, 12-16]. The existing thermal monitoring techniques are limited in effective 

provision of machine full thermal status, including critical, device embedded, hot spots and 

distributed sensing; further limitations exist with these where monitoring reliability and 

safety are concerned [17-20]. An alternative thermal monitoring technique is provided by 

recent advances in Fibre Bragg Grating Sensing Technology (FBGST). The features of 

FBGST such as size, electric and electromagnetic immunity, flexibility and capability of 

distributed sensing make it an attractive solution for effective in-situ and distributed 

thermal monitoring in EMs, and has the potential to overcome the limitations of existing 

thermal monitoring techniques. 

The main aim of this PhD research is to investigate the potential use of FBGST for 

improved thermal monitoring in LVEMs. To this end this research first examines the 

FBGST sensing application aspects in LVEMs (i.e. in-situ sensor design, installation, 

characterisation and calibration), as this is a novel application in LVEMs that has not been 

fully investigated and understood. The second part of this research focuses on investigating 

the utilisation of this technology for healthy and faulty thermal condition monitoring in 

LVEMs. 
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1.2 LVEMs developments 

LVEMs are no longer considered as simple motors, generators and pumps employed in 

conventional industrial applications. In recent decades, there has been a considerable 

development in LVEM manufacture and operation, including new designs, materials, 

topologies and operating and control techniques [21, 22]. Consequently, the use of these 

machines has been extended beyond that of conventional applications. With the new ‘more 

electric’ industry trends, modern LVEMs are being incorporated in the core of several 

novel and safety-critical energy conversion systems such as those in air and ground 

transportation and wind energy industries [5, 6, 21, 23]. 

In the aircraft industry, the more electric aircraft (MEA) trend has promoted the use of a 

considerable number of LVEMs, including induction, permanent-magnet and reluctance 

machines, ranging from 1-50 kW, in a single modern civil aircraft. These LVEMs perform 

and enable high precision and safety critical functions such as flight control, landing 

systems and fuel pumping [5]. Electric vehicle manufacture is another novel industry 

largely underpinned by the development of high efficiency and reliability LVEMs. 

Different LVEM topologies are currently used in commercial electric vehicles available in 

the market [6]. In wind power generation, LVEMs are found at the core of most modern 

wind turbine systems: in addition to the MW size  electric generator that is the vital 

element of these systems, they employ a number of smaller power rating LV motors, such 

as those used in yaw and pitch drive systems [8, 23].  

In modern industrial applications, aspects such as safety, reliability, efficiency and 

automation are highly demanded and present key areas for consideration in system design. 

This in turn imposes increased requirements for safety, reliability and efficient 

performance of the LVEMs used in these applications [8, 24]. Ineffective LVEM 

performance can adversely affect overall system performance; furthermore, failures in 

these machines do not solely cause expensive repairs, but can also cause expensive loss of 

production such as in high power off-shore wind turbine systems, or even potential loss of 

life, such as in modern aircrafts and electric ground vehicles. LVEMs are complex and 

interconnected multi-physical systems that include electric, magnetic, thermal and 

mechanical structural features. This imposes constrains and limitations during their 

operating life, to ensure avoidance of machine exposure to high electrical, mechanical and 

thermal stresses, which directly affect their performance and integrity [10, 11]. The 

availability of CMS that monitor critical LVEM operational parameters on-line is essential 
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for enabling a reliable understanding of machine operational integrity and insuring its 

proper functioning [25].  

Conventional EM CMSs are based on continuous monitoring of vital electrical, thermal 

and mechanical parameters and perform processing techniques to extract diagnostic indices 

that carry information on the machine operational status. The common commercially 

available monitoring techniques that have received significant research attention are 

vibration, thermal and electric/magnetic signals analysis [26-29]. Here thermal monitoring 

of LVEM components is of particular importance, as thermal stresses in these machines are 

considered a major contributor to their lifetime and performance reduction [12, 14, 15, 17, 

30, 31]. The following section will address the thermal issues in LVEMs and highlight its 

significance. 

1.3 LVEMs thermal issues 

The output power of an EM is limited by the allowable current that can flow in the 

machine winding conductors. This current is limited by the permissible operating 

temperature of the windings insulation system. Operating at temperatures close or above 

the permissible winding insulation rated temperature can thermally stresses the insulation 

material and hence significantly reduces its life time. Therefore, a general trend is to apply 

overly conservative safety margins by over sizing, or to employ a higher insulation system 

class and/or cooling system design. However, with the demand for high power density 

machines that are small size and light weight for modern applications the over sizing/over 

rating safety methods become very challenging to apply [32]. 

The insulation system is thus very important in EMs. It is generally highly required for 

it to provide high dielectric strength with good thermal properties. However, from the 

perspective of insulation material performance this requirement is challenging [22]. 

Typically, in most materials the electrical and thermal properties are directly proportional; 

materials with good electrical properties also have good thermal properties. In modern 

EMs, the insulation materials deliver high dielectric strength proprieties but possess 

relatively weak thermal and mechanical properties. Elevated temperature can thus lead to 

insulation degradation and hence insulation breakdown [1]. 

The heat generated in EMs is due to the induced electrical, magnetic and mechanical 

losses dissipated to the surroundings. Electrical loss (i.e. copper loss) generally contributes 

the highest percentage of machine total loss. However, its magnitude is temperature 

dependant [33], as change in the windings temperature results in a change of its electrical 
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resistance (temperature rise of 50 °C above ambient increases the resistance by 20 %) and 

thus copper loss, assuming constant current. This means that operating at higher 

temperatures can lead to undesirable increased losses and the corresponding excess heat 

exposes machine components to detrimental thermal stresses [33].  

Modern EMs are generally integrated with power electronics and control systems 

(electrical drives) for enabling adequate machine performance in different operating 

modes. Integrated control systems generally use the machine electric and magnetic 

parameters, some of which are temperature dependent. Therefore, for accurate and reliable 

performance of these control systems under different operating conditions, real time 

correction of control parameters related to the operating temperature state is highly 

required [12, 34]. 

Permanent-magnet EMs are a key enabling topology for many novel industrial 

applications. The performance of permanent-magnet machines largely depends on the 

embedded magnets’ performance. The magnet’s characteristics are affected by the 

operating temperature; their performance generally degrades with temperature increase 

leading to complete demagnetisation at high temperature, as can be caused by operating 

conditions such as overloading or a fault condition such as winding faults. To ensure 

reliable and effective operation of permanent-magnet EMs preventing magnet 

demagnetisation due to temperature, the magnet temperature must be kept at safe 

temperature value [35]. 

Cooling systems are very important for EMs. These act to accelerate the process of 

dissipating the heat induced within the machine structure to the surrounding ambient and to 

ensure the machine components’ temperatures are maintained below permissible thermal 

limits. Cooling systems can fail or suffer a performance degradation resulting in significant 

overheating of machine components [36]. In modern wind turbine generators for example, 

rated powers are gradually nearing the 10 MW rated power boundary – the losses in a 

standard 8 MW permanent magnet generator at 98% efficiency are ≈ 160 kW. Failure to 

efficiently remove such  heat losses can cause significant damage [37]. 

Rotary bearings are key machine components. Bearing temperatures need to be 

maintained below a prescribed level as these can be prone to failure due to high operating 

temperatures [38]. In general, bearing temperatures can be internally elevated due to 

improper installation, fatigue or lubrication degradation. Normally, a bearing produces a 

relatively small amount of heat during operation. However, its temperature is related to 
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thermal conditions in other machine components such as stator windings and the rotor. A 

temperature rise in these can thus results in a bearing temperature rise [26].  

Electrical and mechanical failures in EMs generate heat in the internal faulty 

components. The resultant thermal excitation can be harmful not only for the failing 

component but also to surrounding healthy components, e.g. the damage that can occur to 

the core due to winding faults [39]. The level of fault induced heat and its propagation rate 

depends on the type of fault. In electrical failures such as winding faults, this is relatively 

high and fast. Conversely, for mechanical faults it is relatively low and slow [34]. Most 

importantly, if the fault thermal features can be appropriately measured they can be used 

for fault diagnosis [39].  

 In summary, it is evident that overheating in LVEMs can cause component 

degradation, life time reduction, and failures, and that increased thermal levels can be a 

sign of a developing fault. Furthermore, the performance of LVEMs is directly affected by 

their thermal status. Therefore, thermal monitoring is a fundamental requirement for 

modern LVEMs protection, and reliable and effective performance. This is particularly 

pertinent where the thermal conditions of the machine’s most critical components to 

thermal stress are concerned.  

Windings are the most critical component in EMs where thermal stress effects are 

concerned, as their insulation integrity is temperature dependant. Winding failures have 

been reported to be one of the most frequent failure event in LVEMs, and their diagnosis 

remains a challenging task, in particular at an incipient fault stage [10]. Windings have the 

highest temperature rise level and the fastest thermal time constant among all machine 

components and are the major contributor to net heat induced within a machine. Therefore, 

windings can reach their permissible temperature before other machine components. The 

winding temperature affects the thermal status of all other machine components, and 

elevated windings temperature will cause elevated temperatures in other machine parts. In 

a faulty condition, windings induce a significant amount of heat with a relatively fast 

propagation rate, which can cause catastrophic damage to the machine components. 

Therefore, thermal monitoring of EMs is largely based on stator winding temperature 

monitoring, as this presents a key parameter for machine protection and performance. In 

addition to the stator winding, the thermal condition monitoring of the rotor structure 

including bearings is also important for ensuring machine reliability and effective 

performance.  
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1.4 Thermal condition monitoring issues  

 The current practice for monitoring winding thermal conditions is based on employing 

embedded thermal sensors or temperature estimation techniques [20]. The latter are 

generally established using a thermal model-based or a parameter-based temperature 

estimator [19, 31, 40]. Evaluating winding temperature using a parameter-based 

temperature estimator is achieved by estimating on-line the winding electrical resistance 

and hence its temperature [40]. However this cannot provide a full thermal image of the 

winding nor its hot spots, and yields only the average winding temperature, whilst also 

being limited in accurate tracking of thermal change during fast transient conditions [41]. 

Winding temperature monitoring using thermal model-based estimators such as finite 

element (FE) or lumped network models, can provide detailed information about thermal 

gradients and hot spots. However, thermal models impose considerable constraints: the FE 

models are computationally demanding and therefore not effective in on-line applications, 

whilst lumped network thermal models impose complexity in appropriate evaluation of 

model parameters including parameter dependency on thermal conditions [19, 40]. 

Winding temperature gradient and hot spot monitoring using conventional sensing 

techniques such as thermocouples (TCs) or resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) can be 

limited for safety critical applications, primarily due to inherent use of electrically 

conductive material in the sensor structure. This poses a risk to the winding and the sensing 

system integrity. Insulating these sensors with appropriate packaging can minimise this 

risk. This however considerably increases the sensor structure size, which can be 

impractical where the machine geometries of interest for monitoring, such as the slot areas, 

are concerned [25, 42]. In addition, their intrinsic low electromagnetic interference (EMI) 

immunity and low resistance to harsh environmental conditions do not favour their long 

term deployment in EMs. Another reason for conventional thermal sensing systems not 

being preferred for distributed sensing applications due to their limiting connection, 

installation and acquisition requirements. 

The existing thermal monitoring techniques limitations are further highlighted when 

applied for rotor structure thermal monitoring. This is due to the limited access to the rotor 

structure and hence, its electrical parameters for temperature based estimation techniques 

[15]. While embedding thermal sensors in rotors presents a considerable challenge such as 

the complexity of installation and wiring, and the data transmission between the rotor and a 

stationary external sensing platform is non-trivial [13].  
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1.5 Problem statement  

As highlighted in previous sections, thermal monitoring is imperative for enabling 

effective protection and performance of LVEMs. This is particularly pertinent in the light 

of rising demand for efficient and reliable LVEMs for future industrial and transport 

applications. Thermal monitoring of LVEM’s hot spot can enable increase awareness of 

their operational thermal status and thus, enhancing machine thermal management and 

performance. Targeted hot spots monitoring could also allow prevention of any 

degradation process acceleration and hence, life time reduction of components most 

susceptible to thermal stress. Moreover, localised hot spots monitoring could provide 

improved fidelity indication of fault and be used for its diagnosis and prognosis. 

The existing thermal monitoring techniques are limited in safe and accurate monitoring 

of the highest temperature points in LVEMs. This is particularly valid where the winding 

internal thermal conditions are concerned, as these are invariably the points of highest 

temperature within a machine. The temperature estimation techniques only provide the 

average temperature of the stator winding. While conventional sensors can provide 

information on localised temperatures, they impose significant constraints for safe and 

practical measurements of winding internal temperature. Another limitation of existing 

techniques is their practical inability to provide a full thermal picture of the winding 

distributed temperatures and limitations in enabling effective monitoring of rotor structure 

temperatures.  

A thermal sensing alternative is therefore proposed in this thesis by recent advances in 

fibre-optic FBGST, whose inherent EMI immunity, robustness, multiplexing, flexibility 

and size make it an attractive candidate for facilitating operative solutions for machine 

component embedded thermal monitoring [43]. The interest in applying FBGST in EMs 

has been reported in very recent literature [44-49]. While promising, the FBG potential for 

thermal condition monitoring in LVEMs has not been fully explored nor understood. The 

currently reported studies mainly focus on large form wound winding structures [43, 50] 

and non-direct contact winding [49, 51] temperature monitoring in LVEMs, and do not 

consider coil embedded hot spot locations that are of critical interest. Moreover, the 

proposed FBG temperature sensor design includes metallic packaging, which is not 

appropriate for inherently electric and electromagnetic environment such as that in a 

machine winding.    
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This PhD research examines the application of FBGST to provide advanced thermal 

monitoring and diagnostics in LVEMs. This study aims to develop in-situ distributed 

thermal sensing system that enables effective real time tracking of windings internal and 

rotor structure temperatures. This aim imposes a number of research challenges: the first is 

the multidisciplinary requirement for this research, requiring additional scientific 

backgrounds to that in electric machinery operation and condition monitoring, such as 

photonics, sensing and heat transfer analysis. The development of a new EM sensing 

application based on an unstandardised technology such as FBGST for new applications 

such as internal machine structure monitoring requires a careful consideration of the 

important sensing aspects, such as sensor design, characterisation, calibration and 

installation due to the imposed constraints by targeted sensing locations and environments.  

This requires a wide investigation before sensing performance examination in operational 

devices is undertaken. 

1.6 Objectives 

To accomplish the aim of proposed research the following set of objectives have been 

defined: 

 Investigate and understand the key operational and design aspects of FBGST including 

their fabrication, integration and sensing principles, and conduct a literature review of 

existing FBGST applications for EMs. This will help understand the features of 

FBGST and opportunities for the targeted sensing application in this research. 

 Develop an in-situ thermal sensor based on FBGST aimed at enabling hot spot 

monitoring in a random wound coil structure; and ensure the sensor design satisfies 

the current carrying coil application requirements, e.g. is dielectric, 

electromagnetically passive and physically flexible and small in size. Finally, examine 

the possibility of designing a distributed thermal sensing network interior to the coil 

structure. 

 Develop laboratory test-rig facilities utilising prototype random wound coil systems to 

examine and improve the performance and efficacy of the developed in-situ thermal 

sensors for on-line monitoring of coil internal thermal conditions.  

 Investigate the performance implications of the installation procedure, 

characterisation, calibration and in-situ sensing performance of a wound coil 

embedded FBG thermal sensor as precursor to enabling further development of 

embedded sensing applications within operational devices. 
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 Research and understand hot spots and hence, the optimal thermal sensing placement 

in conventional LVEMs by developing conventional thermal models using a 

commercial EM’s thermal model software package. Another important purpose of the 

developed thermal models is to enhance the understating of conventional LVEM heat 

transfer and thermal behaviour in healthy and faulty conditions, as well as to enable 

cross-correlation with obtained experimental results. 

 Design and develop laboratory test-rig facilities to enable a full investigation of the 

developed in-situ FBG thermal sensing system performance in conventional LVEMs, 

and investigate its potential for providing on-line thermal monitoring in healthy and 

faulty operating conditions. To this end an induction machine and a permanent-magnet 

low voltage machines will be examined, and their stators re-wound to enable 

installation of the developed FBG sensing scheme, as well as the emulation of a 

variety of stator winding fault scenarios. 

 Conduct an experimental investigation of the feasibility of using the proposed in-situ 

FBG sensing system for on-line hot spots monitoring in operational LVEMs using the 

embedded random wound machines with FBG sensing system. The thermal behaviour 

of the stator windings and the in-situ FBG sensing system performance will be studied 

and evaluated under different operating conditions including different loads, thermal 

cycles and supply conditions (grid/inverter connected). 

 Perform experimental studies to investigate the potential use of in-situ FBG 

temperature sensors for stator winding fault diagnostics based on in-situ thermal 

signature monitoring. The investigation will include scenarios of short circuit faults in 

both tested machine topologies. 

 Investigate the use of FBGST for LVEM rotary component sensing applications. A 

proof of principle investigation will also be conducted to ascertain the feasibility of 

FBG enabled simultaneous in-situ thermal and mechanical sensing in rotary 

components of operational LVEMs for condition monitoring purposes.  

1.7 Contribution of the research  

The main contributions of this research are summarised in the following points: 

 A novel in-situ thermal sensor for single and/or distributed hot spots monitoring within 

random wound current carrying coils is reported in this work. The thermal sensor 

design is based on FBGST. The in-situ thermal sensor is small in size, non-conductive 

and EMI immune.  
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 A detailed insight into the installation and calibration procedures requirements, and 

characterisation of the proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensor is provided. Furthermore, 

an evaluation of its in-situ sensing performance on a stand-alone prototype coil test 

systems is reported, as a precursor to enabling further development of embedded 

sensing applications within operational devices. 

 A new on-line internal distributed temperature measurement in low voltage random 

wound stator windings based FBGST is reported. The proposed technique enables 

real-time monitoring of stator winding hot spot temperatures, which is extremely 

challenging to achieve at the same efficacy levels with conventional thermal 

monitoring techniques. Analysis of the thermal behaviours of the examined machines 

based on the obtained in-situ FBG thermal measurements is also reported.   

 A new technique for on-line detection of winding faults in random wound electric 

machines based on winding in-situ thermal signature monitoring using coil embedded 

FBG temperature sensors is reported. This technique can provide reliable diagnosis of 

winding faults at early stages (i.e. a single turn short), as well as fault severity 

diagnosis and identification of the fault location in windings. Unlike leading winding 

fault diagnostic techniques reported in the literature, the method developed in this 

research does not require complex real time processing of monitored signals to achieve 

diagnosis. 

 This thesis reports an analysis of the EM stator winding thermal and electrical 

characteristics at the onset of inter-turn faults with a view to enhancing their usage for 

fault diagnostic purposes. The analysis enables understanding of the fault induced 

thermal signature behaviour and thus the determination of fault critical thermal 

operating conditions. Furthermore, it enables better correlation of electrical and 

thermal characteristics of winding fault and therefore enables development of 

improved multi-source fault diagnostics. 

 The thesis also reports a feasibility study of on-line thermal and mechanical health 

condition monitoring of bearing and rotor structures of conventional low voltage 

induction machine design based rotor in-situ FBGST application.  

1.8 Structure of the thesis  

This thesis has been formatted and written up on the basis of the Journal Format Thesis 

approved by the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and permitted by The 

University of Manchester [52]. The journal format thesis allows writing chapters in the 

thesis in a format suitable for publication. These chapters can include published 
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contributions during PhD research, in press contributions and submitted or ready for 

submission contributions. Therefore, this thesis includes four main chapters (Chapter 4 to 

Chapter 7) written in peer-reviewed paper format; each chapter consists of two papers, 

with the exception of the last chapter, which contains a single paper. Each chapter will 

contain an introduction section that details the purpose and the structure of the chapter, and 

explains the connection between chapter contributions and the overall thesis contribution. 

The introduction also clarifies the contribution of the other authors to the papers. 

Generally, the papers in the paper-style chapters include two authors. The second author is 

the supervisor of this PhD who contributed to the conception of the presented ideas in a 

supervisory role. 

The papers presented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7 are formatted based on the template 

for IEEE Transactions/Journals publications, with the exception of the font size and one 

column format presentation to maintain consistency with the thesis margins. The thesis 

also includes other chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) to enhance the overall research 

understanding by providing insight on the research background, the techniques used and 

the description of the developed test-rigs and simulation. 

The journal format style of this thesis incorporates publication-style chapters and thus 

inherently led to some duplication in the texts, figures, tables and equations. This is 

because the written up publication-style chapters have self-contained components that can 

overlap with other section of the thesis. However, this repetition enhances the readability, 

as each chapter in the thesis can be read independently. 

Following the introduction chapter, the thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 is a literature review chapter; it is divided into two main sections: 

Section one: reviews LVEMs’ common failure modes and their root cause, with a 

particular focus on temperature as main a contributor to failure. It also provides an 

overview of LVEMs’ most common condition monitoring systems. The final part of this 

section presents a literature review on LVEM thermal condition monitoring, discussing the 

need for thermal monitoring in LVEMs and identifies the existing thermal monitoring 

techniques features and limitations. 

Section two: presents an overview of FBGST including the FBG sensor structure, 

fabrication, interrogation and sensing principles. The advantages and disadvantages of 

FBGST in general, and for electric machine sensing applications in particular, are also 
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presented and discussed. Finally, a literature review on FBGST applications for rotating 

electric machines is reported. 

Some of the Chapter 2 contents will be summarised in the papers’ introduction and 

theoretical background sections of the main chapters (Chapter 4 to Chapter 7) to help 

understanding the research problem and background relevant to each paper.  

Chapter 3 describes the simulation and experimental test-rigs setup development for 

this PhD research. This chapter is also divided into two main sections: 

Section one: describes and explains the development of thermal models for the two 

examined machine topologies using a commercial software package (Motor-CAD). The 

Motor-CAD thermal model package concept, the models development and tuning 

procedure are explained.  

Section two: demonstrates and explains the developed test-rigs setup and tools used in 

the research including: 1) the FBG sensing system (i.e. sensors packaging and design, 

interrogation and software package); 2) the calibration and characterisation test-rig setup; 

3) the prototypes random wound coil system rigs; 4) the test-rig layouts, construction, 

operation and design features of two embedded LVEM topologies with FBGST; 5) and, 

test-rig setup for rotor structure FBG sensing applications.  

Although complete details of experimental test-rigs are provided in this chapter, the 

paper style chapters (Chapters 4 to 7) also include sub-sections on experimental setup that 

repeat some of key relevant information. 

Chapter 4 investigates embedment and calibration methodologies, characterisation and 

performance assessment of the in-situ FBG temperature sensor for internal distributed 

thermal monitoring in random wound components. This chapter reports a series of 

experiments undertaken on prototype random wound coil systems embedded with FBG 

temperature sensors. The target application in this chapter is to provide an insight into the 

performance implications of the installation procedure of a wound coil embedded FBG 

thermal sensor and an assessment of its in-situ sensing performance and features 

considering the physical features of the electrical machine environment; this enables the 

application of these sensors in operating LVEMs later in this research. This chapter 

consists of two papers. The first paper is a collection of contributions published in three 

IEEE conferences [48, 53, 54], and one Elsevier journal [55]. The contents of the second 

paper have been published in a leading IEEE journal on sensing technology (IEEE 

Sensors) [56].  
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Chapter 5 reports the use of in-situ FBG thermal sensing for on-line distributed thermal 

monitoring of stator winding internal temperature in random wound LVEMs. This chapter 

aims to investigate the capability and performance of the proposed and examined in-situ 

FBG sensor in Chapter 4 for thermal monitoring in operational LVEMs.  The chapter is 

formed by two papers. The contents of the first paper has been published in IEEE 

Transactions on Energy Conversion [17]. In this paper, the reported scheme is evaluated 

on induction machine design operated in grid supplied conditions under dynamic thermal 

cycles defined by the relevant IEC standard. The thermal sensing performance was cross-

correlated with a thermal model developed in Chapter 3 and conventional electrical 

thermal sensors. In the second paper, the multiplexing feature of FBG sensing technology 

was investigated to create a distributed thermal sensing network for internal monitoring 

and evaluation of stator winding temperature [not submitted]. The proposed distributed in-

situ FBG sensing system was used to evaluate the examined induction machine 

performance under degraded cooling system capability.  

Chapter 6 is structured of two papers, which report studies to examine the potential of 

using the in-situ FBG sensing system for on-line diagnoses of winding faults in LVEMs 

based on winding in-situ thermal signature monitoring. The first paper has been published 

in IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics [57]. The paper reports a series of 

experimental tests on an inverter driven induction machine embedded with targeted in-situ 

FBG sensors. The diagnostic potential of the in-situ monitored inter-turn fault thermal 

signature was examined in steady-state and in transient operating conditions with a 

particular focus on the critical, incipient fault stages. In the second paper, the proposed 

technique was considerably optimised to enable entire stator winding system monitoring 

and diagnostics. The optimised in-situ sensing design for winding fault diagnosis was 

examined on a fault tolerant winding permanent-magnet machine design [not submitted]. 

Chapter 7 comprises of a paper that reports a feasibility study on simultaneous thermal 

and mechanical sensing in rotary components of LVEMs using FBGST. The performance 

of the FBG sensing system was evaluated under different operating conditions [submitted 

to IEEE International Electric Machine &Drive Conference, IEMDC2019]. 

Chapter 8 will provide conclusions of the thesis and suggestions for future work 

directions. 
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 Literature Review Chapter 2:

2.1 Introduction 

The literature review is divided into two main sections: 1) review on LVEMs failure 

modes, condition monitoring and thermal monitoring techniques; and 2) review on FBGST 

and its recent applications for LVEMs. 

2.2 LVEM failure modes and condition monitoring review 

LVEMs are subjected to undesirable stresses on their structures while in service, which 

affects their performance and increases the risk of premature failures [4]. These faults, 

generally, lead to unscheduled downtime, loss of production, catastrophic damage and 

hence, have associated high maintenance costs [23, 42, 58, 59]. As a consequence, 

different CM approaches have been reported, developed and integrated in modern LVEM 

applications to predict pending failure. Thermal monitoring is one of fundamental LVEM 

monitoring techniques used for fault diagnosis and to enhance reliability and performance, 

as thermal conditions are a key operational factor for EMs. This section provides an 

overview on LVEMs failure modes and their root causes, with a particular focus on 

temperature as the main contributor to failure and as fault indicator. The section also 

reviews the available condition monitoring systems for LVEMs and in particular their 

thermal monitoring techniques. 

2.2.1 Classification of LVEMs failures and their root causes  

The failure modes in LVEMs can be broadly classified into three categories: electrical, 

mechanical and other failures. This classification is largely based on the machine 

components physical structure [1]. The main causes of LVEM failures are the stresses 

imposed on their structure during operating life, i.e. thermal, mechanical, electrical and 

environmental stresses. These invariably cause machine component degradation and lead 

to component breakdown [26, 60]. 

2.2.1.1 Electrical failures 

Electrical failures include the stator and rotor related electrical failures, which will be 

explained in the following sub-sections. 
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A. Stator-related failures 

The stator in an EM is an important component; it forms a large portion of the overall 

structure of the machine. In LVEMs the stator winding compromise random wound coils 

that are made of insulated copper wire. These coils are placed and distributed in the stator 

core slots, which are insulated from the core by the ground slot wall insulation (slot liner). 

One slot can contain a collection of individual conductors of one or two coil sides for 

either the same phase or two different phases. The coil sides are insulated from each other 

by a coil separator, as shown in Fig 2.1.a [33]. The random wound coils ends are firmly 

combined to form the end-winding portions in the machine drive and non-drive ends (see 

Fig 2.1.b). The winding is impregnated to increase rigidity against mechanical stresses due 

to magnetic forces and vibration, and to enhance heat dissipation [22].  

    

                              (a)  Slot section                                      (b) End- winding section 

Fig 2.1: Illustration of the winding structure in random wound LVEMs 

1. Insulation failure  

Random wound windings are structurally complicated and their integrity is highly 

dependent on the insulation integrity. Stator windings are subjected to different stresses 

while they are in service, e.g. thermal stress caused by thermal cycling or overheating, 

mechanical stress due to vibration, and electrical stress induced by voltage spikes in 

inverter-driven topologies [61]. The insulation system integrity and lifetime are largely 

affected by the aforementioned stresses, and it has been reported that insulation breakdown 

is one of most common failure modes in LVEMs [10, 58]. An insulation system failure 

usually results in unscheduled downtime and irreversible damage to the machine’s 

components. Therefore, a diagnostic and prognostic determination of the insulation 

degradation in its early stages is important.  
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Among all stress which the winding insulation system is exposed to, thermal stress is 

considered as the main contributor to insulation degradation. The mechanism of reducing 

insulation lifetime due to thermal stress is known as the thermal aging process. A generally 

accepted criterion is that insulation lifetime is reduced by 50% with exposure to each 10 ºC 

increase above the permissible insulation operating temperature [61]. The insulation 

system used in an LVEMs is classified by standards such as NEMA [62], which are based 

on the maximum allowable operating temperature whilst in service. The insulation 

maximum permissible temperature is recognised as the sum of the ambient temperature 

(max 40 ºC), the permissible temperature rise above ambient temperature and the hot spot 

allowance temperature. The hot spot allowance is to ensure a thermal safety margin for 

winding hot spots that may be difficult to measure or estimate [17]. Therefore, it is 

necessary to monitor the winding temperature, especially the hot spots, to ensure the 

operating temperature is below the insulation thermal limit. 

2. Stator winding faults 

Stator winding faults are typically a consequence of the windings’ insulation system 

breakdown. The complex nature of the random wound winding structure and the stresses 

imposed on its insulation system significantly increase the risk of winding faults. Two 

types of fault scenarios may generally occur in random wound windings: open circuit 

faults or short circuit faults [16]. An open circuit fault is a complete loss of one or more of 

the machine phases or a strand in a stranded winding configuration. Open circuit faults can 

generally be caused by improper connections or as a consequence of a short circuit fault 

[63].   

The winding short circuit fault can be classified as: inter-turn fault, phase-to-phase fault 

or a phase-to-ground fault, as shown in Fig 2.2. The latter two fault types generally result 

from a propagated inter-turn fault. A short circuit fault starts with an insulation breakdown 

between two adjacent turns of the same coil in the slot or end-winding sections, which 

gives rise to a turn-to-turn short circuit fault [64]. This fault generates high circulating 

current, which flows in the shorted turns, resulting in localised high temperature spots. The 

resulting inter-turn fault induced thermal excitation degrades the insulation of 

neighbouring healthy turns and hence, more turns are gradually involved in the fault. This 

further propagates through the coil and the damage can eventually reach the coil separator 

or the slot wall insulation, ultimately causing either phase-to-phase and/or phase-to-ground 

faults. These faults are more serious and can cause permanent damage to the machine’s 

components relatively quickly [65]. Fig 2.3 shows photos of LVEM stator winding faults 
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in their final stage. Detecting winding short circuit faults at the incipient stages of an inter-

turn fault is important to prevent catastrophic damage to the machine [66]. Diagnosis of 

inter-turn faults at the incipient stage remains a challenging task in EM fault diagnostics [3, 

10]. 

 

Fig 2.2: Types of short circuit faults in a random wound winding 

                  

Fig 2.3: Stator winding failures in a slot and an end-winding section [67] 

There is minimal data available on the transition time of fault propagation from the 

instant of an inter-turn fault (i.e. a few turns involved) occurrence to the instant of winding 

breakdown failure. There are many factors that can effect this transition period such as 

machine design, rating and operating conditions [61]. It can generally be concluded that 

estimating the propagation time of winding short circuit faults is a challenging task; it has 

been reported that this time can vary from seconds, to hours [68, 69], or even days and 

months [70]. However, the excessive heat induced by a winding short circuit fault can be 

considered the main factor that affects this transition. Knowing the temperature in the 

faulty part of the winding can not only be used for fault detection, but also to assist in 

estimating the time to reach critical insulation breakdown temperatures of the adjacent 

healthy turns, which is a crucial aspect in determining the time available for corrective 

action to be applied. 
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3. Core failure 

The stator core in EMs has two major functions: 1) it provides the path for the magnetic 

field and 2) it houses the electrical windings. Generally, the core is built of thin insulated 

steel laminations, which are stacked together to minimise the core losses. Failures in the 

stator core generally lead to loss of production, long shutdown periods and high 

maintenance costs [39]. The causes and failure modes of stator cores in large and small 

size machines have been reviewed in literature [1, 39, 61]. For LVEMs, it can be 

summarised that the core integrity is largely affected by overheating, which may result in 

degrading the core inter-laminar insulation and/or melting the core. The high temperature 

generated in case of winding faults, for example, can cause localised damage to the core. 

Fig 2.4 shows photos of a damaged stator core due to overheating.  

                        

Fig 2.4: Core failure due to stator winding electrical faults [71, 72] 

B. Rotor-related failures 

The rotor structure in LVEMs is different from one machine topology to another. 

Hence, the failure modes and their root causes also differ from one rotor topology to 

another. For example, broken rotor bars are the most common failures in cage rotor 

machines, and insulation and slip rings failures are the most common in wound rotor 

machines [1]. In permanent-magnet machines the rotor failures predominantly arise due to 

magnet demagnetisation. 

A common cause of failure in rotors is thermal stress. Overheating can cause cracks in 

squirrel cage rotor bars and can also led to insulation integrity degradation in wound rotors, 

leading to catastrophic damage of the rotor structure [16], as shown in Fig 2.5. High 

temperatures such as those caused by overloading or winding faults can eventually lead to 

rotor magnets demagnetisation in permanent-magnet machines [73]. Rotor structure 

temperature must be maintained below the operating permissible temperature to prevent 

breakdowns.    
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                                          (a)                                                                    (b)        

Fig 2.5: Rotor failures in induction machines: a) squirrel cage rotor,  b) wound rotor [74] 

2.2.1.2 Mechanical failures 

Mechanical failures include failures in machine mechanical components such as 

bearings and shafts. 

While bearings are generally robust components made of solid metal, bearing failures 

are one of the most common failure modes among all machines’ electrical/mechanical 

failures. There are different types of bearings used in EMs, with rolling element bearings 

being most common [1, 38]. Early bearing failures are usually attributed to defective 

design or to improper installation or lubrication. Mechanical and thermal stresses such as 

high vibration levels or high temperature dissipated from the winding are generally the 

main causes of bearing failures [26]. Mechanical faults such as eccentricity or shaft 

bending can also cause bearing failures [11, 75]. Fig 2.6 shows photos of bearing failures. 

Bearing faults increase machine vibration and noise. The initial symptoms appear as low 

level vibrations, which increase as the fault propagates. Bearing faults also cause a 

temperature rise in the bearing structure. Therefore vibration and temperature monitoring is 

crucial for bearing health monitoring [11].  

Shaft faults are rare and their propagation takes a relatively long time to reach the 

breakdown stage. Some common shaft faults are shaft bending and torsion. The root causes 

of shaft failures include: over loading, fatigue, high temperature and corrosion. [60, 76]. 

                    

Fig 2.6: Bearing failures damage in rotating electric machines [77, 78] 
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2.2.1.3 Failure statistics in EMs 

EMs reliability and service lifetime have been an area of research interest both in 

industry and academia with a number of EM reliability surveys reported. Table 2.1 

summarises the key reported reliability surveys on various EMs (rated at > 50hp and with 

supply in the range of 0-15kV) integrated into several industrial applications. Table 2.1 is 

based on a recent report in the IEEE gold book, which summaries the work conducted by 

an IEEE work group (1983-1985 and 1973-1974) and compares it with other surveys [58]. 

Additionally, a collection of reliability surveys summarised by P. Tavner in his recent book 

[1] is also included. The faults are classified to represent the most commonly failed 

components in EMs. The percentage of machine failures classified by component, 

presented in Table 2.1, shows that the largest percentages of failed components are the 

bearing and stator windings. These statistics clearly highlighting the need for reliable and 

improved bearing and winding diagnostic reliability.  

Table 2.1: reliability surveys on electrical machine 

Fault type 

Reported surveys 

IEEE Group 

1985 [79] 

EPRI 

1986 [80] 

Thorsen 

1995 [81] 

IEEE std 493 

2007 [58] 

Papers 

IEEE [1] 

Bearing  40% 41% 42% 44% 21% 

Stator winding 37% 36% 13% 26% 35% 

Rotor  10% 9% 8% 4% 44% 

Other 12% 14% 38% 27% - 

2.2.2 LVEMs condition monitoring systems  

2.2.2.1 Overview 

On-line monitoring of EMs operational parameters has significant potential to ensure 

reliable, effective, safe and consistent operation during service life and thus, help meet 

modern EMs applications requirements [82]. Consequently, the development of CMSs and 

techniques for EMs have received increase attention by the industry, as well as academia. 

A CMS is a process undertaking continuous assessment of EM health whilst in service, 

with the capability of detecting machine faults at the incipient stages, before a catastrophic 

failure occurs [1]. This highlights the difference and the importance of CMSs over 

conventional protection systems. Generally, protection systems act after a fault has 

occurred and is in its final stages, when, usually, the machine is damaged considerably and 
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repair or replacement is required [1]. However, CMSs have the potential to prevent this, 

and thus, reduce downtime and maintenance costs [83]. Apart from the aforementioned 

features of CMSs, these can also provide other supplementary features such as enhancing 

the machine’s performance and efficiency by better understanding the operating limits of 

the machine. The data provided by CMSs can be also used to understand failure root 

causes. 

Fig 2.7 illustrates the common structure of a conventional CMS that includes several 

stages. The sensing stage is the measuring of the targeted physical quantities using suitable 

transducers. There are a number of conventional sensors used for EMs monitoring such as 

RTDs for thermal measurement; accelerometers for vibration; and, voltage/current probes 

for electrical signal measurements. The transducers output is generally an analogue 

electrical voltage that is converted into digital data using suitable data-acquisition 

instruments, which represents the second stage. The acquisition device conversion and data 

transmission frequency should be high [1]. 

In the third stage, the measured, sampled and transmitted signals are analysed using a 

suitable processing technique to timely extract specific fault related features that enable 

derivation of diagnostic decisions [84]. The processing technique depends on various 

factors such as the type of monitored signal (i.e. electrical, mechanical, thermal) and the 

operating condition (i.e. stationary or non-stationary). Common processing techniques are 

time averaging, Fast Fourier Transform, wavelet methods. Once the signals are processed, 

the fault related features are extracted (generally, these features are identified in advance) – 

this is a key part of the overall diagnostic process whose efficacy is directly reliant on the 

reliability of the proposed diagnostic technique and associated fault features. Pre-set 

thresholds levels of the identified fault features are then compared with on-line 

measurements a decision is then made when the measured features levels are higher than 

the pre-set values.  
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Fig 2.7: Conventional condition monitoring system structure 

2.2.2.2 LVEM condition monitoring techniques 

CM techniques for rotating EMs have been developed and applied in industry for some 

time. This research focuses on on-line monitoring techniques and specifically on 

developing a reliable and effective thermal monitoring tool for on-line thermal monitoring 

of random wound LVEMs. Therefore, the following sections provide a background on the 

common existing on-line thermal monitoring techniques for LVEMs. This is paralleled by 

a brief background on other common monitoring techniques such as, vibration monitoring 

and electrical signal monitoring.  

A. Electrical signal monitoring 

Various CM methods based on measuring and analysing machine electrical and/or 

electromagnetic quantities such as currents, voltages, instantaneous power, air-gap flux and 

machine electromagnetic torque have been investigated and reported in literature [29, 85-

87]. The driving argument for these techniques is that, generally, no extra sensors are 

required, as these parameters are already measured or estimated in modern drive systems 

(for protection and control purposes). The resulting CM methods are thus generally 

classified as non-invasive [82]. However, electrical signal monitoring techniques are still 

under investigation and development; their deployment in industry has seen limited use as 

there are considerable challenges in fidelity and reliability of diagnosis these provide [3]. 

Machine Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) has been widely investigated for 

diagnosis of a variety of electrical [88] and mechanical faults [82]. The three phase stator 

currents have been analysed to detect faults using different processing techniques such as 

Park's vector [89], zero and negative sequence components [90], fast Fourier transform 

[91] and wavelet [92]. Initially, MCSA was investigated for stator windings electrical 

faults and the investigation subsequently extended to examine its use for other type of 

faults such as broken rotor bars [93], eccentricity [29] and bearing faults [82].  
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Generally, on-line monitoring based on electrical and/or electromagnetic quantities have 

shown limitations in reliably diagnosing faults, due to predominantly high sensitivity to 

variations in the operating conditions [94] but also to challenges in defining reliable fault 

indices [3]. For instance, minor load variations, supply voltage unbalance and inherent 

asymmetry can significantly affect the detection performance of these methods. In 

addition, distinguishing between faults and identifying the fault severity are other 

drawbacks which arise when these techniques are applied. To overcome these drawbacks 

advanced processing techniques are needed which in turn complicates the implementation 

of these techniques [17, 95]. 

B. Vibration monitoring  

EMs vibrate even during healthy operating conditions; this is due to the nature of their 

structure and operation [96]. The radial forces induced due to the airgap magnetic field and 

the mechanical forces induced due to the nature of rotary movement of the rotor are the 

main contributors to machine vibration. These electromagnetic/mechanical forces contain 

information on the machine condition. Therefore, monitoring and analysing machine 

vibration can provide an indication about the health of the machine. 

Commercial CMSs for EM diagnostics are largely based on vibration signal analysis, 

since it is well understood for key modes of mechanical fault analysis and has been in 

practice for a long time. Vibration techniques have been proven to be effective for the 

diagnosis of mechanical machine and drivetrain faults such as bearing failures, gears, shaft 

misalignment and rotor related failures [97, 98]. Recently, it has also been examined for 

machine electrical fault diagnostics [99]. However, vibration analysis based diagnostics 

come at a penalty of not being fully effective in identifying the entire array of possible 

failure modes such as, diagnosis of electrical fault and mechanical faults at low speed 

conditions, for example [100, 101]. 

2.2.3 Thermal condition monitoring  

2.2.3.1 The need for thermal monitoring 

The thermal issues in EMs and the need for thermal monitoring were discussed in 

Chapter 1, Section 1.3. In summary, LVEMs are designed to operate within a permissible 

temperature range that is defined by the thermal limits of machine’s components. 

However, there are conditions under which the machine operating temperature is elevated 

above the permissible level, as a result of undesirable increases in machine’s losses or 

degradation of the heat dissipation process. Examples of these conditions are: transient and 
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running over loading, unbalanced supply, high ambient temperature, degraded cooling 

capability and fault conditions [102]. 

Overheating is one of the main root causes of LVEM failure modes. Elevated 

temperature can degrade and eventually lead to breakdown of the machine key components 

such as the rotor, core, bearings and windings. The winding insulation system is the most 

vulnerable component to overheating, since the winding temperature is the highest and its 

temperature limit is usually reached before those of other machine components. Therefore, 

thermal monitoring of the windings in particular, in addition to, other components (i.e rotor 

and bearings) in LVEMs is valuable and can be critical for ensuring reliable operation and 

extended machine life. 

EM thermal monitoring is not solely limited to thermal protection; knowing in-service 

machine temperature would also enable its more effective exploitation, since controlled 

overloads or identification of overly conservative ratings can be achieved. The thermal 

time constant in EMs is considerably higher than the electrical time constant, allowing 

controlled high current densities to be applied for a limited time to produce higher power 

in controlled overloads. This can be effectively achieved with online thermal monitoring to 

ensure winding temperature is kept within permissible limits [18]. Another potential 

application of thermal monitoring is machine control performance improvement through 

online correction of temperature dependent control parameters: here on-line tracking of the 

winding temperature enables online correction of its resistance value for the controller.  

Fault diagnostics and prognostics are other important aspects of thermal monitoring. 

Electrical and mechanical faults in EMs manifest themselves as heat; therefore, measuring 

the fault induced thermal signature can enable timely fault diagnostics. For prognostics, 

temperature is an important parameter for remaining life time estimation of machine 

insulation systems [12, 18].  

2.2.3.2 Thermal monitoring techniques 

Fig 2.8 provides a general summary of existing thermal monitoring techniques for 

LVEMs. In general there are two approaches to LVEM temperature monitoring: direct 

temperature measurements or temperature estimation techniques [12, 20, 37, 40, 103-105]. 
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Fig 2.8: Thermal monitoring approaches for LVEMs 

A. Stator winding thermal monitoring 

Stator winding temperature monitoring is fundamental to EMs overall thermal 

monitoring. Winding temperature monitoring can be achieved by direct measurement or an 

estimation technique, as described below. 

1. Thermal monitoring-based measurements (Direct) 

a) Embedded thermal sensors 

Thermal monitoring based on embedded thermal sensors generally provides the most 

reliable thermal protection and monitoring approaches [10, 61]. Thermal sensors such as 

RTDs and TCs are commonly installed in the machine during manufacturing to monitor 

the winding temperature, at locations which are inaccessible when the machine is in 

service [106]. The relevant EM standards such as IEC 60034-1-2010 [106] and IEEE std-

112-2004 [107] identify placement positions for detecting thermal elements, which are 

generally advised to be installed in or as close to the highest temperature point that is likely 

to occur in the machine windings [106, 107].  

Embedded thermal sensors should be distributed within the stator windings [106]. For 

the slot section, the sensors are usually installed between the coil side and the slot 

wall/wedge or between coils sides in double layer windings [107]. However, IEC 60034-

1specifies the sensing element to be located in the top of the slot between the coil surface 

and the slot wedge as the preferred sensing location. In this position the sensor can monitor 

the winding thermal status more closely than positioned at the slot bottom or side, which is 

largely affected by core temperature. For the end windings, the sensing points are installed 

between adjacent coil sides, in close contact with the surface of the coils [106].  
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The available conventional thermal sensors impose some limitations in thermal 

monitoring of EMs: 

 The structure of conventional thermal sensors (e.g. TC and RTD) is inherently 

conductive, which prevents them from being installed in direct contact with the most 

active thermal component in a machine (current carrying coils). This raises a concern 

about the safety and the integrity of the winding-sensor proximity, as any direct 

contact between the windings and the sensor structures can cause a short circuit, which 

may damage the windings and/or the sensors [1, 17]. 

 Due to their inherent conductivity, these sensors must be appropriately insulated for 

embedding into a winding structure. This can minimise the short circuit risk. However, 

this results in a considerable increase in sensor structure bulk/dimensions, which can 

be impractical for thermal sensing in slot areas that are of key importance, as the slot 

geometry and winding fill factor limit the space available [1, 108]. 

 These sensors are sensitive to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and their 

measurement scale is within the range of 𝜇𝑉 𝑡𝑜 𝑚𝑉, which increases the potential of 

erroneous measurements [106, 109]. 

 Conventional thermal sensors are not the preferred choice for distributed thermal 

sensing in EMs, due to the installation difficulties with wiring leads and size [13]. 

Each sensor also requires its own acquisition channel, which increases the total system 

cost.  

 These sensors are not particularly suited to harsh environments, which largely reduces 

their effective lifetime. In addition to, they are not preferred choice for an explosion 

hazardous environment such as in in flooded fuel pumps used in the modern aircraft 

industry [110] 

The aforementioned limitations highlight the fact that the conventional thermal sensors 

are not best suited to deliver the desired functionality targets for future safety critical EMs 

applications.  

b) Infrared thermography 

Thermography is another technique recently reported for thermal monitoring. Thermal 

cameras were used to monitor machine frames in order to observe thermal hot spots 

induced by winding faults or bearing faults [111-113]. Thermography is a non-contact 

thermal monitoring technique, so it can be applied to different machine topologies and 

ratings with a thermal measurement range up to 1000 ºC. However, this technique is not 
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effective for detecting the incipient stages of a fault occurring inside the machine structure, 

as the thermal camera can only monitor the machine surface thermal conditions and thus, 

provides limited thermal data about key EM components. In addition, high resolution 

thermal cameras are costly and their performance can be greatly affected by the 

surrounding environment [28]. 

2. Thermal monitoring-based estimation 

a) Thermal model-based estimator 

A thermal model-based estimator is the process of machine components temperature 

prediction by analytically solving linear or non-linear thermal differential equations. There 

are two types of thermal models developed for rotating EMs: the lumped network thermal 

model and the finite element thermal model [105]. 

The lumped thermal model requires comprehensive knowledge of a machine’s physical 

dimensions and construction materials; calculating multiple parameters of the thermal 

model and different heat sources is inherently complex. The model can be sufficiently 

complex to include temperatures of all machine components in steady state and transient 

conditions [15, 17]. While this model can provide a sufficient picture of the thermal status 

of the machine it can however also be inaccurate and unreliable. The model thermal 

parameters (which are assumed to be constant) assume constant thermal conditions, which 

may not be the case in practice [61]. Therefore, for an accurate model a few thermal 

sensors are required to correct and tune the model parameters making this thermal 

estimator inherently reliant on sensing quality [105, 114].   

A finite element model is used to analyse heat transfer modes in modern EMs. Like the 

lumped model, FE models require information on machine physical dimensions and 

construction materials. FE models are highly accurate and can provide a good 

representation of the temperature gradient within the machine components and identify hot 

spots. However, the time required to compute the thermal profile of these models is too 

long, rendering them ineffective for on-line thermal monitoring. These models are more 

favourable at the machine design stage for assessing and resolving design issues [12, 114].  

b) Parameter-based estimator 

This thermal monitoring technique is based on estimating the machine’s stator and/or 

rotor resistances to predict their temperatures, according to the relationship between the 

winding electrical resistance and the winding temperature [106]: 
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𝑅𝑥− 𝑅0

𝑅0
 =  𝛼( 𝑇𝑥 − 𝑇0) 2.1 

from which the temperature can be calculated as [102]: 

   𝑇𝑥 =
 𝑅𝑥− 𝑅0

𝑅0 𝛼
+ 𝑇0 2.2 

where 𝑅𝑥 is the winding electrical resistance (Ω) at winding temperature  𝑇𝑥 (ºC) and 𝑅0 is 

the winding electrical resistance (Ω) at 𝑇0 (ºC) (The latter values can be obtained 

experimentally or from the machine nameplate). α is the winding material thermal 

coefficient of resistivity (for copper windings, α ≈ 0.004/°C). This thermal monitoring 

technique has an important advantage over the thermal model based estimator, as it is less 

complex and can provide temperature estimation under varying thermal conditions. 

However, the resistance based estimator technique only provides the average winding 

temperature, which can be ineffective for thermal protection and detection of localized heat 

induced at the outset of a fault or abnormal conditions. Furthermore, this estimator has 

performance limitations when applied on a machine with a low winding resistance or when 

connections and joints contribute a significant portion to the total winding resistances 

[106]. The temperature based resistance estimator can be achieved by two approaches as 

follows: 

1) Model-based estimator 

Initially, the resistance estimation based model approach was developed and reported in 

literature for either improving control performance [115] or sensorless speed estimation 

[116] in induction machines. However, later work reported the use of resistance estimation 

for thermal monitoring [102, 104]. A model-based estimator is a software based method 

that requires measurements for model inputs and predetermined model parameters. 

Therefore, its accuracy depends on the measurement accuracy and the model’s parameter 

accuracy [114]. Furthermore, it suffers from accurately tracking the resistance variation 

during fast transient conditions and a wideband speed range. A minor error in the 

resistance estimation can result in a large error in the calculated temperature [102]. 

2) Signal injection-based estimator 

In this method, an AC or a DC signal is injected into the machine winding to measure 

its electrical resistance and hence, its temperature. The injection of the external signal 

requires an external circuit installed in series with the machine winding. Therefore, this 

method is considered invasive [13]. The external circuit injects a current into the winding 

and measures the voltage; the phase resistance is then determined from the injected current 
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and the measured voltage. The winding temperature can then be estimated based on this 

resistance. The advantage of this technique is that the estimated temperature does not 

depend on the machine thermal parameters so its accuracy is not affected by the variation 

of the thermal conditions [31]. However, the estimated temperature is the average winding 

temperature, so it cannot provide thermal information related to hot spots induced due to 

abnormal operation. The injected current can also cause an undesirable pulsating torque, 

which affects the overall performance of the machine [114]. 

B. Rotor thermal monitoring 

Rotor temperature monitoring in EMs is important for their effective protection and 

performance. Operating under overheating conditions can result in catastrophic failure of 

the rotor structure including bearing, shaft, cage/rotor winding (for induction machines) 

and/or demagnetisation (for permanent-magnet machines). An overheating condition can 

damage the rotor relatively fast, and can be difficult to protect against when based on stator 

thermal protection or monitoring techniques [16].  

The rotor temperature can be estimated using estimator based–thermal model or 

estimator based- machine parameters. Thermal models are capable of accurately predicting 

the rotor average temperature [105, 117]. However, the average temperature cannot reflect 

the entire thermal status of the rotor. Furthermore, these models require precise thermal 

parameters and machine losses, which are challenging to obtain [15]. Estimator based-

machine parameters suffer from accuracy of estimation, particularly during transient 

conditions. Monitoring the rotor temperature using thermal sensors can provide sufficient 

data for the thermal status of the rotor. However, placing thermal sensors in the rotor of an 

electric machine is challenging and not usually done. The challenges arise due to rotary 

movement and the associated complexities of installation due to centrifugal forces, wiring 

problems and data transmission between the rotating sensors and their conditioning units 

[15, 118]. 

C. Bearing thermal monitoring 

Bearing temperature monitoring is a traditional method of monitoring bearing health, 

since bearing failures such as lubrication degradation or bearing fatigue induces extra heat 

within the bearing, which results in bearing temperature rise. On the other hand, elevated 

bearing temperature caused by external factors such as elevated temperature in the stator 

winding, transient loading and high speed operation can cause damage to the bearing 

structure [38]. Therefore, standards such as IEEE 481 for motors used in the petroleum and 
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chemical industry specify 45 ºC as the maximum allowable temperature for motor bearings 

[26]. Bearing temperature monitoring can ensure bearing protection from high 

temperatures and simultaneously provide useful information about bearing integrity [58].  

Generally, bearing temperature monitoring is achieved be embedding thermal sensors in 

the bearing or by portable thermal cameras [111]. The main drawback of bearing thermal 

monitoring is that when a temperature rise is detected in the bearing structure, further 

investigation is required to ensure the detected temperature rise is exclusive to the bearing 

and not influenced by other machine operational factors [38].     

2.2.3.3 Thermal protection 

Commercially, there are number of EM thermal protection devices available such as 

fuses, thermal circuit breakers, overload relays and microprocessor embedded thermal 

models [102]. These devices are considered cost effective thermal protection tools, and are 

mainly used for thermal overload protection. The performance of these devices is limited 

and unreliable due to their incapability to follow accurately the thermal characteristics of 

EMs. These devices use a fixed thermal time constant, which largely results in either false 

tripping or thermal underestimation [61, 119]. Furthermore, thermal devices based on 

current measurements are not effective for protecting the machine under deteriorated 

cooling capability or undesirable heat induced by operating conditions such as a supply 

unbalance or high ambient temperatures. 

Thermal protection based microprocessor embedded thermal models can be improved 

by further sophistication of the model algorithm, which can provide improved accuracy 

temperature estimation and hence, protection of the machine under different thermal 

conditions [120]. However, the algorithm cannot be used as a general standard because its 

model parameters are machine design and geometry specific. Furthermore, these models 

are also not effective for protection under cooling system failure. Therefore, at least one 

temperature sensor is required to be installed in a machine for this protection scenario [61]. 

2.3 Fibre Bragg Grating Sensing Technology (FBGST) 

The term Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) describes the fundamental operating principles of 

this sensing technology: the word fibre defines the structure and the operating media of this 

technology whereas Bragg stands for Bragg’s law, which forms the basis of the sensing 

concept; finally, the word grating describes the induced permanent physical change in an 

optical fibre core that forms the FBG structure.  
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The history of FBGST started in the late 1970′s. It was discovered a few years later after 

the invention of fibre optic technology [121]. In 1978, the Canadian Communications 

Research Centre reported the first formation of grating phenomenon in an optical fibre 

core. The phenomenon appeared after a continued exposure of the fibre core to argon-ion 

laser radiation for a period of time, and unexpectedly, the transmitted light through the 

optical core gradually decayed and was reflected back, which was explained due to the 

grating formation [122]. However, the milestone of FBG formation was reported later, in 

1989, by a research group at United Technology Research Centre in the USA; where a 

permanent FBG was directly inscribed in an optical fibre core using a coherent interference 

patterns of ultraviolet (UV) light [123]. 

The Fibre Bragg Grating Sensor (FBGS) is the most popular sensor in the fibre optic 

sensing family. FBGSs have created their own market and have been commercially 

available since the early 2000′s. In the beginning, FBGs were mainly used as a wavelength 

filter in the communications industry where fibre optic technology is well-known [124]. 

However, the FBG technology has recently drawn the attention of sensing engineers, since 

FBGSs unique features such as small size, EMI immunity, high sensitivity, distributed and 

multi-physic sensing capability, and harsh environmental resistance make them a 

promising sensing solution for a wide range of applications. Consequently, the number of 

developed FBGST based techniques for modern sensing applications have considerably 

increased in recent years [125, 126].   

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the FBGST. The FBGS structure is 

explained in Section 2.3.1 and FBGS fabrication and interrogation are described in 

Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively. Section 2.3.4 presents the FBGST sensing 

principles. The advantages and disadvantages of FBGST are discussed in Section 2.3.5. 

The last section (Section 2.3.6) reports a literature review of the applications of FBGST in 

rotating electric machinery.  

2.3.1 FBGS structure 

A FBGS is a short segment imprinted into a core of a single-mode optical fibre (SMF) 

[127]. It is formed longitudinally on the optical fibre core, in which a modulated periodic 

refractive index is formed in a SMF core when exposed to an interference pattern of UV 

light [124]. 

Fig 2.9 illustrates the FBGS structure imprinted in a SMF. A conventional SMF consists 

of a cylindrical glass core with a diameter ranging between 4 to 9 µm. The core is 
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surrounded with a cladding glass layer of 125 µm in diameter. The function of the cladding 

layer is to maintain that the light propagates only inside the fibre core. This is achieved by 

doping the core with other materials such as germanium, to produce a core with a higher 

refractive index (core n0) than the cladding (cladding n1) [124, 125]. The top layer of the 

SMF is the coating layer, which is generally made of acrylate or polyimide to protect the 

fibre.  

 

Fig 2.9: Fibre Bragg Grating sensor structure 

The FBGS length that outlines the sensing area on the SMF core can generally vary 

between 3 to 20 mm [127]. This length is determined by the number of grating fringes and 

the distance between them (grating period Ʌ), as shown in Fig 2.9. The number of grating 

fringes can be up to several thousand, with the grating period in the hundreds of 

nanometres [121]. The number of gratings and the distance between them determine the 

FBG reflected light characteristics, which will be discussed in the following section. The 

grating area has a higher refractive index (grating n2) than the core due to the fabrication 

process. 

There are different types of FBG structures such as uniform grating, chirped grating and 

superstructure grating FBGs [128]. However, in this research, the uniform FBG structure 

type is only used, as shown in Fig 2.9, since it has a simple structure and fabrication 

process, and is generally considered the most suitable grating structure for sensing 

applications [129]. 

2.3.2 Fabrication of a FBGS 

This section describes the common techniques used to fabricate a standard FBGS and 

discusses the fabrication requirement parameters. The fabrication of a FBGS is the process 

applied to an optic fibre to induce periodical permanent modulated reflective indexes in a 

segment of the fibre core [128]. The fabrication has been continually researched since the 

first grating formation discovery. As a result, great success in commercialising the 

fabrication process has been achieved [127]. The developed fabrication techniques 
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consider the sensing market requirements such as production flexibility, measurement 

range, low production cost and high physical and optical quality.   

2.3.2.1 Fabrication techniques 

The common method of inscribing Bragg gratings in a short segment of a fibre’s core is 

achieved by using a coherent interference pattern of UV light imposed on the fibre. There 

are two approaches of inscribing an FBGS using an external coherent interference pattern 

of UV light: 

1. Two-beam interferometer technique 

The two-beam interferometer technique is the first practical method of externally 

fabricating a FBGS in SMF. It was reported by Meltz in 1989 [123]. Meltz used an 

ultraviolet laser light source divided into two beams by a beam splitter. Both beams are 

absorbed and reflected using two side mirrors, as shown in Fig 2.10. The reflected light 

from the mirror produces coherence interference UV beams focused on a section of SMF 

to be inscribed. This technique is also known as the transverse holographic technique, 

since the fibre’s cladding is transparent to the ultraviolet light whereas the fibre’s core is 

highly absorbent to ultraviolet light [130]. The advantage of this technique is that FBGSs 

with specific Bragg wavelengths (λΒ) can be obtained. This is achieved by varying the 

grating period (Ʌ) of the fabricated FBGSs by tuning the angle (φ) between the split UV 

beams and the perpendicular axis of the fibre core, which is expressed as [127]: 

 Ʌ =  𝜆𝑢𝑣 / 𝜑 , 2.3 

where: Ʌ is the FBGS’s grating period, 𝜆𝑢𝑣 is the wavelength of the UV light, and φ is the 

tuneable angle. The disadvantage of this technique is the difficulty of accurately aligning 

the split UV beams on the inscribing area [121]. 

 

Fig 2.10: A schematic diagram of the two-beam interference configuration [124] 

2. Phase mask technique 

Several years later, in 1993, Hill [131] reported a new technique for FBGS fabrication. 

The reported fabricating technique is based on a phase mask made from transparent 
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material such as silica glass. The phase mask consists of etched square wave shapes, as 

illustrated in Fig 2.11. The phase mask is almost placed in contact with the optic fibre and 

when the UV light beam is incident to the phase mask, it will produce coherent 

interference pattern beams, which in turn modulate the fibre’s core refractive index [131]. 

The disadvantage of this method is that for each Bragg wavelength, a separate phase mask 

is required. 

  

Fig 2.11: A schematic diagram of the phase-mask technique [127] 

An alternative configuration to the phase mask technique was reported in 1996 by 

Dockney [127]. The modified version of the phase mask technique is shown in Fig 2.12. 

Dockney added two tuning factors to the phase mask technique to extend the selection of 

the Bragg wavelength region of the inscribed FBGs. The first tuning factor was achieved 

by increasing the distance between the phase mask and the optic fibre, and adding two 

mirrors to control the angle of the interferences beams. The second tuning factor was 

achieved by adding a moving lance between the phase mask UV laser source, so the UV 

light wavelengths incipient to the phase mask could be tuned [121]. Nowadays, most FBG 

sensors are fabricated using the phase mask technique. It is simpler and more practical, and 

the method can be computerised, which increases the production rate. 

  

Fig 2.12: Modified phase-mask technique [121] 
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2.3.2.2 Fabrication tuning parameters 

The fabrication of FBGSs requires a consideration of the key fabrication parameters 

such as FBG central wavelength λB, FBGS length, FBGS bandwidth and reflectivity [121], 

since these parameters are interconnected and affect each other. More importantly, they 

determine the spectrum characteristics of the FBG reflected light. In addition, these 

parameters are generally important for the user and need to be consistent with its sensing 

application and the interrogation unit. Other specifications such as the type of the fibre, 

coating and connectors are also important. These fabrication specifications will be 

discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1, as part of the FBGS design section. 

Fabrication parameters characterise the FBG reflected spectrum, as illustrated by the 

reflected wavelength spectrum of a standard FBGS in Fig 2.13. The central wavelength (i.e 

Bragg wavelength λB) is the calculated peak mid-point of the reflected wavelength spectra. 

The FBGS bandwidth is determined by the full width at half maximum (FWHM), which is 

the reflected spectra width at 50% or -3 dB from the maximum peak point of the reflection 

spectra. The reflectivity is the percentage of light intensity reflected by the FBGS. Another 

fabrication parameter that indirectly affects the FBG reflected spectrum is the FBG head 

length [132]. The FBGS length is directly related to the FBGS structure parameters, 

grating number and grating spacing, which affect the FBGs bandwidth and reflectivity. 

 

Fig 2.13: A typical reflected wavelength spectrum of a standard FBGS [121] 

Generally, the fabrication process starts by identifying the FBG head length and the 

reflected spectrum central wavelength. To fabricate a FBGS with a specific central 

wavelength, this wavelength has to meet the Bragg condition, which can be calculated as 

[124]: 

 𝜆𝛣 = 2 Ʌ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 , 2.4 
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Where 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective refractive index. From Eq. 2.4, Ʌ and neff are important 

parameters to determine λΒ. The effective refractive index varies inconsiderably during the 

fabrication process and hence, it does not have a large impact on λΒ. Thus, to meet the 

Bragg conditions, Ʌ must be half of the specified λΒ , which is calculated as:  

 Ʌ =
𝜆𝛣

2  𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
 , 2.5 

Ʌ is directly proportional to the FBGS length and inversely proportional to the number of 

imprinted gratings. With an identified FBGs length, central wavelength λB and hence, 

determined Ʌ, the required number of gratings can be calculated as: 

 𝑁𝑔 = 
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝐺𝑙)

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 (Ʌ)
 2.6 

However, the number of gratings have a direct impact on the reflected spectrum 

bandwidth and reflectivity. The FBG bandwidth (FWHM) is a function of the grating 

number and hence, length. Typically, the bandwidth is 0.05 - 0.3 nm for FBGS length 

ranging from 3 - 20 mm [121, 128]. The FWHM can be varied in a limited range by the 

exposed UV pulses intensity. The FBG bandwidth is an important parameter for 

multiplexing, which will be explained in Section 2.3.4. The reflectivity is the intensity of 

the light reflected by a FBGS, which is also affected by the number of gratings. One FBG 

head can consist of thousands of gratings. Each grating reflects ≈ 0.01 – 0.1 % of the 

reflected light and all the reflections add coherently to build up the reflected narrow 

wavelength spectrum [127, 128]. Therefore, longer FBGSs will have more gratings and 

hence, higher reflectivity. 

2.3.3 FBGS interrogation  

To use an FBG head imprinted in SMF as a sensor, an interrogation mechanism that 

sends light to the grating head, then receives and monitors the reflected Bragg wavelength 

is essential. An interrogation mechanism should distinguish minor shifts in the reflected 

Bragg wavelength of the FBG head, and thus register any change in the physical quantity 

observed by the head. This is an important feature, in particular for sensing in condition 

monitoring applications [129]. A direct method of interrogating an FBG head is by using 

an optical spectrum analyser. It is a simple technique, as an external broadband optical 

source is used to illuminate the fiber and the reflected light is directed and monitored by 

the optical power analyser. However, the optical analyser is relatively expensive and large 
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in size and thus, remains a laboratory based technique inappropriate for industrial 

environments [121].  

A number of interrogation schemes have been reported in literature [127, 133]. 

However, the reported interrogation techniques are complicated and costly with non-

multiplexed capability. Therefore, they have not been successfully commercialised for real 

time applications [134, 135]. An ideal integrator should provide a number of specifications 

such as high resolution, accuracy within the range of pico-meters, multiplexing sensing 

capability, and finally, their cost should be competitive with instrument systems used for 

conventional electric sensors [127]. The next section presents a successfully 

commercialised interrogation technique in the FBG sensing market. This technique is the 

basis of the interrogator unit used in this research. 

2.3.3.1 Wavelength-division multiplexing 

In the wavelength-division multiplexing technique (WDM), many FBGSs combined in 

SMF or distributed on a number of SMFs can be simultaneously monitored [135]. Fig 2.14 

illustrates the schematic principle of the WDM interrogation technique. A broadband light 

source is used to illuminate the interrogated FBGSs. Typically, the broadband light source 

bandwidth has a range of ≈ 40 to 80 nm. A standard FBGS reflected spectrum bandwidth is 

typically ≈ 0.3 nm, as discussed in the previous section. Considering a 2 nm bandwidth for 

a λB shift due to strain or temperature, a simultaneous interrogation of a maximum of 40 

FBGSs imprinted in SMF and illuminated with a 80 nm broadband light source can be 

achieved [124, 135].  

In the WDM technique, a scan generator is used to tune the bandwidth of the broadband 

light source by using a light filter. The light bandwidth injected into the fibres can be tuned 

to a narrow bandwidth that can also be swept back and forth across the broadband light 

source window, as shown in Fig 2.14. Narrowing the light bandwidth when accessible (i.e 

small number of FBGS are interrogated) accelerates the light scan rate performed by the 

photodetector and the processor and hence, an accelerating acquisition rate [136]. 

However, reducing the light source bandwidth results in less FBGSs being interrogated. A 

coupler network is used to inject the light bandwidth into a number of fibre channels. The 

coupler network enables interrogation of FBGSs with the same λB connected to different 

channels. In addition, the total number of FBGSs interrogated by one channel can be 

multiplied by the number of total channels [121]. 
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The reflected light back from the FBGSs are detected using a photodetector. The 

reflected light spectrums are then transmitted to the processor, which processes the 

spectrums and performs calculations to identify the Bragg wavelength peaks in each 

spectrum. 

  

Fig 2.14: Schematic principle diagram of the WDM interrogation technique [135]  

2.3.4 FBGS sensing principles 

The fabrication and interrogation of FBGSs imprinted in SMF has been presented and 

discussed in the previous sections. In this section, the sensing concept of FBGSs will be 

demonstrated and discussed.  

Fig 2.15 illustrates the operating principle of a FBGS. In principle, a FBGS operates as 

a light filter and its filtering concept is based on Bragg reflection theory. When an optical 

fibre imprinted with a FBG head is illuminated by a broadband light source (see Fig 

2.15.a), the light is normally travelling through the fibre until it reaches the FBG head (see 

Fig 2.15.b). At this instance, a particular wavelength of the incident light is reflected back 

by the FBG head (the wavelength that meets the Bragg condition). All other light 

wavelengths are transmitted through the FBG head without being effected, as illustrated in 

Fig 2.15.c. The reflected Bragg wavelength alters with the variation of the FBGS structure 

parameters (grating period Ʌ and refractive index neff, see Eq. 2.4) when it is exposed to 

external mechanical and/or thermal excitations. The λB shift due to mechanical and/or 

thermal excitation will be explained further in the following text. 
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                                   (a)                                                                 (b) 

                                              

                                                                 (c) 

Fig 2.15: Working principle of FBGS [137] 

Combining the advanced interrogation techniques that include multiplexing capability 

with the ability of imprinting a number of FBG heads in a SMF, FBGST provides an 

important feature for distributed sensing applications. Several FBGSs in a SMF can be 

interrogated, as these sensors can be fabricated with different Bragg wavelengths to 

prevent wavelength spectra overlapping [138]. A single optical fibre with several FBG 

heads is known as an FBG array sensor (FBGAS). Fig 2.16 illustrates the working theory 

of an FBGAS: the array is illuminated with broadband light and particular wavelengths are 

reflected by each FBG sensing head. Each FBG head reflects a specific light spectrum 

matching its designed Bragg wavelength [139], as illustrated in Fig 2.16.a. The array can 

be designed to measure a single physical quantity such as temperature, in which all the 

FBG heads work as temperature sensors, or as multi physical sensors where different FBG 

heads work to measure different physical quantities such as temperature, strain, pressure 

and force (see Fig 2.16.b). 
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                                 (a)                                                         (b) 

Fig 2.16: Operating principle of the FBG array sensor [137] 

The reflected λB varies as a function of the FBGS structure parameters (grating period 

and refractive index). These parameters alter with the change in strain and/or temperature 

exposed to the FBGS [140]. Therefore, monitoring the variations of the reflected λʙ 

enables the sensing capability to be achieved. The reflected λB relative rate of change due 

to changes in the FBG structure parameters can be defined in terms of the acting thermal 

and/or mechanical excitation as [127]: 

   𝛥𝜆𝛣
𝜆Β

= 2(𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
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  ,       
2.7 

where: 𝛥𝜆𝛣 is the shift in the Bragg wavelength, 𝜆Β is the base Bragg wavelength, ɛ is the 

strain and T is the temperature. The term A in Eq. 2.7 signifies the Bragg wavelength shift 

caused by elastic-optic effect due to strain. Term B in Eq. 2.7 describes the Bragg 

wavelength variation due to thermo-optic and thermal expansion effects caused by 

temperature variation [48, 125]. Eq. 2.7 can be simplified and rewritten as:  

 
  𝛥𝜆𝛣
𝜆Β

= 𝑘𝜀 ∆𝜀 + 𝑘𝑇  ∆𝑇 , 2.8 

where: 𝑘𝜀 and 𝑘𝑇  are the FBGS sensitivity factors to strain and temperature, respectively. 

2.3.4.1 FBGS temperature sensing dependency 

When a FBGS structure is subjected to temperature variation, the reflected λB is shifted 

and corresponds to the subjected temperature variation, as illustrated in Fig 2.18. The 

temperature response of λB is due to the optical fibre temperature dependency effects. The 

first effect is due to the change in the grating spacing (Ʌ), which is caused by the induced 

longitudinal thermal expansion in the optical fibre. The second cause is the thermo-optic 

effect, which is due to the dependency of the effective refractive index 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 on 
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temperature. Assuming no mechanical excitation exists and the FBG head is exposed only 

to  thermal excitation, the first part of Eq. 2.8 can be ignored and the variation in λB due to 

temperature expressed as [138]: 

 Δ𝜆𝐵 \   𝜆𝐵 = 𝑘𝑇 ∆𝑇 = (𝛼 +  𝜉)Δ𝑇, 2.9 

where: 𝛼 represents the longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient and 𝜉 is the thermo-

optic coefficient. In a standard optical fibre made of silica, 𝛼 is ≈ 0.55 x 10
-6

/ ºC and 𝜉 is ≈ 

6-9 x 10
-6

 / ºC [138]. The thermal expansion coefficient of optical fibres is very minor. 

Thus, the shift in 𝜆𝐵 when a FBGS is subjected to thermal excitation largely depends on 

the change in 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓. However, the thermal expansion coefficient effect can be used to 

enhance the FBGS temperature sensitivity. This can be achieved when a FBG temperature 

sensor is packaged with a material that has a high thermal expansion coefficient; in this 

case 𝛼 in Eq. 2.9 is the packaging material thermal expansion coefficient [141]. 

              

Fig 2.17: FBG temperature sensor operating principle [137] 

The temperature sensitivity of a standard FBGS with λB ≈ 1550 nm can be estimated 

from Eq. 2.9. For 1 ºC of temperature change, the temperature sensitivity can be ≈ 10-14 

pm/ºC. [142]. The temperature measurements range of FBGS is limited by the fibre type, 

coating and packaging (in case of packaged FBGSs). Generally, fibres with an acrylate 

coating can operate within a -20 to 80 ºC temperature range, and fibres with a polyamide 

coating can operate within a -50 to 300 ºC temperature range [136]. However, the use of 

FBG thermal sensors for high temperature measurements, above 600 °C, has also been 

recently reported in literature [143, 144]. 
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Fig 2.18: FBG temperature sensor operating principle [137] 

2.3.4.2 FBGS strain sensing dependency 

An FBG strain sensor is based on monitoring the λB shift due to an applied strain. The 

shift in λB is due to the change in the grating spacing Ʌ (elongation of the optical fibre) and 

the change in 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 (fiber photo-elastic effect) [125, 138]. Fig 2.19 shows the reflected λB 

shift and the change in the grating spacing (expansion or contraction) of FBGS when it is 

subjected to external strain. Assuming constant temperature, the variation in λB due to 

strain can be expressed as [127]: 

 Δ𝜆𝐵 \   𝜆𝐵 = 𝑘𝜀 ∆𝜀 = (1 − 𝑃𝑒)Δ𝜀, 2.10 

where Δ𝜀 is the axial strain and Pe is the photo-elastic coefficient of the fibre, which can be 

calculated as [127]: 

 𝑃𝑒 = (
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

2

2
) [𝑃12 −  𝜈 (𝑃11 + 𝑃12 )]  ≈ 0.22 2.11 

P11 and P12 are the strain optic tensor coefficients and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio. From Eq. 

2.10 and Eq. 2.11, the FBGS strain sensitivity for a standard fiber optic with λB ≈ 1500 nm  

is ≈ 1.2  pm/µ strain [136]. FBGSs can measure strain up to ± 10000 µ strain [124]. 

             

Fig 2.19: FBG strain sensor operating principle [137] 
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2.3.4.3 Temperature-strain cross-sensitivity in FBGSs 

As previously discussed, the displacement in the reflected λB of FBGSs can be induced 

due to any change in the strain or the temperature the sensor is exposed to. Eq. 2.8 clearly 

illustrates the cross-sensitivity between the strain and temperature on a FBGS output.  

Therefore, precise measurements of strain and/or temperature individually or 

simultaneously can only be attained if the discrimination between the effects of strain and 

temperature on the reflected light spectrum is achieved [124]. 

For exclusive temperature measurement, an FBGS must be isolated against external 

mechanical excitation; this can be achieved with appropriate packaging design. However, 

extreme care must be taken when packaging a FBG temperature sensor, as the sensor 

accuracy and sensitivity can be strongly influenced by the packaging design [142, 145].  

Various techniques for strain measurement using FBGSs have been reported. A 

straightforward method involves an additional FBG temperature sensor (i.e. an FBGS 

protected from mechanical excitation) to correct the strain measurements obtained from the 

FBG strain sensor. The additional FBGS should be placed in the same thermal 

environment of the active FBG strain sensor. The error induced in the strain measurement 

due to temperature variation effect can be corrected on-line by subtracting the measured 

wavelength shift of the FBG temperature reference sensor from the measured wavelength 

shift of the FBG strain sensor, as follows: 

 
Δ𝜆Β−𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜆Β𝜀
= 

Δ𝜆Β𝜀

𝜆Β𝜀
−
Δ𝜆Β𝑇

𝜆Β𝑇
, 2.12 

where Δ𝜆Β𝜀 is the induced wavelength shift in the active strain sensor and Δ𝜆Β𝑇 is the 

induced shift in the additional temperature sensor. This method usually gives accurate 

measurements but the total cost of the sensing system is increased because of the need for 

an additional sensor [124].  

2.3.4.4 FBG multi-physical sensing  

An FBG head is inherently sensitive to variations in strain and/or temperature, as 

described previously. However, an FBG head can be used to develop transducers that are 

able to sense other physical quantities such as: stress, pressure, force, magnetic field, 

electrical field, voltage, current, acceleration and displacement [124, 127, 138, 146-149]. 

This can be achieved with appropriate coatings and packaging designs of the FBGSs. The 

multi-physical sensing capability of FBGST is very interesting. However, it is out of the 

scope of this thesis, since this research is mainly focused on investigating the thermal 
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sensing features of FBGSs to be used as a thermal sensing tool for on-line thermal 

monitoring applications in electric machines.  

2.3.5 Advantages and disadvantages of FBGST 

FBGST has many inherent advantages when compared with other conventional 

electrical sensing technologies or with other optical fibre sensing families. The features of 

FBGST make it a strong candidate and attractive sensing solution for many industrial 

applications. EMs is among one of the applications that can benefit from this technology; 

FBGST can overcome the limitations of conventional sensing solutions and can improve 

the sensing performance. In this section, the general advantages and disadvantages of 

FBGST are discussed, with particular focus on FBGS’ features for developing improved 

sensing solutions for rotating electric machinery applications.  

2.3.5.1 The Advantages of FBGSs 

1) Size: An FBGS is a modified segment in a conventional single mode optic fibre core 

and thus, its size is about ≈ 125 µm in diameter and typically a few millimeters in 

length [135]. An FBGSs size and its light weight make it an appropriate sensing 

solution for embedding in hard to reach locations with low mass impact [150]. The 

size and weight are important features for modern EMs, where the machine’s weight 

and size are critical for some applications such as aerospace and transport in general. 

With this feature, FBGSs can provide unparalleled opportunity for in-situ thermal and 

mechanical monitoring of the internal structures of EM components.  

2) Uniquely self-coded: Each FBGS is coded by its central Bragg wavelength λB [135]. 

This reduces the confusion between measurements and the complexity of sensor 

labeling.  

3) Multiplexing: A number of FBG heads can be inscribed into a single optic fibre (FBG 

array) and can be simultaneously interrogated. Moreover, a number of FBG arrays 

containing multiple sensing points can be simultaneously interrogated using a multi-

channel interrogator unit. This feature is important from a sensing point of view, as it 

can significantly reduce the sensing system size, wiring problems and also installation 

difficulties [130, 151]. Most importantly, with a multiplexing feature, a distributed 

sensing system can be easily achieved. A single fibre can contain theoretically a high 

number of sensing points resulting in a sensing array, which routed through a machine 

structure can be achieved to provide useful real time monitoring data. 
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4) Electromagnetic/electrical immunity: FBGS structure is electrically non-conductive 

(dielectric) and completely immune to electrical and electromagnetic interference. 

This advantage makes FBGSs a strong candidate for embedded sensing solutions in 

confined high electrical and electromagnetic environments where conventional sensors 

would fail or have measurement issues. This feature allows the FBGSs to be safely 

and reliably embedded in direct contact with active electric and/or electromagnetic 

components (i.e stator windings, stator core and magnets) in EMs [121, 152]. 

5) Multi-physics sensing: Transducer based FBGST can be developed to sense several 

physical quantities such as: stress, force, magnetic field, electrical field, voltage, 

current and displacement [124, 127, 138, 146-149]. Combining the multi-physics 

sensing capability with multiplexing capability, an all-in-one sensing system designed 

for EMs can be achieved, where monitored parameters such as temperature, vibration, 

forces and magnetic field are key for EMs health assessment. This can significantly 

reduce the requirements for the monitoring system size and hence, cost.   

6) Working in harsh conditions: FBGSs are capable of operating and surviving in harsh 

environments (i.e corrosion and high pressure). Furthermore, an FBGS is a passive 

sensor (i.e no current or voltage is required to operate the sensor), so it provides safe 

operation in hazardous and explosive environments [121, 150].    

7) Distance sensing: FBGSs can be located several kilometers from the interrogation 

unit. This is because an optic fibre is an efficient single carrier, where other electrical 

sensors require amplification for remote sensing. This feature is important in 

applications where EMs are far away from their operating and control units [121].  

8) High sensitivity: An FBGS is highly sensitive to strain and temperature with ≈ 1.2 

pm/µstrain and ≈ 10-14 pm/ºC sensitivity coefficient, respectively [127, 136]. 

9) Long-term stability: FBGSs can offer robust and long lifetime solutions. These 

sensors are commercially certified for a minimum 25 years lifetime in the 

telecommunications industry according to the Telcordia programme (based on a 

number of tests such as temperature cycling, high temperature storage and humidity 

testing, etc.) [136, 153]. 

10) Rotary sensing: FBGSs can be installed in rotating components such as rotors in 

EMs. This can be achieved by coupling spinning FBG heads with interrogation units 

through a fibre-optic rotary joint (FORJ) device [47, 154]. This is an important 
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advantage for electric machinery applications, where sensing of rotor parameters was 

avoided due to signal transition difficulties, implementation problems and reliability.   

2.3.5.2 The disadvantages of FBGST 

1)  Standard: To date there is no specified standard for FBG sensing applications. 

2) Cross-sensitivity: Simultaneous and exclusive measurements of strain and/or 

temperature require additional compensation work, which increases the complexity 

and the cost of the system [155]. In sensing application for EMs, this challenge would 

be further highlighted, since EMs are natural sources of thermal and mechanical 

excitation and thus, exclusive or simultaneous measurements are not straightforward 

to achieve. 

3)  Installation: FBGSs are fragile and easy to break. Therefore, careful handling and 

installation is required  [156]. 

4) Weak market: FBGST is still limited in terms of market size. This is mainly due to it 

being a relativity new technology and still unknown [150]. 

5) Cost: FBGSs are reasonably inexpensive sensors but their interrogation system is 

relatively costly, currently costing in the order of thousands of UK pounds depending 

on the performance requirements [124]. 

From an industry prospective, the current technology cost can be considered a 

limitation. However, FBGST is not a mature technology yet, it is still under development 

and thus, its cost is expected to reduce. The inherently multi-physical and multiplexing 

nature of FBG sensing systems has the potential to provide a sizeable and considerable 

reduction of the overall monitoring system size and cost. In addition, FBG sensing features 

can provide a number of attractive monitoring and performance improvements in EMs that 

would be challenging to deliver by alternative sensing or design approaches. Despite its 

current relatively high cost, this sensing technology has already found use in aerospace 

[157] applications and in wind turbines [158] where its features have contributed to the 

development of more effective condition monitoring systems.  

It is known that cost and market are associated with demand and manufacturing 

competition. A recent report on the global FBGS market up to 2017 shows a rapid growth 

rate of the technology in the market place [126]. Recently, FBGST has found real 

applications and has been practically integrated into a number of important applications 
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where the technology feature are vital such as aerospace, oil and gas industries, and also 

medical and energy industries [126, 136, 159]. In addition the demand for research 

activities on FBG application techniques is reflected by the considerable increase in 

publications number about FBGST in different areas. [126] also shows an increase in the 

number of the technology manufacturers around the world. The manufacturing competition 

now is not only based on FBGST developers such as Micron Optics [159], FBGS [160] 

and Smart Fibers Limited [136], it also recently includes world known companies in 

sensing and instrumentation such as HBM [137] and National Instruments [161].   

2.3.6 Review of FBG sensing application for EMs 

The interest in utilising FBGST for rotating electric machine sensing applications 

commenced early last decade. However, the majority of advanced application studies are 

reported within the last five years period and the number is expected to show gradual 

growth in the coming years [150]. The following sections report a review on the most 

important studies of FBGST applications in EMs available in current literature. The 

literature is divided into sub-sections based on the sensing parameters classification: 

thermal sensing, mechanical sensing, rotor sensing and other sensing. The literature 

includes laboratory-based and field-based publications, which were mostly conducted by a 

limited number of research groups around the world due to specific requirements for multi 

domain expertise in optic sensing and electrical machines. 

2.3.6.1 Thermal sensing applications 

Thermal sensing and monitoring of EMs based on FBG thermal sensing technology has 

already received attention in a number of studies [43, 49, 51, 162-166]. The features of a 

FBG temperature sensor such as small size, non-conductive, EMI immunity and 

multiplexing make it a strong candidate to provide a thermal measurement solution for EM 

most susceptible components to thermal stress such as the stator windings and rotor 

structure. 

For LVEM thermal sensing applications based on FBGST, which is of direct interest to 

this research, there are a few studies recently reported in literature. These studies are 

mainly reported by two research groups.  The first group is from The Federal University of 

Technology in Brazil. This group has reported a few studies on FBG thermal sensing for 

LVEMs [51, 162, 165]. In [162] the research group reported the first feasibility study on 

using FBG thermal sensing for LVEM. A 3.7 kW, three-phase, induction motor was 

embedded with eight FBG thermal sensors located above the slot wedges in the slot 
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openings of eight different slots, as shown in Fig 2.20a. The FBG temperature sensors 

were located above the slot’s wedges in the slot openings of eight different slots. In order 

to eliminate the mechanical excitation effects upon the FBGSs thermal measurements, the 

FBG heads were encapsulated within a steel tube with both ends glued (see Fig 2.20b). The 

performance of the proposed sensing system was used to monitor the stator temperature 

distribution under healthy conditions. The FBG embedded 3.7 kW induction motor has 

been used for different studies by this group. In [51], the FBG sensing system was used to 

measure the temperature rise in the stator due to mechanical and core losses and in [165], 

the thermal sensing system was used to validate the thermal model result.  

 

            a) FBG sensor location in IM                                                   b) FBG sensor design 

Fig 2.20: Embedded FBG sensing system in a low voltage induction machine  [165] 

The second research group is from Nottingham University and City University of 

London. This group investigated the use of FBGST for multi-parameter monitoring in 

LVEMs. The outcomes of their research have been recently reported in two publications 

[49, 146]. [146] reported a feasibility study of multi-parameters monitoring such as 

temperature, strain, speed and torque in a permanent-magnet motor. For a thermal sensing 

solution, two FBG arrays consisting of 12 FBGSs per each array were looped axially 

across the slot openings. The examined motor consisted of 12 slots and hence, each slot 

opening in the stator contained two FBGSs, as shown in Fig 2.21. The paper only showed 

the initially obtained results from the proposed system network. No information was 

provided about the methods of instrumentation, material used for bounding packaging of 

the FBGSs and the compensation method for the thermal mechanical excitation effects. 
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Fig 2.21: Fibre routing along the stator slots for winding temperature measurements [146] 

For large scale EMs, the interest in FBG sensing application commenced earlier than for 

LVEMs. The first practical attempt to use FBG temperature sensors in EMs was for a large 

power generator reported in Germany in 2002, by Siemens [43]. The work was reported as 

the world’s first realisation of thermal measurements of stator windings in a large power 

generator, since a number of FBG sensors were directly attached to the stator winding 

copper bars. The reported work demonstrated on-line dynamic thermal measurements of 

stator copper bars under normal operation. However, instability in the thermal 

measurements was reported, which was concluded due to the installation methodology (no 

information was included on the sensors design and packaging). 

Nine years later, in 2011, [156] reported the first quasi-distributed thermal 

measurements of stator windings inner temperature of a large power generator in China. 

The study included an investagation about embedding techniques and methods. In this 

work a stainless steel tube with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm and outer diameter of 1.5 mm 

was used to package the FBG heads. The conductor length of the examined generator was 

≈ 3 m. A 12 FBG heads and were embedded in a small groove in the conductor bar top 

surface.  

In 2012, extended work by Siemens was reported in [167]. Six FBG arrays containing a 

large number of FBG heads were installed on six stator winding copper bars in a large 

turbo generator. Each FBG array sensor was fixed on a strip of 1.5 mm thickness made of 

insulation material. The strip was then fixed on the bar surface, as illustrated in Fig 2.22. 

The embedded bars were then taped with mica glass fibre and inserted into a stator slot. 

The in-situ thermal sensing design was tested in service for five years under normal 

operation and its performance compared with a conventional, resistance detector based,  

thermal sensing system [168]. The paper concluded that there were no problems reported 

with the implemented FBG sensing system in such a harsh environment during the 

examined five year period. 
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Fig 2.22: Distributed thermal sensing based FBG sensing technology in a large generator [167] 

   Another work using FBG temperature sensors for large generators thermal monitoring 

was reported by Federal University of Technology research group [50, 163, 164, 169]. In 

[164], the stator surface temperature of a high power synchronous generator was monitored 

using FBGSs. Six FBG thermal sensors were placed into small grooves between the stator 

surface insulation and the rotor poles, as shown in Fig 2.23. The sensing system 

performance was examined after the generator was returned to service. The generator 

stator thermal measurements were monitored under transient start-up and normal operating 

conditions. This work was reported as the first temperature measurement of a hydroelectric 

plant generator in South America.  

 

Fig 2.23: Implementation of FBGSs on a large hydroelectric power plant in Brazil [164] 

It is important to highlight that the available literature on FBGSs use for thermal 

monitoring in EMs is limited and almost exclusively focused on applications in large 

generators, with significant slot geometries and a form wound winding configuration. The 

existing reports on LVEMs application only assess the general potential of FBGST for 

thermal monitoring internal to the machine structure and do not consider EMs relevant 

standards for sensing requirement and placement. In the reported studies the FBGSs were 

embedded in the slot openings, a location which does not directly reflect the stator winding 

temperature that is of critical interest in low voltage machinery. EMs relevant standards 

such as IEC 60034-1-2010 [106] and IEEE std-112-2004 [107] identify placement 

positions for detecting thermal elements to be within the slot and end-windings structures; 

these locations are not considered by the reported studies.  
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In addition, the FBG thermal sensor packaging designs used in the reported studies 

utilise conductive materials such as stainless steel and aluminium, which can impose 

operational challenges in EM applications. Furthermore, there is no sufficient information 

on sensor design, packaging, installation and calibration techniques, which can impose 

significant limitations in efficacy of thermal monitoring in low voltage machinery. For 

example, the reported sensing utilises surface bonded metallic packaging in a strong 

magnetic field environment and is therefore susceptible to undesirable mechanical and 

thermal stress that may cause inaccurate readings and sensor displacement.  

2.3.6.2 Rotary element sensing applications 

 FBGST offers a new capability of multi-physical sensing in EM rotating parts 

including the rotor conductors, magnets, shaft and core. In principle, a number of FBGSs 

can be installed and distributed on the rotor structure. The communication between the 

sensors and an interrogator unit can be achieved through a FORJ. The rotary joint optic-

mechanical component enables continuous transmission of optic light between rotating and 

stationary parts [170].  

For LVEM rotary sensing application, recent work was reported in [146] as a feasibility 

study on temperature measurements of rotor’s magnets in a low voltage permanent-magnet 

motor. The work was part of a study on multi-sensing application of FBGST for EMs. A 

number of FBGS heads were installed on the rotor structure, as shown in Fig 2.24. The 

FBGs mounted on the rotor were driven using a FORJ, which allowed for sensing heads 

interrogation during rotary movement. The reported work only showed one graph 

demonstrating the feasibility of the sensing system. However, no information is provided 

about the FORJ adaption, sensing installation/design and measurements reliability and 

interpretation.   

 

Fig 2.24: FBG heads installation on magnet rotor structure [146]  
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For large scale EMs [152] also reported a feasibility study of embedding an FBG 

distributed sensing system in the rotor of a 75 MVA hydro generator. A multi-channel 

FORJ was used to interrogate large number of FBGSs distributed on four single mode 

optical fibers. The obtained thermal measurements from the embedded FBG sensing 

system were compared with thermal predictions obtained by electrical-thermal software 

modelling. The work concluded that FBGSs can provide a safe and effective tool for 

monitoring field windings in large hydro generators. However, more work is required for 

developing an appropriate sensor design and installation procedure. 

[166] investigated FBGS design for temperature monitoring of rotor field windings in a 

large hydro generator. The paper investigated the influence of the mechanical-thermal 

excitation on the developed metallic packaged FBG temperature sensor. In large 

generators, for example, the variation in temperature can cause thermal expansion in the 

components embedded with the FBGSs, which may affect the sensors performance. The 

proposed FBGS design was built of three layers: a thermal adhesive layer to keep the 

sensor attached to the rotor structure and resist centrifugal forces while rotating, sensor 

packaging to eliminate external mechanical stress, and a silicon layer to reduce the effect 

of the cooling air around the sensor. The work concluded that thermal-mechanical effects 

on the FBG assembly can cause errors in the measurements. 

The available literature suggests that the rotary sensing application in EMs and in 

particular LVEMs has not been adequately researched. The reported work shows the 

feasibility of this and addressed some of the challenges. More research is required for 

understanding FBGST application in EMs rotary parts. Aspects such as: 1) FORJ adaption 

for machine applications, 2) FBG installation, characterisation and calibration: 3) sensors 

performance over a wide range of operating conditions; and 4) interpretation of the 

measured data for condition monitoring applications. 

2.3.6.3 Mechanical sensing applications 

For mechanical sensing (strain measurements) in EMs, which is another important 

feature of FBGST, a few studies were recently reported in literature [46, 171-173].  

[172] is a US patent that reported three different embedded configurations of a FBG 

chain in the stator core of an EMs. The embedded FBGSs operated as strain sensors that 

aimed to measure the dynamic deformation that occurred on the stator lamina surface due 

to electromagnetic forces. The reported work exploits the small size and EMI immunity 

features of FBGSs to be placed in between stator core laminations where other sensors are 
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extremely challenging to place. The FBGSs were attached to the surface of one stacked 

lamination in the tooth section that contained micro meter grooves made by laser cutting, 

as shown in Fig 2.25. The measured deformation can be related to the magnetic field, 

forces and torque. The patent only reported the embedding configuration and no 

experimental results were presented. 

    

Fig 2.25: Placing a FBG strain sensor in the stator core tooth between core lamination [172] 

In [46] and [173], the deformation in the stator teeth of two- and four-pole induction 

motors due to the magnetic forces, as the interaction between the stator and the rotor, was 

measured using FBG strain sensors. The sensors were instrumented between two teeth and 

120   mechanical  degrees  apart,  as   shown   in  Fig 2.26. The   measured   dynamic strain  

 

Fig 2.26: Stator teeth mechanical excitation measurement using a FBG strain sensor [46] 

performed by the FBGSs were analysed using a fast Fourier transformer to detect rotor 

mechanical faults such as broken rotor bars and static and dynamic eccentricity defects. 

The reported results of the strain spectrums clearly showed frequency components in the 

spectrum that identified the faults in the examined motors.  

[49] reported the use of FBGST for measuring physical quantities such as vibration, 

torque, rotor speed and position in permanent-magnet motor. In the proposed work, the 

FBG array contained 12 FBGSs were circumferentially attached to the stator core in a way 

that each FBG head was positioned between two adjacent stator teeth, as shown in Fig 
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2.27. These FBGSs were used to measure the strain induced in the stator teeth, then using 

appropriate data processing and algorithms, parameters such as vibration, rotor speed and 

position were obtained. For torque measurement, two FBGSs were attached to the shaft 

with a 90º angle between them and 45º from the shaft rotating axis, as shown in Fig 2.27b. 

In this configuration, the difference between the two FBG reflection peak wavelengths was 

used as a measurement of torque.  

 

(a)                                                           (b)  

Fig 2.27: a) Strain measurement in stator teeth, b) torque measurements in rotor shaft 

2.3.6.4 Other sensing applications 

The development of vibration sensors based FBGST for EMs condition monitoring have 

also been reported in recent literature [45, 174-177]. For high voltage EMs, vibration 

transducers based-FBGST were developed and examined to measure end-windings 

vibration [177], whilst for LVEMs, frame mounted FBG vibration transducers were 

examined [45].  

A proof of principle for an electric field sensor design based on FBGST used in high 

voltage EMs was demonstrated in [44]. The sensing concept was established on the 

electrostriction phenomenon of the fibre silica core, which appears when a FBG head is 

placed in parallel with an electric field higher than 1kV. Electrostriction phenomenon 

causes variation in the refractive index of the bare FBGS and hence a Bragg wavelength 

shift. The developed sensor was examined in a prototype laboratory test rig representative 

of copper bars of a large electric generator. The reported results demonstrated the 

feasibility of sensing high electric fields using FBGST.  

A magnetic field sensor based on FBGST was developed and proposed in [178]. The 

magnetic field sensor design was based on packaging the FBG head with material sensitive 

to magnetic fields, which has a linear deformation response when it is exposed to magnetic 

field variation. The deformation is transmitted to the FBGS as strain, which results in a 

linear Bragg wavelength shift with magnetic field variation. The sensor was placed in a 

ventilation duct facing the rotor poles of the field winding. The results clearly 
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demonstrated the capability of the FBG magnetic field sensor to measure the magnetic 

field induced by the rotor. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter provided the research background by conducting a review on the important 

and relevant research aspects. The review covers the most dominant failures modes in 

LVEMs and highlighted their association with temperature as a failure root causes and 

failure indicator. This chapter also reviewed LVEM’s condition monitoring systems. The 

review was divided into three main sections: a condition monitoring system description 

section, the existing commercial monitoring techniques review section (excluding thermal 

monitoring) and an in-depth review section on thermal monitoring techniques. Since 

FBGST is the drive key of this PhD research, a large portion of the provided background 

was conducted on this technology. The FBGST review included the key sensing aspects of 

this technology such as FBG structure, fabrication, interrogation and sensing principles. 

FBGST advantages and disadvantages in general and in particular for EMs applications 

were also reviewed. The last part of the chapter focused on providing a literature survey on 

the recent FBGST applications in rotating EMs.  

In summary, LVEMs are integrated in the core process of novel, safety critical energy 

conversion system applications such as those in aerospace, electric vehicle and offshore 

wind industries. LVEM’s reliability and availability are thus a key in ensuring the 

ambitious operational efficacy targets for these applications are met. However, LVEMs are 

prone to failure due stresses acting on their structure while they are in service. Therefore, 

on-line condition monitoring system with the potential of fault diagnostics in incipient fault 

stages is of utmost important to enable a reliable understanding of LVEM operational 

integrity and insuring its proper functioning. 

Thermal stress is one of the main contributors to the machine failures, and in particular 

to the dominant failure modes, windings and bearing faults. In addition, LVEM’s thermal 

status is important factor that effect their performance and lifetime. Therefore, on-line 

thermal monitoring is fundamental for LVEM’s protection and the enhancement of their 

performance, reliability and availability. The exiting thermal monitoring techniques have 

some limitations in their attempt to achieve the reliable, effective and safe thermal 

monitoring of LVEMs, especially hot spot monitoring, which are the points of concern. 

Therefore, the development of effective thermal monitoring techniques that can enable 
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increased awareness of operational thermal status, enhanced thermal management and 

effective fault diagnosis is of utmost important. 

FBG is a new thermal sensing technology that recently received great attention in the 

sensing research field. FBGST have significant benefits over conventional sensors such as 

size, inherently non-conductive, immunity to electromagnetic interferences, multiplexing 

and multi-sensing capability, distance sensing with high sensing response and stability. 

FBGST features make it an attractive sensing solution for EMs sensing thermal 

applications to overcome the limitation of the existing thermal monitoring techniques. 

FBG embedded sensing application for EMs, however, would not be a straightforward 

application. There are number of technical and practical challenges that need to be 

considered. Thermal-mechanical cross-sensitivity aspect in FBGST imposes design 

constraints for sensing in EMs, since thermal and mechanical excitations are naturally and 

simultaneously induced in an EM structure. Therefore, for exclusive or simultaneous 

thermal and/or mechanical measurements an appropriate sensor design is required. Another 

design constraint can be raised due to the fact that FBGs are made of glass, thus 

appropriate packaging and installing techniques are highly required. FBGSs are delicate 

sensors and their measurement performance and reliability can be largely affected by 

sensor design, packaging, installation and calibration, which increase the challenges of 

embedding this sensing technology in EMs. 

Recent literature demonstrates the feasibility of LVEMs embedded with FBGST for 

thermal sensing. However, the reported sensor designs, positioning, and installation 

techniques can impose significant limitations in efficacy of thermal monitoring in LVEMs; 

the reported sensing solutions were not positioned according to standards and were largely 

away from critical thermal hot spots. The reported work utilised surface bonded metallic 

packaging in a strong magnetic and electrical field environment, which limited their 

effectiveness. The embedding positions in the reported work were largely chosen to avoid 

some the complexities in the above challenges.  

Embedded FBG sensing for LVEM on-line thermal monitoring, and in particular the 

winding internal thermal monitoring for healthy conditions and also for fault diagnosis 

condition has not been researched. Therefore, this research aims to develop embedded 

FBG sensing system for internal thermal monitoring in random wound components. The 

developed system will consider the mentioned challenges.  
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 Simulation and Experimental Setup Chapter 3:

Description 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter demonstrates and describes the developed simulation and experimental 

test-rig setup for this research; it aims to provide more details than those presented in the 

peer reviewed paper format chapters (Chapters 4-7). This chapter includes two main 

sections: the thermal models section and the experimental test-rigs section. Section 1 

presents the development of the LVEM thermal models using a commercial software 

package. Section 2 demonstrates and explains the built test-rigs and the associated tools for 

the experimental work conducted throughout the research.  

3.2 Thermal models description 

Thermal models of two examined LVEM topologies were developed using a 

commercial software package (Motor-CAD). The aim of the thermal models was to 

identify the highest temperature points in the investigated LVEMs under different 

operating conditions. Identifying hot spots locations and manifestation was deemed crucial 

for this research; it enables the development of understanding of optimal in-situ thermal 

sensing placement and hence, the appropriate sensing design requirements for the FBG 

sensing system. The thermal models enhanced the understanding of the test machines’ 

thermal behaviour and the associated heat transfer modes, which is key for understanding 

and interpretation of the practical thermal measurements. The established thermal models 

were also used for planning the experimental tests in advance by identifying the required 

thermal equilibrium time for each of the test conditions, as well as identifying thermal safe 

margins for each test and validating the obtained thermal measurements. 

Motor-CAD is a specialist software package for electromagnetic and thermal modelling 

for EMs [179]. For thermal modelling, the model package is based upon the 3D lumped 

network model technique, which is integrated with a 2D-finite element thermal model (2D-

FE). Motor-CAD does not require the user to identify complicated thermal model 

parameters such as those associated with forced and natural convention heat transfer modes 

in EMs, which are out of the scope of this research. Motor-CAD reduces the complexity by  
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automatically determining the required thermal model parameters based on solving the 

appropriate formulae for a given machine design and specification (e.g. frame shape, 

cooling system, etc.) [179]. However, an accurate model in Motor-CAD requires precise 

settings for a considerable range of parameters, as will be explained in the following sub-

sections. 

3.2.1 Thermal models development using Motor-CAD 

Motor-CAD thermal models were developed for the two machine designs examined in 

this research: one for a 0.55 kW squirrel cage induction machine (IM) and the other for a 

5.5 kW permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM). Full details of the test 

machines are provided in Section 3.3.4 of this chapter. The developed FBG thermal 

sensing systems were embedded in these machines to evaluate sensing performance in 

operational LVEMs, and investigate their potential use for on-line thermal monitoring 

under healthy and faulty conditions.  

3.2.1.1 IM thermal model development 

In order to develop a thermal model in Motor-CAD, a set of detailed machine 

dimensions are required. Certain dimensions are difficult to obtain from the manufacturer, 

since they are considered commercially sensitive. To overcome this challenge, a machine 

identical to the one tested was fully disassembled and its component dimensions measured, 

as shown in Fig 3.1.  

 

Fig 3.1: Disassembled motor and dimensions measurement for Motor-CAD model inputs  

The measurements were taken based on the IM axial and radial dimensions specified by 

Motor-CAD. For illustration purpose, the measured dimensions and the modelled radial 

and axial cross sections of the test IM are shown in Fig 3.2 a and b, while the 3D models of 

the IM components are shown in Fig 3.2 c. 
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(a) Radial cross-section of the IM in Motor-CAD model 

 

 

(b) Axial cross-section of the IM in Motor-CAD model 
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(c) IM 3D components models in Motor-CAD 

Fig 3.2: IM model in Motor-CAD 

Once the geometric model was completed, settings for different thermal model aspects 

based on the machine design and specification were required. These settings were input 

through a number of interface windows for each model thermal aspect (e.g. material, 

cooling design, heat transfer calculation, losses, etc.). For illustration, Fig 3.3 shows the 

interface window for the materials settings. Some of the parameter settings required 

execution of experimental tests, e.g. tests to measure the air flow velocity along the axial 

length of the machine frame at different speed conditions, and tests to determine the 

machine core and mechanical losses (specified by the IEEE 112 standard [107]). 

 

Fig 3.3: Interface window for materials setting  
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The final model thermal network constructed by Motor-CAD from the entered data and 

model setup is shown in Fig 3.4. The thermal network consists of thermal resistances 

(conduction thermal resistance , convection thermal resistance , radiation thermal 

resistance , interface thermal resistance  ), the power loss source ,  thermal 

nodes  and the thermal capacitances. The components are colour coded to match those 

shown in the radial and axial cross-sections (see Fig 3.2). The values of the thermal 

components are automatically determined and updated by Motor-CAD for each operating 

condition. For example, the values of the conventional resistances between the housing and 

ambient are air flow velocity dependent and thus, their values largely change with the 

change of cooling capability. In addition, some of the loss components are temperature 

and/or speed dependant (winding losses are temperature dependent, windage and iron 

losses are speed dependant). However, network components that change with operating 

conditions require suitable set-up in the model to avoid errors in the model derived 

temperatures. The generated thermal network model is used to perform steady-state and 

transient node temperature solutions by solving appropriate heat transfer equations for each 

defined node.  

 

Fig 3.4: Thermal network model of test IM determined by Motor-CAD 

As the interest of this research is winding hot spots monitoring, the winding’s thermal 

model is important in this context. In general, detailed thermal modelling of random 

wound stator winding in LVEMs is challenging due to the arbitrary nature of the winding 

structure in the slot and end-winding sections. For example, accurately modelling the 
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enamelled wires distribution within the slot geometry and the end-winding section with 

estimating the impregnation quality in the winding is extremely challenging. In this 

research, a winding layer model integrated with the lumped network model was used. The 

winding layer model replaces the single node representing the winding with a number of 

multiple nodes to describe the temperature gradient of the winding. The winding layer 

model is only applied to the slot section, while the end-windings are represented by one 

node per each end-winding section. This is because the end-windings have a more random 

nature and are thus simply modelled as one thermal component [179]. 

 The layered model divides the slot section into a number of parallel layers, as 

illustrated in Fig 3.5.a. Each layer represents a percentage of the materials, i.e copper, wire 

insulation, impregnation, air and slot liner, in the slot. The sum of cross-sectional areas 

related to one material (i.e copper) is equal to its actual cross-sectional area in the slot. Fig 

3.5.b shows the integrated layered slot model in the lumped network circuit. The layers are 

represented in the network model by nodes, which are connected by a set of thermal 

resistances determined by the layer dimensions and material properties. The boundary node 

of the slot layer model is connected to the tooth and yoke core nodes. The nodes 

temperatures represent the temperature gradient within the slot. The rear and front end-

windings are represented by a node each, and both are connected to the mid node in the 

layered model. The copper loss in the slot is distributed across individual nodes based on 

the associated layer volume. 

          

             (a) Layered slot                                                             (b)  Editing network model 

Fig 3.5: Integrating the slot layer model in the lumped network model 
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For more accurate winding temperature and thermal gradient prediction, Motor-CAD 

has a 2D-finite element (2D-FE) model integrated with the 3D lumped network model. The 

2D-FE model only performs conduction heat transfer analysis; it can provide more details 

of the temperature gradient of various components in the machine, which can lead to 

identifying their hotspot [179]. FE models are unable to solve convection and radiation 

heat transfer mode, thus, the boundary condition temperature of the 2D-FE are provided by 

the lumped network model. The losses considered by the 2D-FE are the losses entered for 

the thermal network mode; however, it only considers the relevant losses of the part 

analysed by the FE model tool. Fig 3.6 shows the slot and rotor bars 2D-FE model of the 

modelled IM.  

 

                               Slot geometry                        Meshed slot            Slot temperature gradient 

(a) Slot section model in 2D-FE 

                                    Rotor bar geometry       Meshed rotor bar     Rotor bar temperature 

 

(b) Rotor bar section model in 2D-FE 

Fig 3.6: Slot and rotor bars models by the 2D-FE 

3.2.1.2 Model tuning 

For accurate temperatures prediction, the developed model was tuned and validated. 

Motor-CAD has a built-in sensitivity analysis tool; this tool is designed for machine 

designers to optimise their designs. The sensitivity tool allows the user to vary single or 
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multiple model parameters (i.e. geometry parameters), to observe their impact on thermal, 

electrical and magnetic characteristics of the developed design. The sensitivity analysis 

tool was used in this research for tuning the developed models to enable temperature 

predictions close to the measured temperatures.  

Model tuning using the sensitivity analysis tool was achieved by performing a number 

of experimental tests to obtain temperature measurements of the examined machine 

components under different conditions. Tests were performed such as DC test, locked rotor 

test, prime mover test, and different loading tests. The temperatures of the stator windings 

slot/end sections; core, rotor and frame were recorded during the performed tests using a 

set of installed thermal sensors and a thermal camera. The measured temperatures and the 

model initial predicted temperatures under similar conditions were set in the sensitivity 

analysis tool and the temperature difference between them for each component was 

determined. To reduce the error between measured and predicted temperatures some of the 

model’s parameters were specified to be varied by the sensitivity tool, as explained. The 

model parameters were identified with their minimum and maximum variation range and 

their step of change. The sensitivity tool ran an iteration algorithm to find the optimal 

specified parameters values that provide the closest match between the predicted and 

measured temperatures.  

A set of parameters were chosen to be modified using the sensitivity analysis tool, 

which were practically difficult to measure or to estimate and they can affect the model 

accuracy, in particular the winding temperature prediction. For winding temperature tuning 

the varied parameters are the impregnation quality (largely determines the winding thermal 

conductivity), the gap between the slot liner and slot wall (determines the conduction heat 

between the winding and core), and the core and frame inner bore interface gap 

(determines the transfer of heat from the core to frame). A variation range was set for each 

parameter. The impregnation quality, was set to vary from 0.4 to 0.7 (0.5 means 50 % is 

impregnation and 50 % is air in the winding). The variation of impregnation quality 

changes the impregnation layers thermal conductivity and hence, the determined thermal 

resistances (in the layered winding model). The stator laminations to housing interface gap 

was varied between 0.0 and 0.09 based on values determined in [180]. These values 

determine the thermal resistance between the core and frame (0.0 means perfect contact 

between surfaces and thus, zero resistance). The interference gap between the slot liner and 

slot wall was set between 0 to 0.2 mm. This value was set based on visual inspection of the 

examined IM.  
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For illustration, Fig 3.7 shows the model predicted temperatures after tuning analysis, 

measured temperature and their temperature difference for the performed DC test [180]. 

The DC test was performed by applying DC power to the stator three phase windings while 

the rotor was at standstill. Under such test conditions, the only loss component in the 

machine is the winding DC loss, which can thus be directly determined. To ensure an equal 

DC current flow in the three-phase stator winding and thus ensure equal copper loss, the 

three-phase stator windings were connected in series and supplied by a single current 

controlled DC power supply; this was enabled by ensuring access is available to both ends 

of each phase winding. The heat transfer modes involved in this test are the heat 

conduction from the windings to the frame and natural convection from the frame to 

ambient. The test enables calibration of the conduction heat transfer path between the 

windings and the frame. To setup the model to simulate the laboratory DC test, the only 

loss that was set in the model was the copper loss. The cooling system model was set to 

natural convection, since this is the case when the rotor speed is zero in the examined 

motor design. After tuning, the model predicted temperatures showed good agreement to 

the measured values. For the winding average temperature, the temperature difference was 

less than 1 °C.  

      

Fig 3.7: Tuned Motor-CAD model results for the DC test 
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3.2.1.3 PMSM thermal model development 

The lumped network and FE thermal models for the 5.5 kW PMSM were also 

developed and tuned in Motor-CAD following the same procedure as that followed for the 

IM model. However, unlike with the IM model, where the required geometry and 

specifications were taken from an identical disassembled machine, here the model required 

geometries and specifications were determined during the PMSM rewinding process. Fig 

3.8a shows the 3D plots of the modelled machine components and Fig 3.8b shows the 

determined PMSM lumped thermal network. Fig 3.9 shows the slot and rotor FE model 

sections of the examined PMSM. 

 

(a) 3D components model of the PMSM  

 

(a) Thermal network model determined by Motor-CAD 

Fig 3.8 : 3D components model and the thermal network of the PMSM in Motor-CAD 
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Fig 3.9:  2D-FE model for the PMSM in Motor-CAD 

3.3 Experimental setup description 

The main goal of this PhD research was to investigate the potential use of FBGST for 

reliable and effective thermal condition monitoring of LVEMs. The investigation was 

conducted in stages based on extensive experimental work that was required to achieve the 

research goal. In the first stage, the important sensing aspects of FBGST such as in-situ 

sensing design, distributed sensing, calibration, characterisation and installation for 

embedding thermal sensing applications in LVEMs were investigated. Then, in the second 

stage, the in-situ sensing performance of the FBG sensing system developed in the first 

stage was evaluated in operational LVEMs. The last stage investigated the potential use of 

in-situ FBG sensing system for condition monitoring under healthy and faulty conditions. 

To this end, it was necessary to develop different experimental test-rig setups that aligned 

with each stage of research development.  

The FBG thermal sensing system and the experimental test-rigs developed and used in 

this PhD research are described and discussed in this section as follows: 1) first the FBG 

sensing system is presented and discussed including: in-situ thermal sensor design and 

specification, packaging, procurement, interrogation and measurement software; 2) the test 

system developed for FBG sensors calibration and characterisation is then presented and 

explained; 3) the developed prototype coil systems used as a test vehicle for understanding 

the performance implications of the sensing aspects of a wound coil embedded FBG 

thermal sensor are then described; 4) the test-rig layouts, construction, operation and 

design features of two machine topologies embedded with FBG thermal sensing system for 

healthy and faulty condition thermal monitoring are explained. 
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3.3.1 FBG thermal sensing system 

This section describes the FBG thermal sensing system, including the developed in-situ 

FBG temperature sensors for thermal monitoring in LVEMs and the commercial 

interrogation system used in this PhD research.  

3.3.1.1 FBG temperature sensor design and packaging 

The key target sensing application in this research is the interior monitoring of a stator 

random wound coil structure, in direct proximity to the coil thermal hot spot. The primary 

design constraints of the thermal sensing system arising from its application within a 

current carrying coil are: 1) the desirability for the sensing element to be dielectric; 2) 

possess EMI immunity; 3) have the capability to be placed in the centre of the coil 

structure, implanted between individual current carrying conductors; and 4) be capable to 

function in and withstand the thermal environment characteristic of winding elements in 

conventional EM designs [48, 56]. The FBG head itself can act as a thermal sensing 

element that satisfies the above design requirements. However, the fibre it is imprinted on 

is fragile and requires suitable packaging to ensure its mechanical integrity. In addition, the 

packaging plays an important role in enabling exclusively thermal measurements, as it 

isolates the FBG head from external mechanical excitation and thus eliminates the cross-

sensitivity effect in the shifted Bragg wavelength due to temperature and strain, as 

explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.3 [48, 56].  

To satisfy sensor design requirements, a Polyetheretherketon (PEEK) capillary was 

proposed in this research to package the FBG sensing heads. PEEK was chosen due to its 

mechanical and dielectric properties that are deemed suitable for the operating 

environment found in conventional EMs [48]. PEEK has replaced stainless steel in 

applications such as aerospace, due to its high degree of hardness combined with flexibility 

and extreme resistance to harsh environments [181]. A PEEK capillary can protect the 

FBG head from external mechanical excitation in an EM application and hence, ensure 

wavelength shifts only occur due to thermal excitation. Furthermore, its flexibility makes it 

an attractive packaging material for distributed FBG thermal sensing embedded in wound 

coils, as the sensor package can readily conform to the coil shape. PEEK also has good 

dielectric properties. It has been proposed as an insulation material for EM applications 

(e.g. copper wire insulated with PEEK, slot liner made of PEEK) [182].  

The dimensions and properties of PEEK capillaries used in this research are shown in 

Table 3.1. Capillary dimensions were selected to provide a close match to the 0.56 and/or 

0.6 mm diameter size of the test coil’s copper wire and therefore, facilitate easier 
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placement. These dimensions also allowed a large area of contact between the sensor 

PEEK package and the surrounding copper wire to help achieve a more effective thermal 

sensing performance of the FBG sensor embedded within the random wound coil structure. 

A narrow capillary wall of 0.1 mm was used, which is desirable to enhance the sensor 

response time by reducing the packaging thermal resistance [48, 53]. 

Table 3.1 : Dimensions and properties of PEEK capillary [181] 

Fig 3.10 shows the schematic diagram and a photograph of an example of a single in-

situ packaged FBG thermal sensing element (the probe contains a single FBG head). The 

same design is applied for an array FBG thermal (the probe with multiple FBG heads). For 

the purpose of this research, the total length of an individual FBG probe ranges from 1.5 m 

for a single FBG probe to 3 m for an array FBG probe. The FBG probe can be divided into 

two portions; the sensing portion and the non-sensing portion. The sensing portion is the 

single/multiple FBG head/heads that are contained by the PEEK capillary, as shown in Fig 

3.10. The  length  of  this section is identified by the length of the capillary which is chosen  

 

(a) Schematic diagram 

 

(b) Photograph of FBG packaged temperature sensor 

Fig 3.10: FBG thermal sensor design: diagram (top) and photograph (bottom) 

to match the length of the targeted coil/windings area. The non-sensing portion is the 

remaining length of the optical cable and the probe connector. This part of the optic cable 

is protected by a Teflon tube in this work. The connection between the packaging of the 

two parts is maintained by a heat shrinking tube. 

The embedment procedure of the packaged FBG temperature probe within a random 

wound coil/windings structure implies that the packaging capillary has to first be installed 

within the monitored coil/winding structure during the winding process, and the FBGs 
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inserted in the packaging after the winding process is completed. More details of the 

embedding methodology are presented in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. A preparation stage for 

the FBG thermal probe is required before embedding it into the monitored coil/windings. 

In this stage, the fibre containing the FBG head and the packaging capillary goes through 

the preparation procedure to ensure appropriate sensor dimensions for the targeted 

coil/windings structure. Careful measurements are taken to get the correct length of the 

capillary packaging required and to identify the sensing areas on the surface of the PEEK 

capillary for careful positioning of the sensing head in the targeted location within the 

monitored coil. The PEEK capillaries are carefully cut to obtain clear and smooth end 

openings. Fig 3.11 illustrates the preparation procedure of an in-situ FBG temperature 

sensor (the pictures were taken through the lens of a laboratory magnifying light). 

 

Fig 3.11: Preparing procedure of the packaged FBG temperature sensor 

The use of other non-metallic and metallic capillaries was also examined in this 

research for assessing the influence of different packaging materials on in-situ thermal 

measurement performance. The dimensions of these capillaries were identical to the PEEK 

capillary dimensions provided in Table 3.1. The preparation procedure for the development 

of the FBG sensor packaged within these capillaries was closely similar to that described 

for the PEEK capillaries. Cutting the fine metallic capillaries to the required length, 

however, posed a challenge: a diamond cutter was therefore used for the purpose of cutting 

the metallic capillaries. Nevertheless, this produced sharp and unclear opening ends, which 

can potentially damage the optical fibre during installation, as shown in Fig 3.12 (a). To 

resolve this problem, the capillaries opening ends were carefully scraped away with sand 

paper. The final finishing of the capillary cutting is shown in Fig 3.12 (b). 
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                                                   (a)                                                        (b) 

Fig 3.12 : Preparing non-metallic packaging capillaries for sensing fibre insertion 

3.3.1.2 FBG sensing specification and procurement  

For the purpose of this research, a number of FBG single and array sensors were 

ordered from manufacturers that specialise in the production of FBG fibres. FBGSs are not 

off-the-shelf products. To order an FBG single/array sensor, the key design and 

specifications of the sensor must be clearly identified (i.e. wavelength centre, wavelength 

range, FBG head length, number of heads, fibre type, connector type, etc.) by the end user 

and provided to the manufacturer. The first step is to identify the sensor structure and 

dimensions; this includes the number of FBG heads, their dimensions, positions on the 

fibre and the distance between them. This information mainly depends on the type of 

application and the dimensions of the monitored structure, which requires accurate 

physical dimensions. A final sketch of the designed FBG sensor fibre has to be provided to 

the manufacturer. Fig 3.13 shows designs of a single (a) and array (b) FBG sensors to be 

ordered. 

 

(a)   Sketch of a single FBG probe 

 

(b)     Sketch of an array FBG probe 

Fig 3.13: FBGS probes design sketch for order 

Once the sensor structure and dimensions are identified, the sensor’s specifications need 

to be identified such as the centre wavelength range, the fibre and coating type, and the 

probe connector type. Table 3.2 presents some specifications that were provided to the 

manufacturer for the sensors used in this research. The FBGs centre wavelength range is 

identified based on the interrogator unit broadband light source range. The type of fibre 

used in this investigation was a single mode Polyimide SMF-28e fibre. The Polyimide 
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fibre was chosen because it can withstand continuous temperatures of up to 300 °C [183]. 

It is also available as a standard SMF or bend-insensitive SMF. The latter type is preferred 

for this application since it is designed for small a bending radius and lower bending loss. 

The fibre is recoated with a layer of Polyamide to enhance it mechanical strength. The 

connector type used in this work was FC/APC, which is consistent with the interrogator 

unit; this connector type is recognised as the preferred choice for FBG sensing due to low 

return losses. 

 Table 3.2: FBG sensor specifications 

 

Fig 3.14 shows some samples of FBG sensors ordered during this research. The FBG 

sensors were ordered from two FBGST manufacturers: Smart Fibres based in the UK [136] 

and AtGrating technologies based in China [184]. 

             

(a) Single FBG                                             (b) Array FBG with 2 FBG heads 

Fig 3.14 : Supplied FBG single and array probes 

3.3.1.3 Interrogation 

Fig 3.15a shows the commercial SmartScan 04 interrogator unit used in this research. It 

is manufactured by Smart Fibres, who develop measurement systems based on FBGST. 

The SmartScan 04 unit is a compact and robust interrogator with a high resolution (< 1pm 

wavelength shift) and a maximum sampling frequency of 25 kHz for dynamic 

measurement of FBG sensors [136]. The interrogator specifications are provided in Table 

3.3. Fig 3.15b illustrates the general system diagram of the SmartScan interrogator; it is 

based on the wavelength division multiplexing technique (more information on WDM is 
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provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3.1). The SmartScan has four channels presented by the 

FC/APC connectors and labelled as CH1, CH2, CH3 and CH4 in Fig 3.15a. The 

interrogator communicates with the interrogated FBG sensors through these channels via 

sending and receiving light. Each channel is capable of running simultaneously up to 16 

FBGs imprinted in a single strand of single mode optic fibre. The data acquired by the 

SmartScan are transmitted to a computer for processing through a RJ45 connector. There is 

an optional data logging connector to connect a USB memory device (for large data sets). 

                               

                         (a) SmartScan 04 unit                                       (b)  SmartScan system diagram 

Fig 3.15: SmartScan interrogator unit [136] 

Table 3.3: SmartScan interrogator specifications [136] 

 

3.3.1.4 SmartSoft 

SmartSoft is a software package designed by Smart Fibres that is supplied with the 

SmartScan interrogator unit to operate the device; it is a LabVIEW based software routine 

with a customised interface window. SmartSoft enables setting-up the interrogator and the 

connected FBGs and processing the acquired data to achieve different sensing 

requirements through a number of interface windows, which contain a range of settings to 

setup the interrogation system and the interrogated FBGSs [136]. For demonstration, the 
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following paragraphs and figures explain the setting up and data acquisition from an FBG 

array sensor contains four FBG heads. 

First, the FBG array probe is connected to CH1 in the SmartScan via the FC/APC 

connector. The SmartScan is connected to a computer that runs SmartSoft to initialise the 

SmartScan and allow communication between the SmartScan and the array probe. Fig 3.16 

shows the instrumentation setup window in SmartSoft that was used to setup the connected 

FBGSs, the data acquisition system and the processing system. 

 

Fig 3.16: SmartSoft instrumentation window interface 

The SmartScan acquisition rate can be adjusted based on the number of the activated 

optical channels and the number of FBGs per channel, which is set to a desired value 

within specification (first green box from the left in Fig 3.16). This configuration enables 

the active light wavelength range sent to the optical fibre containing the FBG sensors to be 

adjusted, which in turn enables tuning of the scan cycle time (second green box from the 

left in Fig 3.16). The cycle time is the time required to complete one scan of the light sent 

to the FBGs and received by the detector circuit. For example, a single FBG probe with λB 

at 1550 nm can be only illuminated with a maximum light range of 3 nm to operate as a 

thermal sensor. Therefore, activating 3 nm range of the broadband light source (1548.5 – 

1551.5 nm) will reduce the cycle time required to scan this light range (3 nm) compared to 

the time required to scan 40 nm of the whole light range of the broadband source. Table 
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3.4 shows the possible scan rates with the associated activated light ranges for SmartScan 

[136]. 

Table 3.4: SmartScan multiple scan rate[136] 

 

The rate of processing the data by the SmartSoft can be adjusted; this can be achieved 

by either changing the transmission rate (the rate of transmitting the data from the 

SmartScan to the PC) or by changing the processing sampling size (third and fourth green 

box from the left in Fig 3.16, respectively). Usually, all of the acquired data are transmitted 

to the PC for processing. However, it may be desirable to slow the transmission rate on a 

slow network connection or because the host PC cannot process the data fast enough [136]. 

The processing sampling size can be set with a number x, which will result in every x
th

 

transmitted data point being processed [136].  In Fig 3.16 the lower window shows the 

reflected light spectrum from CH1, which only shows the activated channel in this case. It 

can be seen there are four peaks with numbers displayed at their respective tops 

highlighted by green circles. Each peak represents the reflected λB from one FBG in the 

FBG array sensor. The numbers are the determined peak λB for each FBG head by 

SmartSoft.  

Another important setting feature provided by SmartSoft is the wavelength gain slot. 

This feature enables each FBG to operate within an individual wavelength window to 

prevent measurement interference. Moreover, in each slot the peak intensity can be 

amplified (this is applicable for FBGs with low reflectivity); however, care must be taken 

so the FBG peak does not saturate. Fig 3.17 shows the slotting of the CH1 wavelength 

spectrum to four windows i.e. one window per FBG head. The slot boundaries are defined 

by the yellow lines and were set using SmartSoft. The gain slot feature can be applied to all 

interrogator channels; this is an important feature when there are large numbers of FBGs 

connected to each channel. 

Once the FBGs, the acquisition and processing systems are setup, the sensor 

measurement type and unit can be set and the real-time measurements can be viewed and 
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recorded. For measurements (i.e. strain or temperature) other than the measured reflected 

wavelength, a number of coefficients are required to perform the conversion from the 

measured wavelength shift to the measured physical quantity. These coefficients are 

typically obtained by calibration tests, as detailed in Section 3.3.2. Fig 3.18 shows the final 

setting of the FBG sensor array. The left table displays the available FBG sensors per 

channel that correspond to the settings made in the instrumentation setup window. The 

right hand table shows the configured sensors that can be monitored on-line and recorded. 

The first four arrows represent the instantaneous monitored peak λB for each FBG and the 

last four arrows represent the measured temperature based on the entered coefficients for 

the wavelength shift-temperature conversion. These data can be graphically presented on-

line using the ‘Charts’ tab.  

 

Fig 3.17: Slotting of the wavelength spectrum 
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Fig 3.18: Enhanced acquisition – Sensors tab 

3.3.1.5 Fibre optic rotary joint (FORJ) 

For the purpose of investigating the use of FBGST for rotary components sensing 

applications, a fibre optic rotary joint model (MJXA-FAP-155-28-FA) manufactured by 

Princetel was adapted to the examined machine geometry to enable communication 

between rotating in-situ installed FBGs and the stationary interrogator unit. Fig 3.19 shows 

the FORJ structure and Table 3.5 shows its specifications. The FORJ consist of two parts, 

stator and rotor, which are mechanically-optically linked; it is compact and light with very 

low return loss performance. The maximum operating speed of the applied joint model  is 

2000 rpm, which is suitable for commercial LVEM applications examined in this work; the 

operating speed of FORJs can generally be designed to be much higher [185].  

 

 

Fig 3.19: Fibre optic rotary joint model MJXA-FAP-155-28-FA 
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Table 3.5: MJXA-FAP-155-28-FA specifications 

 

3.3.2 Thermal calibration test-rig 

To obtain temperature readings from the reflected λB of the FBG sensors, a thermal 

calibration test is required. This thermal calibration test helps to determine the optimal 

temperature-wavelength fit curve for each FBG. In this test, the FBGs to be calibrated are 

exposed to controlled, steady-state thermal excitation levels and their reflected λBs are 

monitored and recorded for each thermal level. The FBG under calibration could be a 

single/array, unpackaged (free FBG heads)/packaged and embedded/free within 

coil/machine structure. 

To achieve the required controlled thermal excitation, a controlled industrial thermal 

chamber (type Lenton WHT6/30) with temperature control accuracy of ± 0.5 °C and a 

maximum temperature of 500 °C was used. The temperature references were read by the 

chamber proprietary thermal sensors and for correct temperature verification, a type K 

thermocouple sensor conditioned by K-type thermometer (FLUKE t3000 FC) was placed 

inside the chamber in close proximity to the FBG sensors under calibration. Fig 3.20 shows 

the industrial thermal chamber and a general schematic diagram for the calibration test. 

The thermal calibration tests were performed by first placing the FBG sensor in the 

thermal chamber and then exposing it to incremental set point temperatures up to the rated 

temperature of the targeted coil/machine for embedding. The temperature is regulated by 

the chamber controller in the tests in a rising sequence of 10 
0
C steps, which was deemed 

sufficient to achieve satisfactory characterisation of the sensor behaviour. At each step the 

temperature was held constant for a sufficient period to ensure the thermal equilibrium is 

achieved before thermal measurements were taken. The FBG reflected wavelength and the 

chamber temperature were recorded at each evaluated thermal equilibrium set point in the 
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investigated temperature range. The recorded data was then used to calculate the 

temperature-wavelength conversion fit curve. The polynomial quadratic fit curve was the 

fit curve used in this research as based on undertaking a comparison study of different 

curve fit models, i.e. linear fit, 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 order polynomial fits, it was found to be the 

most appropriate fit for the FBG thermal sensors in this type of application[186]. 

 

                                               (a) Commercial thermal test chamber 

 

 

(b) Schematic diagram of thermal calibration test setup 

Fig 3.20: Experimental system for FBG sensor calibration tests 

3.3.3 Prototype wound coil test system 

The proposed FBG thermal sensing system design was extensively examined using 

prototype coils, which provided an optimal test platform to examine sensing performance 

before embedding the sensors and investigating their performance in operational LVEMs. 

This intermediate stage aimed to understand and evaluate the in-situ FBG thermal sensing 

system performance, calibration, and characterisation. It also provided insight into the 

performance implications of the installation procedure of a wound coil embedded FBG 

thermal sensor, as a step to enable further development of FBG embedded thermal sensing 

applications. The prototype coil systems were designed to replicate a standard low power 

stator winding design of LVEMs [53, 56]. 

3.3.3.1 Test prototypes coil system design 

 The prototype coil was a multi-turn random wound coil, which was manufactured on a 

purpose made coil bobbin using a winding rig. The coil bobbin was designed to fit into the 

winding rig and could be easily dismantled to facilitate the removal of the wound coil and 

its placement into the targeted housing on a desired test rig without damaging the coil 
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insulation and the embedded in-situ FBG sensor. Fig 3.21 shows the test random wound 

coil and its manufacture [56].  

 

Fig 3.21: Prototype random wound test coil ant its manufacture 

The prototype coils were largely housed in slot assemblies (i.e. motorettes) designed 

according to relevant IEEE standards [95]. However, for research purposes the prototype 

coils were also embedded in a commercial low voltage motor core structure and a purpose 

made steel core structure. Fig 3.22 shows the housing for the prototype random wound 

coil, an IEEE slot assembly (see Fig 3.22.a), a commercial low voltage motor core 

structure (see Fig 3.22.b) and a multi slot steel core structure (see Fig 3.22.c). 

                                                         
            (a) IEEE motorette slot assemble                        (b) Prototype low voltage core structure 

 

 

 
                                                                 (c) Multi slot steel core structure 

              

Fig 3.22: Test coil embedded in different housing structures 
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3.3.3.2 In-situ FBG sensor installation in the prototype coil systems 

To ensure the FBG temperature sensors were positioned in the targeted hot spot sensing 

points (the interior of the prototype coils structure) the following procedure was applied: 

the packaging capillary was first embedded within the coil structure; it is not instrumented 

with the FBG sensor at this stage. For the IEEE motorette coil system, this was achieved 

by winding half of the coil turns, fitting the capillary and then winding the rest of the coil. 

Once the coil was completed and mounted on the IEEE motorette frame, the FBG sensing 

fibre was loosely inserted into the capillary. The embedded sensor’s positioning is 

illustrated in the IEEE motorette coil cross section sketch in Fig 3.23a. 

For the prototype coils embedded in the prototype stator core or in the purpose-built 

steel core, the placement of the FBG sensor in the targeted point was achieved by first 

winding the full coil with the required number of turns using the bobbin and the winding 

rig. Then, half of the coil turns were inserted into the relevant slot and then fitting the 

packaging capillary in the coil centre. Once this was completed the remainder of the coil 

was inserted. The FBG sensing fibre was then inserted into the capillary to form an 

operation in-situ FBG thermal sensor. Fig 3.23b and c illustrate the embedded sensor 

locations in the cross-section of the stator core and the built core. This process enables in-

situ hot spot sensing and offers an advantage of avoiding the undesirable exposure of the 

fragile sensing fibre to mechanical stress during the winding process [109].  

           

(a) Cross-section of IEEE motorette                          (b) Cross-section of prototype stator core    

 

(c) Cross-section of designed steel core    

Fig 3.23: The embedded FBG sensor positions in the prototype coil structures 
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For testing, the desired thermal excitation conditions applied to the prototype coils 

embedded with FBG temperature sensors were experimentally achieved by two methods: 

1) by exposing the test coils system to external controlled thermal excitation using the 

controlled thermal chamber or 2) energizing the prototype coils with a controlled DC 

current to induce internal thermal excitation. The choice of the thermal excitation method 

is based on the investigated case study. For the external thermal excitation, the thermal 

chamber used in the calibration test was used here as well, with the FBG embedded coil 

system placed into the chamber. For the internal thermal excitation, a programmable DC 

power supplies (type SorensenSGI100/50D, rated at 50A/100V) or (TTi CPX series rated 

at 20A/60V) was used. Fig 3.24 shows photographs of the used DC power supplies. The 

higher rated Sorensen DC power supply was used to apply a fast thermal variation by 

applying a high DC current for a pre-determined time. The output DC power was 

controlled to specific applied current profiles and hence, specific thermal excitation 

profiles in real-time by controlling the DC power supply using LabVIEW code. 

                              

            (a) Sorensen DC power supply                            (b) TTI CPX series DC power supply 

Fig 3.24: Test DC power supplies 

3.3.4 FBG embedded LVEMs test-rigs 

To investigate the performance of the proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensing system for 

on-line thermal condition monitoring of LVEMs under healthy and faulty conditions, two 

LVEM test rigs based on two different conventional LVEMs were developed. The 

examined machine topologies are the IM and PMSM that are thermally modelled using 

Motor-CAD. The following sections explain the operational details of individual test-rigs. 

3.3.4.1 IM test rig 

The examined IM was a 0.55 kW, 4-pole, three-phase, totally enclosed fan cooled-

squirrel cage induction machine manufactured by TEC Electrical Motor based on IEC 

standards [187]. Photographs of the examined machine side view are shown in Fig 3.25 

and its data specifications are given in Table 3.6. For the purpose of embedding the in-situ 

FBG thermal sensing system in the target positions (interior of the machine stator winding)  
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and to allow emulation of stator winding faults, the IM stator winding was stripped and 

rewound. The machine original/modified winding’s configurations, the embedded FBG 

thermal sensors design, locations, the installation methodology and the test-rig layout setup 

are demonstrated and explained in the following sections.  

                      

Fig 3.25: A side view photographs of the examined IM 

Table 3.6: IM data specification 

 

A. Original IM stator winding configuration 

Fig 3.26 illustrates the layout connections of the original IM stator winding. The 

original winding design and layout information were not available from the manufacturer. 

Therefore, the original winding design was reverse engineered during removal. It was 

found that the stator was constructed of a concentric single layer winding, with six groups 

of coils distributed over 24 slots. Each phase had two groups connected in series and each 

group consisted of two coils. The total number of turns per coil was 105 turns wound with 

AWG 24 (0.564 mm) insulated copper wire. In this concentric winding, the inner coil of 

each group had a coil-span of 5 and the outer coil has coil-span of 7 (as seen in Fig 3.26).  
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Fig 3.26: Layout connection of the healthy stator windings 

B.   Modified stator winding configuration for fault emulation 

The original stator winding discussed in the previous section was modified to enable 

emulation of different fault scenarios and severities in the examined IM stator winding. 

This was done for a single turn fault to multiple turn faults, and involved tapping specific 

turns in the rewound winding. The modified three-phase stator winding configuration 

including tappings is illustrated in Fig 3.27. The modification was applied to phase A, 

where the desired number of turns were tapped to enable practical emulation of a winding 

fault scenario, as shown in Fig 3.27.a. The other two phases (B and C) remained 

unmodified (see Fig 3.27 b and c).  

 

(a) Phase A modified winding 

 

(b) Phase B modified winding 

 

(C) Phase C modified winding 

                                                      Fig 3.27: Modified IM stator windings 
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The fault location was arbitrarily chosen to be in coil 2 of phase A. The tapped turns 

were determined to induce inter-turn short circuit fault with different fault severities in 

phase A. Table 3.7 represents the possible number of induced shorted turns and their 

corresponding fault severity percentages with the required tapping connections. The 

severities are defined as the ratio of the turns shorted to the effective turn per phase. The 

maximum inter-turn fault severity in a single coil is 2.38 % (i.e. 10 turns shorted). This is 

because this research focuses on detection/diagnosis of the incipient stages of winding 

faults using FBGST, since they are very challenging to detect and diagnose with 

conventional condition monitoring techniques.  

Table 3.7: Investigated inter-turn fault severity 

 

C. In-situ FBG thermal sensors locations 

The installation of the in-situ FBG thermal sensors in the examined IM stator winding 

was established by first embedding the PEEK capillaries packaging within the winding 

structure in the targeted slot/end-winding positions during the rewinding process. When the 

rewinding and impregnation processes were completed, the FBG sensors were inserted into 

the desired positions. This procedure offers an advantage of avoiding the undesirable 

exposure of the fragile sensing fibre to mechanical stress during the rewinding process.  

Another key practical advantage is that the sensing fibre is made accessible for 

replacement, reposition or re-calibration, which is not the case with conventional 

temperature sensors [109]. From a research and practical usage point of view, this process 

enables reuse of FBG sensors/sensing fibres and enables flexible embedment of FBG 

sensors in positions of interest without having to embed all the FBG sensors during the 

rewind process. The in-situ FBG thermal sensing system embedded in the IM stator 

winding was designed to enable distributed thermal sensing for on-line winding internal 

temperature monitoring. The thermal sensing points allow the measurement of hot spots in 

the entire winding structure, including slot and end-winding sections. 
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For the slot section, two aspects of internal sensing location were considered in the 

sensor design: the sensor axial and radial positions. The radial position requirements 

dictated a sensor placement in the cross-sectional centre point of the slot section between 

the copper conductors, where a thermal hot spot is located. This is achieved by appropriate 

PEEK packaging of the FBG sensor and the methodology of installation (discussed in the 

next section). Regarding the axial sensing position, the in-situ thermal sensor for slot radial 

sensing requirements was also designed to enable arbitrary sensor positioning in the slot 

axial length. To this end the packaging capillary length was designed to be closely similar 

to the winding axial length; this enabled the packaging capillary to house the entire fibre 

section containing the FBG sensing head that was implanted in the winding slot region, 

starting from the non-drive end-winding through to the slot section to drive end-winding, 

as illustrated in Fig 3.28a. This design allows for positioning of the FBG sensing head at 

any desired point along the axial length of the winding slot section. This is a very 

important design feature for machines topologies with large thermal gradients in the axial 

direction. For machine end-windings, the PEEK packaging was laying between end-

windings coils ends in the targeted sensing points. This sensing design enables practical 

monitoring of the internal temperature of different winding sections (i.e. slot and end 

winding hot spots). Combined with the multiplexing feature of FBG sensors this design 

can allow different distributed thermal configurations to be established. 

To this end, six PEEK capillaries were embedded between the copper conductors in the 

slot centre of six different slots, each two slots containing a different phase winding (two 

capillaries fitted per phase, as illustrated in Fig 3.28.b). For phase A, one capillary was 

embedded in a healthy slot (slot contains a healthy coil side) and one in a faulty slot (slot 

contains a faulty coil side). The six PEEK capillaries were extended along the winding 

axial length and pitched by 4 slots to enable a uniform thermal sensing distribution within 

the examined motor winding structure. Two PEEK capillaries were embedded in the drive 

end end-winding section and non-drive end winding section, as shown in Fig 3.28c. To 

benchmark the in-situ FBG sensing thermal system performance a set of type K 

thermocouples were also embedded in the stator winding, as shown in Fig 3.28.b and c. 

These thermocouples were distributed as follows: two TCs were embedded in the end-

winding section (one in the drive end-winding and one the non-drive end-winding) to 

validate the obtained results by the FBG embedded in the same positions. Another two TCs 

were embedded between the coil’s surface and the slot’s wall insulation, one in the bottom 

of the slot and the other in the top of the slot under the slot wedge. The TCs positions were 
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chosen in accordance with IEC 60034-1 standard [106]. Another two TCs were inserted in 

holes machined for this purpose, of 1.5 mm diameter and 10 mm depth, one in the core 

back and one in the tooth where the faulty coil was placed for thermal model tuning.  

 

            (a) PEEK packaging positioning in the winding - axial length profile 

       

          (b) Slot section packaging arrangement                         (c) End-windings packaging arrangement 

Fig 3.28 : FBG temperature sensors positions in the tested IM 

D. Description of rewinding process  

The rewinding process commenced by stripping out the original winding. Once the 

stripping process was completed new slot liners were placed in the core slots (see photo 1 

in Fig 3.29). The stator coils were wound to establish the six winding groups required to 

form the three-phase windings – here each winding group comprises two concentrically 

wound coils (refer to Fig 3.26 winding diagram and photo 2 showing a single winding 

group). The coils targeted for embedment with FBG thermal sensors are divided by a strip 

tied around half of the total turns number to enable placement of the FBG sensor in the 

desired point at a later stage. The winding group containing the faulty coil (i.e. the coil 

with tapped turns) was rewound with a specific tapping to enable emulation of fault 

scenarios of interest (as discussed in Section 3.3.4.1.B). The tappings leads to the 

connection box were protected by insulated tubes (see Fig 3.29, photo 6) to enhance their 

mechanical integrity and insulate them from each other, since they would be carrying high 

current under fault conditions experiments. 
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                                 (1)                                                                                          (2) 

                          
                                 (3)                                                                                           (4) 

                          
                                      (5)                                                                                           (6) 

                          
                                       (7)                                                                                            (8) 

                         
  (9)                                                                                        (10) 

Fig 3.29: Photographs of rewinding process of the examined motor 

The packaging capillaries were prepared, as discussed in section 3.3.1.1. To ensure they 

were approximately positioned in the slot centre, half of the relevant coil section was 

inserted in its respective slot winding position first, and then the packaging capillary fitted 
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in the coil centre location. The remainder of the coil was then wound in (see Fig 3.29, 

photos 3 and 4). Once the coils were inserted in the relevant slots, the integrity of the 

PEEK capillaries was examined before, during and after pressing in the end-windings (see 

Fig 3.29, photo 7 and 8). To impregnate the embedded winding, the ends of the capillaries 

were sealed to prevent ingress of impregnation fluid. The windings were then impregnated 

(dip impregnation) and placed in a thermal oven to cure at 120 
0
C for 60 mins. Once the 

winding impregnation was completed, the capillary ends were unsealed and examined. A 

connection box was designed and the tappings were connected to allow practical emulation 

of healthy and faulty conditions (see Fig 3.29, photos 9 and 10). The tapping leads and 

their connections will inevitably give rise to a relative increase in the resistance of the 

tapped phase (phase A) in healthy conditions, and act as a short circuit current limiter in 

the fault condition (inherently introducing additional resistance into the short circuit 

current path). Some resistance increase is unavoidable with this approach, however, to 

keep its influence as low as possible care has been taken to keep the tapped leads’ length at 

minimum.  

E. Test rig layout 

Fig 3.30 illustrates the experimental test rig setup for examining the IM embedded with 

the proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensing system. The prototype FBG embedded IM was 

coupled to a 0.75 kW permanent-magnet DC load machine whose armature current was 

regulated using a controllable resistive load bank. For the purpose of this research, the IM 

was driven via the grid or a commercial drive. For grid connected experiments, the IM 

stator winding was connected to the grid via a variac. For inverter driven operation 

experiments, the motor was supplied by a commercial three-phase (SDD890 parker) AC 

drive and operated under open-loop (V/f) control mode. 

The IM voltages, currents and power values were monitored using a power analyser 

(Norma D6000). However, for dynamic measurements of the phase currents and voltages, 

a set of sensors and platforms were used:  1) LEM-LA25 Hall effect current transducers  

whose output was connected to a NI 9205 DAQ module and conditioned via a LabView VI 

routine. These were used to measure the IM phase currents. LeCroy CP150 current probes 

and LeCroy ADP300 voltage probes connected to a LeCroy 434 digital oscilloscope were 

also used to measure currents and voltages in the shorted turn circuit. The FBG 

temperature sensors were illuminated and monitored using the SmartScan04 interrogator 

and the associated software package (SmartSoft) described in Section 3.3.1.3. The 

thermocouples outputs were acquired and conditioned by a thermocouple input module NI 
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9211 DAQ connected to a NI Compact 9178 DAQ and conditioned using a LabView VI 

routine. 

 

Fig 3.30: Experimental test rig of the embedded IM 

3.3.4.2 PMSM topology test rig 

The examined PMSM was a 5.5 kW, 6-pole, three-phase PMSM, manufactured by 

LAFERT, based on IEC-60034 standards. Fig 3.31 shows a side view photograph of the 

PMSM while Table 3.8 gives its data specifications. The PMSM stator winding was 

rewound to enable embedding the in-situ FBG thermal sensors in target positions and to 

allow emulation of stator winding faults, following the same principles as those applied in 

development of the IM test prototype. 

 

Fig 3.31: PMSM side view 
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Table 3.8: PMSM specifications 

 

A.   Healthy stator winding configuration 

The PMSM original stator winding design was determined during the rewind process; 

photos of the original winding are shown in Fig 3.32. Fig 3.33 shows the schematic 

diagram of the determined original winding configuration. It was found that the stator 

winding consisted of 18 coils in total, distributed over 36 slots. Three empty slots, shown 

in Fig 3.33 (8, 19 and 30), were found to be present in the original stator winding design, 

as can be noted in Fig 3.32. Each phase winding comprised six coils connected in series 

and wound by six parallel strands of 23.5 AWG (0.5994 mm) copper wire. Each coil of the 

six coils forming one phase was built up of six parallel coils of 23 turns, giving 138 total 

turns for the entire coil. For clarification, Fig 3.34 shows the schematic diagram of phase A 

in the examined stator three-phase winding: it can be seen that phase A consists of six 

parallel paths (P1 - P6) and each path consists of six coils with 23 turns. The main six coils 

of the phase are highlighted in the Fig. 3.33 with an orange dashed line square. The phase 

winding coils are also differently pitched, having either a six or a seven slot pitch: this is 

shown in Fig 3.33, and denoted in Fig. 3.33 by showing the number of the slots containing 

coil sides. The winding configurations of phases B and C were identical to that of phase A.  

                

Fig 3.32:  PM synchronous motor original winding 
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Fig 3.33: PMSM original winding configuration 

 

Fig 3.34: Healthy phase A winding configuration 

B. Modified stator winding configuration for fault emulation 

The stator winding was modified to enable experimental emulation of electrical faults 

using the tapping technique similar to that applied to the IM. This PMSM winding 

configuration is more complicated than that previously described for the test IM. It has a 

number of parallel and series coils connected in each phase, which can lead to different 

short circuit scenarios, such as short circuit fault between turns of one path or between 

turns of parallel paths in a single coil. Thus, this winding arrangement was considered for 

emulating different fault type and severity. To this end, all three-phase windings of the 

PMSM were modified. The purpose of this was to have physically different fault locations 

and severity within the examined winding structure for investigating the diagnostic 

performance and capability of the proposed in-situ FBG sensing system with optimised 

sensing design for winding fault detection and diagnostics.    

For phase A, the designed tappings allow to emulate short circuit faults including a turn-

to-turn fault, a series turn fault. Fig 3.35a illustrates the modified phase A winding and the 

designed tappings. For the inter-turn fault scenarios, the second coil of the phase A was 

modified with tappings as follows: the first path turns (P1) were split into different tapped 

turn numbers to allow 2, 5 and 10 turn short circuit fault connections. In addition, the rest 

of the paths (P2 to P6) were also tapped in the second coil to allow emulation of a short 
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circuit fault between parallel paths in the same coil and to enable emulation of an open 

circuit fault in phase A, ranging from one path open circuit to a full phase open circuit.  

Phases B and C were also modified by tappings to allow emulation of inter-turn short 

circuit faults with 2, 5 and 10 shorted turns such as designed for phase A. However, the 

tapped locations were different for each phase. In phase B the first coil was the modified 

coil, while in phase C the fifth coil was modified. This modification enabled inducing 

identical fault scenarios in different phases and at different locations in the examined 

winding. Fig 3.35b and c illustrate the modified phase B and C windings.  

 

                                                                      (a) Modified phase A in PMSM 

 

       (b) Modified phase B in PMSM 

        

(c)  Modified phase C in PMSM 

Fig 3.35: Modified PMSM winding configuration  
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C. In-situ FBG thermal sensor locations 

Comparable to the IM, the PMSM was embedded with a set of PEEK capillaries during 

the rewinding process to allow later installation of different sensing configurations for 

distributed thermal monitoring of stator winding internal temperatures. Three PEEK 

capillaries were embedded in the slot section centre of three different slots with capillary 

lengths extended along the axial length of the winding structure for distributed axial 

thermal sensing. Each PEEK capillary was placed in a slot that housed a tapped coil side 

(faulty coil), one capillary per phase, as shown in Fig 3.36.a. In the end-windings, two 

PEEK capillaries were embedded between coil ends in the drive end side. One packaging 

capillary was placed between coils ends of phase A and phase B, the second packaging 

capillary was placed between coils ends of phase B and phase C. The packaging PEEK 

length was equal to the circumference length of the end-winding. Fig 3.36.b illustrates the 

embedded capillaries positions in end winding section. This design allowed for distributed 

thermal sensing for healthy and faulty conditions based on the multiplexing feature of FBG 

sensor embedded in machine end-windings.  

 

                      (a) PEEK capillaries in slot section                            (b) PEEK capillaries  in end-winding  

Fig 3.36: Capillary positions in the PMSM 

At a later stage of the research, the PMSM was rewound for a second time for other 

purpose of research. The positions of the FBG sensors embedded in the slot center in the 

first rewind were investigated. Fig 3.37 shows photographs of the PEEK capillary positions 

within the slots during the stripping out process. It can be seen that the capillaries are 

located in close vicinity of the slot center position.  
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                                    Fig 3.37: PEEK capillaries position in the slot centre 

D. Description of the rewinding process  

In general, the process of rewinding and embedding the FBG packaging into the PMSM 

was similar to that applied for the test IM. However, disassembling the stator and rotor 

parts for rewinding purposes required careful disassembly of the rotor, since the rotor 

contains magnets. The magnet induced forces can cause damage to the stator core or to the 

magnets if the rotor pulls to one side of the stator during the rotor pullout process. These 

forces can also lead to injures if not seriously considered. To this end, a specially designed 

rig for permanent magnet rotor assembly and disassembly was designed and manufactured, 

(see Fig 3.38, photos 1). The developed tool allowed for safe disassembling and 

reassembling of the PM rotor during the rewinding and sensor embedment procedures. Fig 

3.38 also shows photos that were taken during the PMSM rewind process. The tap leads 

from the stator winding were assembled and connected in a purpose built box with 

appropriate terminal connectors. The terminal box was located above the PMSM and 

safely isolates the electrical connections from the operators during experiments.  

  

(1) Magnet rotor assemble and reassemble tool 
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     (2) Striped winding           (3) Rewound coils makign up one phase            (4) Coil insertion                                                          

                  

     (5) PEEK embedment                 (6) Phase C coils insertion                         (7) Drive end-winding                       

                              

                        (8) Connection box                                              (9) Rewound PMSM 

Fig 3.38: Photographs of re-winding process of the PMSM 

E. Test rig setup layout 

The PMSM test rig was developed in parallel with another PhD research project on 

PMSM condition monitoring using embedded control signals. The developed test rig 

layout is illustrated in Fig 3.39. The embedded PMSM was coupled to a 15.5 kW DC 

machine, whose speed/torque characteristics was controlled by a 15.5 kW 

Parker/Eurotherm drive (DC 590SSD). The PMSM were connected to a 7.5 kW 890SSD 

AC drive system from Parker drive, which was automated via the DSE Lite software 

provided by the manufacturer. The DSE Lite contains a pre-programmed algorithm to run 

the PMSM, which requires careful definition of a large number of parameters. The 

communication between the AC drive and the PMSM and its control was part of the 
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parallel PhD research. For this research, the PMSM was operated in closed loop control 

with feedback information (rotor speed/position) provided by a resolver fitted to the 

machine.  

 

Fig 3.39: Experimental test rig layout of the embedded PMSM 

For the measurements, the 890SSD drive and its managed DSE Lite software enabled 

monitoring of the PMSM RMSs (currents, voltages, power, speed and frequency). 

However, for the purpose of condition monitoring investigation, additional commercial 

sensing platforms were installed: 1) LEM currents probes (LA 205-S LEM) connected to a 

NI DAQ platform and conditioned via LabVIEW code were set to preform real-time 

measurements of the examined PMSM three-phase currents. 

3.3.5 Other equipment used in experimental research 

3.3.5.1 Thermal camera  

A thermal camera, type FLIR TG-165, was also used during this research. Fig 3.40 

shows the used thermal camera. The FLIR TG-165 was used to monitor the stand alone 

coils surfaces and the examined machine frames when appropriate. A thermal camera is an 

important thermal measurement tool for monitoring temperature gradient and can identify 

hot spots in structure surfaces. The used FLIR TG-165 is factory calibrated to provide the 

best possible thermal images. However, the accuracy of the temperature measurements 

obtained by thermal camera can be affected by the emissivity. Emissivity is a measure of 
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how well a material surface radiates infrared energy. Its value is between 0.0 and 1.0 where 

a surface with 1.0 emissivity is considered a perfect radiator. The used thermal camera 

enables change of the emissivity setting from 0.4 - 0.98. In this study, the thermal camera 

was largely used to inspect surface temperature differences (hot spots) rather than actual 

temperature distribution. 

 

Fig 3.40: Thermal camera type FLIR TG-165 [188] 

3.3.5.2 Anemometers  

To measure the air speed flows between machine frame fins for the thermal model and 

some experimental tests a Testo 405i anemometer was used, as shown in Fig 3.41. The 

anemometer was connected to a smartphone via the Testo Smart Probes APP. The APP 

allows for static and dynamic measurements and recording. 

 

Fig 3.41: Testo 450i anemometer 
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3.4 Summary 

This chapter provided a detailed description of the different test-rig systems, including 

the FBG sensing system and the additional tools, used to conduct experimental research in 

this PhD study. The chapter also described the development of two thermal models using 

Motor-CAD for the two examined LVEMs in this research.  
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 Calibration, Characterisation and Chapter 4:

Performance Assessment of Random 

Wound Coil Embedded In-situ FBG 

Thermal Sensing System 

4.1 Introduction 

FBG thermal sensing is a novel sensing technology in EM sensing applications. Its 

application for in-situ thermal sensing in wound components such as those in LVEMs 

while promising remains largely unexplored. Standalone FBGs are sensitive devices; their 

performance can be significantly affected by usage aspects such as sensor packaging, 

calibration and installation methods. Effective use of these devices for coil embedded 

thermal monitoring therefore requires a full understanding of key design constraints and a 

careful consideration of the aforementioned aspects.  

To this end, this chapter presents a series of experimental studies conducted on 

prototype coil systems as initial step towards embedding FBG sensing technology in the 

interior of the random wound coil structure of LVEMs for hot spot thermal monitoring. 

The underlying purpose of the reported work is twofold: to establish an understanding of 

performance implications of the sensor installation procedure into a wound coil, and to 

evaluate its in-situ sensing performance and characterisation in operating conditions 

representative of those encountered in an actual LVEMs. Attaining this understanding is a 

precursor to enabling further development of embedded sensing applications within 

operational EMs.  

The chapter consists of two papers written up in paper-style format. The second author 

contribution to both papers is performing a technical and academic writing review and 

technical guidance during this work. 

Paper 1: the content of this paper is a collection of published contributions in a number 

of IEEE conferences [48, 53, 54] and one Elsevier journal [55]. The main contributions 

of these papers are: 

 A novel small size, dielectric and EMI immune FBG temperature sensor design aimed 

at electric coil in-situ thermal monitoring is proposed. 
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 The application potential of the proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensor for hot spot 

thermal monitoring in random wound coils is examined and validated in a range of 

experiments.  

 The use of the proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensing system for distributed internal 

thermal monitoring in random wound coils based on FBG multiplexing is examined 

and validated. 

 In-depth analysis of installation, calibration and characterisation of random wound coil 

embedded in-situ FBG temperature sensor. 

Paper  2: The content of this paper has been published in a leading sensing journal 

IEEE Sensor Journal [56]. The main contribution of this paper is: 

 An investigation and identification of key design and operational features of 

embedded FBG sensing for thermal hot spot in-situ monitoring in random wound coils 

of LVEMs. The investigation was conducted by examining three vital application 

aspects of coil embedded FBG hot spot monitoring. 
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4.2 Paper 1: In-situ FBG sens ing  syste m installation, characterisation and performance evaluation for hot spot monitoring in electric mac hinery random wound compone nts 

 

In-situ FBG Temperature Sensor Installation, 

Characterisation and Performance Evaluation 

for Hot Spots Monitoring in Electric 

Machinery Random Wound Components 

A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This study investigates the application of fibre optic sensing based Fibre Bragg Grating 

(FBG) sensors for thermal hot spot temperature monitoring of random wound electric coils. The paper 

presents the design, installation, in-situ characterisation and performance details of a thermal sensor 

used for enabling real-time internal thermal monitoring of wound coil structure, in close proximity to 

the thermal hot spot location. The paper first examines the design of an embedded in-situ FBG thermal 

probe aimed at single thermal point sensing in wound coils internal structure. Then the multiplexing 

property of FBG sensing technology is examined to achieve a multipoint, distributed thermal 

monitoring design in arbitrary points within the coil structure. A series of thermal monitoring 

experiments are undertaken on prototype test coil systems embedded with FBG temperature sensors 

under a range of controlled static and dynamic thermal conditions. The findings demonstrate the 

feasibility of applying FBG thermal sensing technology for effective thermal monitoring within wound 

electrical components. It is shown that reliable, improved fidelity information on the coil’s thermal 

status can be obtained from embedded in-situ FBG thermal sensors when compared to conventional 

thermal monitoring solutions. 

Index Terms—Fibre Bragg Grating thermal sensor, in-situ sensing, embedded distributed sensing, 

random wound coils, thermal hot spot monitoring. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANDOM wound coils are an essential component of most low voltage electric 

machinery in modern industrial systems [1]. The effective use of electrical machines 

utilising random wound coils is limited by their sensitivity to electro-thermal stresses their 

coils are exposed to during operation. The coil thermal overloads are of particular concern 

in this respect as they generally result in lower efficacy of machine use and its lifetime 

reduction, and in extreme cases can result in insulation breakdown and catastrophic 

machine failure [2]. This can be caused by excessive current levels in coil conductors but 

also by other reasons such as a failure in the integrated cooling system or a coil electrical 

R 
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fault, where localised hot spots are induced in the coil structure leading to insulation 

breakdown. The prospect of effective on-line thermal monitoring of the coil structure and 

its hotspots in particular is therefore attractive; it could enable improved thermal protection 

of operating machinery by improved understanding of machine operational status. In 

addition, such monitoring capability could be used to enable recognition of early stages of 

coil degradation process, enabling remedial action to be undertaken before a catastrophic 

fault occurs [3]. 

The current practice for monitoring the thermal conditions based sensing solution of 

wound components in electric machinery is predominantly based on utilising conventional 

thermal sensors such as a thermocouple (TC) or resistance temperature detector (RTD). 

These are however generally impeded in providing hot spot thermal measurement in 

current carrying wound components due to inherent use of electrically conductive material 

in their structures as well as susceptibility to EMI effects [3,4]. In addition the RTDs and 

TCs are not a preferable choice for distributed thermal sensing applications due to the 

length and volume of their wiring leads [5]. An alternative is provided by the latest 

advances in fibre-optic sensing technology, whose characteristic EMI immunity, 

robustness, multiplexing flexibility and size make it a strong candidate to deliver the 

required operative solutions for wound components embedded thermal monitoring [6].   

The utilisation of Fibre Bragg Grating sensors in electric machinery monitoring has 

already received attention in a number of studies, ranging from frame vibration sensing to 

stator core and coil surface thermal monitoring [7-14]. The available literature on FBG use 

for wound component thermal monitoring is however almost exclusively focused on 

applications in large generators [12-14], with significant slot geometries and a form wound 

winding configuration. The existing reports on low and medium power machinery 

application of FBGs assess the general potential for thermal monitoring internal to machine 

structure and do not consider coil embedded hot spot locations [15]. In addition, the FBG 

thermal sensor packaging designs used in reported studies utilise conductive materials such 

as stainless steel and aluminium which can impose operational challenges in electrical 

machinery applications.  

This paper reports an experimental examination of an in-situ FBG temperature sensing 

system enabled hot spot thermal monitoring in a prototype random wound coil system such 

as those used in electric machines. Different structures of random wound coil systems are 

used: the test coils are wound of class F or H insulated copper wire to represent designs 

commonly used in conventional low voltage electric machines [15]. The in-situ FBG 
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thermal sensor package is made of dielectric material for enhanced immunity in this work. 

The sensor design, the procedure of sensor installation into a random wound coil structure 

for single and distributed thermal sensing points, its calibration and characterisation are 

presented. The sensing system performance was examined in a range of steady-state and 

transient thermal experiments performed by externally controlled thermal excitation using 

a thermal chamber and internally controlled thermal excitation by applying controlled DC 

power. The FBG sensor hot spot thermal measurements are benchmarked in tests with 

those obtained from conventional TC sensors placed in close proximity or thermal 

measurements taken by thermal camera. The underlying aim of this work is to assess the 

attainable hot spot thermal monitoring performance of an FBG thermal sensor embedded in 

the structure of a current carrying random wound coil. 

This paper is organised as follows, Section II provides a brief description on FBG 

sensing principles, followed by the test system description in Section III that includes the 

in-situ FBG thermal sensor design, installation and the used random wound coil system 

structures. Section IV contains the experimental results and discussion and is divided into 

four main sub-sections. Sub-section IV. A presents the in-situ FBG sensing system 

calibration, while sub-section IV. B reports the in-situ sensor performance examination in 

external controlled thermal environment using a thermal chamber. Sub-section IV. C 

presents the second stage of this study, which examines the proposed in-situ sensing 

system performance in a current carrying coil environment. Sub-section IV. D reports the 

design of an embedded array FBG sensing system aimed at facilitating real-time 

distributed internal thermal conditions monitoring in wound coils of electric machines. 

II. FIBRE BRAGG GRATING SENSING PRINCIPLES 

FBGs are periodic gratings on the optical fibre core that result in a periodic modulation 

of its refractive index when exposed to an interference pattern of laser light. The 

wavelengths reflected by the FBG structure will alter with the variation in the strain and/or 

temperature it is exposed to. With appropriate design, this phenomenon enables the grated 

fibre to be utilised as a mechanical or a thermal sensor.  The FBG centre wavelength is 

given as [16]: 

                                  𝜆𝛣 = 2 𝛬 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓                                                        (1) 

where: λΒ is the Bragg (i.e. centre) wavelength, Λ is the grating period (i.e. the spacing 

between successive gratings) and 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective fibre core refractive index. Any 

change in the fibre temperature and/or  strain will give rise to a change of 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 and Λ,  and 
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consequently result in an alteration of the reflected wavelength. The reflected Bragg 

wavelength relative rate of change can be defined in terms of the existing thermal and/or 

mechanical excitation as [17]: 

  𝛥𝜆𝛣 = 2 𝜆𝐵 (𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
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                   (2) 

where:  is strain and T is temperature. The term A in (2) represents the Bragg wavelength 

shift caused by the strain induced elastic-optic effect. The term B describes the temperature 

change induced wavelength shift that arises due to thermo-optic and thermal expansion 

effects [11]. The reflected wavelength change due to temperature change can be expressed 

in terms of the fibre thermal characteristics as [18]:  

 

                              𝛥𝜆𝛣 = 𝜆𝛣 (𝛼 +  𝜉)𝛥𝑇                                                   (3) 

where: α is the fibre thermal expansion coefficient (≈ 0.55x 10
-6

/°C) and ξ is the fibre 

thermo-optic coefficient (≈ 6-9 x 10-6/°C) [11]. For a standard bare FBG with the Bragg 

wavelength of 1550 nm operating at ambient temperature the fibre thermal sensitivity can 

be evaluated to be ≈10-14 pm/°C. FBG technology is particularly suitable for distributed 

sensing applications, where a single optical fibre can be used to contain a range of FBG 

sensing heads, with each head coded with a specific Bragg wavelength and acting as a 

separate sensor. This structure, known as an FBG array sensor, can provide attractive 

solutions for random wound coil embedded multi-point thermal sensing, where a single 

fibre optic probe could be applied to provide distributed sensing within the monitored coil 

structure. Fig .1 illustrates the operating concept of an FBG array sensor: the array is 

illuminated with broadband light and particular wavelengths reflected by each FBG sensing 

head. Each FBG reflects a specific light spectrum matching its designed Bragg wavelength. 

The process of fibre light excitation and examination of the reflected spectrum for Bragg 

wavelengths is managed by an interrogator device. 

 

Fig.  1: Operating principle of the FBG array sensor 
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III. TEST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

A.   FBG sensor design for in-situ thermal monitoring 

The bare FBG is extremely fragile and requires suitable packaging to ensure its 

mechanical integrity and isolate it from mechanical excitation, i.e. mitigate as much as 

possible the cross-sensitivity of shifted Bragg wavelength due to temperature and strain. 

To achieve this, Polyetheretherketon (PEEK) capillary is used in this work to package the 

FBG sensing heads due to its dielectric and mechanical properties; the thermal 

conductivity of PEEK is 0.173 W/m.k and it can withstand operating temperatures in 

excess of ≈ 250 
0
C. 

The FBG sensing configuration investigated in this paper is designed to enable single 

and distributed thermal sensing points for hot spot thermal monitoring within single\multi 

random wound coil structure. In this study a number of single and array FBG temperature 

probes were used. The FBGs heads were imprinted in bend insensitive polyimide optic 

fibre with double polyimide coating. The FBG heads length is 5 mm with Bragg 

wavelengths distributed in a bandwidth of 1529-60 nm and average reflectivity and 

bandwidth of 88 % and 0.36 nm, respectively. The single FBG probes were designed to be 

located as single thermal sensing point at the centre of the coil slot and/or end-winding 

sections. While the array FBG probes were designed to create thermal sensing network for 

distributed hot spot monitoring in single and multiple coils system. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagrams of the packaged sensing elements used in this 

study. The total length of individual FBG probes is ≈ 1.5 m. The fibre probe can be divided 

into two portions: sensing portion (i.e section contains the FBG heads and embedded 

within the coil structure) and the rest of the fibre portion. The sensing portion is packaged 

using PEEK capillaries. The inner and outer diameter dimensions of the utilised PEEK 

capillary were chosen as 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively, resulting in wall thickness of 

0.1 mm. This was to provide a relatively close match to the 0.56 diameter size of the test 

coil’s copper wire and therefore facilitate easier placement and more effective thermal 

sensing performance of the sensor package within the random wound test coil structure. In 

addition, the cross sectional area of the FBG array sensor has a negligible effect on the coil 

packing factor when compared to conventional TC or RTD thermal sensors. The remainder 

of the optic cable is tubed in Teflon for protective purposes.  

The single FBG probes consist of one 5 mm FBG head as illustrated in Fig. 2a. While 

the first FBG array, illustrated in Fig. 2b, consists of four FBG heads with the sensing 

region length of ≈ 30 cm defined by the length of the PEEK capillary containing the 
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sensing heads. This sensor was used for distributed internal thermal sensing within a single 

random wound coil structure. A second FBG array design consisting of six FBG heads 

distributed in ≈ 120 cm sensing area, shown in Fig. 2c. was designed for distributed 

internal thermal sensing within multi random wound coil structure. 

 

(a) FBG single probe  

 

(b) FBG array desgin for single coil test system 

 

(c) FBG array desgin for multi coils test system 

Fig.  2: FBG thermal sensors design for in-situ  thermal monitoring 

B.   Test coil system design 

This study undertakes experimental tests on prototype coil systems embedded with FBG 

temperature sensors designs put forward in section III. A. The proposed in-situ FBG 

sensing system was examined in different prototype coil system designs. Fig. 3 illustrates 

the used coil systems in this research. The first random wound test coil geometry, 

illustrated in Fig 3a, is designed according to IEEE standards for test procedures to 

evaluate insulating materials for random-wound AC electric machinery [15]. The motorette 

is wound on a winding machine with a number of series connected turns of class F or H 

enamelled copper wire. The IEEE motorette is representative of EM’s stator winding 

structure and was used in this study as the main test system to enable understanding of the 

in-situ FBG sensor’s embedment procedure, characteristics and on-line performance. The 

second coil system is a prototype coil wound into a stator core of a commercial machine 

design, as shown in Fig. 3b. This tests system was used to investigate the FBG sensing 

system’s installation methodology impact on its measurement performance in a typical 

machine winding setting; this could be ignored in the IEEE motorette tests due to motorette 

test system’s more controlled FBG instrumentation process. The last coil system is a multi-

coil structure mounted on a purpose made core design. The purpose of this test system is to 
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evaluate the proposed in-situ thermal sensing multiplexing feature use for distributed 

internal thermal monitoring in multi-coil systems such as those that would be encountered 

in practical electric machine windings. The prototype coils were embedded with in-situ 

FBG and TC sensors to enable performance cross-correlation. The sensors positions and 

installation for each coil system are discussed in the corresponding sub-sections of the 

experimental work result and discussion section IV.  

                          

                             (a) IEEE motorette coil rig                  (b) Test coil embedded in low voltage motor core 

 

                                                    (c) Test coil embedded in built steel core 

Fig.  3: Examined prototype coil systems embedded with FBG temperature sensors designs 

C.   Experimental test system  

Two experimental system setups were developed for this study: the first was used for 

calibration and characterisation study while the second system setup was developed for the 

in-situ performance assessment. 

A schematic illustration of the experimental arrangement used for FBG sensors 

calibration and characterisation is shown in Fig. 4. The calibration and characterisation 

experimental setup was used to obtain the wavelength-temperature calibration fit curve for 

each FBG sensor and to characterise the FBG sensors before and after packaging and 

embedment (i.e. base wavelength shift and sensor temperature sensitive variation due to 

packaging and embedment). The calibration and characterisation of the FBG sensing 

system was achieved by utilising a controlled thermal chamber, which isolated the 
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free/packaged/embedded FBG sensors and exposed them to a desired, controlled steady-

state thermal excitation level. The reference temperature within the thermal chamber was 

monitored by the chamber in-built thermal sensors and an additional FLUKE K type 

thermometer placed inside the chamber and used for temperature measurement control. 

Fig. 5 shows the experimental test system utilised for on-line performance assessment of 

the in-situ FBG thermal sensing system under a variety of thermal conditions 

representative of electric machine operation. This requires a practical emulation of a range 

of uniform and uneven stationary/transient thermal conditions including dynamic thermal 

cycling. To achieve this a programmable DC power supplies were used to inject the 

desired current level into the prototype coil under test. The coil current was measured 

synchronously with temperature using a LEM 55-P current transducer.  

 

Fig. 4: Experimental system setup for calibration and characterisation 

 
Fig.  5: Experimental system setup for in-situ FBG performance assessment 
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A commercial SmartScan 04 interrogator system was used to illuminate the FBG probes 

sensor and enable dynamic measurement of reflected wavelengths [19]. The interrogator 

was connected to a personal computer running LabVIEW code to record and analyse the 

measured data. The TCs outputs are conditioned by an NI DAQ interfaced with a personal 

computer executing an appropriate LabVIEW VI routine. A thermal camera (type FLIR 

TG-165) was used to cross-correlate the coil distributed thermal measurements obtained by 

the FBG array sensing system with those captured on the coil surfaces. Thermal cameras 

are an important thermal monitoring technique for temperature gradients and identifying 

hot spots on structure surface.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A.   In-situ FBG thermal sensor calibration 

The interpretation of the measured reflected peak wavelengths from each FBG head to 

respective temperature reading requires a calibration test, which yields a temperature-

wavelength fit curve for each individual FBG head [20]. The calibration tests were carried 

out using a commercial thermal chamber.  

The prototype coil systems embedded with FBG single/array sensors were placed in the 

thermal chamber and exposed to a range of pre-defined static thermal stress. The sensors 

were calibrated in the thermal range of ≈ 40 to ≈ 150 °C or 170 °C in a rising sequence of 

≈ 10 °C steps, to match the thermal rating of the examined class F and H insulated coils, 

respectively. Measurements were taken at every examined thermal steady-state once the 

thermal equilibrium was achieved. For illustration purpose Fig. 6 shows the data recorded 

during the calibration test of the FBG array containing 4 FBG heads (embedded in the 

single-coil test system of class H insulation system); the corresponding calculated 

parameters of the second order polynomial (𝑌 =  𝐵2 𝑋
2 + 𝐵1  𝑋 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡) fit curves 

for each FBG head are listed in Table I. The table also includes the calculated standard 

error for each parameter and the calculated correction coefficient for each FBG head. The 

four FBG heads are seen to show good linearity with a correction factor coefficient higher 

than 0.999. From the conducted calibration tests, the average temperature sensitivity of the 

used FBGs was calculated to be ≈ 11 pm/°C with temperature resolution of ≈ 0.1 °C 

determined by the interrogator wavelength shift resolution. The FBG interrogator system 

accuracy is ≈ ±1 pm, which largely determined by the accuracy of the embedded algorithm 

hardware that enables wavelength shift tracking. The other calibrated FBG array was found 

to manifest a closely similar performance. 
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Fig.  6: Calibration characteristics of the packaged FBG array sensor heads 

TABLE I 
CALCULATED FIT CURVE PARAMETERS 

 

B.   In-situ FBG temperature sensor performance in externally controlled thermal 

environment 

The aim of this test is to evaluate the in-situ sensing performance and cross correlate its 

performance with a conventional TC sensor in a controlled thermal environment. To this 

end, a single FBG probe was embedded in an IEEE motorette coil; the sensor package is 

embedded in the center of a prototype motorette as shown in Fig. 7a. The motorette 

consists of a total of 80 turns of class F enamelled copper wire. In order to position the 

thermal sensing package in the coil center, 40 turns were wound first before placing the 

FBG package in the center of the coil and completing the winding of the remaining 40 

turns. This procedure  enabled the  sensing package  to be situated in the close proximity to  

                     

                                         (a) Test structure                                              (b) Cross-section 

               Fig.  7: (a) Motorette structure, (b) showing embedded sensor position  
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the motorette center and monitor its thermal hot spot. In order to enable the FBG sensor 

performance benchmarking against that of a known thermal sensing technology a TC (type 

K) was placed next to the FBG package during the winding process, as illustrated in Fig. 

7b. 

The thermal monitoring performance of the motorette embedded packaged FBG sensor 

was evaluated in dynamic tests in the thermal chamber. The motorette was exposed to 

three thermal cycles from ≈ 20 °C to ≈ 150 °C. Fig. 8 shows the obtained experimental 

results for the synchronously recorded FBG sensor and TC temperature measurements. To 

enable the assessment of steady-state thermal monitoring performance the chamber 

temperature was initially controlled to match the ambient temperature (≈ 20 
0
C) for the 

duration of 100 sec before initiating thermal cycling for ≈ 30 minutes. The applied thermal 

cycle is random in nature to represent arbitrary field operating conditions. The measured 

data show a good agreement between the temperature profiles recorded by the FBG and the 

TC sensors. The packaged FBG shows good repeatability with no significant evidence of 

hysteresis at this range of temperature and dynamic change rate [20]. 

 

       Fig.  8: FBG Peek and TC thermal cycle measurements 

The embedded FBG sensors response time is compared with that of the adjacent TC in a 

detailed view of the temperature change measured during the performed thermal cycle, 

shown in Fig. 9a. For the investigated thermal cycle dynamics the FBG is seen to deliver a 

closely identical response time to the TC. A detailed view of the thermal measurements 

taken during the initial steady-state thermal conditions is shown in Fig. 9b to provide a 

comparison of TC and FBG steady-state performance. The results show that the TC and 

FBG recorded data are in close agreement with the maximum deviation between the 

measurements of ≈ 0.4 °C and maximum deviation during cycle time of ≈ 1.5 °C. 
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                                (a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig.  9:  (a)  FBG Peek and TC thermal response measurement,  (b) FBG Peek and TC static thermal 

C.   In-situ FBG temperature sensor performance in current carrying coil 

In this section the performance evaluation of the proposed in-situ FBG sensing system 

was taken a step further by including sensing points in the coil end-winding portion. The 

sensors were used to monitor the thermal hot spot in a current carrying coil. 

1)  Motorette coil embedded FBG thermal monitoring  

This section presents the thermal hot spot monitoring results obtained from FBG sensors 

placed within the current carrying motorette coil. The FBG sensors thermal monitoring 

performance was evaluated by a number of dynamic thermal cycle tests based on the 

international standard for rating and performance of rotating machines, IEC 60034-1 [21]. 

Fig. 10 shows the sensing elements positions within the tested motorette coil. The section A 

graph in Fig. 10 shows a detailed cross sectional view of the motorette slot section, clearly 

identifying the FBG thermal sensor position at the centre of the coil (FBGS). Similarly, the 

section B detailed view in Fig. 10 illustrates the cross section of the end-winding part of the 

prototype motorette, including the position of the FBG sensor installed in this area (FBGE). 

For the purpose of performance assessment of the embedded FBG thermal sensors with 

respect to a known conventional thermal sensing technology and its placement limitations, 

                  

Fig. 10: FBG sensor placement within the test motorette geometry 
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TC sensors were installed in the vicinity of the motorette embedded FBG thermal packages, 

as shown in Fig. 10. TC2 was attached to the coil slot section outer surface to assess the 

thermal monitoring improvement potential that can be obtained from sensing in a point in 

the centre of the coil structure. For direct comparison of FBG versus conventional sensing 

performance in hot spot monitoring, TC1 was placed next to FBGE. The embedded 

motorette was place in the thermal chamber to calibrate both the FBG sensors as discussed 

in section III. A.   

A continuous running duty cycle S1 test was first performed by injecting a DC current of 

2 A in the motorette coil. This current magnitude was found in tests to provide non-

destructive thermal levels, that are representative of wound component thermal conditions 

experienced in practical systems but are below the temperature rating (155 °C) of the used 

class F insulation wire. The total S1 cycle test duration is 1500 sec as shown in Fig.  11. 

The measured data clearly show a close agreement of temperature measurements between 

FBGS and FBGE and TC1. This is due to the fact these are exposed to same thermal 

environments in the centre of the current carrying motorette coil. The temperature readings 

respectively obtained from FBGS, FBGE and TC1 after the coil thermal equilibrium for 

the applied current level is reached, are 117.50 °C, 116.96 °C and 116.76 °C, as illustrated 

by the detailed view inset in Fig. 11. The thermal reading obtained from the coil surface 

mounted TC2 however reports a slightly lower thermal level; this is expected as the 

thermal sensing point on the surface of the coil is affected by the surrounding ambient 

temperature and the temperature gradient between the coil centre temperature and that on 

the coil surface. The reported experimental data clearly illustrate the significance of 

effective thermal sensing placement and the strong potential of FBG sensors to deliver 

operative solutions for coil embedded hot spot monitoring.  

 
 

       Fig.  11: Motorette coil thermal measurements 
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An FBG thermal sensor is temperature transducer that measures temperature from the 

monitored reflected Bragg wavelength shift. An investigation of how the monitored 

wavelength behaves under dynamic thermal conditions is important in assessing the 

potential of coil embedded FBG sensing for on-line condition monitoring, where reliable 

tracking of transient thermal processes that may originate from winding degradation is 

essential. For this purpose, a test was undertaken on the motorette coil during which four 

successive thermal transients having equal duration of 300 sec but with different, 

increasing thermal change rate ranging from ≈ 1 – 8 °C/min were induced in the coil by 

appropriate control of the injected current. The corresponding monitored wavelength shifts 

for FBGS and FBGE plotted against the temperature rise measured by TC1 are shown in 

Fig. 12. The measured profiles clearly show that the monitored Bragg wavelength shift of 

both FBGS and FBGE reliably follow the temperature rise profiles under all examined 

temperature change rates. This suggests that coil embedded FBG thermal sensing has a 

good potential for delivering effective on-line thermal monitoring under transient thermal 

conditions. 

 

Fig. 12: Bragg wavelength shift under different temperature change rates 

The dynamic thermal monitoring performance of the FBG sensing system was assessed 

and benchmarked against a conventional thermal sensor in an intermittent periodic duty 

cycle S3 test, performed through appropriate modulation of the coil current. A sequence of 

identical thermal cycles was applied by regular switching of the DC current level from a 

constant 2 A to zero. The cyclic duration factor was chosen to be 60 % with cycle duration 

of 5 min to induce a fast dynamic thermal profile that is within the thermal rating of the 

coil. The measured data are shown in Fig. 13. The thermal profiles recorded by the FBG 

and TC sensors in the motorette coil hot spots are in close agreement, with a maximum 

temperature difference between FBG sensors of 1.1 °C and between the FBG sensors and 

TC1 of 1.6 °C. The TC2 measurement deviates from the hot spot thermal measurements, 
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with a temperature difference between TC2 and TC1 of ≈ 11 °C and ≈ 3 °C for the highest 

and the lowest thermal levels in the considered cycle. This can be explained by the nature 

of the heat transfer mechanism within the coil, as the radial conduction heat transfer in the 

coil cross section area is faster than the natural convection heat transfer from its surface  

 

 

    Fig. 13: FBG temperature sensors performance under thermal cycle 

during energised time, thus creating a large temperature gradient. During the cooling 

period no heat is generated within the coil and its surface dissipates the heat induced 

during the energised period. No similar effects can be observed in other thermal 

measurements taken in this experiment which further demonstrates the inherent advantages 

provided by thermal monitoring in the coil hot spot points. The reported performance of 

embedded FBGs shows good repeatability with no significant evidence of hysteresis at this 

range of temperature and dynamic change rate. 

2)   Stator coil embedded FBG thermal monitoring 

In order to enable the embedded FBG thermal monitoring evaluation in a current 

carrying coil wound into an AC machine stator geometry, the test coil design procedure 

described in previous text was replicated and wound into a stator core of a commercial 

induction machine design, as shown in Fig. 14 including photographs of the laboratory test 

system. This procedure enables the assessment of the FBG sensing system’s performance, 

installation methodology and its requirements in a typical electric machine winding setting. 

For this purpose, the stator windings of the test stator geometry were removed and a single 

coil rewound with conductor dimensions based on the removed winding design. The test 

coil was wound into the core structure by first inserting one side of the coil into the 

appropriate slot and wedging it in place. A half of the other side of the coil was then 

inserted into the correct slot and kept in place to enable the installation of the FBG sensing 

package in the coil slot and end winding areas centre positions. After this was completed, 
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the remaining turns were placed over the sensors to complete the core installed FBG 

enabled test coil. Once the fully wound coil was in place slot wedges were inserted to 

compress the coil conductors and enhance the thermal contact between them and the sensor 

package surface.  

 

Fig. 14: Stator core embedded FBG enabled test coil 
 

The FBG sensor placement within the prototype coil is identical to that examined for the 

motorette coil in Fig. 10. The FBG sensing elements positioning in the close proximity of 

the coil centre is ensured by bracing the sensor package to the initially inserted coil half 

using Kapton tape. To enable FBG sensors performance validation TCs were installed in 

the test coil in identical positions to those used in the stand-alone coil; TC1 was placed in 

the centre of the end-winding portion next to FBGE and TC2 was inserted between the coil 

surface and the slot insulation wall. The performance of embedded FBG thermal sensing in 

a current carrying coil wound into the stator core is investigated in this section building on 

the analysis presented in IV.C.1.  

To evaluate the sensing performance at steady-state thermal conditions a continuous duty 

cycle S1 is applied on the coil by passing constant DC current through it. Before the cycle 

start the test coil ambient temperature was recorded for 1 min, a detailed view of which is 

shown in Fig. 15a. It can be seen that both FBGs and TCs show a close reading of ambient 

temperature, with a measurement difference of less than 1 °C. The measured thermal data 

obtained for the test cycle S1 is shown in Fig. 15b. A detailed view of the recorded thermal 

measurements once the steady-state temperature is reached is shown in Fig. 15c. Due to 

thermal characteristics of the stator core and frame structure the measured total cycle time 

is ≈ 2 hours. The thermal traces obtained from FBGE and TC1 sensors located in the end 

winding hot spot show an almost identical temperature reading throughout the examined 

cycle duration. However, a comparison of thermal readings obtained from FBGS and TC2 

shows a constant temperature difference of ≈ 3 °C during cycle time. This largely arises 
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from the temperature gradient between the coil centre and its surface, in addition to the fact 

that the TC2 thermal reading is affected by the stator core temperature. More importantly, 

a clear difference can be observed between the thermal measurements obtained by FBGS 

and FBGE, measured at ≈ 6 °C. This is also confirmed by the TC1 and TC2 thermal 

readings after accounting for the temperature difference due to the sensor placement. 

It should be noted that the used FBG heads are packaged separately and imprinted in 

separate optic cables to ensure no packaging cross effects can exist. The observed thermal 

readings difference can be explained by the different thermal environments that the two 

embedded FBG sensors are exposed to. The induced heat in the slot portion is dissipated 

by conduction through the slot liner to the stator core and the machine frame, which 

constitute a considerable thermal structure in comparison to the test coil and therefore 

significantly assist the heat dissipation process in the coil slot section area in the utilised 

experimental arrangement. In addition to axial heat conduction towards the slot section, the 

end winding thermal energy is largely dissipated by means of natural convection which is 

inherently considerably slower than the heat dissipation process in the slot portion. The 

results in Fig. 15 clearly demonstrate the advantages of in-situ winding temperature 

sensing.  

        
                           (a)  Ambient temperature                                      (c)   Steady-state temperature 

 
(b) Temperature measurements for thermal cycle S1 

Fig. 15:  Thermal measurement for a continuous thermal cycle 
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Fig. 16 shows the measured thermal dynamic response curves of the stator wound test 

coil under an applied intermittent periodic duty cycle S3 60%. It can be observed that the 

four thermal sensors report closely similar profiles. The measured data however show 

different temperature gradients with the highest temperature reported by FBGE and TC1, 

which indicate the coil hot spot position in these conditions. When the test coil is de-

energised the temperature decreases and the difference between individual sensors’ thermal 

measurements is significantly reduced. The obtained FBG measurements are seen to 

exhibit good repeatability in monitoring the examined cyclic thermal behaviour. 

To explore the embedded thermal sensing behaviour in the presence of a current carrying 

coil in the neighboring slots, another coil was wound into the stator core and placed in the 

slots next to those containing the test coil with FBG and TC sensors. A continuous cycle 

S1 test was then performed on the instrumented test coil while keeping the adjacent coil 

current at zero value. Once steady-state thermal conditions were achieved the adjacent coil 

is energised with an identical current level for a period of ≈ 10 mins to investigate its 

thermal influence on FBG thermal records in the test coil. The FBGS and FBGE 

measurements and their respective difference are shown in Fig. 17. The thermal 

measurement difference in steady-state conditions when only the test coil is excited is 

measured as ≈ 6 °C. Once the adjacent coil is energised (≈ 150 sec) the measurement 

difference starts decreasing, with the FBGS reading clearly more affected by the heat 

generated by the adjacent coil than that of FBGE. The FBG thermal readings difference 

reduces to ≈ 2 °C at the point the adjacent coil is de-energised (≈ 650 sec), after which it 

starts rising back to its original level. The reported results demonstrate that the wound coil 

embedded distributed FBG thermal sensing can provide high resolution information on the 

coil thermal conditions. 

 

Fig. 16:  Thermal measurements for an intermittent periodic thermal cycle 
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Fig.  17:  External thermal excitation measurements effects 

3)   In-situ FBG sensors characterisation 

The results of characterisation tests of the FBG sensing system embedded in the 

motorette and in the stator core are reported in this section. The test data provides an 

assessment of how the random wound coil implanted FBG sensing system may be affected 

by the process of sensor packaging and it’s embedding into the coil structure. For this 

purpose an identical calibration procedure was performed on the free FBG heads before 

these were packaged with PEEK capillary and on after embedment the stand-alone and the 

stator core wound test coils. The obtained results of free FBG head are compared with 

those achieved by performing an identical test procedure on the packaged sensors 

embedded within stand-alone (motorette in Fig. 10) and stator core wound (IM core in Fig 

14.) test coils. The calibration tests were performed in the temperature range of 20 to 160 

°C in a rising sequence of 20 °C steps. At each step the temperature was held constant for a 

time period sufficient to ensure the thermal equilibrium is achieved before thermal 

measurements were taken. The FBG wavelength and the chamber temperature values were 

recorded at each evaluated thermal equilibrium in the investigated temperature range. 

The linearity and temperature sensitivity measured in calibration tests for free FBGs and 

packaged and embedded FBGS and FBGE sensors are shown in Fig. 18a and Fig. 18b 

respectively.  The measured data indicate a reasonable linearity of coil embedded packaged 

FBG sensors, both having the correlation coefficient measured value higher than ≈ 0.999. 

Furthermore, the average temperature sensitivity coefficients calculated from the slope of 

the FBGS and FBGE calibration test data linear fits are in the ranges of 10.67 to 10.81 

pm/°C and 10.95 to 11.02 pm/°C, respectively. These values are fit within the theoretical 

calculated temperature sensitivity range of a bare FBG in section II. The calibration results 

suggest that the procedure of FBG head packaging and insertion into a random wound coil 

geometry centre positions has a negligible effect on the sensor temperature sensitivity.  
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(a)  FBGS wavelength and temperature characteristics   

 

 (b)  FBGE wavelength and temperature characteristics 

Fig.  18:  FBG sensing system wavelengths - temperature characteristics 

To further evaluate the embedded FBG sensor characteristics, the influence of the 

installation induced on the average temperature sensitivity is examined. Fig. 19 shows the 

comparison of the average temperature sensitivity measured in thermal tests. The coil 

embedded sensors are seen to manifest a closely similar pm/°C profile to that of a free 

FBG head in the examined temperature range. The FBG thermal measurement sensitivity 

increases with the monitored temperature increase from a value lower than ≈10 pm/°C to 

≈12 pm/°C. This is a typical behaviour of FBG sensors caused by the nonlinearity of the 

thermo-optic coefficient of the optic fibre [14]. The measured data however illustrate the 

importance of appropriate calibration of the coil embedded FBG sensors.  

       

                                      (a)   FBGS                                                                     (b)  FBGE 

    Fig. 19:   (a) FBGS measured temperature sensitivity;  (b) FBGE measured temperature sensitivity 
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D.  In-situ multiplexed FBG temperature sensor performance for distributed thermal 

monitoring 

 This section evaluates the sensing implication and performance of in-situ FBG 

temperature sensor based on multiplexing feature of FBG technology for internal 

distributed thermal monitoring in random wound coils. The in-situ sensing performance 

was examined under even/uneven thermal stress distribution in the examined coil systems. 

First the multiplexing feature was used to create an internal sensing network within a 

single current carrying coil system, and the feature use then extended to produce a single 

internal thermal sensing network covering a multi coil system. 

1)  Single-coil test system results 

This test coil system consists of a single prototype coil wound of class H enamelled 

copper wire, typically used in conventional low voltage machinery. The packaged array 

sensor illustrated in Fig. 2b was placed in the centre of the coil structure to be in near 

proximity of thermal hot spots of interest; this was achieved by first winding half the coil 

turns before placing the sensor package in its centre and winding the remainder of the coil 

turns. The resulting array sensor installation effectively takes the shape of a single turn  

centred in the test coil’s assembly. The array’s four FBG heads were distributed within the 

coil structure so that two are placed in the coil sides (FBG2, FBG4) and the remaining two 

in the coil ends (FBG1, FBG3), as shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 20 also shows a cross-section of 

the test coil to illustrate further the FBG sensor location within the test coil structure. The 

test coil was fixed to a support plate for the purpose of experimental work. The described 

test system provides an effective tool for evaluating embedded distributed sensing 

performance in a typical wound coil geometry, including coil side and end segments. 

            

Fig.  20:  Single-coil test system 
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a)   FBG array sensor performance under static and dynamic conditions and uniform 

thermal stress 

The distributed thermal monitoring performance of the single coil embedded FBG array 

sensor was evaluated in static and dynamic thermal tests. To enable the assessment of 

steady-state thermal monitoring performance, the embedded coil was first injected with a 

3A DC current giving ≈ 4.2 W power loss dissipated as heat. Fig. 21 shows the 

temperature measurement obtained by the four FBGs from ambient temperature, including 

a detailed view of steady-state thermal measurements for clarity. Individual FBG 

measurements obtained in different coil locations are seen to exhibit close internal 

temperature readings that are within ≈ 1.5 °C. While the power loss induced by the coil 

resistance is relatively small at ≈ 4.2 W, it generates coil internal hotspot temperatures of ≈ 

76 °C. This is expected as the induced heat is dissipated from the coil to the surrounding 

ambient by convection, which is an inherently slow heat transfer process. The average 

internal coil temperature measured at steady-state is ≈ 75.5 °C. 

 

           Fig. 21:  FBG array thermal measurements in steady state conditions 

The dynamic thermal monitoring performance of the FBG array sensing system was 

assessed in an intermittent periodic duty cycle, performed by appropriate modulation of the 

coil excitation current. A sequence of identical thermal cycles was applied by regular 

switching of the DC current level from zero to constant 6 A. The total applied periodic 

thermal cycle duration is 10 mins, including a 4 min period of increasing thermal stress 

(i.e. constant 6A current flow) followed by a 6 min cooling period (i.e. zero current flow). 

This provides a representative dynamic thermal profile that is within the thermal rating of 

the examined coil design. The data measured in the dynamic test are shown in Fig. 22. The 

applied periodic duty cycle is reported by the embedded array sensor to induce an internal 

temperature cycle in the range of ≈ 44 to ≈138 °C within the tested coil. The transient 
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thermal profiles recorded by individual FBGs are seen to be in close agreement and show 

good repeatability. The obtained results clearly demonstrate the capability of effective 

multi-point internal thermal sensing for on-line thermal monitoring using the proposed 

FBG array sensor. 

 

        Fig. 22:  FBG array thermal measurements in transient conditions 

b)   FBG array sensor performance under non-uniform thermal stress  

A particularly attractive feature of distributed thermal monitoring is the capability of 

identification of excessive localised thermal stress within the coil structure which in 

practical applications can often be an early sign of a possible degradation process. 

Acquiring a single localised thermal reading of the entire coil’s internal temperature will 

not be adequate for providing full information about the coil thermal state in such 

condition, as the position of the excessive thermal stress induced hot spot is difficult to 

predict and could be anywhere within the coil structure. Distributed internal thermal 

sensing can, in principle, provide an adequate solution as it delivers multi-point thermal 

measurement in different locations within the coil structure. To examine the embedded 

distributed thermal monitoring performance in a localised high thermal stress operating 

scenario an additional, external coil was wound around a section of the test coil where 

FBG4 sensing head is positioned, as illustrated in Fig. 23. The external coil was energised 

with a constant DC current of 10 A in the tests to provide localised increased thermal stress 

in the main test coil embedded with the FBG array sensor. The main coil was first excited 

with a DC current of 3 A in the tests and once the thermal steady-state was reached the 

external coil was energised to provide additional localised stress. This procedure results in 

unequal thermal conditions within the main coil structure as the external coil induced heat 

will be unevenly dissipated in the tested coil.  
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Fig. 23:   Illustration of external coil use for localised high thermal stress 

Fig. 24 shows the array sensor thermal measurements obtained in the performed test. The 

first 75 sec in the plot represent the temperature readings before the external coil is excited. 

The four FBGs exhibit a closely similar transient profile in this period. Once the external 

coil is excited there is an obvious change in the distributed readings, where FBG4 records 

the highest temperature (≈ 128.6 °C) and FBG2 the lowest (≈ 117.6 °C), while FBG1 and 

FBG3 report very similar readings (≈ 122.7 and ≈ 121.6 °C). The recorded differences 

between FBG head readings correspond to their distribution in the test coil structure. A 

difference of ≈ 10 °C between the point of highest and lowest thermal stress in the coil was 

reported by the embedded array sensor, illustrating the advantages in recognition of 

localised hot spots of high thermal stress by using distributed thermal sensing based on FBG 

technology. Fig. 25 shows the thermal images of the test coil before and after the external 

thermal excitation. The image recorded before the excitation in Fig. 25.a shows almost 

identical temperature gradient on the test coil surface, which confirms the results obtained 

in Fig. 21. The thermal image recorded after the external thermal excitation was applied 

shows an induced hot spot on the left side of the test coil propagating towards coil ends. 

This image confirms the thermal measurements obtained by the distributed FBG sensors 

embedded in the test coil.  

 
Fig. 24:   Thermal measurements under non-uniform thermal stress 
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                                      (a)   Before thermal excitation                   (b) After thermal excitation                                     

Fig. 25:   Thermal images under non-uniform thermal stress 

 

2)    Multi-coil test system results 

The purpose of this test system is to evaluate the proposed in-situ thermal sensing 

multiplexing design use for distributed internal thermal monitoring in multi-coil systems 

such as those that would be encountered in practical electrical machine windings. The 

multi-coil test system, shown in Fig. 26, is built by winding three coils on the winding 

machine and then mounting these on a purpose built steel core to emulate the general 

environment representative of electric coil exploitation conditions in a typical machine 

magnetic core.  

 

(a) The  multi-coil test system 

 

(b) Cross-section of the multi-coil test system showing embedded sensor locations 

Fig.  26:   Multi-coil test system 
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The core contains six slots, which are designed to house the three random wound coils 

sides. Each coil was wound of 115 turns of a single strand of 24 AWG class H insulated 

copper wire. The turn number and the slot geometry were designed to yield a coil slot 

packing factor of ≈ 43 %, which is a typical value for electric machine applications. The 

FBG array temperature sensor with six 5 mm FBG heads shown in Fig. 2c was embedded 

in the multi-coil test system. The distance between individual FBGs was designed to match 

the dimensions of the multi-coil test system and enable an FBG to be embedded in the 

axial centre length position in each of its six slot sections (FBG1-6 in Fig. 26.a). The array 

sensor is embedded in the cross sectional centre point position of each of the three coils 

comprising the test system as shown in Fig. 26b; this ensures the sensors are in close 

proximity to individual coil thermal hot spot points of interest. 

a)  FBG array sensor performance under static and dynamic conditions and even thermal 

excitation 

The aim of this test is to illustrate and assess the performance of the FBG array thermal 

sensor embedded in the multi-coil system under static and dynamic thermal conditions. 

Three test coils comprising the multi-coil test system were thus connected in series to 

ensure that the same current flows through each coil, so that the power losses in each coil 

and hence the induced generated heat are equal. 

A DC power supply was used to energise the test system with a 1.5 A DC current. The 

resulting thermal excitation was monitored in each coil side by the embedded sensing 

array. The monitored temperatures in each coil were recorded for a 10000 second period 

until the thermal steady-state was achieved, as shown in Fig. 27. The measurements 

indicate that the thermal time constant of the coil system is considerable; this is due to the 

nature of its slow cooling heat transfer mode (i.e. convection). The obtained dynamic 

temperature measurements show that the array sensor individual sensing points placed in 

separate slots report closely similar thermal profiles, as would generally be expected for 

the examined test conditions. The average steady-state temperature in the final 100 seconds 

of measurements in Fig. 27 is ≈ 90 °C, as seen in the detailed view inset in the figure. The 

difference between individual sensor steady-state measurements is seen to be in the order 

of up to ≈ 2.5 °C and is largely induced by different location in the test system structure, 

resulting in exposure to slightly different thermal conditions as imposed by the structure of 

the examined system. The obtained experimental data demonstrate that the proposed in-situ 

sensor array is capable of achieving effective distributed sensing of internal multi-coil 

conditions. 
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Fig. 27: Measured dynamic temperature by the in-situ FBG array sensor under even thermal excitation   

Fig. 28 shows the obtained dynamic thermal measurements by the array sensor under an 

intermittent periodic duty cycle. A sequence of identical duty cycles was applied to the 

multi-coil system by performing an appropriate modulation of the DC current. The total 

applied periodic thermal cycle duration is 5 mins, with duration factor of 20 % to induce a 

dynamic thermal profile that is within the thermal rating of the coil. The thermal profiles 

recorded by the FBG heads in the multi-coil system hot spots are seen to be in close 

agreement, with a maximum temperature difference between individual sensor readings of 

≈ 5 °C; the measured coil hot spot temperature is seen to range from ≈ 58 to ≈ 118 °C 

within the applied duty cycle. The obtained measurements demonstrate the capability of 

the reported in-situ FBG array sensor design to facilitate on-line tracking the internal 

thermal hot spots in a multi-coil system structure. 

 

 

Fig. 28: FBG array thermal measurements in transient conditions 
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b)   FBG array sensor performance under uneven thermal excitation 

This test was performed to assess the performance of the FBG sensing system for 

distributed thermal sensing in a multi-coil system under uneven thermal excitation. In this 

test each coil is connected to a separate DC power supply and an equal 1.5 A DC excitation 

current first injected in each coil. When the thermal equilibrium was reached in all coils a 3 

% individual coil excitation current imbalance was applied as follows: after recording the 

steady-state temperatures induced by 1.5 A DC current for 5 min, the current in coil1 was 

increased by 3 % to 1.55 A and the current in coil3 was reduced by 3 % to 1.45 A, while 

the coil2 current was kept at 1.5 A; thermal reading were taken in imbalanced excitation 

current conditions for a 10 min period. After the 10 min period has elapsed the current in 

coil1 is reduced to 1.45 A and in coil3 increased to 1.55 A and thermal measurement taken 

for a further 10 min period; the current in coil2 is kept at constant 1.5 A DC.  This test case 

generally replicates the current flow condition in electrical machine windings operating in 

unbalanced supply, where individual phase/coil current can considerably differ resulting in 

unevenly distributed winding temperatures. 

Fig. 29 shows the measured dynamic temperatures changes by the FBG array sensor 

during the test. Fig. 30 shows the corresponding thermal images recorded at even thermal 

excitation (i.e all coils injected with 1.5 A) and at uneven thermal excitation (i.e coil1-

1.55A, coil2-1.5A and coil3-1.45). The experimental data clearly demonstrate the high 

sensitivity of the proposed embedded sensor design, which unambiguously registered coil 

internal thermal changes due a minor excitation current change of ≈ 50 mA. The thermal 

camera obtained temperature readings shown in Fig. 30 however did not detect this thermal 

variation and cannot clearly distinguish the distributed thermal conditions. The thermal 

traces in Fig 29 are the measured temperatures subtracted by the steady-state temperature 

at 1.5 A excitation. The FBG pairs in each coil recorded similar temperature change 

profiles, which clearly follow the excitation current magnitude variation, i.e. the supply 

current increase and decrease, in each individual coil. However, at steady-state the FBG 

pairs embedded in individual coils report slightly different thermal readings: this can be 

explained by different individual sensor positions in the steel core, resulting in slightly 

different practical thermal conditions. The FBG sensors reporting lower readings are those 

adjacent to the mid test coil (i.e.  coil2 in Fig. 26a)  and hence their readings are affected 

by the heat produced by this nearby coil. 
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Fig.  29: Measured dynamic temperature by the in-situ FBG array sensor under uneven thermal stress   

 
(a)  Under even thermal excitation                                

 

(b)  Under uneven thermal excitation 

 

Fig. 30: Thermal images of the tested multi-coil system  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reports a detailed investigation of the design and installation procedures and 

operational capabilities of FBG sensor enabled thermal hot spot temperature sensing in 

random wound coils such as used in electric machinery. The potential of the embedded 

FBG package to enable thermal hot spot temperature monitoring is first examined in a 

range of experiments on a test coil under controlled static and dynamic thermal conditions. 

The reported results demonstrate that the presented FBG sensor design can reliably 

measure hot spot thermal conditions in a random wound electric coil and provide a useful 

precursor to informing further applications in wound components of operational electric 

machinery. 

The current carrying coil embedded thermal monitoring performance is evaluated in a 

number of static and dynamic thermal experiments on a prototype test coil system in a 

stand-alone environment and when wound into a stator core structure. The coil embedded 

FBG sensor performance is validated by conventional TC sensors and is shown to have a 

strong potential to provide a flexible and EMI immune hot spot thermal monitoring 

solution that delivers improved fidelity information on the coil thermal conditions. 

This work also reports a performance assessment of an embedded sensing system aimed 

at distributed internal monitoring of thermal conditions in electric machine wound coils. 

The proposed embedded sensing hardware was found to provide satisfactory performance 

in monitoring coil internal thermal conditions under typical steady-state and transient 

thermal cycles: the system has significant potential to facilitate effective recognition of 

multiple localised points of thermal stress in the wound coil structure.  The proposed 

design provides a versatile platform for further application of wound coil embedded 

distributed thermal sensing systems and their integration for real-time thermal management 

in electrical machinery. 
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4.3 Paper 2: FBG thermal sensing features for hot spot monitoring in random wound electric machine coils 

 

FBG Thermal Sensing Features for Hot Spot 

Monitoring in Random Wound Electric 

Machine Coils 

A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper investigates the key design and operational features of embedded Fibre Bragg 

Grating (FBG) sensing for thermal hot spot monitoring in random wound coils such as used in low 

voltage electrical machines. To this end thermal experiments are performed on test wound coils 

embedded with FBG sensors to examine the vital application features of embedded sensor design, such 

as the sensor packaging material choice, in-situ calibration, sensitivity to vibration and thermal 

response time. Measurement error rates are examined and quantified in representative practical tests. 

The reported results enable a much improved understanding of the performance implications of 

embedded FBG sensor design features and the attainable in-situ hot spot thermal monitoring 

performance in random wound coils. 

Index Terms—FBG thermal sensor, embedded sensing, random wound coils, winding thermal hot 

spot monitoring. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LECTRIC machines have found many uses in modern industrial systems. A significant 

proportion are employed in low voltage applications for which they are almost 

invariably designed with random wound electric coils due to the benefit of reduced 

manufacturing cost [1]. Random wound coil design however imposes a penalty of inferior 

coil endurance to electro-thermal stresses experienced during machine operation and 

therefore a potential increased risk of premature failure if the coils are operated outside 

their rated performance envelope. Exposure to undesired, but frequent in practical 

applications, thermal or electrical overloads is of particular concern as it can result in rapid 

insulation breakdown [2]. Real-time monitoring of internal temperature in random wound 

coils, where thermal hot spots are located, is thus of utmost importance; this can enable 

understanding of  coils’ operational integrity and ultimately that of a machine or a wider 

industrial process they facilitate, with an underlying aim to help reduce maintenance and 

downtime cost [3]. 

E 
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Random wound coil thermal hot spots are typically localised in close proximity to the 

coil centre [3, 4]. From a thermal monitoring perspective, this location is challenging to 

effectively access. Conventional thermal monitoring techniques for electric machine 

wound components, such as thermocouples or resistance temperature detectors, impose 

significant application constraints in coil embedded hot spot sensing applications due to 

sensor electrical conductivity, size and sensitivity to electromagnetic interference (EMI) 

[5,6]. An attractive alternative has emerged with advances in Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 

sensing technology, which provides critical features such as EMI immunity, small size, 

multiplexing and general resistivity to harsh environments [7]. These attributes make FBG 

sensors a strong candidate for embedded sensing solutions in confined high EMI 

environments such as found within electric coils and machines. Recent literature 

demonstrates the feasibility of electric machine embedded thermal and mechanical 

monitoring using FBG sensors [5-12]. In [6,7] the advantages of using FBG thermal 

sensing technology in low voltage induction motors were demonstrated by using 

multiplexed FBGs to measure winding surface thermal dynamic change. However, where 

thermal monitoring of wound components is concerned, the reported literature is 

constrained to metallic packaged FBG sensor application in large form wound coil 

structures or on the outer surface of random wound coils and not in the proximity of coil 

embedded hot spots that are of critical interest in low voltage machinery. The reported 

positioning, packaging and installation techniques can impose significant limitations in 

efficacy of thermal monitoring in low voltage machinery and therefore require further 

investigation; the reported sensing is largely away from critical winding thermal hot spots 

and utilises surface bonded metallic packaging in a strong magnetic field environment and 

is therefore susceptible to undesirable mechanical and thermal stress that may cause 

inaccurate readings and sensor displacement. Embedded FBG sensing for internal thermal 

monitoring of low voltage random wound machine components has not been much 

researched. The authors demonstrate the fundamental feasibility of FBG thermal sensing for 

hot spot thermal monitoring of wound coils in [13,14]. However the features and 

performance potential of this technique are not fully understood and further investigation is 

required to understand the practical implications of embedded sensor design and positioning 

on its operational capability.  

FBGs respond to both mechanical and thermal excitation. In order to achieve an 

exclusively thermal monitoring capability in a wound coil embedded position an FBG 

sensor needs to be isolated from mechanical stress inherent to machine coils. An operative 
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solution can be obtained by inserting the FBG head within a capillary of mechanically rigid 

material and placing this package in the middle of the coil during the winding process 

[13,14]. However measurement reliability is strongly influenced by factors such as sensor 

calibration, packaging and installation methods, all of which impose specific requirements 

in this application and can have considerable impact on sensing accuracy and sensitivity 

[15,16]. Measurement accuracy is essential in thermal monitoring of electric machinery, as 

inaccurate readings can give an incorrect indication of the wound component thermal stress 

and aging process. For satisfactory accuracy to be achieved the error sources need to be 

identified, evaluated and accounted for in the sensing process. Consequently, three vital 

application aspects of random wound coil embedded FBG hot spot monitoring are 

examined in this study:  

  

 The effect of thermal sensor installation process on its calibration characteristic and in-

situ measurement error. 

 The embedded FBG thermal sensor sensitivity to vibration. 

 The influence of sensor packaging material choice on the attainable in-situ thermal 

monitoring response time. 

 

To this end the paper reports a series of real-time thermal measurement experiments 

performed by a number of packaged FBG sensors operated by a commercial interrogator 

system. The examined FBGs were embedded in motorette test-rigs or prototype coils 

installed into a commercial low voltage motor structure. The motorette rigs are designed 

according to the IEEE 177 standard [17]. The study examines the performance 

implications of both metallic and non-metallic packaging use, giving more focus to the 

latter as a preferred choice for this type of application. The underlying aim of this work is 

to increase the understanding of the influence of embedded sensor design features on 

attainable in-situ hot spot thermal monitoring performance, with a view to underpinning 

the acceptance and effective application of this technique in operational device embedded 

sensing applications.  

II. TEST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Experimental work was largely performed on random wound coil and slot assemblies 

(i.e. motorettes) designed according to relevant IEEE standards [17]. The test coils were 

wound using 0.56 mm
2
 (24AWG) class F insulated copper wire with 80 turns to represent a 

typical low voltage random wound element. The coils were manufactured on a purpose 
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made bobbin using a winding rig and wound at low speed to increase wire tension and 

yield a typical packing factor of ≈ 40 %. Where appropriate the coils were mounted on 

motorette rigs in tests; test coils, their manufacture and mounting are shown in Fig. 1. 

 
(a) Motorette rig with an FBG embedded test coil 

 

.                  

                              (b) Winding bobbin                                      (c) Test random wound coil 

                                           Fig. 1: Test coil design, manufacture and the IEEE motorette rig 

The target sensing point in this work is the thermal hot spot located in the middle of the 

coil structure. The bare sensing fibre is fragile and cannot be effectively inserted or wound 

into the coil architecture due to constraints imposed by the coil construction and the 

associated mechanical stress. For this reason the sensor package is designed by inserting 

the FBG sensing head in a capillary made of rigid material [13,14]. This protects the 

sensing fibre from undesirable mechanical excitation and yields a predominantly thermal 

excitation sensitive structure. To maximise the embedded sensing package contact with the 

surrounding 0.56 mm
2
 conductors a closely similar capillary outer diameter of 0.8 mm was 

used for the packaging; the capillary inner diameter is 0.6 mm. This dimension choice 

yields a very narrow capillary wall of 0.1 mm which is desirable to enhance the sensor 

time response by reducing the packaging thermal resistance. However this also imposes 

considerable concern regarding the ability of the capillary to mechanically resist the strain 

imposed by the coil conductors. The fibre outer diameter is 0.125 mm resulting in a narrow 

air gap between the capillary and the FBG sensing head it surrounds. The capillary length 

is chosen to match that of the coil side in this work. The capillary thus encloses the fibre 

section containing the FBG sensing head, while the rest of the fibre is protected with 
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Teflon tubing, as shown in Fig.2. Single and array FBG sensors imprinted in double coated 

polyimide fibre are used in this research as their thermal rating suits the application in 

conventional low voltage machine coils that are typically class F insulated to withstand 

temperatures up to 160 °C [18]. The Bragg wavelengths of the used FBG heads were 

distributed in the range of 1530-1560 nm. The FBG heads length was 5 mm and their 

average reflectivity and bandwidth 81 % and 0.33 nm, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2: FBG thermal sensor design for hot spot temperature monitoring 

 

To ensure the sensor is positioned in the coil centre the packaging capillary is first 

embedded within the coil structure as shown in Fig. 1.a. This is achieved by winding half 

of coil turns before fitting the capillary and then winding the rest of the coil. Once the coil 

is completed and mounted on the motorette frame the FBG sensing fibre is loosely inserted 

into the capillary; the embedded sensor’s positioning is illustrated in the coil cross section 

sketch in Fig 1.a. This process enables in-situ hot spot sensing and offers an advantage of 

avoiding the undesirable exposure of the fragile sensing fibre to mechanical stress during 

the wind process. Another key practical advantage is that the installed sensing fibre is 

made accessible for replacement or re-calibration, which is not the case with conventional 

temperature sensors [19]. 

The desired thermal conditions were achieved in experiments by exposing the test coils 

to thermal excitation in a controlled thermal chamber or energising them with controlled 

DC current using a programmable DC power supply. The dynamic measurement of FBG 

sensors was performed using a commercial multi-channel Smart Fibres SmartScan04 

interrogator. 

III. IN-SITU MEASUREMENT ERROR 

The possible error in embedded FBG temperature measurement due to in-situ sensor 

placement is examined in this section. The sensor installation procedure can pre-strain the 

sensor and thus potentially significantly alter its calibration characteristic due to FBG 

thermo-mechanical cross sensitivity. The installed sensor calibration process is impractical 
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as it would involve the calibration of the entire coil/machine geometry within a controlled 

thermal process. The in-situ sensor’s response is thus usually interpreted based on the 

sensor calibration characteristic obtained before it is embedded into the monitored 

structure [7,11]; however this pre-embedment characteristic can considerably differ to that 

of an in-situ sensor. The quantification of possible in-situ thermal measurement error 

induced by the installation procedure is key to understanding the attainable thermal 

monitoring accuracy in typical wound coil installations. 

The installation induced mechanical strain in in-situ FBG temperature sensor will result 

in a shift of the peak Bragg wavelength (λB) in the pre-embedment obtained calibrated 

thermal characteristic. However, it has been shown that the FBG thermal sensor nature, its 

interrogation and calibration units (FBG sensing system) can also present a source of peak 

λʙ shift [16]. The discrimination between the λʙ shift caused by the FBG sensing system 

and that caused by any installation imposed strain is important to quantify the error 

induced by the latter effect. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the central line represents 

the actual FBG reflected peak λʙ corresponding to a specific measured temperature; area A 

denotes the possible peak λʙ measurement error margin caused by the inherent FBG 

sensing system inaccuracy while area B represents the possible additional error due to the 

installation process induced mechanical excitation of the sensor package. To determine the 

error boundaries of area B the boundaries of area A must first be identified. The 

experimental work reported in this section is thus divided into two stages. First, the 

measurement error of the peak λʙ and hence the temperature measurement error 

(boundaries of area A) due to the used FBG sensing system is determined. The peak λʙ and 

hence the temperature measurement error due to in-situ mechanical stress (boundaries of 

area B) is then quantified. 

 

Fig. 3: Possible error margins for coil embedded FBG sensor measurements 

For this study a series of experiments were carried out on a sample size of four FBGs to 

ensure the results are representative of variations encountered in a typical commercial 

sensing fibre design. In stage one, the FBG heads were inserted in individual ceramic 

capillaries fixed to a ceramic support plate using Kapton tape to enable FBG calibration in 
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an unstrained packaged environment. The ceramic capillaries were chosen due to their low 

thermal expansion, to reduce any packaging thermal expansion (mechanical deformation) 

effects on the obtained measurements. The ceramic plate with FBG sensors was placed in a 

controlled thermal chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The FBG heads were exposed to four 

identical thermal cycles. In each cycle the temperature was increased in steps of 20 °C 

from 40 to 180 °C and the reflected peak λʙ of the four FBGs recorded at each temperature 

increment after the thermal equilibrium was reached. The thermal accuracy of the thermal 

chamber and the Fluke thermometer type K are ±0.5 °C and ±0.1 °C, respectively. 

Theoretically, these uncertainties could cause FBG Bragg wavelength shift deviation of ≈ 

±5 pm by the thermal chamber and 1pm by the Fluke thermometer. 

 

Fig. 4: FBG sensor pre-embedment calibration process 

From the obtained measurements the average peak λʙ were calculated at each steady-

state temperature increment for the four examined FBG heads. For illustration purposes 

Fig. 5 shows the measured and averaged data for a single FBG head; other tested FBGs 

manifested closely similar deviation levels. The data show good linearity with an average 

measured correction factor coefficient of 0.9991. The inset detailed view shows individual 

measurements taken at 120 °C to illustrate the typical deviation in the measured peak λʙ 

for the applied thermal cycles. The obtained data were analysed to determine the 

wavelength standard deviation (WSD) and the resulting temperature standard deviation 

(TSD) of the examined FBG sensing heads due to the FBG sensing system. These values 

define the error boundaries of area A in Fig. 3. The TSD was obtained by multiplying the 

WSD with the measured temperature sensitivity of each tested FBG. The temperature 

sensitivity is acquired from the tests as the slope of the linear fit curve of the mean 

measured values. The maximum measured WSD was calculated to be 5.42 pm; this gives a 

maximum TSD, i.e. the maximum FBG sensing system induced error of ≈ 0.5 °C. Pre-

embedment calibration fit curves (PEFC) were also calculated for the examined FBG heads 

based on the averaged measured λʙ.  
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In the second stage of testing the FBG heads were inserted into four capillaries 

embedded in slot section centres of two IEEE motorette test coils (one FBG per coil side). 

The sensor installation procedure followed the principles described in section II. Four 

different capillary materials were used to provide different sensor package mechanical 

stiffness properties: copper, polyetheretherketone (PEEK), stainless-steel and aluminum. 

The embedded packaged sensors were calibrated in-situ by exposing entire motorette coils 

to the identical thermal cycle to that used to calibrate FBGs pre-embedment (i.e. 40-180 °C 

range in steps of 20 °C). For in-situ calibration purposes the reflected peak λʙ were 

recorded for the four motorette embedded FBG sensors at each temperature increment and 

from these the average in-situ calibration fit curves of embedded FBG sensors (EFC). 

 

Fig. 5: Measured Bragg wavelength for a single FBG head 

To evaluate the measurement error induced in the sensor thermal response due to the 

installation process, the measured average reflected peak λʙ at each temperature increment 

for the embedded FBGs were converted to thermal readings using the obtained PEFC and 

EFC. The resulting temperatures were compared to a reference temperature provided by 

the commercial thermal chamber’s proprietary thermal measurement system and the 

absolute error calculated and plotted in Fig. 6. The results clearly show that the application 

of PEFC for interpretation of in-situ thermal measurement results in a general 

measurement error increase. This illustrates the effect of unavoidable pre-stressing of the 

sensor during installation on its hot spot thermal monitoring performance. The error 

magnitude is seen to vary between FBG packages made of different materials due to 

different mechanical properties and consequently different amount of stress imposed on the 

sensor as a result of the installation procedure; the maximum measured error was ≈ 1.4 °C 

and is associated with PEEK packaging which has the lowest hardness coefficient of the 

four examined materials and is thus inherently more flexible than the other tested 

capillaries. The error obtained in stage two tests (≈ 1.4 °C) represents the joint error 
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boundaries of areas A and B in Fig. 3, which clearly increase the error margins of area A 

(≈ 0.5 °C) determined in stage one tests by ≈ 0.9 °C. The maximum error measured when 

using EFC for interpretation of in-situ temperature readings is ≈ 0.55 °C. This is mainly 

caused by the FBG sensing system and confirms the error rates obtained in stage one tests. 

             

                                  (a) Copper FBG                                                  (b) PEEK FBG 

                            

                            (c) Stainless-steel FBG                                             (d) Aluminum FBG 

Fig. 6: In-situ measurement error using EFC and PEFC calibration curves for motorette coils 

The error rates reported in Fig. 6 were obtained for sensors embedded into motorette 

coils. However, in practical electric machine applications of random wound coils there 

may be additional mechanical stress on the sensor package due to the insertion process of 

the coil’s conductors within the iron core/slot geometry. To examine these effects a test 

coil was wound into a stripped stator core of commercial low voltage squirrel cage 

induction motor as shown in Fig. 7. The coil dimensions and turns number (117 turns) 

were chosen to be identical to the commercial motor winding design. Two capillaries were 

embedded into slot centres during the wind process, one made from PEEK and the other 

from aluminium, relating to the largest and smallest error observed in Fig. 6 tests. 

                

Fig. 7: Embedded stator slots cross-sections with FBG temperature sensor 
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To obtain the in-situ calibration characteristic of wound coil embedded sensors the entire 

stator core was placed in the thermal chamber where it was exposed to the identical 

calibration procedure to that performed on pre-embedment and motorette embedded FBGs. 

The core embedded sensor in-situ calibration fit curve (CEFC) was obtained from the 

wavelengths recorded in the calibration thermal cycle. Once the CEFC fit curve was 

acquired the measured average peak λʙ at each temperature increment for the coil 

embedded FBGs were converted to temperature readings using the obtained PEFC and 

CEFC and compared to the chamber thermal reading at each increment. Fig. 8 presents the 

measured error at each temperature increment. The error is seen to be more strongly 

pronounced between the two fit curves for the PEEK packaged FBG sensor; this is due to 

the in-situ PEEK packaged FBG being more likely to pre-stress during installation 

compared to the more rigid aluminum packaged FBG. The results in Figs. 6 and 8 are 

generally consistent and show that, while some error is induced by applying the pre-

embedment calibration curve for in situ measurement, this is relatively small in magnitude 

even when using non-metallic packaging materials such as PEEK that has inferior 

mechanical proprieties when compared to metallic capillaries but is preferable for this 

application. 

           

                              (a) PEEK FBG                                                (b) Aluminum FBG 

Fig. 8: In-situ measurement error using CEFC and PEFC calibration curves for stator core embedded coils 

IV. INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION ON HOT-SPOT EMBEDDED SENSOR PERFORMANCE  

This section examines the influence of vibration levels typical for random wound coils in 

electrical machinery on in-situ FBG thermal measurement. A concern when utilising FBG 

thermal sensing is its inherent sensitivity to any existing mechanical stress and vibration 

which may excite the sensor and give rise to undesirable error [16, 20]. The coil embedded 

thermal sensor is designed by placing the sensing fibre within a packaging capillary; while 

this provides a significant level of immunity to wound coil structure imposed mechanical 

stress it also results in a relatively loosely positioned fibre within the packaging air gap. In 

this space the fibre can displace when exposed to vibration, causing micro bending in the 
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FBG sensor head and thus imposing an undesirable error in thermal measurements. The 

significance of these effects is quantified in representative experiments in this section.  

A sensor array containing four FBG heads was used in this study. The array was 

packaged in a PEEK capillary and placed in the centre of a test coil. This enabled the 

examination of multiple hot spot thermal sensing points located in different sections of the 

coil. PEEK was chosen as packaging material for this test since its flexibility combined 

with its non-metallic properties make it an attractive option for embedded distributed 

thermal sensing in wound coils as the sensor package can conform to the coil shape. The 

inherent PEEK flexibility could however pose challenges in a high vibration environment 

and requires careful assessment. 

Fig. 9a shows the array embedded test coil, with two sensing points designed to be 

located in the coil slot sections (FBG1 and FBG3) and the remaining two in the end-

winding sections (FBG2 and FBG4). To examine the influence of vibration on in-situ 

thermal monitoring performance the tested coil was mounted on a commercial shaker as 

shown in Fig. 9.b. A purpose designed dielectric board (TUFNOL) was built to enable the 

test coil to be mounted on the shaker. TUFNOL was chosen for its high mechanical 

strength and low thermal heat capacity. The board was dimensioned to allow the sides of 

the test coil to be fixed while leaving the coil ends free. This emulates coil positioning 

within electrical machines, where end-windings are typically exposed and thus subjected to 

greater mechanical stress than the coil slot sections contained within the rigid iron core 

[17]. The shaker mounted instrumented test coil was used to perform a range of 

experiments using the set up shown in Fig. 10. The shaker was excited by a function 

generator and an amplifier to expose the coil to a desired vibration magnitude and 

frequency. A DC power supply was used to thermally excite the test coil and achieve a 

desired operating temperature. 

                

                          (a) FBG array embedded test coil                  (b) Shaker mounted test coil 

Fig. 9: Random wound test coil embedded with an FBG array 
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Fig. 10: Experimental system setup for vibration sensitivity test 

The test coil was subjected to different vibration conditions in experiments adjusting 

both the frequency and displacement of the vibration signal. The IEEE 117 standard [17] 

specifies vibration characteristics to apply mechanical stress representative of operational 

conditions on a test coil as supply frequency vibration with a peak-to-peak (pk-pk) 

displacement of ≈ 0.2 mm at ambient temperature. To broaden the relevance of this study 

and assess a wide range of operating conditions encountered within electrical machines the 

test vibration conditions were extended to three different frequencies of oscillating motion 

and three different displacement levels. The following vibration frequencies were 

examined: the supply frequency (50 Hz) according to [17]; double supply frequency (100 

Hz) which is a known frequency component under electrical unbalance/fault conditions in 

electric machinery [8]; 25 Hz to illustrate a typical low supply frequency operating 

scenario in an inverter driven machine. The considered pk-pk displacement levels are: 0.2 

mm, 0.6 mm and 1.5 mm. The displacement values higher than those prescribed by the 

IEEE standard were chosen to emulate high vibration conditions that can occur under 

mechanical and/or electrical fault. 

The test coil in-situ thermal measurements obtained in ambient temperature (≈ 23 °C 

degrees, no current in the test coil) experiments at 100, 50 and 25 Hz vibration frequencies 

are shown in Fig. 11, respectively. In each constant frequency vibration test thermal 

measurements were taken for the first 100 sec with no shaker excitation, i.e. no applied 

vibration. In the subsequent three 100 sec periods the shaker is excited and used to apply 

three different increasing pk-pk displacement values: 0.2 mm (Level-1 region in Fig. 11), 

0.6 mm (Level-2 region in Fig. 11) and 1.5 mm (Level-3 region in Fig. 11). The 

experimental data indicate that no significant influence of applied vibration can be 

observed in the obtained in-situ FBG thermal measurements. While minute vibration 

induced measurement deviations exist, in general the four FBG sensing points provide 

steady temperature measurement under the considered vibration levels. 
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                  (a) Measured temperature at 100 Hz.                        (b) Measured temperature at 50 Hz  

                                                

     .                                                         (c) Measured temperature at 25 Hz. 

Fig. 11: Test coil embedded FBG array sensor in-situ thermal hot spot measurements under mechanical 

excitation 

   To consider operating scenarios pertinent to electric machine embedded coil operation 

additional tests were performed at a higher temperature representative of thermal 

conditions encountered in current carrying low voltage winding practical applications. For 

this purpose the test coil was excited with a DC current of 3.5 A to yield a steady-state coil 

hot spot temperature of ≈100 °C. The temperature was first measured for 100 seconds with 

no vibration imposed on the test coil in the tests; the shaker was then excited at 50 Hz and 

the pk-pk displacement increased in successive 100 sec periods from 0.2 mm to 0.6 mm 

and finally 1.5 mm (Level-1, Level-2 and Level-3 in Fig. 12, respectively). The recorded 

thermal traces in Fig. 12 report closely similar thermal trends. In contrast to the obtained 

thermal data of identical vibration conditions at ambient temperature (Fig. 11b) there is a 

clear decrease in the measured temperature with the increase in the vibration magnitude. 

This phenomenon can be explained by the vibration induced changes in the coil heat 

transfer mechanism. During the first 100 sec where no vibration was applied the generated 

heat within the static coil is dissipated to the surrounding air largely by natural convection. 

However, once the coil is exposed to vibration the dominant heat transfer mechanism 

becomes that of forced convection due to the movement of the coil. As would be expected, 

the increase in the displacement magnitude is seen to enhance the coil heat transfer and 

result in a faster decrease in measured temperature, as demonstrated by the in-situ readings 

in Fig. 12; with the increase in vibration magnitude the gradient of the obtained thermal 

measurement clearly increases. 
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           Fig. 12: Hot spot temperature at 50 Hz for a thermally excited coil 

To further validate these observations and eliminate the possibility of FBG sensor 

measurement induced error a type K thermocouple (TC) was attached to the surface of the 

test coil. The TC output was synchronously recorded with that of FBG sensors to allow 

direct correlation of the trends observed in in-situ FBG measurements with a conventional 

TC system. A test was then performed where at first no vibration was imposed on the 

current carrying test coil; after 60 sec the coil was exposed to constant vibration at 50 Hz 

with a 1.5 mm pk-pk displacement. The test was designed to confirm that the temperature 

decrease trends observed in Fig. 12 will eventually cease as they are not caused by an FBG 

measurement error due to coil vibration. In terms of heat transfer, the temperature drop in 

the test coil due to forced convection should eventually reach a steady-state, hence the test 

was run for an extended period of time and both FBG and TC measurements 

synchronously taken for cross validation purposes, as shown in Fig. 13. The data show that 

the thermal transient due to forced convection expires after ≈ 15 mins. This confirms that 

the temperature change trends are due to coil movement caused forced convection and that 

there is no perceivable error in the in-situ FBG thermal measurement in the current 

carrying test coil under vibration. The FBG array reported thermal trends are confirmed by 

those obtained synchronously by the coil surface mounted TC sensor. The TC readings 

were ≈2.5 °C lower than those obtained by the FBG array, clearly demonstrating the 

advantage of measuring temperature in the coil center rather than on its surface. 

      

               Fig. 13: Measured temperature at 50 Hz with a 1.5 mm pk-pk displacement 
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V. ASSESSMENT OF PACKAGING MATERIAL INFLUENCE ON DYNAMIC THERMAL 

RESPONSE 

The attainment of coil hot-spot steady-state temperature measurement with a satisfactory 

level of accuracy is not sufficient for thermal monitoring applications in operational 

devices. In practice, electric machine coils are frequently subjected to transient thermal 

stress under healthy and faulty operating conditions. The response rate is therefore a 

critical feature in real-time monitoring of coil temperature, since a critical insulation 

breakdown characteristic of fault occurrence and the accompanying significant thermal 

stress can be fast occurring processes [21-23]. Any thermal sensing delay in response to 

monitored temperature change in these conditions can compromise the recognition of the 

breakdown process and therefore needs to be understood. The FBG sensor head size is in 

micrometers and thus provides low heat capacity and a fast thermal response [24]. 

However, the physical dimensions and characteristics of the FBG sensor packaging 

strongly influence its heat-transfer performance. While in the examined thermal sensor 

packaging methodology the packaging capillary narrow wall inherently presents a 

relatively low thermal resistance, the thermal resistivity of the capillary material will have 

a considerable impact on the attainable thermal response time of the packaged sensor. It is 

therefore key to examine the impact of the narrow wall packaging thermal properties on in-

situ FBG sensor response. To this end, the operational implications of the use of a range of 

packaging materials with different thermal and electrical properties, and the attainable in-

situ monitoring performance under various thermal transients is quantified in thermal 

model studies and practical tests in this section. 

The tested capillaries are made of different materials and designed with identical 

dimensions to enable direct performance comparison: the capillary outer diameter is 0.8 

mm and its wall thickness 0.1 mm. The selection of studied materials was made based on 

thermal, electrical and mechanical (i.e. the suitability for use in the coil insertion process) 

properties, and ultimately market availability in target size. It is generally desirable for 

embedded sensor packaging to be electrically non-conductive due to the risks imposed by 

use of conductive elements within a current carrying coil. However, electrically conductive 

metals normally possess good thermal conductivity and are mechanically rigid, and hence 

carry significant potential for providing high thermal conductivity packaging solutions and 

are thus included in this study. Performance of FBG sensors with packaging capillaries 

made of the following six materials, grouped according to electrical conductivity 

capability, was assessed:  
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 Electrically conductive packaging: Copper, Brass, Aluminium and Stainless steel.                                               

 Electrically non-conductive packaging: PEEK and Teflon.  

The individual capillary thermal properties including thermal conductivity, thermal 

specific heat, density and thermal diffusivity are given in Table I. The thermal diffusivity 

values in particular provide a measure of the heat transfer rate within the packaging 

material. 

TABLE I 

TESTED CAPILLARIES THERMAL PROPERTIES  

 

To enable further understanding of the packaging material thermal properties influence 

on sensor performance a 2D finite element thermal model of the packaged FBG 

temperature sensors were developed using the ABAQUS software platform. Individual 

finite element analysis (FEA) transient thermal models were developed of the packaged 

sensor geometry for each investigated packaging material. Fig. 14 shows the packaged 

sensor FEA model with the FBG sensing head assumed to be centred within the packaging 

capillary. The FBG sensing fibres used in this work have the outer diameter of 0.125 mm. 

The resulting radial air gap length between the capillary’s inner surface and the fibre’s 

outer surface is thus 0.237 mm. In principle, the heat flow within the packaged FBG sensor 

occurs by conduction through the packaging capillary  wall  and  convection  through  the  

capillary  air-gap  containing  the  sensing  fibre.  However, the capillary air-gap is very 

small and provides an extremely limited space for air movement; in addition, the air within  

                         

                     (a)   FEA model components                               (b)   Meshed model 

Fig. 14: Thermal FEA model of the FBG sensor package 
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the sensor package is almost static in this application and thus minimises the circulating 

convection heat [25]. Consequently and for the purpose of simplicity the heat transfer 

process in the air-gap is modelled as occurring through conduction. 

The FEA model was used to simulate sensor transient response to a typical instantaneous 

step temperature rise at the packaging surface of 80 °C. This was achieved by defining the 

initial model components temperature to be 20 °C and setting the packaging capillary outer 

surface as a boundary condition at 100 °C. An identical thermal transient was modelled for 

each investigated FBG design. The dynamic temperature results obtained at the output 

surface of the sensing optical fibre are shown in Fig.15. The data  show a clear delay in 

response of FBG sensors  with  PEEK  and  Teflon  capillaries  when compared to those 

with metallic packaging; for clarity, a detailed view of the fast response obtained by 

sensors with metallic packaging is inset in Fig 15. The copper, aluminium and brass 

packaged sensors show a closely similar response reaching the steady-state within ≈ 6 ms 

and are closely followed by the stainless steel packaged sensor reaching the measured 100 

°C in ≈ 12 ms. PEEK and Teflon packaged sensors however require ≈ 180 ms to reach 

steady-state. The obtained model results confirm the general thermal behaviour trends 

suggested by the diffusivity values presented in Table I. 

  

Fig. 15: Simulated transient thermal response of different package FBGs 

In order to ascertain the performance and limitations of the examined FBG sensor 

designs a series of controlled thermal transient tests were performed. Six FBG sensors with 

different packaging materials were built for this purpose by first embedding different 

material capillaries in hot spot positions within three motorette test coils and then inserting 

the calibrated FBG sensing heads. The sensor installation procedure described in section II 

was adhered to with significant attention paid to building approximately identical test coils. 

This was to ensure closely similar thermal conditions between individual coils carrying 
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different FBG sensors and thus enable direct correlation of the obtained results. The test 

coils were exposed to a range of controlled thermal transients using a DC power supply to 

inject the required current into the coil conductors. The thermal response obtained from the 

six tested in-situ sensors was synchronously measured in the tests. 

A number of different thermal transients were achieved by controlling the magnitude and 

duration of the applied DC current. The applied transient magnitude was chosen based on 

the permissible temperature rise/thermal ratings for class F insulation. NEMA standards 

specify the maximum allowable temperature rise above the ambient temperature of 40 °C 

for electrical machines class F insulation material to be 105 °C [18]. Based on this the 

transient thermal tests were designed to ensure a thermal rise of at least 105 °C. Sensor 

behaviour was examined in four different temperature average rise rates achieved by 

appropriate control of the coil excitation current, namely: ≈55.4 °C /s, ≈28.5 °C /s, ≈13.5 

°C /s and ≈3.7 °C /s. 

Figs. 16a-c show the temperature rise measured synchronously by the six packaged FBG 

sensors during the four examined thermal transient tests, respectively. In general, as would 

be expected based on the data in Table I,  the thermal response of the metallic packaged 

FBGs is seen to be faster than that recorded with non-metallic packaged sensors. The 

measured transient profiles exhibit general trends that are closely similar to those obtained 

by the FEA thermal model study. The permissible temperature rise limit for class F 

insulation is indicated in the graphs by a horizontal dot-dash arrow which also indicates the 

sensing time delay of individual sensors; a vertical dot-dash arrow is used to indicate the 

sensed temperature rise delay between different packages. 

The results for the fastest considered temperature change rate in Fig 16.a show a 

significant delay in response between different sensors. The copper packaged sensor 

reaches the permissible temperature rise for class F insulation ≈ 500 ms earlier than PEEK 

and Teflon packaged sensors. At the time instant in which the copper packaged FBG 

reports a hot spot thermal rise rate of 105 °C the PEEK and Teflon packaged FBGs report 

thermal rise readings of ≈ 71.8 and ≈ 66.4 °C respectively. The brass and aluminium 

packaged FBG readings on the other hand are only a few ms delayed in comparison to the 

fast copper packaged sensor measurement. At the thermal rise rate limit point of 105 °C 

these differ by less than 10 °C from the copper packaged FBG measurement, with the 

aluminium packaged sensor measuring ≈ 100.9 °C and the brass packaged sensor ≈ 98.9 

°C. The stainless steel packed FBG manifests a slower response than other metallic 

packaged sensors but is still significantly faster than non-conductive packaged FBGs. 
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As the temperature rise rate is reduced the temperature measurements reported by 

different packaging FBGs start showing a more uniform behaviour. The results in Fig. 16b 

obtained for a reduced thermal rise rate of ≈ 28.5 °C /s show that the brass and aluminium 

packaged FBGs perform at response times close to those obtained by copper. However, the 

non-conductive material packaged FBGs still manifest a significantly slower response time 

in comparison to their metallic material packaged counterparts. As an illustration, the 

thermal reading error at permissible rise rate between copper and PEEK packaged FBGs 

reduces to ≈22 °C and due to the slower rise rate of the examined thermal transient the 

delay time rises to ≈ 600 ms. Similar trends continue with further reduction in the thermal 

rise rate as illustrated by data in Figs. 16c-d, where at temperature rise rate of 13.5 °C /s 

this difference is reduced to ≈ 8 °C while the delay time is ≈ 1480 ms. For the 

measurements at the slowest examined rise rate of 3.6 °C /s in Fig. 16d the temperature rise 

reported by the six packaged FBGs is overlapping with negligible difference between 

individual thermal readings. 

               
(a) Thermal measurements at average rise rate of ≈ 55.4 °C /s      

    

(b) Thermal measurements at average rise rate of ≈ 28.5 °C /s 
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(c) Thermal measurements at average rise rate of ≈ 13.5 °C /s 

                
(d) Thermal measurements at average rise rate of ≈ 3.7  °C /s 

Fig. 16: In-situ temperature rise measurements for thermal transient tests 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigated the design and operational features of FBG sensor use for 

thermal hot spot monitoring in random wound coils such as used in low voltage electric 

machinery. Prototype coils were used as test vehicles for examining and understanding the 

coil embedded FBG sensing key application aspects that directly influence measurement 

error.  

The obtained results quantify the effect of unavoidable pre-stressing of the sensing 

package during its installation into the coil structure on the sensor pre-calibrated thermal 

characteristic. The reported data show that the use of sensor thermal calibration 

characteristic obtained prior to coil embedment to interpret in-situ hot spot measurements 

yields a measurement error that has been experimentally quantified and shown to be 

smaller than ≈ 1 °C. This error rate is deemed acceptable for electrical machine coil 

thermal monitoring in most practical applications [17, 19]. Crucially, the presented results 

show that in-situ calibration of coil embedded FBG sensors is not a requirement for their 

effective utilisation. This is an important implication for embedded FBG sensing use in 
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windings contained in electric machine geometries that are typically large and would pose 

prohibitive limitations to in-situ calibration.  

The reported experimental findings demonstrate that in-situ FBG thermal sensing 

performance remains largely unaffected by the vibration levels representative of those 

acting on random wound coils in low voltage electrical machinery. This further confirms 

the practical application potential of the examined FBG enabled hot spot thermal 

monitoring approach. 

The influence of packaged sensor design on its in-situ response time was studied in a 

range of representative transient tests to establish the practically attainable on-line 

monitoring performance. It was found that, despite the sensor package thickness being very 

small, the thermal properties of the packaging material largely determine the sensor 

thermal response. The performance of a number of packaging materials was examined, 

showing that electrically conductive packaging generally provides faster thermal response 

compared to non-conductive packaging. The application of non-conductive packaging is 

however preferable within the current carrying coil structure, as conductive packaging use 

could pose challenges related to electric fault immunity. It was shown that for the thermal 

rise rates encountered in electric machinery that are generally relatively low [22, 26] the 

non-conductive packaging can provide an effective thermal monitoring solution. 

The reported findings significantly increase the understanding of design and operational 

features of FBG sensing for in-situ hot spot thermal monitoring in low voltage random 

wound coils, required to underpin a wider acceptance and application of this sensing 

technique in operating machinery.  
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 On-line Low Voltage Stator Winding Chapter 5:

Internal Temperature Monitoring Using 

In-situ FBG Thermal Sensing System 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines the use of the in-situ FBG thermal sensing system proposed and 

examined using the prototype random wound coil systems in Chapter 4 for on-line stator 

winding internal thermal monitoring in LVEMs. The chapter reports the embedment, 

operation, sensing performance and use of the FBG thermal sensor design in an 

grid/inverter driven IM. It consists of two papers written up in paper-style format. The 

second author contribution to both papers is performing a technical and academic writing 

review and technical guidance during this work. 

Paper 1: the content of this paper has been published in IEEE Transactions on Energy 

Conversion [17]. The main contributions of this paper are: 

 It reports a validated novel scheme for on-line internal temperature measurement in a 

low voltage random wound machine stator winding using electrically non-conductive 

and electromagnetic interference immune FBG sensing technology embedded in close 

proximity to hot spots of interest. 

 It provides a thermal analysis of the examined IM motor stator windings’ hot spots 

that enables an enhanced understanding of actual motor thermal conditions during on-

line operation and could be used for enhancing the utilisation and protection of electric 

motors in future industrial applications. 

Paper 2: The content of this paper was submitted to IET Electric Power Applications. 

The main contribution of this paper is: 

 It reports a validated thermal sensing network based on the multiplexing feature of 

FBGST for distributed hot spot monitoring of LVEM stator winding.  

 The thermal sensing network was used to monitor and evaluate the examined IM 

thermal condition and capacity under uniform and uneven degraded cooling system 

capability. 
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5.2 Paper 1: Stator Winding Internal Ther mal Monitoring and Analys is Using in-s itu FBG Sensing Technology  

 

Stator Winding Internal Thermal Monitoring 

and Analysis Using in-situ FBG Sensing 

Technology  

A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper reports a novel thermal monitoring scheme for on-line internal temperature 

measurement in low voltage random wound machine stator windings. The scheme is based on utilising 

electrically non-conductive and electromagnetic interference immune fibre optic sensing technology 

embedded in close proximity of hot spots of interest to create a robust  thermal monitoring system 

within the machine windings. The key design and implementation features of the proposed system are 

presented and applied on a prototype mains-fed induction motor. The on-line thermal monitoring 

performance is examined in a number to typical continuous and periodic running duty tests, as defined 

by the relevant IEC standards for rating and performance of rotating electrical machines. It is shown 

that the presented scheme has the potential to provide competent on-line measurement of critical 

machine thermal hot spots. Furthermore, the proposed scheme underpins a higher fidelity 

understanding of the distribution and propagation of winding thermal stress, demonstrated by the 

experimental analysis reported in the paper. 

Index Terms—Induction motor, on-line thermal monitoring, internal stator winding temperature, 

FBG sensor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OW voltage random wound electrical machines (LVEMs) are currently finding 

increased use in novel, safety critical energy conversion system applications, such as 

those in aerospace, electric vehicle and offshore wind industries [1-3]. These industrial 

applications impose increasingly higher requirements for reliability and performance of the 

employed electrical machines. As thermal stress is the major contributor to lifetime and 

performance reduction of LVEMs and reliable understanding of machine thermal 

conditions a precursor to achieving more effective machine exploitation, the area of 

machine thermal monitoring and analysis is receiving increased attention [4-7]. 

Development and application of improved thermal monitoring techniques that can enable 

performance advances through increased awareness of operational stresses and enhanced 

thermal management is highly relevant in this respect [8-9]. 

L 
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Thermal stress such as that occurring in overheating or cycling transients degrades the 

integrity of the winding organic insulation material, the machine component most 

susceptible to thermal stress. This results in its accelerated thermal aging: the ensuing 

insulation deterioration eventually leads to machine failure [10]. Thermal monitoring is 

thus a fundamental requirement for machine protection and enhancement of its reliability 

[11]. This is particularly pertinent where the internal thermal stress conditions in windings 

are concerned, as these are invariably the points of highest temperature within the machine: 

winding thermal hot spots are in slot centres and end-windings interior, their distribution 

depending on machine design and cooling arrangements. The allowable temperature in 

windings is defined by the thermal limits within which their insulation material retains its 

mechanical and electrical integrity to enable fault-free machine operation [12, 13]. The 

relevant standards identify machine insulation classes by their maximum allowable 

operating temperature while in service [14]: for a given insulation class, the maximum 

allowable temperature is defined as the sum of the ambient temperature (max 40 °C), the 

permissible temperature rise (i.e the difference between ambient temperature and the final 

elevated temperature) and the hot spot allowance temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The 

hot spot allowance temperature provides a thermal safety margin for the temperature of the 

winding interior; this is typically the point of highest temperature in the winding which is 

usually challenging to directly measure or estimate due to limitations of the available 

measurement methods [15]. Accurate knowledge of winding hotspot temperature of an in-

service machine would enable cooling system control directly related to hot spot 

temperature and thus machine lifetime extension through hot spot regulation. This would 

also enable performance improvements through controlled overloads or identification of 

overly conservative ratings, and be used for correction of temperature dependent machine 

model parameters to increase automation performance [4,7]. 

 

Fig. 1:  Thermal limits for insulation classes A, B, C and F [14] 
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The current practice for monitoring winding thermal conditions is based on employing 

temperature estimation techniques or embedded thermal sensors [16]. The former are 

generally established using a thermal model-based or a parameter-based temperature 

estimator [17-19]. Assessing winding temperature using a parameter-based temperature 

estimator is achieved by estimating on-line the winding electrical resistance and hence its 

temperature [18]. However, this cannot provide a full thermal image of the winding nor its 

hot  spots  and  yields  only  the  average winding temperature, while  also  being  limited  

in   accurate   tracking  of  thermal change during fast transient conditions [10]. Hot spot 

on-line monitoring using thermal model-based estimators such as finite element (FE) or 

lumped network models imposes considerable constraints: the FE models are 

computationally demanding and therefore not effective in on-line applications, while 

lumped network thermal models impose complexity in appropriate evaluation of model 

parameters including parameter dependency on thermal conditions [18-19]. 

Winding thermal hot spot monitoring using conventional sensing techniques such as 

thermocouples (TCs) or resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) can be limited for safety 

critical applications, primarily due to inherent use of electrically conductive material in the 

sensor structure: this poses a risk to the winding and the sensing system integrity, as any 

direct contact between the sensor and the winding can allow high current flow. Insulating 

these sensors with appropriate packaging can minimise this risk. This however 

considerably increases the sensor structure size, which can be impractical where the 

machine geometries of interest for monitoring such as the slot areas are concerned, and can 

compromise vital design parameters [20]. As a consequence of the constraints imposed by 

the winding construction and the sensor structure and its wiring, the sensing points in 

which TC and RTD sensors are applied in LVEMs are typically on end-windings and more 

rarely on winding surface of the slot section, and not in the winding centre where the 

highest temperature is located [21-22]. Further general constraints to more effective RTD 

and TC application in safety critical electrical machinery are imposed by their intrinsic low 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) immunity and low resistance to harsh environmental 

conditions and long term deployment [23]. 

The existing thermal monitoring techniques are limited in safe and accurate monitoring 

of the highest temperature points in LVEMs. The availability of reliable thermal 

monitoring tools, able to accurately track winding hotspot temperatures in all possible 

operating conditions will be essential in meeting the desired LVEM improved efficacy 

usage targets in future system critical transport and industrial sectors applications. A 
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thermal sensing alternative is provided by recent advances in fibre-optic Fibre Bragg 

Grating (FBG) sensing technology, whose inherent robustness, flexibility, long lifetime, 

electrical/EMI immunity, multiplexing and small size make it an attractive candidate for 

improving embedded thermal monitoring solutions for machine wound components [24]. 

The FBG sensor cost is currently comparable to cost of TC and RTD sensors 

conventionally used in electric machine applications, but the required FBG interrogator 

systems are costly. However, FBG sensing features can provide a number of attractive 

monitoring and performance improvements in electric machines that would be very 

challenging to deliver by alternative sensing or design approaches. In addition, the 

inherently multi-physical and multiplexing nature of FBG sensing systems has the 

potential to provide a sizeable considerable reduction of the overall monitoring system size 

and cost [25-27]. Despite its current relatively high cost, this sensing technology has 

already found use in aerospace and wind industries where its features have contributed to 

development of more effective monitoring systems [28-30]. The use of these sensors for 

hot spot monitoring in in-service LVEMs presents an attractive opportunity but still 

remains largely unexplored. 

The interest in applying FBG sensors in electric machinery for mechanical and thermal 

measurements has been increasing recently [31-35]. FBG sensors are now identified as a 

suitable thermal monitoring technique for thermal cycle testing of bars and coils of large 

rotating machines, as specified by the IEEE 1310-2012 standard [36]. The general FBG 

potential for thermal monitoring internal to machine structure is assessed in [24, 32-33] for 

low and high power machinery. The reported literature however focuses on large form 

wound winding structures [24, 32] and winding surface [33] thermal monitoring in 

LVEMs, and does not consider coil embedded hot spot locations that are of critical interest. 

In addition, the FBG thermal sensor packaging designs used in reported studies utilise 

conductive materials such as stainless steel and aluminium which can impose operational 

challenges in safety critical machine applications. Advances have recently been made in 

understanding the optimal features of random wound coil embedded FBG thermal sensors 

use for in-situ monitoring of hot spot temperature [37-40]. This was however done only on 

prototype IEEE motorette systems and its application and performance in operating 

machines is yet to be examined. 

This study reports an in-situ FBG thermal sensing technique for on-line thermal 

monitoring of the stator winding internal temperature in widely used random wound 

squirrel cage induction motors. The proposed technique enables adequate real-time 
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monitoring of stator winding hot spot temperatures, in locations that are largely beyond 

effective reach of conventional thermal monitoring in practical machine applications. The 

reported scheme is evaluated on a commercial totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC) 

induction machine design. The test motor was rewound for the purpose of proposed 

scheme application and then operated in mains supplied conditions under dynamic thermal 

cycles defined by the relevant IEC standard [23]. The obtained measurements are cross-

correlated with predictions from a representative FE thermal model [41-44] to further 

investigate the potential and performance of the presented scheme. The proposed system’s 

on-line monitoring performance was found to deliver an acceptable indication of the 

winding hot spot temperatures in a range of typical dynamic operating regimes.  

II. THERMAL HOT SPOT IDENTIFICATION 

This study focuses on the development of a winding hot spot in-situ thermal monitoring 

system as a means of improving the attainable on-line thermal monitoring. In addition to 

sensing technique improvement, an essential element in providing enhanced monitoring is 

the reliable identification of sensor placement points. These ideally need to be in, or close 

to, positions of highest temperature in wound components to ensure the monitoring system 

reports the maximum existing thermal stress. To this end, and for illustration purposes, the 

hot spot locations in the investigated commercial TEFC motor were first examined using 

thermal simulation. 

A. Thermal model study 

The studied motor specification is presented in Table I. A thermal model of the test 

motor was developed using the Motor-CAD software package for thermal analysis [41]. 

Motor-CAD provides a specialised tool for design and analysis of thermal aspects in 

electrical machines [42-44]; its machine thermal models are based on an analytical lumped 

parameter thermal network enhanced with numerical 2D FE analysis for steady-state 

solutions. The integrated FE analysis provides increased detail on conduction heat transfer 

in various components in the motor, which allows the prediction of hot spot temperatures 

in the machine structure. The test motor thermal model in Motor-CAD was developed 

using detailed geometry/design data and material properties of the examined motor. The 

motor losses required for model development were obtained based on the procedure 

prescribed by the IEEE 112 standard [45]. The model was tuned using DC power, locked 

rotor and load tests [41,44, 46]. 
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TABLE. I: TEST MOTOR SPECIFICATION   

 

Development of a representative winding thermal model for random wound electrical 

machines is challenging due to the random distribution of winding conductors in the slot 

and end-winding portions. For the purpose of winding thermal model development its 

structure can be divided into three portions: the non-drive end end-winding, the slot 

winding and the drive end end-winding. For the slot winding portion a thermal slot model 

representation that allows the conductors to be arbitrarily positioned in the slot and 

considers other slot components such as slot liner, wedges and impregnation is used in this 

work. Fig. 2 shows the details of the slot thermal model for the examined TEFC motor. 

The end-windings model is more complex as their structure is inherently random and the 

heat convection of the external end-winding surface plays a significant role. In this study 

an end-winding portion is modelled as a single thermal component based on its available 

shape and volume data. 

 

Fig. 2: Stator slot thermal model 

To enhance the thermal prediction of the end and slot winding portions the total stator 

winding loss was divided between portions based on their length [41]: 

 

      𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 = 𝑃𝑠 ∗
(2 𝑥 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡)

(2 𝑥 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡+𝐸𝑤𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡)
 ,                     (1) 
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    𝑃𝐸𝑤𝑑 = 𝑃𝑠 ∗

( 𝐸𝑤𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡)

(2 𝑥 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡+𝐸𝑤𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡)
 ,                    (2) 

where: Ps  is the total stator winding copper loss, Pslot and PEwd are the copper loss in the 

slot and end-winding portions respectively, stator axial length represents the coil axial 

length in the slot portion and the Ewd length represents the coil ends length in the drive 

end (DE) and non-drive end (NDE) end-windings. The total calculated end-winding loss is 

evenly divided between DE and NDE end-windings. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the predicted winding steady-state temperature of the examined 

TEFC motor at no-load and full-load conditions. Fig. 3 shows the temperature distribution 

of the winding slot section. This is presented for one slot only as, for the sake of the model 

study, all slots are assumed to have identical conductor distribution and the calculated slot 

copper loss from (1) is evenly distributed between individual stator slots. As is generally 

expected, the predicted slot winding portion hot spot temperature is located in the centre of 

the slot. The predicted slot hot spot temperature increases from ≈ 65.5 °C at no-load to ≈ 

92.6 °C at full-load. The predicted difference between the maximum and minimum 

temperature within the slot section is ≈ 4.5 °C at no-load increasing to ≈ 8 °C at full-load. 

The bottom of the slot is the coolest part of the slot section, as it is highly affected by the 

stator iron yoke. 

 

                                         (a)   No-load                                                      (b)  Full-load 

Fig.3: Predicted steady-state temperature gradient of the slot section 

The predicted temperature gradients in the axial cross section of the examined TEFC 

motor at no-load and full-load conditions are shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that the motor 

winding temperature gradually increases with distance from the cooling fan, as is normally 

anticipated. For the examined motor design the hottest temperature in the axial cross 
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section was predicted in the DE end-winding at ≈ 67.4 °C and ≈ 96.9 °C at no-load and 

full-load conditions, respectively. The predicted temperatures in DE end-winding were ≈ 

1.7 °C and ≈ 3.5 °C higher than in NDE end-windings at no-load and full-load conditions, 

respectively. For the slot axial section, the hottest location is displaced towards the core 

drive end, as is generally expected for a non-drive end fan cooled machine. The maximum 

and minimum predicted temperatures in the slot axial section are ≈ 67 °C and ≈ 66.1 °C at 

no-load and ≈ 95.3 °C and ≈ 93.9 °C at full-load. This results in a maximum temperature 

difference along the slot axial length section of ≈ 1.4 °C. The axial thermal change effects 

in the slot section are seen not to be considerable, as would be expected of the examined 

relatively small size machine design. However, this thermal difference is highly dependent 

on and varies with motor thermal design and size. 

    
                                                                               (a) No-load                                                                                                                     

 

 
                                                                         (b) Full-load 

Fig. 4: Predicted axial thermal gradient in the test motor 
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B.  Thermal monitoring point requirements  

The thermal model predictions clearly show that, as is generally expected, the highest 

hot spot temperature in the examined motor is in its DE end-windings followed by that in 

the centre of the winding slot portions. Monitoring only the highest thermal hot spot 

located in the DE end-windings however does not provide sufficient understanding of the 

existing thermal conditions in the motor. This stems from the fact that the end-winding 

portions combine the coils of all phase windings into a single thermal component. In 

abnormal operating conditions, such as for example a supply or other inherent electrical 

unbalance, different current levels can exist in different phase windings resulting in 

unevenly distributed copper loss across phases and thus an uneven temperature between 

individual phase windings. The temperature measured in the end-windings is the average 

temperature of the separate phase winding coils comprising it, and does not enable the 

understanding of existing thermal conditions in individual phases, which may in this case 

exceed the temperature levels observed in the end-winding. The same is valid for operation 

under electric fault conditions such as inter-turn faults, where high current and therefore 

thermal stress can typically be localised within a few turns of a single, faulty, phase 

winding. It is evident that monitoring the slot hotspot temperature in these conditions can 

provide more accurate information on the actual thermal status of individual phase 

windings. However, monitoring only the slot portion hot spot thermal conditions would 

ignore the temperature rise in the DE end-winding due to its slow cooling process caused 

by its distance from the cooling fan and would therefore not be appropriate. The optimum 

solution is therefore to design the thermal monitoring system to observe both end-winding 

and slot portion hot spots in all machine operating conditions; this requires thermal sensors 

that are suitable for effective application in a variety of slot and end-winding centre 

positions within the motor geometry. 

III. FBG SENSING PRINCIPLES AND IN-SITU MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN 

A.  FBG temperature sensor operating principles 

FBGs are the periodic gratings on the optical fibre core that result in a periodic 

modulation of its refractive index when exposed to an interference pattern of laser light 

[47]. The wavelengths reflected by the FBG structure will alter with the variation in the 

strain and/or temperature it is exposed to, thus enabling the fibre structure to act as a strain 

and thermal excitation sensitive element. With appropriate design [37-40] this 

phenomenon  enables  the  grated fibre  to be utilised as an exclusively mechanical or a 
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thermal sensor.  The reflected FBG wavelength is known as the Bragg (i.e. centre) 

wavelength, λΒ, and is defined by [47]: 

  𝜆𝛣 = 2 𝛬 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓                                                          (3) 

where: Λ is the grating period (i.e. the spacing between successive gratings) and neff is the 

effective fibre core refractive index. A change in the fibre temperature and/or strain will 

give rise to a change in neff and Λ, and consequently result in an alteration of the reflected 

wavelength. The reflected Bragg wavelength relative rate of change can be defined in 

terms of the existing thermal and/or mechanical excitation as [48]: 

  𝛥𝜆𝛣 = 2𝜆𝛣 (𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝜀
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓

𝑑𝛬

𝑑𝜀
)𝛥𝜀

⏞                  
𝐴

+ 2𝜆𝛣 (𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑇
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓

𝑑𝛬

𝑑𝑇
)𝛥𝑇

⏞                  
𝐵

              (4) 

where:  is strain and T is temperature. Term A in (4) represents Bragg wavelength shift 

caused by the strain induced elastic-optic effect, while term B describes the temperature 

change induced wavelength shift that arises due to thermo-optic and thermal expansion 

effects [47]. The reflected wavelength variation due to temperature change only can be 

expressed in terms of the fibre thermal characteristics as [49]:  

                              𝛥𝜆𝛣 = 𝜆𝛣 (𝛼 +  𝜉)𝛥𝑇                                           (5) 

where: α is the fibre thermal expansion coefficient (≈0.55x 10
-6

/°C) and ξ is the fibre 

thermo-optic coefficient (≈6.67x 10
-6

/°C) [47]. For a standard bare FBG with the Bragg 

wavelength of 1550 nm operating at ambient temperature the fibre thermal sensitivity is 

≈11 pm/°C [48]. 

B. In-situ FBG temperature sensor design 

The target sensing application in this study is internal thermal monitoring within a 

random wound stator winding structure in a class F insulated electrical machine, in direct 

proximity to the winding thermal hot spots located in the coil centre. The primary design 

constraints of the thermal sensing system, arising from its application within a current 

carrying coil, are the desirability for the sensing element to be electrically non-conductive 

and EMI immune with a size sufficiently small to enable seamless sensor implantation in 

the target hot spot position between individual current carrying conductors, without 

significant disturbance of the designed motor slot fill factor. In addition, the sensing 

element has to be capable to operate in and withstand the thermal environment 

characteristic of the examined conventional class F insulated machine design.  
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FBG sensing fibres are inherently immune to EMI, non-conductive and typically 

manufactured in diameter sizes of a few micro meters. An individual fibre is extremely 

fragile and requires suitable packaging to protect its mechanical integrity. Another 

important role of packaging in exclusively thermal sensing applications is to isolate the 

sensing fibre from mechanical excitation and ensure a sensor design that is only 

temperature sensitive [37]. To satisfy the said design constraints a Polyetheretherketon 

(PEEK) capillary is used in this work to package the FBG sensing heads.  PEEK was 

chosen due to its dielectric and mechanical properties; it has a thermal conductivity of 

0.173 W/m.k and can withstand operating temperatures in excess of ≈ 250 °C [38]. 

Fig. 5a shows the in-situ FBG temperature sensor design used in this work. The probe 

length is 1.5 m and it contains a single 5 mm FBG head imprinted in a polyimide coated 

fibre. The FBG head bandwidth is ≈ 0.3 nm and its reflectivity ≈ 88%. A section of the 

sensing fibre containing the FBG head is packaged in a PEEK capillary while the 

remainder of the optic cable is tubed in Teflon for protective purposes. The outer diameter 

of the utilised PEEK capillary was chosen as 0.8 mm. This was done to provide a relatively 

close match to the 0.56 mm diameter size of the examined stator winding’s copper wire 

and therefore facilitate easier placement and more effective thermal sensing performance 

of the sensor package within the random wound stator winding structure [37,40]. The 

PEEK capillary wall thickness was chosen to be 0.1 mm to yield a low conduction thermal 

resistance and hence enhance the sensor response [40]. 

The PEEK capillary length is chosen to house the entire fibre section containing the FBG 

sensing head that is implanted in the winding slot region. The sensing head is installed at 

the centre point of the stator stack length for this study, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. The 

sensing fibre is kept loose within packaging. This design allows for positioning of the FBG 

sensing head at any desired point along the axial length of the winding slot section. As the 

purpose of this study is to examine the performance of the proposed monitoring scheme 

and considering the size of the commercial test machine imposes relatively minor thermal 

differences in the slot axial direction, the FBG head was placed in the centre of the core 

axial length as shown in Fig. 5b. The packaged sensors in the end-winding sections were 

embedded in the end-winding section cross-sectional centre point. This enabled practical 

monitoring of internal temperature of different winding sections (i.e. slot and end winding 

hot spots). Combined with the multiplexing feature of FBG sensors this design can allow 

different distributed thermal configurations to be established: a single fibre with multiple 

FBGs can monitor the axial length of the winding including slot and end-winding sections. 
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(a) Sensing probe design 

 
(b) In- situ FBG sensor installation 

Fig. 5: FBG sensor for in-situ hot spot temperature monitoring 

C. In-situ FBG temperature sensor calibration 

The interpretation of the FBG sensor reflected Bragg wavelength to temperature readings 

first requires a sensor calibration test to obtain the required temperature-wavelength fit 

curve [40]. The experimental setup for calibration of the described FBG sensor design is 

shown in Fig. 6. A controlled thermal chamber was used to expose the sensors to a desired, 

controlled, steady-state thermal excitation level. The reference temperature within the 

thermal chamber was read by the chamber proprietary thermal sensors and a type K TC 

sensor placed inside the chamber in close proximity to the FBG sensors under calibration. 

The FBG sensors were illuminated by a commercial SmartScan interrogator system 

enabling dynamic measurement of reflected wavelengths. 

 

Fig. 6: Experimental system for FBG sensor calibration tests 
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Calibration tests were performed in the temperature range of 20 to 160 °C to match the 

rated thermal range of the class F insulated motor windings. The temperature was regulated 

by the chamber controller in the tests in a rising sequence of 20 °C steps. At each step the 

temperature was held constant for a time period sufficient to ensure the thermal 

equilibrium is achieved before thermal measurements were taken. The FBG reflected 

wavelength and the chamber temperature were recorded at each evaluated thermal 

equilibrium in the investigated temperature range. The calibration test data for the four 

FBG sensors used in this work are presented in Fig. 7 and show a close-to-linear 

temperature-wavelength dependency. A second order polynomial fit curve was calculated 

from the obtained data for each FBG to enable accurate conversion of the monitored 

reflected wavelength shift to temperature readings in further tests [39]. 

 

Fig. 7: Sensor calibration test data 

IV. INDUCTION MACHINE HOT SPOT MONITORING SYSTEM EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG 

DESCRIPTION 

This section describes the design and implementation of the winding hot spot monitoring 

experimental system. The proposed on-line monitoring scheme was established by 

installing a number of FBG probe designs discussed in section III into the test induction 

machine specified in Table I. For the purpose of embedding the sensors in the target 

positions, the motor stator winding was stripped and rewound.  

Fig. 8 illustrates the embedded thermal sensor locations in the test machine. These were 

chosen to include both slot and end-winding portion hot spots of the stator windings, as 

discussed in section II. To this end, three FBG sensors were embedded between copper 

conductors in the slot centre of three different slots, each slot containing a different phase 
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winding (one FBG fitted per phase, referred to as FBG-SA, FBG-SB and FBG-SC in 

further text, respectively), as illustrated in Fig. 8a. The three FBGs were pitched by 8 slots 

to enable a uniform thermal sensing distribution within the examined motor geometry, as 

shown in Fig. 8b. An additional, fourth, FBG sensor (FBG-DE in further text) was 

embedded in the motor drive end end-winding section, shown in Fig 8c.  

To ensure the installed sensors are approximately positioned in the coil centre the 

following installation procedure was followed [37-40]. First the packaging capillaries were 

embedded within the slot structure during the rewind process. This was achieved by 

winding half of a relevant coil section and inserting it in its respective slot/end winding 

position, before fitting the packaging capillary in the coil centre location and winding the 

remainder of the coil. Once the winding process was completed and the windings 

impregnated (dip impregnation) the FBG sensing fibres were loosely inserted into the 

installed PEEK capillaries. This process enables in-situ hot spot sensing in positions of 

interest and offers an advantage of avoiding the undesirable exposure of the fragile sensing 

fibre to mechanical stress during the wind and impregnation process. Another key practical 

advantage is that the sensing fibre is made accessible for replacement, re-positioning 

and/or re-calibration, which is not the case with conventional thermal sensors [50].  

To benchmark the in-situ FBG sensing thermal system performance a number of type K 

thermocouples were embedded in the stator windings as shown in Fig. 8. Two TCs were 

embedded in the end-windings: one in the drive end (TC-DE) to benchmark the FBG-DE 

performance and the other in the non-drive end (TC-NDE) to validate the obtained results. 

Another two TCs were embedded between the coil surface and the slot wall insulation, one 

in the bottom of the slot (TC-SB) and the other in the top of the slot under the slot wedge 

(TC-ST). The TCs positions where chosen in accordance with the IEC 60034-1 standard 

[23].  

The test rig used to examine the on-line performance of the proposed in-situ thermal 

monitoring system is illustrated in Fig. 9. The rig contains the prototype FBG sensor 

embedded induction motor coupled to a PMDC load machine whose armature current is 

regulated using a controllable resistive load bank. The induction motor was supplied 

directly from the grid via a variable transformer in the tests. Its currents were measured 

using LEM-LA25 Hall effect current transducers whose output was monitored via an NI 

9205 DAQ and conditioned on a personal computer in a LabView VI routine. TC outputs 

were acquired and conditioned by a thermocouple input module NI9211 DAQ. The FBG 

sensors were illuminated by a commercial multi-channel Smart Fibres SmartScan04 
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interrogator unit; the monitored FBG wavelengths were processed using the LabView 

based SmartSoft software [30]. 

  
                                                         (a) Sensor positions in slot sections 

 

 
                    (b) Slot section sensor arrangement                   (c) End-winding sensor arrangement 

Fig.8: Temperature sensor positions in the tested motor 

 

 

Fig. 9:  Experimental test rig for TEFC on-line temperature monitoring 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The on-line hot spot monitoring performance of the proposed in-situ FBG sensing 

system was evaluated in extensive thermal tests on the prototype FBG embedded motor. 

This section presents the winding internal thermal readings obtained in a range of typical 

dynamic thermal cycle tests performed on the laboratory test rig. The applied thermal 

cycles were defined based on the IEC 60034-1 standard for rating and performance of 

rotating machines [23]. The thermal characteristics of the examined motor design have 

been considered in order to enhance the interpretation of the obtained measurements. 

A.  Continuous running duty operation 

A significant proportion of TEFC induction motors in modern industrial applications are 

S1 duty rated. The S1 duty rating specifies continuous machine operation under a constant 

load, maintained for a time period sufficient to allow the machine to reach a thermal 

equilibrium within its nominal rating [23]. 

The proposed monitoring system’s performance was first examined for test motor 

operation in a number of S1 continuous duty cycles. To this end a series of S1 cycles at 

different load levels were applied on the test motor, ranging from no-load to nominal load 

in increments of 25% (i.e. 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% load). The thermal 

measurements obtained by in-situ FBG and TC sensors at 0% and 100% load S1 duty 

cycles are shown in Fig. 10 for illustrative purposes. The winding temperature rise 

measured at thermal equilibrium for all considered S1 duty cycles is shown in Fig. 11; this 

was calculated by averaging the winding temperature measurement referred to the 

measured ambient temperature during a 15 min steady-state period of each examined duty 

cycle. The ambient temperature was measured by an RTD sensor connected to an RTD 

input module NI 9217 DAQ. The RTD was placed at shaft height and at one meter distance 

from the motor as prescribed in [23]. The ambient temperature measured in the tests is 

shown in Fig. 10 for illustration purposes. 

A variety of information about the FBG sensing system performance and the motor 

thermal characteristics can be extracted from the presented measurements. Firstly, it is 

evident from Fig. 10 that the average internal winding temperature exhibits a relatively 

large increase of ≈ 34 °C, from ≈ 64 °C at no-load to ≈ 98 °C at full-load. This can be 

explained by the examined motor’s standard efficiency class (IE1) design, expected to 

exhibit a significant increase in losses, and stator winding loss in particular, with increase 

in load [51]. The thermal rise is further enhanced by the relative degradation of the cooling 
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process (shaft mounted fan) due to a relatively significant rotor speed reduction at full-

load, resulting from the large nominal slip (≈ 8%) of the tested motor design. 

   
(a) No –load measured winding temperature 

 
(b) Full-load measured winding temperature 

Fig. 10:  Stator winding temperature measured by in situ FBG and TC sensors during  running duty cycle 

S1 operation: (a) no-load. (b) full-load 

The maximum winding temperatures are recorded at full-load: ≈ 100 °C in the drive end 

end-winding measured by FBG-DE and confirmed by TC-DE, and an average of ≈ 96 °C 

in the slot section measured by FBG-SA, FBG-SB and FBG-SC. These hot spot readings 

are ≈ 50 °C below the maximum allowable temperature of the examined motor (155 °C). 

The readings conform to the class F insulation and class B temperature rise ratings of the 

investigated motor design, commonly used by manufacturers to lengthen the insulation life 

by lowering winding temperature at rated load [52]. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 by the 

measured hot spot temperature rise at full-load of ≈ 75 °C, ≈ 5 °C lower than the 

permissible temperature rise of class B rated motors of 80 °C. The temperature rise 

measured for no-load to 50% load conditions is approximately half of that observed for 

full-load operation, as is expected for an IE1 class motor [51]. 
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Fig. 11: Measured S1 duty cycle steady-state temperature rise versus load 

The data in Fig. 10 and 11 allow for another important observation relating to the 

increase in the difference between thermal readings reported by sensors embedded at 

different locations with the change in motor load. The difference between the drive end 

end-winding temperature (FBG-DE, TC-DE) and the slot bottom temperature (TC-SB) for 

example is seen to increase from ≈ 7 °C at no-load to ≈ 13 °C at full-load. This clearly 

demonstrates the importance of thermal sensing in appropriate locations for accurate 

tracking of the highest stator winding temperature. The FBG hot spot thermal 

measurements and those obtained by TC sensors are seen to be in good agreement with the 

tuned thermal model predictions shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As expected, the FBGs placed in 

the slot centre report higher thermal readings when compared to the TCs placed in contact 

with coil slot section surface. At no-load, the TC sensors installed on the top (TC-ST in 

Fig. 8) and the bottom of the coil slot section (TC-SB in Fig. 8) report a temperature that is 

≈ 0.9 °C and ≈ 3.6 °C lower than that recorded by the FBGs in the slot centre, respectively. 

The difference between the TC-SB and TC-ST sensor readings and those of slot centre 

placed FBGs increases with load and is measured as ≈ 9 °C and ≈ 2 °C at full-load, 

respectively. 

The temperatures within the slot area measured by FBGs in the slot centre and TCs at 

slot top and bottom (TC-SB and TC-ST), and predicted by the FE thermal model in Fig. 4 

are shown in Fig. 12 for the lowest and the highest measured temperature gradient (i.e. for 

0% and 100% load). The data indicate that the temperature gradient within the slot area 

increases with load for the investigated motor design. The heat generated within the slot 

increases with the square of the winding current which in turn rises with load; the heat 

dissipation path in the slot area on the other hand is largely defined by the slot fill factor, 

winding impregnation and the slot liner design. Therefore, for operation at full-load the 
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heat generation rate within the slot increases considerably with respect to the attainable slot 

heat dissipation rate, resulting in a large temperature gradient and a high thermal hot spot 

in the slot centre. The observed difference between thermal measurements in the slot hot 

spot point (i.e. centre) and the slot top and bottom points is seen to change with load and is 

an artefact of the heat dissipation process. The slot bottom is affected by the proximity of 

the core yoke which exhibits a largely load independent loss mechanism and therefore 

provides a relatively effective cooling path between the slot conductors and the ambient. 

Conversely, the top of the slot is affected by the air gap and rotor temperatures which 

generally increase with load [52]. This is demonstrated by the difference between the 

thermal readings in the slot top and bottom positions, which increases from ≈ 3.5 °C at no-

load to ≈ 7 °C at full-load. The experimental data in Fig. 12 clearly illustrate the advantage 

of thermal sensing in the slot centre position, where the highest thermal stress within the 

slot area is located. 

 

Fig. 12:  Temperature gradients measured within the slot area 

The drive end end-winding temperature was measured to be ≈ 2.2 °C higher at no-load 

and ≈ 3.6 °C higher at full-load, than the slot hot spot temperature (FBG-SA, FBG-SB, 

FBG-SC). This difference arises due to the slow end-winding cooling process, largely 

based on convective heat transfer; the distance between the motor drive end and its cooling 

fan is another influencing factor, as it results in the air inflow reaching the end cap being 

significantly hotter than that at the cooling fan. It is interesting to observe that the 

measured ambient temperature increases by up to ≈ 3 °C in performed tests as a result of 

the heat dissipated in the surrounding ambient by the tested induction motor as well as its 

load motor with the resistance bank. The observed thermal increase can be higher in 

applications where the surrounding ambient consists of heat sources in close proximity to 

the motor that can be drawn back by the cooling air inlets and increase the motor 

temperature [52]. 
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B.  Periodic running duty operation  

In many industrial applications TEFC motors are operated in variable-load periodic 

duties. These dynamic operating conditions can pose a risk of giving rise to motor internal 

temperatures increase beyond permissible levels and thus endanger its integrity. The 

current industrial thermal protection systems for electric motors used to prevent 

overheating in these conditions are not fully effective [16]. It is challenging for existing 

thermal relays to accurately determine the motor’s thermal characteristic under different 

operating conditions as they are mostly designed based on a single thermal time constant. 

As a result these are often too conservative, resulting in unnecessary stoppage, or 

alternatively can incorrectly interpret existing thermal conditions and consequently fail to 

react, resulting in significant overheating [18]. For effective utilisation and protection of 

motors operated in periodic running duty applications the accuracy of internal winding 

temperature monitoring is essential.   

This section examines the proposed system’s performance when used for on-line thermal 

monitoring of the test motor operating under intermittent periodic duty S3 and continuous–

operating periodic duty S6, as defined by IEC 60034-1 [23]. The applied cycles’ period 

and duration factor were controlled to ensure that the motor’s highest hot spot temperature 

rise rate reaches but does not exceed the maximum permissible temperature rise rate for its 

design class. 

1)  Duty type S3 - intermittent periodic duty  

 The S3 duty type is identified as a sequence of identical duty cycles, each including a time 

of operation at constant load and a time de-energised and at rest, where the starting current 

is such that it does not significantly affect the temperature rise [23]. An S3 23% cyclic 

duration factor was applied to the examined motor for the purpose of this test; this was 

achieved by periodically applying 125% of rated load for a duration of 3 min followed by a 

10 min de-energised period. The dynamic thermal measurements obtained by the 

embedded FBG and TC sensors are shown in Fig. 13. The maximum temperature is 

recorded at completion of the constant load period and is measured in the drive end end-

winding at ≈ 106 °C, which is equal to the sum of the measured motor temperature rise of 

≈ 80 °C and the measured ambient temperature of ≈ 26 °C. The embedded thermal sensors 

report different temperature rates of change in heating and cooling conditions. The FBG 

sensors embedded in the slot centre show higher thermal readings and lower heating 

thermal time constants when compared to those obtained by TC sensors attached to the coil 

surface. In the examined S3 duty type the test motor is periodically de-energised for a 
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period of time after a period of over loading. A sufficient cooling period duration is 

therefore highly desirable in this duty, to prevent the motor from overheating when starting 

up in the following cycle. Things are further complicated by the fact that the TEFC motor 

cooling characteristic significantly changes based on whether it is energised: the cooling 

mechanism changes from forced and natural convection heat transfer in an energised 

motor, to only natural convection heat transfer in a de-energised motor. The latter heat 

transfer mechanism is slower and thus results in a larger cooling thermal time constant, as 

observed in the hot spot thermal measurements in Fig. 13. Accurate tracking of hot spot 

winding temperature is thus essential to reliably identify the time required for the motor to 

cool down to a temperature sufficiently low to allow its safe and effective re-energisation. 

 

Fig. 13: Measured temperature under intermittent duty cycle S3 

 

2) Duty type S6 - continuous operation periodic duty  

The continuous operating periodic duty type S6 is specified as a sequence of identical 

duty cycles: each cycle consists of a period of operation at constant load and a period of 

operation at no-load; at no time is the motor de-energised, at rest or reaches a thermal 

equilibrium [23]. In this experiment, an S6 duty type with a period of 20 min and a cyclic 

duration factor of 50% was applied to the test motor. In each cycle the motor is loaded at 

125 % of rated load for a 10 min period and then run under no-load for the remainder of 

the cycle. The recorded temperature readings obtained by the embedded FBG and TC 

sensors are shown in Fig. 14. The highest temperature was measured to be ≈ 100 °C in the 

drive end end-winding. The ambient temperature was measured as ≈ 25.2 °C during the 

experiment. The studied S6 cycle could therefore be deemed to be safe to apply on the 
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examined motor as the highest measured temperature is lower than the permissible 

temperature for the motor insulation class and the highest measured thermal rise rate (≈75 

°C) is lower than the designed class B temperature rise. However, a small increase in the 

examined cyclic duration factor can result in temperature rise beyond that permissible for 

the tested motor design.  

 

Fig. 14: Measured temperature under continuous operation duty cycle S6 

 

3) Discussion 

The presented thermal dynamic profiles demonstrate the capability of the in-situ FBG 

sensing system to provide effective on–line tracking of internal winding temperature in 

typical periodic running duty applications. The obtained winding hot spot measurements 

clearly show the different heating and cooling time constants and report a noticeable 

difference between individual measurements during the examined duty cycles. Therefore, 

relying on the average winding temperature in these conditions, such as would be provided 

by a resistance estimator technique, is not adequate to fully protect the motor from 

overheating, as the difference between average winding temperature and a localised hot 

spot can be high. This clearly illustrates the limitations in motor thermal protection by 

conventional thermal relays based on single time constant recognition and the advantages 

that the proposed monitoring scheme can provide in this regard. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The paper reports a new and robust technique for on-line thermal hot spot monitoring in 

low voltage machinery random wound windings using FBG sensing technology. The 

proposed scheme has been implemented and its performance examined and validated on a 

mains-fed TEFC squirrel cage motor.  
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The proposed scheme utilises electrically non-conductive and EMI immune, power 

passive, fibre optic sensors that are particularly suitable for embedded application in 

random wound coils in a variety of machine sizes, ratings and applications. The reported 

in-situ monitoring network design enables sensor in-situ accessibility for replacement, 

repositioning or recalibration which is not possible with conventional sensing techniques, 

and provides a versatile and safety critical monitoring platform that can be expanded to 

achieve further embedded distributed thermal sensing capability.  

The reported scheme was applied to perform thermal measurements on a prototype 

mains-fed induction motor operating in a number of continuous and periodic running duty 

cycles identified by the IEC standards. Where possible, the measured temperatures were 

cross correlated with measurements obtained by conventional TC sensors and with 

temperatures predicted by a thermal model of the test motor, which was initially used to 

inform the general thermal monitoring scheme design. The obtained experimental data 

illustrate the advantages of the proposed in-situ sensing scheme in delivering robust and 

effective on-line thermal sensing in thermal hot spot positions internal to the winding 

structure, where the highest thermal stress within the slot and end-winding areas is located. 

 The reported thermal analysis enables an enhanced understanding of actual motor 

thermal conditions during on-line operation and could be used for enhancing the utilisation 

and protection of electric motors in future safety critical industrial applications. A 

particularly pertinent condition in this regard is motor operation in different dynamic 

cycles such as those examined in this work, where the proposed technique clearly reports 

different hot-spot thermal time constants and illustrates the limitations of motor monitoring 

and protection systems based on application of a pre-defined single thermal time constant. 

Furthermore, the accurate tracking of the actual winding hot spot temperature is essential 

to identify the required time of motor de-loading to enable sufficient cooling in dynamic 

duty cycles, where any inaccuracies in thermal monitoring will either lead to a reduction of 

motor effective operation time or, more critically, a reduction of its life time through 

thermal overload.  

The reported study demonstrates the potential of the proposed in-situ thermal sensing 

scheme to enable monitoring and recognition of winding thermal conditions in arbitrary 

internal positions, thus enabling a much improved awareness of key thermal parameters in 

operating low voltage induction machinery that would be exceptionally challenging and 

impractical to achieve with conventional monitoring techniques. 
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Multiplexing FBG Thermal Sensing in Stator 

Windings Interior for Distributed Thermal 

Monitoring in In-service Electric Machines 

               A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper reports a distributed thermal sensing system for stator winding internal thermal 

conditions monitoring in operating low voltage electric machines (LVEMs). To achieve multiple 

thermal sensing points distributed radially in the interior of the stator windings structure, the 

proposed sensing system utilises the multiplexing feature of FBG sensing technology coupled with 

flexible and non-conductive sensing fibre packaging. The proposed technique enables distributed 

temperature monitoring with much reduced sensing volume, weight and wiring, including a key 

advantage of ease of in-situ sensing points repositioning post-installation. System performance was 

evaluated in tests on a purpose built inverter driven totally enclosed fan cooled induction machine 

(TFEC-IM). In addition, its potential use for thermal capacity monitoring and evaluation of the 

examined TEFC-IM design under deteriorated cooling capability is evaluated. The results demonstrate 

that the proposed sensing system is effective in providing radial peak temperatures distribution of the 

stator windings in operating machines under normal and abnormal operating conditions. 

Index Terms—Internal distributed thermal sensing, winding temperature gradient, multiplexed 

FBG, TEFC-motors, cooling system capability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N-LINE thermal monitoring and management of LVEMs are increasingly sought 

after. This is due to the fact that thermal status of these machines has direct impact 

on their performance and lifetime and is particularly pertinent where LVEMs at the core of 

modern and future safety critical applications, such as in traction and aerospace systems for 

example, are concerned [1-3]. Modern LVEMs are largely designed to provide high power 

density. However, increasing the power is often associated with the increase in losses and 

hence the dissipated heat. As consequence, the machine heat density is also increased, 

which almost invariably leads to higher temperature gradients within the machine structure 

and higher hotspot to average temperature difference [4]. The increased thermal density 

issue is further highlighted by the fact that most modern LVEMs are driven by power 

electronic converters in a wide range of speed/frequency. This can introduce additional 

O 
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sources of thermal excitation due to converter harmonics, and result in a considerable 

increase in machine losses such as core and winding ac loss (skin and proximity losses) 

due to high operating speed and frequency [5-7].  

The integrity of the stator winding insulation system due to thermal stresses in modern 

LVEMs is thus a point of concern [8]. Consequently, insulation system thermal capability 

improvement has been widely investigated [8-9]. In addition, novel cooling system designs 

have also been researched and proposed in an attempt to improve machine heat dissipation 

capability [10-11]. However, the insulation system thermal capability is limited by the used 

insulation material properties, while the proposed cooling systems usually require complex 

manufacturing and size and cost increase. LVEM thermal monitoring techniques that can 

enable distributed temperature monitoring within the machine structure and provide 

advanced thermal status information, in particular within the interior of the stator winding, 

are thus of particular interest for achieving improved machine protection and thermal 

management [2, 12]. Effective on-line monitoring of the winding internal temperature 

could also enable development of intelligent machine exploitation management systems, 

such as optimal overload control through better awareness of proximity to thermal limits, 

but also be used to enable recognition of early stages of failure, enabling remedial action to 

be undertaken before a catastrophic fault occurs [1,13]. 

Conventional techniques for on-line thermal condition monitoring of LVEMs stator 

windings impose considerable limitations in provision of winding thermal status 

awareness. Temperature estimation techniques (resistance-based estimator) only provide 

average winding temperature and not hot spot temperature nor temperature gradient [14-

15]. Direct measurements using conventional thermal sensors (i.e. resistance temperature 

detectors (RTDs) or thermocouples (TCs)) can in principle provide localised winding 

temperature if sensors are appropriately distributed in the winding structure. However, 

these sensors are principally suboptimal for embedded distributed sensing solutions due to 

their volume and wiring lead bulk constraints; furthermore, they are limited for thermal hot 

spot monitoring in current carrying coils due to lack of EMI immunity and use of 

electrically conductive material in their structure [16-17].  

The multiplexing feature of fibre optic Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors can provide 

multi-point sensing capability in a single flexible fibre and thus presents an attractive 

proposition for provision of LVEM stator winding embedded distributed sensing 

applications. This is enhanced by other FBG features such as small size and inherent non-

conductivity and EMI immunity [18-19]. The applications of FBG temperature sensors in 
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LVEMs have recently received attention in number of studies including author’s previous 

work [12, 20, 21]. The use of FBG multiplexing feature for distributed thermal sensing in 

LVEMs was reported in [20] and [21]. However, these studies do not consider winding 

sensing locations identified by relevant electric machines standards such as IEC 60034-

1[22] and the associated key hotspots of interest. In addition, the reported distributed 

sensing designs may pose challenges in long term exploitation, since the FBG sensing 

heads with metallic packaging were bonded in the slot openings above the slot wedges, 

which is a strongly mechanically and magnetically excited area. The application of sensing 

thermal networks design proposed in [20] and [21] can thus be deemed limited for in-situ, 

winding embedded thermal monitoring, as these were conceived for surface sensing away 

from standard sensing locations for winding monitoring. The authors’ recent work [12], 

reported the use of FBGs for LVEM winding internal temperature monitoring, where a 

number of separate in-situ single FBG temperature sensors were applied for on-line hot 

spot monitoring in a grid connected induction machine. The authors have recently reported 

a proof of principle study examining and prototyping implementation of in-situ thermal 

sensing arrays utilizing FBG multiplexing feature in standalone random wound test coils 

aimed at underpinning further exploration of development and application of these 

solutions for operating in-service machines [23-25]. 

This study designs, implements and tests a distributed thermal sensing system based on 

FBG multiplexing feature for on-line internal distributed winding thermal monitoring in 

operational LVEMs. The proposed embedded thermal sensing system is aimed at enabling 

much improved awareness of winding thermal conditions in LVEMs with reduced 

distributed sensing system requirements (i.e. wiring, installation and acquisition). A design 

of FBG thermal sensing array for radially distributed thermal monitoring of winding 

internal structure is first reported. Radial thermal sensing distribution in winding slot 

section is considered for the purposes of this study, since the heat generated in LVEMs is 

largely radially removed by conduction through the stator core and convection thorough 

the frame. The designed FBG array was embedded into and its performance tested on an 

inverter driven commercial TEFC-IM design. A series of experimental tests were 

conducted on the proposed sensing array design under normal and abnormal test motor 

thermal operating conditions. In addition to extensive testing in healthy conditions the 

sensing system performance was examined under TEFC-IM deteriorated cooling capability 

as in these conditions thermal levels within the machine structure can be unevenly 

distributed and thus in principle readily recognised by the embedded sensing array. To 
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evaluate this, the efficacy of the proposed distributed sensing system in monitoring the 

examined IM thermal capacity limit in a range of different deteriorated cooling system 

conditions was examined. 

II. TEFC-MOTOR DESIGN COOLING CAPABILITY 

The effect of cooling system performance on machine temperature distribution and its 

thermal capacity is used in this study to examine the proposed thermal sensing system 

performance and use. A complete or partial failure of the cooling system can give rise to 

uniform or uneven temperature [14,15,17]. This section discusses the operating conditions 

that cause variation in the cooling system performance in TEFC machines. 

In TEFC-motor designs the rotor speed, available frame surface and cowling conditions 

are the parameters vital for effective cooling system performance. With regards the rotor 

speed, variable-speed operating conditions can cause cooling system performance 

deterioration, when operation at slower speeds [14]. The frame surface and cowling 

conditions can cause deterioration in the cooling system performance through [15]: 

blockage of cowling air inlets due to dirt, thus reducing the cooling air flow rate over the 

frame; coverage of frame fins and surface with built-up dust or other materials, resulting in 

reduction of the natural-convection cooling mode capability; and contamination, where dirt 

and dust build-up in windings and stator core laminations, resulting in reduction of heat 

dissipation based on conduction cooling mode capability. Fig. 1 shows images of 

deteriorated cooling system capability reported in TEFC IMs operating in paper, pulp and 

steel industries [14, 15]. In these applications the motors are likely to have layers of 

contamination over the housing and cowling where more than 50 % of air inlets can be 

blocked due to contamination [26]. In such condition the motor winding can be overheated 

even with motors operating well below nominal condition. 

Critically, the deterioration of the cooling system condition generally cannot be detected 

or evaluated by conventional thermal protection systems [27]. For example, motor thermal 

overload relays are based on simplified thermal models and current measurements, which 

are insensitive to cooling capability variation. More importantly, these thermal models 

cannot accurately follow the variation of motor thermal characteristics [28]. An effective 

on-line distributed thermal monitoring capability in TEFC machines could therefore enable 

improved protection of key components under deteriorating cooling system capability. 
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Fig. 1:  Reported cases of deteriorated cooling system capability in TEFC machines operating in paper 

machine and pulp industries [14,15] 

III. SENSING SYSTEM DESIGN AND TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION 

This study employs multiple FBG sensing head multiplexing on a single fibre strand to 

facilitate in-situ distributed internal thermal sensing in TEFC-IM stator windings. An FBG 

sensing array design for monitoring radial internal thermal distribution in random wound 

stator windings is prototyped. The array sensor was installed in and its performance 

evaluated on an inverter driven laboratory induction motor.  

A. FBG thermal sensing array design for stator winding internal temperature radial 

distribution monitoring  

The test motor examined in this work is a 0.55 kW, 415 V, 4 pole, 24 slot, class F, three-

phase squirrel cage induction motor driven by a commercial drive in open-loop control 

mode. The motor stator was rewound to enable installation of an FBG sensor array to 

facilitate thermal monitoring of multiple hot spots internal to stator winding in a radial 

spatial distribution pattern. To this end, an array sensor containing six 5 mm FBG heads 

imprinted in bend insensitive polyamide fibre was designed; the bend insensitive fibre is 

used to enable optimal installation and placement flexibility, i.e. sensor fibre bending at 

minimal radius with less light losses. This is an important feature for the examined 

application, since it enables the sensing fibre to be accurately threaded through the desired 

configuration within the winding structure. This is further enhanced by the used flexible 

packaging design utilising PEEK capillary in the slot section; the rest of the fibre structure 

was packaged in Teflon tube for protective purposes. The technical methods used for 

packaging, calibration and embedding FBG sensors in the random wound stator winding 

followed the principles reported in author’s previous work [12, 18, 23-25]. The winding 

was rewound to be installed with a PEEK capillary routed in the winding through the 

desired slot center positions which was then used to house the thermal array sensor. The 

array was designed to enable the positioning of individual thermal sensing FBG heads so 

they are located in the axial length mid position of respective winding slot sections. 
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Fig. 2 illustrates: the FBG temperature array probe design (Fig. 2a), the designed radial 

distribution of thermal sensing points (Fig. 2b) and the embedded array sensor path within 

the examined TEFC-IM windings (Fig. 2c). The fibre array probe diameter including the 

packaging is 0.8 mm and its length is 2.3 m. The probe was designed to ensure individual 

FBG heads are embedded between copper conductors in the slot centre of six different 

slots, to enable radially distributed winding thermal hot spots monitoring; 2 FBGs are fitted 

per phase winding, referred to as FBG-A1 and FBG-A2 for phase A, FBG-B1 and FBG-

B2, and FBG-C1 and FBG-C2 for phase B and C in further text, respectively. The spatial 

separation between adjacent radially distributed FBG heads was set to three slot pitches to 

enable uniform radial thermal sensing distribution within the examined motor geometry. 

 

(a)  FBG array design for radial distributed thermal sensing in TEFC-IM 

 

(b) FBG sensing locations in the examined motor stator winding 

 

(c) FBG array route within the TEFC-IM windings 

Fig. 2: FBG array for distributed radial thermal sensing in TEFC-IM  
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B.  Experimental test setup 

Fig. 3 illustrates the general schematic diagram of the test system setup used in this 

study. The examined TEFC-IM was operated using a commercial three-phase drive system 

(Parker 890 SDD). In the tests, the TEFC-IM was driven using an open-loop (constant V/f) 

control strategy. To enable experimental emulation of desired load conditions the TEFC-

IM was coupled to 0.75 kW permanent-magnet DC load machine in the tests The FBG 

array thermal sensor embedded in the test motor was illuminated using tunable broadband 

light spectrum provided by a commercial multi-channel interrogator unit (SmartFibres 

SmartScan04) and monitored wavelengths processed using its proprietary LabView routine 

(SmartSoft). The test motor power, voltage and current signals were monitored using a 

three-phase power analyser (Norma D6000). For real-time three-phase current 

measurements Hall effect current transducers (LEM-LA25) whose outputs were acquired 

by an NI 9205 DAQ module and conditioned via a LabView VI routine were used. A FLIR 

TG-165 thermal camera was used to monitor the test machine frame surface temperature. 

A digital anemometer (Testo 405i) was also used to measure the air velocity along the 

frame axial length. 

 

Fig. 3:  Schematic diagram of the experimental test rig 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of the proposed thermal sensing system was first assessed in tests on 

the examined TEFC-IM operating in healthy conditions. Its potential for condition 

monitoring and thermal management purposes was then examined through: monitoring the 

test motor windings thermal status under even and uneven thermal conditions, and 

monitoring and evaluating the test motor thermal capacity limit under deteriorated cooling 

system performance. To enable this analysis a series of tests were undertaken in healthy 

and evenly/unevenly reduced cooling system capability conditions. For experiments in 

healthy conditions the test motor was operated at rated frequency and different load levels 

with the aim to test the sensor efficacy in enabling determination of the motor 

thermal/cooling status at nominal conditions. The experiments emulating cooling system 

even and uneven deterioration included testing under: partial coverage of motor frame, air 

inlet obstruction and variable-speed operation including the low speed region. 

A. Performance evaluation in healthy conditions 

In this section, the performance of the sensor array system embedded in TEFC-IM for 

radial thermal monitoring was examined in healthy condition (healthy cooling system). 

The examination was conducted by applying three an IEC-60034-1 standard defined S1 

duty cycle at base frequency (50Hz) but with different load conditions (0 %, 50 % and 100 

% load). The thermal measurements obtained from the sensor array (FBG heads) in tests at 

all applied duty cycles are shown in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4 Measured radial temperature distribution for different load conditions 
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In Fig. 4 the column heights correspond to steady-state measured temperatures by each 

FBG head in the array for each examined S1 cycle. The data show almost equal measured 

temperatures at each load condition, thus illustrating, as expected, the nearly even 

distribution of the radial thermal excitation levels measured in the examined motor 

windings under healthy conditions. The measured hot spot temperature difference at each 

examined load is within ≈ 3 °C. The monitored temperatures are seen to increase with load, 

corresponding to the expected temperature rise in the winding internal temperature with 

load rise: for the test motor this is seen to increase from an average of ≈ 61 °C at 0%-load 

to an average of ≈ 71 °C and ≈ 93.4 °C at 50%-load and 100%-load, respectively. This 

temperature rise level is typical for an IE1 efficiency class motor design with a class F 

insulation system (155 °C) and a class B temperature rise (80 °C). 

As a further performance illustration Fig. 5 shows the thermal dynamic measurements 

obtained by the in-situ FBG array for an applied S1 duty cycle with 100%-load. The 

thermal measurements obtained by all array FBG heads are seen to exhibit closely similar 

temperature profiles typical of the S1 thermal cycle [22]. However, a low level variation in 

the magnitude of thermal measurements obtained by the array individual FBG sensors was 

observed in the dynamic measurements. It was found upon inspection that each pair of 

FBG heads fitted in the same phase winding reported measurements varying in an identical 

manner. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 showing a detailed y-axis view for 1000 seconds of the 

measured temperature profiles: Fig. 6a presents the temperatures measured by FBG-A1 

and FBG- A2 in phase A, while Figs. 6b and c show measurements by FBG-B1 and FBG-

B2 in phase B, and FBG-C1and FBG-C2 in phase C. The closely identical low level 

variation of FBG pairs installed in the same phase can be explained by FBG sensing head 

locations: these are all situated in the centre of respective slots and between copper 

conductors which enhances their sensitivity to the variation in the copper loss and thus its 

induced heat. Copper loss induced heat is largely driven by the phase current and will thus 

vary with the variation in the current rms level. This is confirmed by superposing the 

synchronously taken phase current rms value measurement onto the corresponding thermal 

measurements in Fig. 6: the observed low level variation in FBG reported thermal 

measurement is seen to clearly follow the variation trends in the associated phase current 

rms value. These results clearly demonstrate the high sensitivity of the reported array 

sensor design to tracking distributed internal thermal conditions variation in the stator 

winding. 
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Fig. 5:  Measured temperatures at 50Hz and 100% load 

 

   
                          (a)                                                       (b)                                                    (c) 

Fig. 6:  Measured temperatures and phase currents at 50Hz in 100% load 

To enable understanding of the cooling system performance in the examined TEFC-IM 

at optimum conditions and facilitate further analysis of sensing array and motor operation 

in deteriorated cooling capability conditions, the cooling air velocity was measured at 0%-

load and nominal frequency along the test TEFC-IM axial length. At 0%-load condition the 

rotor rotates at maximum speed (≈ synchronous speed) and hence its cooling performance 

is at maximum. Fig. 7 shows the measured cooling air velocity obtained by the digital 

anemometer. The air velocity was measured at five points along the frame axial length and 

the results shown in Fig. 7.  The air velocity is seen to be largely reduced along the frame 

as cooling air travels away from the cooling fan: the velocity reduces from ≈ 6 m/s at the 

cowling exit to ≈ 1.7 m/s at the drive-end cap centre. The air velocity measured at the 

frame axial length centre point is ≈ 2.8 m/s, which corresponds to the FBG heads location 

in the winding slot section axial length and will thus be used in further analysis as a 

reference for performance comparison under different examined cooling conditions. 
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Fig. 7: Measured air velocity along the axial length of the TEFC-IM 

B. FBG array monitoring performance under uneven winding heat dissipation caused by 

obstructed frame conditions 

In this section, the proposed sensing system monitoring capability to provide information 

on the stator windings internal temperature in uneven windings heat dissipation conditions 

is examined. To introduce uneven radial heat dissipation in the test TEFC-IM its frame was 

partially coated. The applied partial coating deteriorates the cooling process in the coated 

section by forcing the cooling air to change direction and blocking its flow between the 

affected fins, reducing/eliminating the forced convection cooling process;  the coating also 

introduces an additional layer between the frame surface and ambient, reducing the 

convection cooling process. The partial coating was practically achieved by applying 

appropriately dimensioned sponge segments between frame fins in the desired area. Fig. 8 

shows a photograph of the coated upper frame side of the test motor; both upper and left 

frame sides were separately coated in tests to enable practical emulation of uneven heat 

dissipation in two different locations.  

 

Fig. 8:  Test motor with coated upper frame  
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Fig. 9 a and b shows the measured temperature rise in the winding interior obtained by 

the FBG array sensor in separate tests with only upper or only left frame section coated. 

The tests were performed at optimal cooling capability (0%-load, base frequency). The 

measurements show that the partly deteriorated heat dissipation results in a modulation of 

the winding temperature spatial distribution. The FBG heads in the array measured 

different levels of temperature rise, indicating a redistribution of winding hot spots. The 

FBGs located under the coated frame area measured higher temperate rise then other array 

FBGs: when upper frame side was coated the FBG-C2 and FBG-A2 recorded a 

temperature rise of ≈ 5.6 °C (refer to Fig. 2b for FBGs locations) while in coated left frame 

side test FBG-B1 reported the highest temperature rise of ≈ 6.6 °C. 

The presented data demonstrate effective array sensor performance in partially 

obstructed frame conditions that compromise motor cooling, giving rise to thermal hot 

spots redistribution: this is clearly reported by the embedded array sensor. To enable 

further improvements in clarity of interpretation of obtained measurements Fig. 10 presents 

a visualisation of the measured stator temperature distributed gradient. The visualisation is 

based on a simple representative radial cross-section model of the examined TEFC-IM 

stator. The measured array FBGs temperatures are the inputs for the model. Fig 10.a shows 

an obvious hot spot induced in the upper side of the stator when the upper frame side is 

coated, while in Fig. 10b the hot spot is moved to the left side where the coating is applied. 

These results show how straightforward the requirements for effective interpretation of 

obtained measurements for diagnostic purposes are, indicating a considerable potential of 

the proposed sensing method to be applied in advanced electric motor condition 

monitoring applications. 

      

(a) Measured temperature with upper frame side coated (b) Measured temperature with left frame side coated 

Fig. 9: Measured radial temperature in coated frame tests 
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(a) Temperature gradient for coated upper frame side    (b) Temperature gradient for coated upper frame side 

Fig. 10: Measured temperature rise in coated frame tests 
 

C.  FBG array monitoring performance under transient and uneven winding heat 

dissipation caused by obstructed cooling air flow 

Further investigation was carried out to examine the radially distributed in-situ FBG 

sensing performance for condition monitoring purposes in transient and uneven heat 

dissipation conditions.  To this end, a part of the cooling air flow exiting the cowling 

towards the fins was separately blocked in a chosen side section (upper, left, right). To 

enable array sensor performance evaluation in challenging transient conditions the 

blockage tests were performed during machine thermal transient from ambient to no-load 

thermal steady state. Fig.11 shows the cooling air blockage locations with respect to the 

FBG sensor locations. The air flow blockage was achieved by blocking the air exiting the 

cowling and entering the related fins area with appropriately shaped cardboard sections. 

This enabled practical emulation of uneven cooling air distribution on the frame surface 

and thus uneven frame cooling.  

To examine system performance during cooling air flow blockage the upper, right and 

left side of the test motor housing were blocked in sequence during ≈3000 secs of thermal 

transient operation. The obtained thermal measurements are shown in Fig. 12. The first 650 

seconds of results show the thermal measurements when frame upper side was blocked 

(see Fig. 11a): here FBG-C2 and FBG-A2 show the highest temperature readings as they 

are closest to the blockage area. Identical trends are observed in the other two blockage 

scenarios: when the right frame side air flow was blocked FBG-B2 and FBG-A1 reported a 

sudden rise in temperature while that measured by FBG-C2 and FBG-A2 drops; during left 

side air blockage FBG-B1 and FBG C1 recorded a temperature rise while other sensors 

show a drop in temperature. The experimental results illustrate high sensitivity of the in-

situ array sensor to thermal variation of the winding internal temperature caused by uneven 

frame cooling in thermal transient conditions. 
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          (a) Upper side blocked                (b)  Right side blocked            (c) Left side blocked 

Fig. 11: Emulated cooling air blockage areas 

 

 
         Fig. 12: Measured hot spot temperature during uneven frame cooling 

 

D.  FBG array monitoring performance under even deteriorated cooling capability caused 

by obstructed cowling air inlets  

A partial or a full obstruction of cowling air inlets can in practical use lead to 

deterioration of cooling system performance. This reduces or prevents the cooling air from 

flowing between housing fins, which in turn reduces the heat transfer to the surrounding 

ambient and hence increases the internal winding temperature. Cowling air inlets 

obstruction is a common problem in some industrial applications such as paper and pulp 

industries [26, 29]. This section presents winding internal temperature measurements 

obtained under different scenarios of cowling inlets obstruction on the test TEFC-IM.  

50% and 100% obstruction of cowling inlets was achieved by application of 

appropriately sized Kapton sheets. Fig. 13 shows the examined obstruction cases. The tests 

were performed at 0%-load conditions (1.2 Arms stator current) to ensure the test motor is 
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protected from destructive overheating. During testing the TEFC-IM was first operated in 

healthy conditions until the thermal equilibrium was reached, and the cowling inlets were 

then fully or partly obstructed. 

Fig. 14a presents the temperature rise measured by the winding array sensor for 50% 

inlet coverage localized in the inner cowling area. Fig. 14b presents the measured 

temperature rise for total inlet obstruction. The obtained results indicate that cowling inlets 

obstruction can cause a considerable and uniform temperature rise in the interior of TEFC-

IM windings. The temperature rise level is seen to be determined by the scale of the 

existing obstruction: the measured average temperature rise for a 50% obstruction is ≈ 6 

°C, but rises sevenfold to ≈ 42 °C in case of a 100% obstruction. This is due to the fact that 

the cooling air flow velocity and thus the air flow rate are air-inlet cross-section area 

dependent. The three-phase stator currents were also monitored during the examined 

obstruction tests. This is to investigate whether there is any currents variation due to 

deteriorated cooling capability caused by obstructed cowling air inlets. From the obtained 

current measurements there were no clear changes in the currents for 50% obstruction. A 

small reduction in the currents during 100% obstruction test was observed however, which 

can be explained due to the increase in the phase resistance resulting from the high 

winding temperature rise caused by 100% obstruction, as shown in Fig. 14b. 

To further assess this relationship, the cooling air flow velocity between frame fins at the 

center of the housing that corresponds to the FBG heads location in the winding slot 

section axial length was measured in tests and is stated in Fig. 13. The air velocity 

measured at the center of the housing in healthy condition (≈ 2.8 m/s, refer to Fig. 7) was 

found to reduce by ≈25 % in 50% obstruction case and by ≈97 % for 100 % obstruction. 

The measured winding temperature rise in the performed tests is thus expected to 

considerably increase in both magnitude and rate of change at higher load conditions, 

where the heat generation to dissipation rate ratio is inherently higher. 

To illustrate the importance of axial sensing position in these operating conditions for 

effective monitoring of thermal excitation the frame thermal profile was monitored during 

the 100 % obstruction test using a thermal camera. The camera was used to take thermal 

images of the motor (left housing side profile) once in each successive 5 min period since 

fault application, including healthy condition. For brevity Fig. 15 shows the obtained 

thermal images with≈ 13 °C temperature rise difference at the center of the frame to 

illustrate thermal excitation propagation caused by cowling obstruction; the temperature 

value measured in the frame centre is shown in the top right corner in the images. 
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       (a) 50% obstructed cowling inlets                               (b) 100% obstructed cowling inlets  

Fig. 13: Examined TEFC-IM cowling obstruction scenarios 

     
           (a)   50% cowling obstruction                                             (b) 100% cowling obstruction 

       Fig. 14 Thermal measurements under obstructed air inlets 

In Fig. 15a the motor was healthy and the Kapton sheet was not applied to the cowling. It 

can be seen that the cowling remains cooler than the motor frame, and that the frame 

surface temperature gradually rises towards the drive end-cap. Figs. 15b and c, taken after 

100% obstruction of inlets was performed show the gradual motor frame temperature 

increase and hot spot generation in the frame centre, illustrated by the white area denoted 

by the white x in the thermal images; the cowling temperature is seen to gradually increase  

                  
                                                   (a)                                                               (b)                                        

  

                                           
                                                   (c)                                                                 (d)                   
                    Fig. 15:   Thermal images before and during 100% cowling air inlets obstruction 
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as well. Fig. 15d shows the thermal conditions once thermal equilibrium with full blockage 

is reached: the hot spot area in the frame surface centre has now become prominent with 

the highest temperature measured by the thermal camera of ≈83.8 °C, which presents a ≈38 

°C temperature rise from healthy. The obtained thermal images illustrate that machine 

axial centre length is the most sensitive to deteriorated cooling air flow rate in the 

examined machine design, further justifying the design decisions made for individual array 

FBG sensor positioning, as detailed in section III A.  

E.  FBG array use for thermal capacity monitoring and evaluation under reduced and 

compromised cooling system performance 

 This section evaluates the array sensor application for thermal capacity evaluation in 

variable-speed operation, including compromised cooling system performance scenarios. 

The cooling capability of TEFC-motors can considerably decrease in variable-speed 

operation involving slower speed conditions, as the cooling air velocity over the motor 

housing is much reduced. As consequence, the capability of dissipating the heat from the 

motor structure to the surrounding ambient is deteriorated. It is thus important to observe 

the motor heat generation and dissipation, and the resulting temperature rise in its 

components under such conditions. A general approach used to prevent winding 

overheating and thus insulation system degradation or failure in TEFC-motor designs 

under variable-speed operation, is to apply a large safety factor by either derating or over 

sizing the motor [30]. However, reliable on-line monitoring of the winding temperature 

and in particular the internal winding hot spot temperature can enable identification of 

permissible load conditions at any speed/cooling condition and thus ensure reliable 

awareness of thermal stress and retention of winding integrity. 

To evaluate the potential of array sensor use to this end, a series of S1 duty cycles were 

applied to the TEFC-IM drive run at different supply frequencies (50, 40, 30, 20 Hz) in the 

constant V/f control operating range. To assess the performance in most relevant, highest 

thermal excitation level, conditions, for each assessed duty cycle/operating frequency the 

load torque was kept at constant nominal value. This resulted in a constant slip speed of 

120 rpm and rated speeds of (1380, 1080, 780 and 480 rpm), as shown in the examined 

torque-speed characteristics illustrated in Fig. 16. In each evaluated test cycle the motor 

was operated from ambient to steady-state temperature.  
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Fig. 16: Examined torque-speed characteristics in constant V/f control 

The internal winding temperature measurements obtained using the radial monitoring 

array in all preformed tests are summarized in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. Fig. 17 shows the 

measured radial temperature rise above ambient (≈ 23 °C) for all applied S1 conditions. 

The FBG array reported winding temperature rise radial distribution is seen to be almost 

uniform for all considered operating points. This is because the deterioration in cooling 

system performance with speed reduction is evenly applied to the entire motor structure. 

The internal winding temperature is seen to clearly increase with reduction of the rotor 

speed and the consequent reduction in the cooling system ability: at 50 Hz/1380rpm the 

winding internal temperature rise is ≈ 71 °C, increasing with operating speed reduction to 

≈ 83 °C, ≈ 94 °C and ≈ 108 °C at 40Hz/1080rpm, 30Hz/780rpm and 20Hz/480rpm, 

respectively. The winding temperature rise in the examined motor has an approximately 

linear relationship with speed reduction, with an average slope of ≈ 12 °C. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 18, which presents the FBG array average temperature measured for all 

examined cases. 

 

Fig. 17: Measured temperature-rise distribution at different frequency  
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Although torque derating was not implemented in reduced speed tests, the examined 

motor is seen to still be thermally capable of delivering nominal torque at all assessed 

reduced speed/frequency levels without exceeding the thermal limits of its insulation 

system. At low speed condition (480 rpm) the in-situ FBG array measures the average hot 

spot temperature of ≈ 131 °C, which is ≈ 23 °C lower than the thermal limit of the 

examined machine insulation class (155 °C). Even though the allowable maximum 

ambient temperature (40 °C) is considered the motor can still deliver nominal torque 

without degrading the winding insulation [31], indicating that load derating for its usage in 

the examined operating range is not an absolute requirement; this awareness is made 

possible by the proposed in situ FBG thermal sensing array. 

 

Fig. 18: Measured radial average temperature distribution at different supply frequency 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Advanced monitoring techniques that can facilitate enhanced awareness of LVEM 

windings’ thermal conditions are increasingly sought after. This paper reports a study of 

FBG sensing technology multiplexing feature use for enabling distributed in-situ thermal 

condition monitoring within LVEMs stator winding interior. An FBG array with multiple 

thermal sensing points was designed and embedded into the stator winding of a 

commercial inverter driven induction machine. The reported sensor design and application 

enable distributed temperature monitoring with much reduced sensing volume, weight and 

wiring, including the key operational advantages of in-situ sensing points repositioning 

ease post-installation, and accuracy of sensing point placement within the winding 

geometry. 
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The FBG array sensor thermal monitoring performance and usage for evaluating motor 

thermal capacity were experimentally examined in laboratory tests under different thermal 

conditions, including healthy motor operation and operation with even and uneven under 

cooling system deterioration. The obtained measurements demonstrate effective 

performance of the proposed sensor design and its ability to facilitate advanced 

understanding of windings thermal status and temperature distribution trends under various 

cooling system conditions. 

The reported thermal sensing system has an attractive capability of conforming to an 

arbitrary winding geometry, which, when coupled with FBG inherent features of EMI 

immunity and multiplexing, presents unparalleled practical application potential for 

development of winding embedded 2D and 3D smart thermal monitoring schemes. 
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 Winding Fault Detection and Diagnosis Chapter 6:

Based on Fault Induced Thermal 

Signature Monitoring 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports the use of the in-situ FBG thermal sensing system (examined in 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) for winding fault diagnosis. Winding fault is a common in 

LVEMs, and can result in catastrophic damage and extended downtime for maintenance as 

discussed in Chapter 2. Its diagnosis is thus important and particularly at incipient stages 

where reliable diagnosis remains a challenge. 

The chapter consists of two papers. The second author contribution to both papers is 

performing a technical and academic writing review and technical guidance during this 

work. The third author contribution to paper number 1 is the assistance in the experimental 

work of conducting ITSCF tests. 

Paper 1: the content of this paper has been published in IEEE Transactions on 

Industrial Electronics [57]. The main contributions of this paper are: 

 An experimentally validated novel study on on-line detection of incipient stator short 

circuit faults in an inverter driven random wound IM, based on in-situ monitoring of 

windings’ fault thermal signature using a slot embedded FBG temperature sensor. 

 A new analysis of IM winding thermal and electrical characteristics at the onset of 

inter-turn faults that enables better understanding of fault diagnostic requirements and 

provides a general map for determining winding fault induced thermal signatures 

under different operating conditions.  

Paper 2: The content of this paper has not been submitted. The main contribution of 

this paper is: 

 It proposes an optimised stator winding thermal monitoring scheme, based on an end-

winding embedded FBG thermal sensing ring for stator winding uniform and localised 

overheating condition monitoring. This is key for enabling stator winding protection, 

health monitoring and fault diagnostics. The proposed thermal sensing scheme was 

examined for winding fault diagnosis in PMSMs with stranded winding configuration. 
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6.2 Paper 1: Stator Winding Fault Ther mal Signat ure Monitoring and A nalysis  by in-s itu FBG Sensors 

Stator Winding Fault Thermal Signature 

Monitoring and Analysis by In-situ FBG 

Sensors 

A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, Juan I Melecio, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—Winding short circuit faults are recognised as one of most frequent electric machine failure 

modes. Effective on-line diagnosis of these is vital but remains a challenging task, in particular at the 

incipient fault stage. This research reports a novel technique for on-line detection of incipient stator 

short circuit faults in random wound electrical machines based on in-situ monitoring of winding 

thermal signatures using electrically non-conductive and electromagnetic interference immune Fibre 

Bragg Grating (FBG) temperature sensors. The presented method employs distributed thermal 

monitoring, based on the FBG multiplexing feature, in a variety of points within windings, in 

proximity to thermal hot spots of interest that arise from the fault. The ability of the proposed method 

to enable fault diagnosis through identification of fault induced localised thermal excitation is 

validated in steady-state and transient operating conditions on a purpose built inverter driven 

induction machine test facility. The results demonstrate the capability of unambiguous detection of 

inter-turn faults, including a single shorted turn. Furthermore, the winding thermal and electrical 

characteristics at the onset of the inter-turn fault are examined and correlated enabling better 

understanding of fault diagnostic requirements. 

Index Terms—Inter-turn fault detection, inverter driven induction motor, in-situ thermal 

monitoring, FBG sensor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

inding short circuit faults are one of most commonly occurring faults in electrical 

machines, especially in those utilising random wound winding configurations. 

Short circuit related faults are reported to account for ≈30-40% of total machine failures 

[1,2]. The main cause of these is insulation material breakdown, occurring as a result of a 

combination of stresses (thermal, electrical, mechanical and environmental) acting on 

windings during their operating life [1]. This insulation breakdown results in an inter-turn 

short circuit fault (ITSCF) which in turn gives rise to further excessive thermal excitation 

in windings and ultimately leads to their failure. In-service detection of incipient stage 

ITSCF is thus vital as it could enable prevention of critical damage and reduction of the 

associated repair costs and production losses. 

W 
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Research on stator winding ITSCF detection has received significant attention and a 

range of diagnostic techniques has been suggested in literature [1-9]. These in general rely 

on non-invasive on-line monitoring and analysis of electrical and/or electromagnetic 

quantities such as stator current, voltage, impedance or flux. The reported techniques can 

however impose significant drawbacks in diagnostic capability and are particularly limited 

in effective recognition of early fault stages; for instance, minor changes in operating 

conditions such as load variation, supply unbalance and inherent asymmetry, in particular 

at non-stationary conditions, can greatly affect their diagnostic performance [1,10]. 

Additional drawbacks are posed by the challenges of fault location and fault severity 

diagnosis [10]. To overcome these, advanced processing of diagnostic signals is required, 

further complicating the implementation of the diagnostic process [3]. 

Thermal monitoring methods for ITSCF detection have not been widely investigated, 

mainly due to unavailability of adequate in-situ winding thermal sensing technology and 

the lack of understanding of fault induced thermal stress propagation. A few studies 

examine ITSCF diagnosis using thermographic analysis, where thermal imaging is used to 

monitor the machine frame in order to observe thermal hot spots induced by winding faults 

internal to machine structure [11-13]. While this approach does not allow fast recognition 

of in-situ fault effects and hence rapid and timely diagnosis, nor the recognition of 

incipient fault stages, it has been used to detect ITSCF in induction machines (IMs) with 

fault severity of 16% and above [11-13].  

The duration of the transition period from the instant of ITSCF onset to that of machine 

breakdown is still not fully understood [4,7,9]. A model study in [8] has shown that an 

ITSCF in a 15 kW IM could develop to phase-to-ground fault in less than 5 seconds. 

However, the model reported in [8] assumed that there is no heat transfer from the faulty 

coil to the ambient, which may not be the case in a practical fault scenario. [14-16] report 

experimental studies of realistic, practical inter-turn fault conditions in IMs rated at 3.7 

kW, 2.2 kW and 11 kW, respectively. The three studies recorded different transition times 

from the incipient inter-turn fault stage to phase-to-ground fault: in [14], the IM takes 

about 20 seconds to breakdown, while in [15] the recorded breakdown time was 5.5 hours 

and in [16] 15 minutes. While there are many complex factors depending on machine’s 

design, rating and operating conditions that determine the fault transition period, it can 

generally be concluded that the short circuit fault propagation time is challenging to 

evaluate and can vary from seconds, to hours [14-16] or even days and months [4, 7]. 

However, the excessive winding thermal hot spots induced by this type of fault and their 
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propagation can be considered the main factor that characterises this transition. This 

localised excess heat is rapidly induced in the shorted turns and thus, if monitored 

appropriately, could be used as an effective diagnostic tool. In fact, knowledge of the fault 

induced thermal excitation can be used not only for fault detection, but can also help 

estimate the time to reach critical insulation breakdown temperatures of the adjacent 

healthy turns, which is crucial to determine the time available for corrective action to be 

applied. Such diagnostic knowledge would be highly valuable in critical electrical machine 

applications such as in air and ground electric vehicles or offshore wind generation. 

This paper reports a proof of concept study of a new technique for on-line detection of 

ITSCFs in random wound electrical machines based on winding in-situ thermal signature 

monitoring using coil embedded Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) temperature sensors. FBG 

sensing technology provides a number of advantages over electrical machine conventional 

sensing technologies, making it an attractive candidate for facilitating operative condition 

monitoring solutions. FBG sensors are characterised by inherent electromagnetic 

interference (EMI) immunity, robustness, multiplexing, small size and multi-physical 

sensing features [17,24]. From the machine application point of view, FBG sensing is an 

invasive monitoring technique, thus the cost and complexity of installation could 

potentially be considered as one of its drawbacks. In principle the FBG monitoring system 

architecture follows the general structure of commercial condition monitoring systems 

used for electrical machines/drive trains, requiring a suite of dedicated sensors and a 

hardware device to enable interpretation, monitoring and analysis of sensed diagnostic 

signals [25]. The FBG sensor cost is currently comparable to cost of conventional thermal 

sensors used in electric machine applications, but the required FBG interrogator systems 

remain relatively costly. FBG sensing technology has already found use in aerospace and 

wind industries where its features have contributed to development of more effective 

monitoring systems [25-27]. The application of FBG thermal sensors in electric machines 

has recently been examined and techniques developed and validated that enable effective 

FBG thermal sensing application within random wound windings [20-24]. 

In this work a series of experimental tests were carried out to examine the potential of 

using targeted, in-situ, FBG enabled thermal monitoring for diagnosis of ITSCF with a 

particular focus on the critical, incipient fault stages. To this end, a number of FBG 

temperature sensors were embedded in points of interest of an inverter driven test 

induction machine stator windings. The test machine was rewound to enable the 

installation of in-situ sensors and its windings modified to facilitate practical emulation of 
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an ITSCF. The diagnostic potential of in-situ monitored ITSCF thermal signature was 

examined in steady-state and transient operating conditions and shown to be superior to 

that provided by conventional current signature analysis; the method enables effective 

diagnosis of early stage ITSCF (i.e. single turn), as well as fault severity diagnosis and 

fault location identification. In addition, the electrical and thermal characteristics of stator 

windings during an inter-turn fault event are examined and correlated and it was shown 

that clearer understanding of these can significantly contribute to fault diagnostic 

reliability. 

II. ANALYSIS OF ITSCF ELECTRO-THERMAL FEATURES   

Winding faults almost invariably propagate from an ITSCF, when insulation breaks 

down between two adjacent turns of the same coil; the direct electrical contact between 

these causes a high circulating current, which gives rise to localised excessive heat in the 

faulty winding part, i.e. in the shorted turns [2-3]. The resulting high temperature in turn 

degrades the insulation of neighbouring healthy turns, thus involving more turns in the 

fault as a consequence. If the ITSCF is not detected and remedied in its early stages, this 

process propagates and deteriorates the surrounding healthy winding insulation [4-5], 

initiating further fault expansion and leading to more significant, phase-to-phase or phase-

to-ground faults, and ultimately machine failure. Detecting the fault in the incipient stage is 

therefore key in avoiding potentially catastrophic damage to operating machines. The 

electro-thermal features of an ITSCF are analysed in this section as an enabler to 

understanding the requirements and challenges of its diagnosis based on thermal and/or 

electrical signal analysis. 

A. Electrical characteristics of inter-turn fault 

The electrical circuit diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates a three-phase stator winding under the 

ITSCF condition assumed in phase A. The ITSCF modifies the faulty phase into two 

separate electrical circuits: one formed by the healthy winding portion and the other by the 

winding conductors encompassed by fault. The resistances and inductances of the healthy 

and faulty circuits depend on the faulty, NF, to healthy, NH, turns number ratio, µ, where 

µ =  NF  \   NH [7]. 

   The two circuits are electrically independent and magnetically coupled and are 

established as follows: when the ITSCF occurs, the shorted turns physically act as a 

shorted coil placed in the machine main magnetic field path, as illustrated in Fig.2a. An 

electromotive force (EMF) (Ea2) is thus induced in these driving a fault current (Ia2) [8]. 
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Due to Lenz’s law, the fault current establishes a flux opposing that of the main field, 

consequently reducing it along the faulty coils, and in turn reducing Ea2. Another effect 

reducing Ea2 is the main magnetomotive force (MMF) reduction due to fault induced 

reduction of ampere/turns in the faulty phase [8-9]. As illustrated in Figs. 2a-b, the faulty 

turn current, Ia2, is in opposite direction to healthy winding portion current, Ia1, and is 

determined by the impedance of the short circuited turns and Ea2 [5]. Ia2 can thus vary 

significantly and is challenging to determine; recent studies have reported it possible for it 

to be up to 12 times the magnitude of machine rated current [6]. Ia1 on the other hand is 

mainly affected by the phase impedance which varies with µ.         

 

Fig. 1: IM stator winding under inter-turn fault 

                 

                                    (a)                                                                      (b)  

Fig. 2: A winding coil with inter-turn fault 

ITSCF detection using electrical or magnetic signals generally depends on identifying 

effects caused by two distinct electro-magnetic features of an ITSCF event [28]: the first is 

the air-gap field distortion caused by shorted turns and the consequent MMF reduction, 

while the second is the fault induced phase impedance asymmetry giving rise to phase 

currents imbalance. However, in an ITSCF low severity events encompass a single or a 

few turns, which characterise the fault incipient stage, these effects are typically 

insignificant. This illustrates the inherent complexity of incipient ITSCF detection using 

electro-magnetic signature analysis. 
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B. Thermal characteristics of inter-turn fault 

1) Inter–turn fault induced heat thermal analysis 

In healthy conditions, the heat generated in the stator winding is a result of the ohmic 

losses, determined by winding current and resistance and dissipated as heat to the 

surrounding ambient. In a conventional balanced machine, the ohmic losses induced by 

each stator phase winding are, in general, almost equal. This results in an even generation 

and dissipation of heat in the winding, and hence an even temperature distribution. In 

ITSCF conditions, due to the high fault current circulating in the shorted turns, a faulty coil 

will generate higher ohmic loss compared to healthy coils. This will result in a localised 

thermal hot spot in the winding where the fault is occurring. Therefore, understanding the 

thermal behaviour of the faulty coil is key to understanding the thermal monitoring 

requirements for fault diagnostic purposes.  

The ITSCF starts when local insulation breakdown occurs between two adjacent turns in 

a coil. This breakdown can occur at any location in the coil structure, i.e. in the coil sides 

(slot section) or in the coil ends (end-winding section). At the breakdown location a high 

short circuit current (ISC) flows between the shorted turns, that is generally equal to the 

sum of the phase current and the shorted turns’ current [8], illustrated in Fig. 1. The ISC and 

the contact resistance (Rsc) between shorted turns’ generate heat at the contact location in 

the faulty coil, denoted as heat source 1 (Heat S1). The second source of heat (Heat S2) 

induced in the faulty coil arises due to high current (Ia2) in the shorted turns and their 

resistance (Ra2); Heat S2 acts along the shorted turn length and hence along the faulty coil 

structure. The healthy turn’s resistance (Ra1) and current (Ia1) determine a third source of 

heat (Heat S3). Table I summarises the calculation of heat loss components in a coil under 

healthy and ITSCF conditions.  

Table. I : Heat loss calculation in healthy and faulty coils 

Healthy coil Heat= ( 𝐼𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒)
2
𝑥 𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑖𝑙                                                       (1) 

Faulty coil 

Heat S1 =   ( 𝐼𝑠𝑐)
2 𝑥 𝑅𝑠𝑐  .                                                   (2) 

Heat S2 =   ( 𝐼𝑎2)
2  𝑥 𝑅𝑎2,      𝑅𝑎2 =  µ 𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑖𝑙                       (3) 

Heat S3 =  ( 𝐼𝑎1)
2 𝑥  𝑅𝑎1,       𝑅𝑎1 = (1 − µ)𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑖𝑙             (4) 

The heat loss in the faulty coil is seen to be defined by a range of quantities, such as Ia1, 

Ia2, Isc, and µ. These will vary with fault severity and operating condition variation, e.g. 

fault propagation and changes in motor load and/or speed/frequency. As the fault induced 

heat loss largely determines the fault induced thermal signature, the thermal signature of a 
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faulty coil will also vary with fault severity and load and speed variation. In general, as the 

winding fault propagates (i.e. fault severity is increased) the number of shorted turns NF, 

and hence µ, increases: this leads to increase of the shorted turns induced voltage Ea2, and 

consequently the shorted turns current Ia2. The faulty coil healthy turns NH are 

consequently reduced, resulting in a reduction of the healthy turn’s resistance Ra1. The 

reduction in Ra1 increases the phase current Ia1 and hence the loss in the healthy coils of 

the faulty phase. At high fault severities this can result in an uneven temperature 

distribution between winding phases and increased thermal stress in the healthy part of the 

winding. On the other hand, with load variation (i.e. load increase) the winding operating 

temperature increases due to increase in the phase current Ia1 and the heat loss it generates. 

Consequently, Ra2 and Ra1 will also increase due to copper electric resistance temperature 

dependency. The change in these resistances will yield a change in corresponding currents, 

Ia1 and Ia2, and the associated fault induced heat losses. Finally, variable speed operation 

such as is applied under variable frequency drive motor control, can directly affect the 

shorted turn induced voltage Ea2. The variation in Ea2 with speed variation will lead to 

variation in Ia2 and hence in fault induced heat. In summary, understanding the heat losses 

dependence on fault severity and machine operating conditions is valuable for thermal 

signature based diagnostics. In this respect, identification of consistent thermal signature 

variation patterns with fault and load variation would underpin consistent thermal signature 

based winding fault diagnosis for an arbitrary machine design and operating condition. 

2)  Inter–turn fault induced heat monitoring requirement 

From the point of in-situ thermal monitoring and instrumentation for winding fault 

diagnostic purposes, Heat S1 is extremely challenging to monitor as it can occur at any 

point of the winding structure. In addition, the fault contact resistance Rsc can be assumed 

very small and is hence generally not expected to be the dominant component of thermal 

excitation originating from a fault event. Heat S2 generated by Ia2 is generally expected to 

produce a more significant contribution to total fault induced thermal excitation, and 

therefore a more significant detriment to winding health, and the neighboring healthy turns 

in particular. The resulting excess Heat S2 acts in the shorted turns along the coil length 

(see Fig. 2b). While monitoring end winding temperature is common and specified in 

thermal management standards of electrical machines [29], the end windings generally act 

as a single thermal component combining all coil ends and thus any temperature 

measurement in these largely yields an average temperature reading of all coil ends 

temperatures. Monitoring thermal changes induced at outset of an ITSCF event in end-
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windings would therefore not be effective for diagnostic purposes. Monitoring thermal 

excitation in any of the faulty coil sides would on the other hand enable the measurement 

of fault induced thermal excitation, as this is localised within the slot section and acts along 

the core axial length; this approach would facilitate in-situ thermal monitoring enabled 

ITSCF fault diagnosis. 

In the slot section, the fault can occur at any position, thus understanding the sensing 

placement in the slot cross-section that yields optimal performance is key. From the heat 

transfer point of view, the slot centre has the highest sensitivity to any thermal variation in 

the slot area. This is due to the fact that the heat in the slot transfers from conductors 

towards slot walls, to the adjacent teeth and core yoke. However, as result of the slow heat 

transfer process between the winding and the stator core structure surrounding it due to the 

presence of the slot liner, a temperature gradient is generated in the slot section with 

highest temperature in the slot centre. Therefore, in case where any additional heat source 

is induced in the heat transfer path between the slot centre (hot spot) and slot walls, such as 

in case of an ITSCF, will slow the heat transfer rate from the slot centre and hence increase 

its temperature. Consequently, enabling thermal monitoring in the slot section hot spot 

location would provide the most effective means to detect fault induced thermal variation, 

short of installing in-situ sensors to cover the entirety of the slot cross sectional area which 

would be prohibitive in practical applications. Furthermore, locating the thermal sensor in 

the slot centre between the copper conductors ensures it is positioned at an optimal point in 

terms of distance from all possible fault locations in the slot winding and therefore yields 

optimal recognition response of the fault thermal signature assuming use of a single sensor. 

In addition to this, for healthy motor operation, monitoring of winding thermal hot spots is 

key to understanding efficacy of machine utilisation and can enable development of 

winding life estimation routines [30]. A single thermal sensing point in the slot centre hot 

spot location would therefore enable recognition of the ITSCF thermal signature. 

To understand thermal behaviour in a single slot section Table II defines the heat loss 

under healthy and faulty conditions. The total heat loss in the slot section under fault 

conditions can be calculated based on the current in the healthy and faulty turns and the 

conductor electrical resistance per core axial length (Rslot-axial length). Based on the above 

analysis, the ability to measure even small excursions in winding slot section temperature 

can enable the detection of possible problems in the winding due to faults at an early stage. 

Therefore, this study reports an in-situ thermal sensing scheme to enable monitoring of slot 

section hotspots that originate from winding fault, and therefore its diagnosis. 
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Table II: : Heat calculation in the slot section 

Heat in healthy condition 𝐼𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
2  𝑥 𝑅𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡  𝑥 𝑁𝐻                          (4) 

Heat in faulty condition 
𝐼𝑎2
2  𝑥 𝑅𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡  𝑥 𝑁𝐹                               (5) 

𝐼𝑎1
2  𝑥 𝑅𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡  𝑥 𝑁𝐻                               (6) 

III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG DESCRIPTION 

The proposed stator winding fault on-line diagnostic technique based on the in-situ 

thermal signature was established by installing a number of FBG probes into a 0.55kW 

/three phase cage rotor IM. The examined motor specifications are provided in table III. 

Table. III: Test Motor specification 

Examined  IM Data 

Rated Power / Voltage / Current 0.55 kW / 400 V / 1.6A 

Efficiency, Efficiency class 

Rated speed / Pole number 

Magnetisation current 

66 %, IE1 

1380 rpm / 4 

1.1A 

Cooling method IC 41 

Slot number stator / rotor 

Insulation class/ Temperature rise class 

24 / 30 

F / B 

Duty cycle type rating S1 

The stator was rewound to enable sensor installation in target positions and ITSCF 

experimental emulation. Windings were modified to allow emulation of a range of single 

or multiple turn faults by tapping specific phase A winding points, as shown in Fig. 3. The 

test motor phase windings consist of 4 series connected coils, each with 105 turns of 24 

AWG enamelled copper wire. The fault location is arbitrarily chosen to be in coil 2 of 

phase A. The practically examined ITSCF severities defined as percentage ratio of winding 

shorted and effective turns are presented in Table IV. The maximum examined fault 

severity is 2.38% as this study focuses on detection of incipient stages of ITSCFs. 

 

Fig. 3: Modified stator phase for winding ITSCF emulation 
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Table IV: Investigated inter-turn fault severity 

Turns 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 

Severity % 0.23 0.47 0.71 0.95 1.19 1.9 2.38 

Fig. 4 illustrates the embedded thermal sensor locations in the test machine. Based on the 

thermal sensing requirements for ITSCF detection discussed in section II.B, at least one in-

situ thermal sensor per coil is required to cater for the diagnosis of the entire winding. 

However, the aim of this feasibility study is to demonstrate the viability of in-situ FBG 

thermal sensing concept for ITSCF detection: to this end, an array FBG sensor containing 

4 FBG heads was embedded and distributed in four known healthy and faulty slots, Fig.4a. 

The in-situ sensor was designed following the principles put forward in [22-24]: the 

individual FBG head length is 5 mm, imprinted in bend insensitive polyimide single mode 

fibre with average bandwidth of ≈0.34 nm, reflectivity of ≈80% and sensitivity of ≈12 

pm/
0
C. The central Bragg wavelengths of each FBG head are 1554.684, 1549.962, 

1544.930 and 1539.881 nm, respectively. The FBG heads are packaged in a 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK) capillary to eliminate external mechanical excitation, while 

the remainder of the optic cable is tubed in Teflon for protective purposes. PEEK is 

electrically non-conductive and EMI immune and can withstand operating temperatures in 

excess of ≈250 
0
C. The utilised sensor design has been shown to provide reliable 

measurement with measurement error lower than 1 
0
C [24]. 

 

                                             (a)                                                            (b) 

Fig.4: Test motor thermal sensor positions. (a) FBG sensor locations in slot sections. (b) FBG locations in 

end-winding sections 

Each FBG head was placed between copper conductors in the slot centre, following 

installation principles in [22-24]. The FBGs were positioned to enable thermal monitoring 

of an emulated fault location and a uniform thermal sensing distribution within the 

examined motor geometry.  Two FBG heads were thus installed in slots containing phase 
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A coils, one (FBG-AH) in the slot containing a healthy coil side and the other in the slot 

that contains the faulty coil side (FBG-AF). The two remaining FBG heads (FBG-B and 

FBG-C) were installed in slots containing coils of healthy phases B and C, respectively. In 

addition to the FBG array sensor two single FBG sensors were installed to monitor the 

end-windings: one was embedded in the drive-end winding (FBG-DE) and another in the 

non-drive end winding (FBG-NDE), Fig. 4b. 

 

(a) Experimental test rig configuration 

 

                                                                (b) Photograph of the test rig 

Fig. 5: Experimental test-rig setup 
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The performance of the proposed scheme was examined in experiments on a laboratory 

test-rig. Fig. 5a gives the schematic diagram of the test rig configuration and Fig. 5b shows 

a photograph of the actual test rig. The prototype FBG instrumented IM was coupled to a 

PMDC load machine whose armature current was regulated using a controllable resistive 

load bank. The IM was supplied by a three-phase Parker SSD890 AC drive operating in 

open-loop (V/f) control mode. The phase A current and the shorted turns circulating 

current and voltage were monitored by LeCroy CP150 current probes and a LeCroy 

ADP300 voltage probe in the tests. Instantaneous currents and voltage were synchronously 

recorded using a LeCroy 434 digital oscilloscope. The FBG sensors were illuminated using 

a broadband light source provided by a commercial multi-channel (SmartScan04) 

interrogator unit. The monitored FBG wavelengths were processed using the LabVIEW 

based SmartSoft software. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An experimental study undertaken to evaluate the application of the proposed in-situ 

thermal monitoring scheme for incipient ITSCF diagnostics on the inverted driven IM test 

rig is reported in this section. The study also includes an analysis of electro-thermal 

characteristics of the test motor operating in early stages of ITSCF. The signature of fault 

severities ranging from a single to ten shorted turns is examined under steady-state and 

transient thermal conditions at different operating frequencies in V/f control mode. 

A. Fault thermal signature in steady-state conditions 

1)  Base frequency conditions 

This section studies the efficacy of fault diagnosis in steady-state thermal conditions: to 

this end an ITSCF was emulated in the test machine after thermal equilibrium for a chosen 

operating point was reached. Fault severities of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 shorted turns were 

examined, as summarised in Table IV. For each considered fault case, tests were 

undertaken at a nominal supply frequency of 50 Hz and at no-load, half-load and full-load 

conditions.  

a) Test procedure description: the test procedure applied for each fault case and load 

condition involved waiting for the thermal equilibrium to first be achieved and then 

performing the following procedure: healthy winding hot spot temperatures at thermal 

equilibrium were first monitored for 60 sec. A short-circuit fault was then induced and 

maintained for a period of 180 sec within which thermal readings were taken. Finally, the 

fault was removed and thermal readings taken during the cool down period and return to 
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healthy winding thermal equilibrium. To practically emulate short circuit fault conditions 

as close as possible to those of an actual fault but without damaging the machine, the faulty 

turns were directly shorted in experiments using an electrical switch for fault tests of up to 

and including 5 shorted turns. Here the tapping leads and the switch resistance act as 

current limiters. In the tests involving 8 and 10 shorted turns however, an additional 

resistance was added to limit the faulty current to 8 A in order to protect the motor. The 8 

A short circuit current limit was set based on undertaking offline DC thermal excitation 

tests to rated thermal limits of the tested motor.  

b) In-situ thermal signature monitoring performance: for the sake of brevity, only the 

thermal measurements obtained by FBG sensors in 1, 5 and 10 shorted turn tests are shown 

in Fig. 6. To clearly illustrate the observed thermal changes, the recorded thermal rise with 

respect to the healthy thermal steady-state is presented. The data demonstrate that the in-

situ FBG sensor (FBG-AF) in the faulty coil slot is able to instantaneously measure the 

additional thermal excitation arising from an ITSCF. A temperature rise of 1.8 
0
C is 

recorded at the lowest case of fault severity (single turn) and around 28.5 
0
C at the highest 

examined fault severity (10 shorted turns). The other FBG sensors embedded in the healthy 

slots and in the end-windings report insignificant thermal rise rates in comparison, as they 

are located away from the fault induced localised thermal stress, as discussed in section 

II.B.2 The ITSCF thermal signature is seen to be clearly distinguishable from the fault 

onset. The presented results highlight the high sensitivity of in-situ FBG sensors and their 

capability of registering thermal variations as small as ≈0.2 
0
C between measurements 

under different load conditions, as observed in the single turn shorted fault case. 

The experimental data in Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates the capability of the proposed in-

situ thermal monitoring scheme for detection of stator winding ITSCFs. It should be noted 

that the reported measurements were taken under constrained fault conditions in order to 

avoid test equipment damage. In a practical ITSCF scenario however the fault currents will 

be higher and hence the fault thermal signature expected to be even more obvious. As an 

illustration, considering a 1 turn fault in the examined motor with an assumed fault current 

of 12 times the rated current [6]: this will generate ≈3.6 W of heat loss in the winding slot 

section containing a faulty coil side, according to Eq. (5) in table II (𝑅𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 in 

the examined machine is ≈ 0.01 Ω @ 25 
0
C). This is higher than the heat loss of ≈3.2 W 

produced by a 5 shorted turns fault with an imposed 8 A fault current limit. It can thus be 

expected in a practical single short turn fault scenario to observe a temperature rise ≈20 
0
C 

or more higher than was measured by the FBG-AF in the 5 shorted turns fault case. 
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(a) Measured temperature rise with single turn short circuit fault 

      

(b) Measured temperature rise with five turn short circuited 

     

(c) Measured temperature rise with ten turn short circuited 

Fig. 6:  Measured temperature rise profiles under ITSCF condition 

c) Thermal signature analysis: to enable understanding of diagnostic potential the 

experimental results for fault thermal signature in Fig. 6 are examined with respect to fault 

severity and load dependency. The measured temperature rise and its rate of change 

reported by FBG-AF are seen to be significantly more affected by fault severity than by 

loading. On the other hand, it is interesting to observe that the amount of heat generated in 

the winding slot section containing a faulty coil side is reduced when the load increases, as 

evidenced by the measured temperature rise profiles for each considered ITSCF case 

summarised in Fig. 7.  The examined fault severities are seen to exhibit a closely similar  

 
Fig. 7: Measured fault induced temperature rise in steady-state conditions 
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profile of thermal signature rise with load. The observed temperature rise presents a clear 

fault detection index, while the difference in thermal signature magnitude (i.e. column 

height in Fig. 7) provides a diagnostic index for fault mapping. 

To obtain understanding of observed fault thermal signature trends shown in Fig.6 and 

Fig. 7 with respect to fault severity and load dependency, the winding electro-thermal 

characteristics and the resulting fault induced heat loss were analysed. For this purpose, the 

currents in the healthy and faulty turns and the shorted turns voltage signals were 

synchronously measured for each fault case. For illustration purpose, Fig. 8 shows the 

obtained measurements in 1, 5 and 10 shorted turn cases at different load conditions. The 

graphs show measurements in healthy conditions followed by a fault period. The measured 

shorted turn current (dark green trace) exhibits a sizable rise with fault application, with 

little noticeable change in healthy turns current (blue trace). Current levels of ≈ 1.6 A, ≈ 

1.3 A and ≈ 1.1 A were recorded for healthy operation under full-, half- and no-load 

conditions, respectively. The shorted turns’ current is seen to be phase shifted to the. 

 

(a) Measured currents in healthy and faulty turns, induced voltage in shorted turns in case of 1 shorted turn. 

 

(b) Measured currents in healthy and faulty turns, induced voltage in shorted turns in case of 5 shorted turn. 

 

(c) Measured currents in healthy and faulty turns, induced voltage in shorted turns in case of 10 shorted turn. 

Fig. 8: Measured currents in healthy and faulty turns, induced voltage in shorted turns 
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current in healthy turns and acts to reduce the shorted turns voltage induced in the shorted 

turns (orange trace) during a fault event. These measurements confirm the analysis of 

ITSCF electrical characteristics provided in section II. A 

The rms values of the measured shorted turns current were used to determine the fault 

induced heat loss in the slot section for each fault condition, using Eq. (5) in table II.  The 

Rslot-axial length value was corrected for each load condition based on the measured winding 

operating temperature as follows: no-load resistance ≈ 0.011Ω @ 65 
0
C, half-load 

resistance ≈ 0.012Ω @ 74 
0
C and full-load resistance ≈ 0.013Ω @ 97 

0
C.  The measured 

shorted turns’ current values along with the associated fault induced heat loss for all 

examined fault cases and loads are shown in table V. The presented data show an increase 

in the shorted turns current and fault induced heat loss with fault propagation and their 

clear decrease with load increase; for the shorted turn current this trend is apparent in 

measurements shown in Fig. 8. The calculated fault induced heat loss behaviour can be 

directly linked to and clarifies the measured thermal signature profiles in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, 

since these thermal profiles are determined by the amount of heat loss induced in the slot 

due to fault presence.  

The increase in the fault induced heat loss and hence fault induced thermal signature rise 

with fault severity can be explained as follows: as severity increases more shorted turns are 

involved in the fault, resulting in an increase of the shorted turn induced voltage. This in 

turn leads to an increase in the shorted turn current and hence the associated heat loss and 

thermal signature increase as shown in table V and Fig. 7, respectively. On the other hand, 

the decrease in fault induced heat loss (table V) and the corresponding thermal signature 

(Fig. 7) with load increase can be explained by associated electro-thermal effects. 

Fundamentally, the shorted turns’ current magnitude is determined by the values of shorted 

turn induced voltage and resistance. A load increase also increases the drawn phase current 

and hence winding loss and operating temperature, resulting in healthy and faulty turns’ 

resistance increase. The shorted turn resistance increase resulting from load rise will thus 

act to limit the shorted turns’ current which consequently decreases with load increase, as 

shown in table V. This decrease is amplified to an extent by the minor decrease observed 

in the measured shorted turns’ voltage with load increase. While, in general, the shorted 

turn resistance increase would be expected to result in a heat loss increase in shorted turns, 

this loss is predominantly influenced by the more substantial shorted turn current 

reduction. To illustrate this, Fig. 9 shows the calculated fault induced heat loss in the slot 

section for a 10 shorted turn fault case versus load along with the measured shorted turns’ 
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current and Rslot-axial length. The data in Fig. 9 show that Rslot-axial length is increased with load 

from ≈ 0.011 Ω at no-load to ≈ 0.013 Ω at full-load due to operating temperature increase. 

The shorted turn current is consequently reduced from about ≈ 7.9 A to ≈ 6.7A. Crucially, 

the fault induced heat loss reduces from ≈ 7.2 W at no-load to ≈ 5.8 W at full-load. In 

general, for an arbitrary number of shorted turns, the total shorted turns resistance increase 

due to load rise induced temperature increase is directly proportional to the number of 

turns shorted. This explains the difference in no-load to full-load temperature rise trends 

with fault severity observed in Fig. 7 and the heat calculations in table V. 

Table V: Shorted turns current and heat loss components for all fault cases 

 

 

Fig. 9: Fault induced heat loss, shorted turn current and resistance variation with load, 10 turns shorted fault 

To examine the actual thermal stress related to thermal rise recordings in Fig. 7, the 

corresponding temperature measurements are shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that the 

examined machine is an IE1 standard efficiency class design, meaning that it produces 

relatively high losses that significantly increase with loading. The relationship between 

loading and losses for IE1 design class is quadratic, and can be equally applied to the 

relationship between loading and temperature [31]; this is evident in the thermal 

measurements trends in Fig. 10, where the difference between no-load and full-load 

winding temperature is ≈35 
0
C. Although the temperature rise measured due to fault at no-

load is higher than at full-load (Fig. 7), the winding thermal excitation is higher during 
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fault at full-load (Fig. 10) due to the high operating temperature of ≈ 97 
0
C. However, in 

machines with higher efficiency classes, e.g. IE3 or IE4, this thermal behaviour can differ 

and higher thermal stress due to ITSCF may occur at no-load conditions. 

 
Fig. 10:  ITSCF temperature measurement in steady state conditions 

2)  Motor current signature analysis comparison 

To illustrate the diagnostic potential of the proposed in-situ FBG thermal monitoring for 

ITSCF detection, this section presents the diagnostic signatures obtained from applying 

motor current signature analysis (MCSA) on the examined machine. MCSA is a widely 

proposed technique for winding fault detection in electrical machines and is based on 

identifying fault specific changes in the stator current signal [1,3,5]. However, the 

manifestation of winding fault specific spectral signature in the stator current is reported to 

be largely machine design dependent and is still not fully understood or consistently 

interpreted [31-32].  

The IM currents measured in fault tests were therefore examined for the presence of 

known MCSA diagnostic components. It was found that high severity ITSCF can lead to 

the generation of slot harmonic components in the current spectrum, despite the examined 

machine geometry not being expected to produce a slot harmonic signature in healthy 

operating conditions [32]; no other spectral changes arising from ITSCF presence could be 

identified. The ITSCF induced spectral changes were observed at lower and upper 

principal slot harmonic frequencies. The measured spectral narrow bands containing the 

observed fault signatures are shown in Fig. 11. At no-load condition, the lower and upper 

principal slot harmonics frequencies in the examined machine are at ≈694 Hz and ≈794 

Hz, while at full-load condition these are ≈640 and ≈740 Hz. The presence of increased 

severity ITSCF is seen to give rise to a modest increase of component magnitudes at slot 

harmonic frequencies; however, the lower severity faults ranging from a single to 3 shorted 

turns do not produce any MCSA diagnostic signature and thus cannot be diagnosed by this 
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technique for the examined machine. Furthermore, the fault signatures of higher severity 

faults are not considerable nor very clearly pronounced and would be challenging to 

employ for diagnostic purposes. 

 

(a) Lower and upper slot harmonics at no-load condition 

 

(b) Lower and upper slot harmonics at full-load condition 

Fig. 11: Measured MCSA ITSCF signature 

 

Further examination of presented spectral narrow bands reveals that the slot harmonics 

components exhibit a noticeable decrease in magnitude with load increase, while the 

general expectation would be the opposite. However, this observation can be explained by 

the electro-thermal interaction characteristics of the motor winding in an ITSCF event, 

provided in section IV. A.1. The observed reduction can be linked to the fault current 

reduction with load caused by electro-magnetic and thermal effects, as discussed in table 

IV. It can be thus concluded that the MCSA is incapable of detection of an ITSCF 

involving a few turns in the test machine, which typically represents incipient fault stages 

that are of highest diagnostic interest. To the contrary, the in-situ thermal monitoring 

signature in Figs. 6-7 enables clear diagnosis of each of the analysed ITSCF scenarios. In 

addition, the in-situ thermal monitoring can be used to enhance the efficacy of MCSA and 

facilitate better understanding of the spectral components behaviour used for diagnostic 

purposes. 
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3)  V/f control operating frequency change  

ITSCF thermal signature recognition is examined in this section for the V/f controlled 

test machine operation at a range of different supply frequencies. The following five 

different operating points were assessed: 50 (base frequency) 40, 30, 20 and 10 Hz. A 5 

shorted turn fault was experimentally tested under each of these frequencies. This is for the 

reason that the 5 turn fault emulation within non-destructive fault current limit constraints 

on the available laboratory system can be assumed approximately equivalent in terms of 

resulting thermal excitation to a practical single turn fault scenario, as discussed in section 

IV.A. The tests were performed following an identical procedure to that described in 

section IV.1.A. Tests were executed under no-load conditions in order to avoid overheating 

the examined motor winding due to the natural degradation of the cooling capability at low 

frequency operation for this motor design class. The thermal measurements obtained by 

FBG-FA are summarised in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 columns are divided into two areas: the blue 

area represents the healthy winding hot spot at thermal equilibrium for each operating 

frequency, while the red area is the measured hot spot temperature rise caused by the fault. 

 

Fig. 12: FBG-AF measurements for different operating frequencies 

The results show that as the operating frequency is reduced, the fault induced thermal 

stress reduces as well, while the healthy, i.e. operational, thermal excitation increases. The 

V/f controlled IM drive operating factor that causes this behaviour is the operating speed. 

The operating speed reduces with supply frequency reduction; this reduces the machine 

cooling system capability, as at reduced speeds the motor becomes predominantly cooled 

by natural rather than forced convection. This cooling performance degradation with speed 

reduction yields an increase of the healthy winding temperature, seen to rise in the 

measured data from 65 
0
C at 50 Hz to 87.4 

0
C at 10 Hz. Conversely, the ITSCF induced 
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thermal rise is seen to reduce with operating frequency reduction, from  20.6 
0
C  at  50 Hz  

to 1.2 
0
C at 10 Hz. This is largely due to the decrease of the induced shorted turn’s voltage 

as result of reduction of the speed, but is further amplified by the winding temperature 

increase resulting in shorted turn resistance increase and thus fault current reduction. Most 

importantly, the data show that the same ITSCF condition can produce different thermal 

excitation levels at different operating frequencies due to winding electro-thermal 

characteristics at fault outset; the fault induced thermal stress is more significant at 10 and 

50 Hz than at 20, 30 and 40 Hz in the examined system. 

B. Fault thermal signature in transient conditions 

This section examines the detection of an ITSCFs thermal signature in transient 

conditions. Transient conditions impose challenges, as during these, stator current can 

increase to many times more than its steady-state value. The healthy winding temperature 

rise and its rate of change under such thermal transients could affect the diagnostic 

performance of the in-situ FBG sensing system. To evaluate diagnostic performance in this 

respect a cycling transient at 50 Hz is applied on the test machine under healthy and ITSCF 

conditions. 

The examined thermal transient involved application of an S6 cycle to the test machine 

based on the IEC 60034-1 standard [29]. In this cycle, the motor was tested with a 125% 

load for 4 min followed by 6 min of no load operation. The cycle was controlled to keep 

the winding temperature rise above the ambient lower than the permissible temperature rise 

(80 
0
C, class B) for the examined motor. Once thermal equilibrium was reached under the 

applied cycle, a 5 shorted turns fault was introduced; two 60 sec fault instances were 

examined within a single cycle, one within the cycle heating period and the other in the 

cycle cooling period. Fig. 13 shows the two applied cycle measurement without and with 

the inter-turn fault. In the heating period, the fault was applied at the instant of loading (i.e. 

heating period start), which is assumed to be the most difficult instant to distinguish 

healthy and faulty thermal profiles as all sensors inherently record temperature rise. The 

fault in the cooling period was applied at the period midpoint. In healthy conditions, the 

FBG-AF is seen to report a thermal profile closely similar to those read by other sensors. 

From the outset of fault however, the FBG-AF readings show an extreme temperature rise 

in both the heating and cooling period fault instances. This originates from additional, fault 

induced, rise in thermal loss in the slot and follows the principles discussed in section IV 

but now in dynamic conditions: upon removal of fault this additional  thermal loss is 

removed and the measured temperature seen to gradually return to its healthy cycle form 
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after a cool down period. Monitoring the discussed fault induced thermal rise can enable 

unambiguous fault diagnosis. Thermal signature based fault detection is more 

straightforward in the cooling period, as all sensors report a temperature decrease while the 

sensor in the faulty slot reports a temperature rise. In the heating transient, the in-situ 

sensor shows high sensitivity in recognition of fault induced thermal stress. The 

experimental data demonstrate the capability of incipient ITSCF thermal fault signature 

recognition by the proposed in-situ thermal monitoring scheme in transient conditions.  

 

Fig. 13: Thermal measurements in dynamic conditions, 5 turns shorted fault 

C. Fault severity trending 

The breakdown of the winding is the final stage of an ITSCF, and is typically reached 

after a series of stages of fault propagation [6]. Effectively monitoring the fault 

propagation stages to extract knowledge of machine operational status is an underlying 

requirement for useful diagnostic systems. It has been shown in the previous sections that 

different ITSCF severities generate different levels of thermal stress and hence, different 

levels of fault thermal signature, which can be used as an indicator of the fault propagation 

stage. 

In this section experimental work was performed in order to investigate the capability of 

the in-situ FBG sensor to recognise the ITSCF propagation stages. A test was performed to 

emulate an ITSCF propagation scenario comprising five distinct stages, starting with a 

single turn fault and increasing to 5 shorted turns fault in steps of one turn fault. Each fault 

stage was maintained for a period of 60 seconds in the test before introducing the 

following fault stage. The test commences after the thermal equilibrium of the winding was 

reached in no-load conditions. Fig. 14 shows the measured temperature profiles obtained 

by the four FBGs for the applied fault scenario. The measurements demonstrate that the 

proposed in-situ thermal monitoring system is able to provide clear recognition of fault 
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status and its propagation signature: at each fault stage the FBG-AF reports a different, 

distinct temperature level. The faulty coil side hot spot temperature increases with fault 

propagation from ≈67.5 
0
C at healthy conditions to reach ≈88 

0
C at 5 turn fault stage. 

Another attractive advantage of the proposed diagnostic technique is that it does not 

require complex real-time algorithms for interpretation of fault signature such as needed 

with electro-magnetic signal signature analysis techniques [3]. 

 

Fig. 14: Measured temperature profile under fault propagation 

V. CONCLUSION 

This research reports a new technique for ITSCF on-line diagnosis in random wound 

machines based on fully EMI immune FBG sensor in-situ monitoring of winding internal 

thermal excitation. The proposed scheme is implemented and its performance validated on 

an inverter driven induction motor. The study focuses on the detection of the early stages 

of an ITSCF, where other techniques largely present limited success. 

The reported findings demonstrate that the presented scheme can provide reliable 

diagnosis of ITSCFs including: detection of an ITSCF at its earliest stages (i.e. single turn), 

fault severity diagnosis, and a straightforward identification of fault location. The winding 

in-situ thermal sensing network required to underpin this diagnosis can readily be achieved 

utilising FBG multiplexing features in a single fibre array sensor. The results and analysis 

in this paper enable full understanding of the FBG monitoring principles required for 

practical establishment of such a scheme. 

The proposed in-situ FBG thermal sensing for ITSCF detection provides advantages over 

existing diagnostic techniques in steady-state and in particular in transient conditions, as no 

complex real-time processing is required for fault signature diagnostic interpretation. 
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Finally, it is shown that improved understanding of the interaction between the electrical 

and thermal characteristics of faulty windings can significantly contribute to understanding 

ITSCF effects and diagnostic features. The manifestation of the observed fault induced 

thermal phenomena is generally expected to be dependent on machine design class. 
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6.3 Paper 2: FBG Thermal Sensing Ring Sche me for Stator Winding Condit ion Monitoring in PM SMs 

FBG Thermal Sensing Ring Scheme for 

Stator Winding Condition Monitoring in 

PMSMs 

                   A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper proposes a random wound stator winding thermal monitoring scheme utilizing 

an end-winding embedded, ring shaped, Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) thermal sensing array. The 

scheme enables in-situ measurement of winding distributed thermal conditions, which is key to 

attaining their effective health diagnosis and protection. It is designed to provide a thermal sensing 

point per each individual end-winding coil-end span and thus enable monitoring of the entire winding 

structure. This was achieved by utilizing the multiplexing feature of FBG thermal sensing in a ring 

shaped sensor array geometry inserted into the end-winding assembly to ensure desired in-situ 

placement of separate sensing elements. The reported scheme was implemented on an inverter driven 

permanent magnet (PM) synchronous motor and its performance examined in laboratory tests under 

healthy and faulted winding conditions. The obtained results demonstrate the capability of effective 

monitoring of healthy windings’ distributed thermal status. It also demonstrates unambiguous 

identification of localised overheating originating from an incipient winding fault, providing operative 

monitoring functionality that is largely unattainable by conventional thermal sensing techniques. 

Finally, the proposed scheme also enables straightforward advanced graphical visualization of the 

windings’ thermal status and hence a more effective diagnostic interpretation of thermal data to 

extract knowledge on locations of increased thermal stress. 

Index Terms—localised temperature monitoring, end-winding, FBG technology, PMSM, winding 

fault, thermal monitoring. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UE to high efficiency and power density and a wide operating range, permanent 

magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) have become the preferred rotating 

electric machine choice in a number of applications, ranging from modern electric vehicles 

to military, medical, factory automation, aerospace and wind energy systems [1-4]. As 

PMSMs are often enabling components in these systems, their integrity and availability is 

critical not solely regarding the related maintenance costs when failed, but also due to the 

fact that their failure can generally lead to system shutdown and undesirable associated 

issues [4]. 

D 
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The stator winding is one of the most frequently failing PMSM components [5]. Its 

failures are invariably related to the insulation system degradation resulting from various 

operational stresses while in service [6]. Winding faults generally lead to excessive 

damage and thus motor and system shutdown and extended downtime for maintenance. 

They are particularly critical in PMSMs due to the risk of PM demagnetization by the fault 

induced excessive heat, and the demagnetizing magnetic field driven by fault current [7]. 

PMSM winding fault diagnosis has received considerable attention [2, 5, 8-11]. The 

reported diagnostic methods generally rely on non-invasive monitoring and spectral 

analysis of electrical and/or electromagnetic quantities, as widely explored in induction 

machines. However, these impose considerable limitations in diagnostic reliability and 

fidelity in PMSMs due to the challenge in identification of reliable and consistent fault 

spectral signatures [5]  

Thermal aging caused by overheating is the main contributor to the winding insulation 

system degradation process and thus winding fault. The insulation system is designed to 

operate to a permissible temperature limit [6]. There are however many practical operating 

conditions in which stator windings of electric machines can be uniformly or locally 

overheated such as: running overloading, transient overloading (cycling), unbalanced 

supply, inverter driven harmonics,  partly or fully degraded cooling capability, and  high 

ambient temperature [12]. The consequence of uniform or localised winding overheating is 

the degradation of their insulation system. This eventually leads to insulation breakdown 

between winding adjacent turns, causing the Inter-Turn Short Circuit Fault condition 

(ITSCF). The ITSCF is generally considered a winding fault incipient stage. At this stage, 

localized overheating in the winding faulted section is generated due to the high current 

circulating in the shorted turns [12]. Consequently, an early stage winding fault can also 

constitute a cause of localized overheating, which accelerates the degradation process of 

the neighboring healthy turns’ insulation system and thus propagates the fault to more 

advanced stages characterized by increased heat loss [13].  

In light of the above, the realization of an effective winding thermal monitoring scheme 

capable of distributed monitoring of winding thermal conditions including uniform and 

localized overheating is significant for multiple reasons: it could ensure full protection of 

windings from uniform or localised overheating under normal and abnormal conditions 

and thus extend insulation lifetime and mitigate winding faults, it could enable advanced 

fault diagnostic capability by appropriately monitoring incipient winding fault induced 

localized thermal excitation, and it could provide enhanced motor thermal management 
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through improved awareness of proximity to thermal design limits.  

The machine winding conventional on-line thermal monitoring techniques are not fully 

effective in accessing and measuring localized winding thermal hot-spots in normal and 

abnormal conditions. Thermal estimation based monitoring techniques, such as a resistance 

based-temperature estimator (model-based or injected signal-based), only provide winding 

average temperature [14]. Thermal model-based temperature estimator techniques such as 

those embedded in modern thermal protection relay microprocessors are limited by applied 

model complexity and the challenge in accurately determining its thermal parameters. In 

addition, prediction of localised heat caused by abnormal conditions using thermal models 

requires practically inaccessible parameters such as short circuit current during winding 

faults or cooling air speed during deteriorated cooling capability in air-cooled machines 

[6]. The alternative is provided by thermal sensing techniques conventionally used in 

electric machine windings such as thermocouple (TC) or resistance temperature detectors 

(RTD) [15]; these however impose considerable limitations in practical application due to 

the ideally required number of sensing points for winding distributed thermal sensing and 

the installation complexity caused by sensor bulk and wiring. In addition, their inherently 

conductive structure and sensitivity to electromagnetic interference largely limit their 

embedment in direct contact with winding conductors [12, 14]. 

An alternative on-line winding thermal monitoring technique based on the use of Fibre 

Bragg Grating (FBG) sensing technology has recently been reported [16-19]. A FBG is a 

microstructure inscribed in an optical fibre which behaves like a non-conductive and 

electromagnetically immune sensing element and thus presents an attractive prospect for 

in-situ winding sensing application [16]. Multiplexing and multi-physical sensing are 

additional key aspects of FBG technology: these features facilitate development of targeted 

distributed embedded sensing schemes and enable an ‘all-in-one’ sensing system design 

for advanced electric machine monitoring applications [18]. FBG sensor application for 

on-line stator winding interior thermal monitoring in random wound machines has been 

reported in authors’ recent works [16, 19]. In [16] authors reported the use of a new in-situ 

FBG temperature sensor for healthy random wound stator winding hot spot monitoring, 

which is fundamental for understanding winding insulation system degradation. [19] 

reported a proof of concept study of winding fault induced thermal signature monitoring in 

induction machines based on slot embedded in-situ FBG sensing configuration.  

This paper reports a new FBG thermal sensing scheme for healthy and faulty stator 

winding condition monitoring aimed at enhancing wider acceptance of FBG thermal 
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sensing application in electrical machines by enabling easier implementation and 

interpretation of this technology. The proposed scheme thus considers key practical 

application aspects, such as sensing optimization, installation and measurement 

interpretation. To this end a 2D-thermal sensing ring design (2D-TSR) embedded in the 

end-winding section of a random wound stator winding is proposed that can enable 

improved awareness of winding thermal status under different operating conditions by 

allowing for effective monitoring of distributed thermal conditions in its entire structure. 

The reported 2D-TSR scheme’s performance was examined in tests on an inverter driven 

PMSM in healthy and faulted winding conditions. The obtained thermal measurements 

demonstrate the scheme’s capability to map the thermal status of the examined PMSM 

winding in a wide range of healthy operating conditions. In addition, it is shown that the 

2D-TSR is effective in monitoring localized thermal excitation such as that arising from 

winding fault. This allows for recognition and localization of fault events through 

observation of their thermal signature as evidenced on the examined commercial PMSM 

design, which are typically challenging for winding fault diagnostics [5].  Finally, an 

effective graphical presentation of 2D-TSR distributed thermal measurements is proposed 

that enables straightforward understanding of the winding thermal status and its 

operational diagnosis in both healthy and fault conditions. 

II. PROPOSED 2D-TSR SENSING SCHEME PRINCIPALS 

End-windings in random wound stator winding design consist of combined coil-ends of 

all stator coils. These coil-ends can generally either be uniformly or locally thermally 

stressed in operation. Fig.1 illustrates different overheating scenarios in a simplified 

schematic diagram of a three-phase random wound winding configuration containing two 

coils per phase (green, orange and black coils). 

Uniform overheating can be caused by operating conditions such as transient or running 

overloads, fully reduced cooling capability and a high ambient temperature. In such 

conditions all coil-ends are uniformly overheated, as indicated by the blue dashed rectangle 

in Fig.1. From thermal protection and monitoring prospective, a single thermal sensor 

attached to the end-winding structure at any point could ensure effective monitoring and 

detection of such overheating conditions. 

Localised overheating can be caused by conditions such as unbalanced phase currents, 

partially deteriorated cooling capability and incipient winding fault. Unbalanced three 

phase winding currents result in uneven individual phase temperatures, where one phase 
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winding can be hotter than others, as illustrated in Fig. 1 by the red dashed rectangle on the 

coils shown in black. To monitor the unbalanced currents induced localized overheating a 

single thermal sensing point per phase in the end-winding would be required. A partially 

deteriorated cooling system can cause a partial reduction in the heat dissipation capability 

from stator coils to ambient, resulting in overheating the stator coils whose heat dissipation 

pathway is affected by the cooling deterioration; this is illustrated in Fig.1 by the brown 

dashed rectangle showing an assumed overheated winding section due to deteriorated 

cooling capability. Under this condition at least one sensing point per affected area would 

be required to ensure registering of localised heat. Early stages of short circuit fault can 

also cause localised heat in the faulted turns, illustrated in Fig .1 by the purple dashed 

rectangle highlighting an assumed faulted coil. From thermal monitoring point of view, 

one sensing point for each stator coil-end would be required to ensure measurement of 

thermal excitation resulting from an arbitrary ITSCF case. 

 From the sensing requirement analysis for different overheating scenarios discussed 

above, it can be concluded that a single thermal sensing element per every individual coil-

end span in the end-winding structure is sufficient to ensure thermal monitoring of the 

entire stator winding, as illustrated in Fig.1. The end-winding is conventionally 

instrumented with a number of thermal sensing elements (generally three sensing elements, 

one per phase) [20-21]. However only three thermal sensing points in the end-winding can 

readily miss out localised overheating, thus they are not sufficient to provide full protection 

and effective monitoring of the entire stator winding, as demonstrated by a large number of 

operating machines that despite being instrumented in this manner have failed in-service as  

 

Fig. 1: A simple schematic diagram of three-phase stator winding highlighting different overheating 

scenarios 
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result of insulation breakdown [21-22]. In general, the short circuit fault thermal condition 

is the most critical in terms of winding overheating. This is due to the fact that the level of 

fault induced heat can be excessive and have a rapid rate of change, and its location in the 

winding structure is unpredictable. A thermal monitoring technique capable of registering 

winding fault induced localized heat can therefore be expected to be capable of monitoring 

other possible winding overheating conditions. This paper therefore examines and 

evaluates the proposed thermal sensing scheme under ITSCF conditions. 

III. TEST RIG SETUP DESCRIPATION 

The proposed 2D-TSR application for stator winding thermal monitoring under healthy 

and faulty conditions was experimentally investigated in tests on a commercial PMSM. 

The 2D-TSR was designed and prototyped to conform to the examined PMSM stator 

winding configuration. This section describes the used experimental including: the test 

PMSM, its winding configuration modified for fault emulation, the 2D-TSR design and 

embedment, and the test rig system setup. 

A.  The examined PMSM description 

 The examined machine is a commercially available 5.5 kW 3-phase, 400 V, 6 pole, 

PMSM by Lafert. Its specifications are shown in Table I and its stator winding 

configuration in Fig. 2. The stator winding is of concentric and stranded design; each phase 

contains six series connected coils, where each coil is wound with six parallel strands of 

23.5 AWG enameled copper wire. Since sensing points of interest in this study are located 

in the end-windings, the coil-ends arrangement in the drive end-winding section (DE-

winding) of the test machine is shown in Fig. 3. The coil-ends are distributed in three 

layers (one layer per phase): phase C coil-ends are in the bottom layer close to the frame 

bore surface, the mid layer coil-ends belong to phase B, while the top layer facing the air-

gap are phase A coil-ends. The three layers are insulated from each other by phase 

insulation. 

Table. I : PMSM motor specification 
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Fig. 2: PMSM stator winding configuration 

 

Fig. 3 Three phase coil-ends arrangement in DE-winding 

B. 2D-TSR design and installation  

Based on the coil-ends arrangement in the targeted DE-winding shown in Fig. 3 and the 

proposed sensing requirements of having one thermal sensing point per each individual 

coil-end span, two FBG thermal sensing arrays, A and B, were designed and developed as 

shown in Fig. 4a. The two arrays form the 2D-TSR; each consists of six 5 mm FBG heads 

imprinted in a bend insensitive single mode polyamide fibre. The FBG arrays were 

packaged in PEEK capillaries to protect the fragile fibres and eliminate any mechanical 

excitation effects during measurement [16]. Individual array FBG heads were spaced to 

enable sensing point positioning in target DE-winding structure locations, as shown in Fig. 

4b. Array-A was embedded between the coil-ends of phases A and B and array-B between 

phase B and phase C coils-ends. The FBG heads’ positions are coded as shown in Fig. 4b, 

starting from the bottom of DE-winding in clockwise direction (array-A sensing heads with 
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odd numbers and those belonging to array-B with even numbers). This provides an 

optimised 2D-TSR design having sensing locations (i.e. FBG heads) radially distributed 

with an ≈30 degree separation between adjacent points: this layout ensures at least one 

sensing point for each coil-end span: (for example, FBG 1 monitors coil5-A and coil6-B,  

FBG2 monitors coil1-C and coil6-B, etc.). 

         

                (a)   FBG array sensors configuration                           (c)  Tapped coils positions 
 

                
 

         (b) 2D-TSR sensing point distribution 
      

  Fig. 4 2D-TSR design and location in the examined PMSM windings 

Additionally, three FBG temperature sensors were embedded between conductors in 

centres of three different slots, one per phase (FBG-A, FBG-B and FBG-C). These sensors 

are located in slots that contain a side of the coil tapped for fault emulation as detailed in 

section III.C; their locations are shown in Fig. 4c. The purpose of these is-situ slot sensors 

is to enable comparison of fault induced thermal signature monitored in end-windings 

investigated in this study and slot sections (reported in [19]).  
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To enable FBG sensors installation and winding fault emulation the stator was rewound. 

The 2D-TSR embedment in the DE-winding was achieved as follows: once the winding 

coils were fully inserted in stator slots and secured by the slot top insulation liner and 

wedges, the PEEK capillaries were embedded between targeted coil-ends; the end-

windings were then tied and the winding impregnated. Finally, the FBG arrays were 

inserted in appropriate PEEK capillaries. For the FBG installation in the winding slot 

section the procedure described in authors’ previous work was followed [19]. 

C. Winding Modification for fault emulation  

To evaluate the proposed 2D-TSR capability to monitor localised thermal excitation, 

such as arising at outset of ITSCFs, and hence fault diagnostic capability, the windings 

were modified during rewinding to include tappings in specific coils for fault emulation. 

ITSCFs emulation in three different coils was enabled, one in each phase. 

The examined PMSM is designed with a stranded winding configuration: each of the six 

series connected coils forming a phase winding contains 138 turns, and is made up of six 

parallel strands having 23 turns each, as illustrated in Fig. 5 for phase B winding. For fault 

emulation purpose, one strand in the targeted coil per phase was modified with tappings to 

enable emulation of ITSCF scenarios involving 2, 5 or  10 shorted turns providing fault 

severity of 0.24 %, 0.6 % and 1.2 %, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the tapped turns in coil1 of 

phase B. Identical tappings were applied to phases A and C; this was done in phase A coil2 

and phase C coil5 to enable physically different fault locations in the examined winding 

structure. Figs. 4b and c illustrate the tapped coils locations. 

 

Fig. 5: Modified phase B winding configuration 
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D. Laboratory test system 

A test rig was built to enable operating the PMSM under healthy and faulty conditions 

and facilitate on-line thermal monitoring performance assessment of the installed FBG 2D-

TSR. The rig layout is illustrated in Fig.6. The test PMSM instrumented with the 2D-TSR 

system was operated in closed-loop vector control using a 7.5 kW (Parker 890SSD) drive, 

which was automated via DSE Lite software package. To enable operation in loaded 

conditions the PMSM was coupled to a DC machine controlled by a Parker 590SSD DC 

drive. The in-situ FBG 2D-TSR and slot sensors were interrogated by a commercial 

interrogator unit (SmartScan) at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. LeCroy CP150 current and 

ADP300 voltage probes operated by a LeCroy 434 digital oscilloscope were used for on-

line measurement of relevant currents and voltages, including those in the faulted coil. 

 

Fig. 6 Test-rig setup 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed in-situ 

2D-TSR design for healthy winding thermal condition monitoring, and examine its 

capability to enable detection and diagnosis of early stage winding fault. This section 

presents the obtained experimental results and discusses the findings. 

A.  Healthy winding condition monitoring evaluation 

To practically emulate a range of different winding thermal conditions during healthy 

PMSM operation a series of IEC 60034-1 standard defined S1 duty cycles were applied on 

the test motor at different speed and load levels [20]. 
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1) Evaluation of 2D-TSR performance and winding thermal statue under different load 

conditions 

Three S1 duty cycles were applied to the PMSM at constant speed (full-speed (FS), 100 

% speed =1500 rpm) and at three different load levels: no-load (NL, 0 % load), half-load 

(HL, 50 % load) and full-load (FL, 100 % load). Fig. 7 shows the steady-state thermal 

measurements obtained by the 2D-TSR for the three applied S1 duty cycles. The 2D-TSR 

thermal measurements are presented in a spatially distributed thermal web form which 

enables enhanced physical interpretation of the obtained localized thermal conditions and 

their straight forward correlation to the actual winding/machine geometry. The web radial 

lines represent the reference directions of the thermal sensing points (i.e. FBG heads 

locations in DE-winding) with respect to the reference point in the cross-sectional centre of 

the machine geometry (refer to Fig. 4b). The web concentric circles represent constant 

temperature gradients shown for illustration purposes in 10 °C steps. 

 

Fig. 7: Thermal web measurements at rated speed and different load conditions 

The blue, green and red quasi-circular patterns plotted in the thermal web in Fig. 7 are 

the temperatures measured by the 2D-TSR’s 12 FBG heads in NL, HL and FL conditions, 

respectively. Individual dots in the plotted thermal patterns correspond to the actual steady-

state measured temperatures by corresponding individual 2D-TSR FBG heads. The 

presented distributed thermal measurements are manifested in an almost uniform circular 

shape, thus illustrating, as expected, the nearly even distribution of the radial temperature 

levels measured in the examined motor windings in healthy conditions: a temperature 
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difference between 2D-TSR FBG heads of up to ≈ 3.5 ºC was measured at steady-state. It 

can also be observed that the measured thermal patterns radius increases with load, 

reflecting the rise in the monitored end-winding internal thermal hot spots due to loss 

increase with load; for the examined PMSM this is seen to increase from an average of ≈ 

42 ºC at NL to ≈ 53 ºC at HL and ≈ 80 ºC at FL (temperatures obtained by averaging the 

respective radii of corresponding thermal patterns). 

2) Evaluation of 2D-TSR performance and winding thermal status under different speed 

conditions 

In this test, the PMSM was exposed to a series of S1 duty cycles at three different speed 

levels: low-speed (LS, 25%, 375 rpm), half-speed (HS, 50 %, 750 rpm) and FS examined 

in the previous section. Each speed level was applied at three different load levels (NL, HL 

and FL) giving nine test S1 duty cycles in total. The test motor is a totally enclosed rotor 

fan cooled design where cooling capability is operating speed dependent. The winding’s 

internal thermal status is thus expected to vary considerably with speed variation. This 

change is generally expected to be further enhanced by the fact that some of machine loss 

components such as core and mechanical losses are also speed dependent. 

Fig. 8 shows the obtained thermal webs for all examined S1 duty cycles. The presented 

thermal measurements demonstrate the variation in the winding internal temperature due to 

variation in the PMSM speed and thus the variation in speed dependent loss components 

magnitude and cooling capability. The degradation in the cooling capability and thus 

winding heat dissipation with reduction of operating speed is most apparent when FL 

condition is considered. The average radius of the FL thermal web patterns (red) is seen to 

increase from ≈ 80 ºC at FS-FL to ≈ 89 ºC at HS-FL and further to ≈ 101 ºC at LS-FL.  The 

expected general reduction in loss components such as core iron loss and mechanical loss 

with speed is seen to be insufficient to compensate the reduction in cooling capability and 

maintain the winding’s temperature at constant level. In contrast, the radii of the thermal 

patterns at HL (green) show a slight decrease of ≈ 4ºC with speed reduction from FS-HL to 

LS-HL, illustrating that the winding’s internal temperature decreases with speed reduction 

at HL conditions. This decrease is further magnified at NL, where the average temperature 

reduces from ≈ 43 °C at FS-NL to ≈ 31 °C at LS-NL. This thermal behaviour can be 

explained by the decrease in loss components (iron and friction) with speed reduction that 

can offset the speed reduction caused decrease in winding heat dissipation to the ambient: 

the rate of heat generated within the test motor to heat dissipated is maintained at an almost 

constant level at HL and decreased at NL. 
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The obtained and presented thermal measurements illustrate the efficacy of the proposed 

2D-TSR to monitor and map the stator winding thermal dynamics under different operating 

conditions. 

 

Fig. 8:  Thermal web measurements at different speed/load conditions 

B. Localised thermal excitation monitoring for ITSCF diagnosis 

This section examines the 2D-TSR application for incipient ITSCF diagnosis in 

experiments involving various faulty operating conditions. The ITSCF induced thermal 

signature was monitored and analysed for different fault severity and location. 

1) Fault test procedure 

The test procedure applied for each experimentally examined fault condition involved 

waiting for the thermal equilibrium to first be achieved for healthy machine operating at 

the examined operating point; a short-circuit fault then is induced and maintained for a 60s 

period. To practically emulate short circuit fault conditions without permanently damaging 

test machine windings, the circulating current in the shorted turns was limited at a 

maximum of 15 A at rated conditions (≈130 % of rated current) using an external 

resistance connected in series with the short circuit path. The short circuit current limit was 

set based on undertaking offline DC thermal excitation tests. 

2) ITSCF thermal signature monitoring 

To practically examine the 2D-TSR capability to detect ITSCF induced localised heat 
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loss (i.e. fault thermal signature) ITSCFs were induced in coil2-A with 2, 5 and 10 shorted 

turns cases (2TA, 5TA and 10TA)  at rated conditions (FS and FL), following the 

procedure described in the previous section. Fig. 9 shows the obtained 2D-TSR 

measurements at the end of fault period. 

      

   (a) 2D-TSR thermal pattern in healthy conditions           (b) 2D-TSR thermal pattern  at 2 shorted turn     

         

         (c) 2D-TSR thermal pattern at 5 shorted turn             (d) 2D-TSR thermal pattern at 10 shorted turn                     

Fig.9:  2D-TSR induced thermal patterns for ITSCF diagnosis in phase A 

Fig. 9a shows the 2D-TSR reported thermal pattern in healthy conditions, seen to be 

manifested as an almost uniform quasi-circular shape with an average radius of ≈ 79 °C, as 

discussed in Section IV.A. However, with ITSCF presence the observed quasi-circular 

thermal pattern alters, reporting temperature level increase in the direction of FBG6 and 

FBG7. This trend is magnified with fault severity increase, as seen in the measurements 

shown in Figs. 9b-d for 2, 5 and 10 shorted turns cases, respectively. The 2D-TSR FBG6 

and FBG7 were capable of registering the ITSCF induced heat in coil2-A, since these FBG 

heads are located close to the faulty coil (refer to Fig. 4b). However, FBG7 recorded a 
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relatively higher temperature when compared to FBG6; this is because in this fault case 

FBG7 is the sensing head in direct contact with the faulted coil. FBG7 measures 

temperatures of ≈ 85, ≈ 96.8 and ≈ 112.2 °C in 2, 5 and 10 shorted turns tests, which 

corresponds to ≈ 6, ≈ 17.8 and ≈ 33.2 °C temperature rise above the healthy winding 

operating temperature of ≈ 79 °C at the examined condition. The presented experimental 

data demonstrate the ability of the proposed in-situ 2D-TSR design for incipient ITSCF 

detection with the capability for fault severity diagnosis. The 2D-TSR observed thermal 

patterns also show the capability of fault location identification within the winding 

structure, which is further investigated in the following section. 

3) Thermal signature monitoring for fault location diagnosis 

This section examines the 2D-TSR potential to enable advanced diagnostic capability, 

focusing on fault location diagnosis. To this end, a number of ITSCFs were induced in 

different locations within the examined PMSM winding structure. Faults were separately 

induced in phase A, B and C and in locations discussed in section III.C at all examined 

fault severities and at rated operating conditions. Fig. 10 shows the measured thermal 

patterns for all examined fault cases. 

 

Fig. 10: Thermal web measurements at different fault locations 
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The measured thermal patterns in Fig. 10 show the 2D-TSR design’s ability to facilitate 

effective identification of fault physical location within the winding structure. In addition, 

the results demonstrate the schemes capability to also identify the faulty coil and thus the 

faulty phase. This can be illustrated by considering, for example, the measurements 

obtained for the coil2-A fault case along with the arrangement of the coil-ends and FBG 

heads in the end-winding area close to the fault location (refer to Fig. 4b). The coil-ends 

located in this section of the end-winding belong to: coil2-A, coil3-B, coil3-C and coil4-C, 

and are monitored by FBG6, FBG7 and FBG8. In case fault occurs in one of the above 

coils, the temperature rise levels measured simultaneously by the three co-located FBG 

heads can enable identification of the faulty coil and phase: when fault occurs in coil2-A 

FBG7 is expected to show higher temperature rise than FBG6 and FBG8, which is clearly 

reported in the corresponding measurements shown in Fig 10. Similarly, if a fault occurs in 

coil3-B, FBG7 and FBG8 are expected to show higher temperature rise and when fault 

occurs in coil3-C or coil4-C FBG6 and FBG8 are expected to show higher temperature 

rise, respectively. The same principles can be applied to faults in other end-winding 

sections in order to enable location diagnosis. 

The measurements in Fig. 10 indicated that the 2D-TSR measured fault thermal 

signature magnitudes are different for identical fault severity present at different locations. 

For example, FBG4 measures a temperature of ≈ 122 °C for a 10 shorted turns fault 

induced in coil1-B (10TB), whereas FBG7 and FBG10 measure ≈ 111.8 and ≈ 98 °C for 

the same fault level emulated in coil2-A (10TA) and coil5-C (10TC), respectively. This 

can be explained by the nature of the phase coil-ends arrangement in the test motor end-

winding (refer to Fig. 3) and the nature of radial heat dissipation in the test motor design: 

phase B coil-ends are located between phases A and C coil-ends; individual phases are 

mutually separated by phase insulation. This arrangement reduces the dissipation rate of 

the fault induced heat from phase B at the outset of an ITSCF. Thus in case of an ITSCF in 

phase B 2D-TSR registered the highest temperature level for all examined fault severities, 

which was measured by FBG4. When an ITSCF was induced in phase C the 2D-TSR 

registered the lowest temperature rise levels, measured by FBG10. This is because phase C 

is located close to the frame bore surface allowing faster dissipation of fault induced heat. 

In the case of an ITSCF induced in phase A, the measured temperature rise levels were 

lower than those observed for fault in phase B and higher than those measured for phase C 

fault, since phase A coil-ends location (at the air-gap) imposes slower heat dissipation than 

in case of Phase C fault but still provides a degree of cooling due to air flow in the air gap. 
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It can be concluded that fault in phase-B can be considered the most critical ITSCF 

location in the examined motor winding in terms of the resulting thermal stress, and thus 

the fault magnitude and speed of development.  

C. Fault thermal signature analysis under different load/speed conditions 

Sections B examined the sensing performance of the proposed in-situ 2D-TSR for an 

ITSCF diagnosis including fault induced localised overheating detection and fault severity 

and location diagnosis. However, this assessment was conducted only at rated operating 

conditions (FS and FL). However, modern electric machines are largely inverter driven to 

operate in variable speed and load conditions. Therefore, this section examines the 2D-

TSR diagnostic performance and the fault thermal signature behaviour under a wider range 

of load and speed conditions. The presented analysis also enables the identification of the 

examined PMSM critical operating points in ITSCF conditions. 

1) Different load conditions 

All ITSCF cases examined in section IV.B.3 under FL condition were examined here for 

operation in NL and HL conditions. The tests were performed in rated speed conditions 

(FS) to enable observation of the fault induced thermal signature and sensor performance 

with load variation only. 

For illustration, Fig. 11 shows the obtained thermal measurements for the examined 

ITSCFs with 2, 5 and 10 shorted turns in coil5-C under NL, HL and FL, respectively. The 

presented thermal measurements are obtained by FBG10, which is the FBG head 

monitoring coil5-C. Fig. 11a shows the measured temperature rise (healthy to faulty) and 

Fig. 11b shows the actual measured temperature for each examined fault case. The data in 

Fig. 11a indicate that load variation does not result in a considerable variation in the fault 

induced heat and thus its thermal signature for a given constant fault severity level: the 

measured temperature rise level difference remains within ≈ 2 °C. However, it can be 

noted that there is a slight decrease in the fault induced thermal signature with load 

increase at high fault severity levels (5 and 10 shorted turns). This is because of the shorted 

turn’s resistance temperature dependency. As the load increases, the winding operating 

temperature also increases due to increase in winding loss, as shown in Fig. 7. This 

increase results in an increase in the shorted turn’s resistance, which acts to reduce the 

circulating shorted turn current and thus the fault induced heat. 

The measurements in Fig. 11b illustrate that knowledge of the winding operating thermal 

status is key to understanding critical thermal conditions in fault presence. The fault 
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induced heat magnitude remains almost constant with load as seen in Fig. 11a. However, 

the winding temperature is considerably higher at high load and the thermal stress and 

resulting damaging effects of fault therefore expected to be more significant: the ITSCF 

neighboring healthy winding can be expected to thermally age faster at high load 

conditions and the fault to propagate relatively quicker. 

            

                                          (a)                                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 11: Fault induced thermal signature behaviour at different load levels 

2) Different speed conditions 

The ITSCF cases examined in the previous section under FS are examined in this section 

under LS and HS. The tests were performed at constant load (FL) to examine the fault 

thermal signature variation exclusive to operating speed change. For illustration, Fig. 12 

shows the thermal measurements for ITSCF in coil5-C, while Fig. 12a shows the 

corresponding measured temperature rise (healthy to faulty) and Fig. 12b the actual 

temperature measured by FBG10. 

In contrast to the load variation impact on fault induced thermal signature, the speed 

variation results in a considerable change in the fault induced thermal signature. FBG10 

recorded a temperature rise of ≈ 14.6 °C for the 10 shorted turns case at FS, which reduced 

to ≈ 8.2 C° and 2 °C at HS and LS, respectively. The obtained thermal measurements 

illustrate that fault induced heat detection is more challenging at lower speeds. The direct 

relationship between the operating speed and the fault induced thermal signature in the 

examined PMSM design is due to the shorted turns induced EMF voltage speed 

dependency. Since the shorted turns essentially act as a shorted coil placed in the rotor 

magnetic field, the reduction in rotor speed causes reduction in its back EMF and thus the 

circulating fault current, which in turn reduces the fault induced heat. This was confirmed 

by the shorted turns induced voltage and circulating currents measurements obtained 

during the tests. For illustration, Fig 13 shows the measured shorted turn induced current 

and voltage for the 10 shorted turns case in coil5-C under FS, HS and LS demonstrating 

their clear reduction with the reduction in operating speed. 
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                                    (a)                                                                            (b) 

                   Fig. 12: Fault induced thermal signature behaviour at different speeds 

       

Fig. 13: Measured shorted turns induced voltage and current in coil5-C under different speed condition 

In the examined PMSM design low speed operation at full load generally reduces the 

cooling capability and thus results in winding operating temperature increase, as shown in 

Fig. 8. Therefore, despite the fault induced temperature rise level largely reducing at lower 

speeds, the winding is still more thermally stressed in low speed operation conditions, as 

can be seen in Fig. 12b. This means that the time taken for the neighboring healthy turns’ 

insulation system degradation at low speed can generally be expected to be smaller than at 

high speed, and the fault can thus propagate relatively faster in low speed conditions. 

However, it was discussed in Section IV.A.2 and shown in Fig 8 that the winding thermal 

characteristics of the test PMSM vary with different combination of speed and load 

operating conditions. Further examination was therefore conducted to evaluate the critical 

thermal conditions in fault presence under LS, HS and FS in HL and NL conditions. Fig. 

14 shows the obtained temperature measurements by FBG10 for a 10 turn ITSCF in coil5-

C at HL (Fig. 14a) and NL (Fig. 14.b). The obtained thermal measurements show an 

opposite trend to that obtained at FL (Fig. 12b). For lower load conditions the thermally 

critical operating point with fault is seen to be manifested at FS operation. 
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                                          (a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 14: Fault induced thermal signature behaviour at different speed/load 

D. 2D-TSR thermal monitoring performance comparison with slot section embedded FBGs 

In [19] the authors analysed the optimal thermal sensing position for monitoring ITSCF 

induced thermal signature in a random wound machine, which was reported to be in the 

slot section and in particular in the slot cross-section centre. In the same study it was also 

demonstrated that two thermal sensing points in the stator end-winding are not adequate to 

reliably detect localized heat arising from an arbitrarily located ITSCF. The proposed 2D-

TSR design in this paper overcomes this as demonstrated in previous sections.  However, 

the 2D-TSR detection of ITSCF signature can be affected by the nature of the end-winding 

structure and the 2D-TSR embedment (i.e. location between coil-ends surfaces). Therefore, 

this section compares the dynamic sensing performance of 2D-TSR with FBG sensors 

embedded in the slot section [19]. 

During the ITSCF tests performed in section IV.B.3 thermal measurements were 

synchronously recorded from both TSR and slot FBG sensors (discussed in section III.B) 

for each ITSCF case. Fig. 15 shows the FBG4 (on the 2D-TSR) and FBG-B (in slot) 

measurement when an ITSCF was induced in coil1-B for performance comparison 

purposes: Fig. 15 a, b and c show temperature rise measurements for 2, 5 and 10 turn 

ITSCFs, respectively. The results are divided into three sections on the time axis: the first 

60s show measurements before fault is practically emulated, the following 60s show the 

fault induced temperature rise (fault period) and the remaining 180s the cooling period 

after fault was removed. The data show that slot section FBG responds slightly faster to 

fault than that in the 2D-TSR. In addition, the temperature rise level measured by the TSR 

FBG is seen to be lower than that measured by FBG-B. In the 2 shorted turns fault case the 

FBG4 registered temperature rise of ≈ 3.7 °C at the end of fault period while FBG-B 

registered ≈ 5.7 °C. For 5 and 10 shorted turn faults, FBG4 registered ≈ 16 °C and ≈ 46 °C 

whereas FBG-B registered ≈ 21 °C and ≈ 41 °C, respectively. Similar behavior was 

observed for fault experiments in other two phases. 
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                            (a)                                                       (b)                                                       (c) 

   Fig. 15: Dynamic performance assessment of the 2D-TSR in comparison with FBG located in the winding 

slot section 

E. 2D-TSR data visualisation  

Effective interpretation of condition monitoring data is key in enabling its use for 

diagnostic decision making and maintenance management; this is particularly pertinent 

when performing diagnostics in critical systems with large number of monitored 

components. Availability of a CM data advanced graphical interface could enable effective 

and straightforward interpretation of monitored diagnostic signals and any fault signatures 

contained, and lead to improved reliability diagnosis. In addition, advanced CM data 

visualization could also enable easier simultaneous analysis of multiple components health 

condition and ensure unambiguous CM data communication between diagnostic engineers. 

To this end, this section proposes 2D-TSR thermal measurements graphical form aimed at 

enabling straightforward and rapid interpretation of winding health conditions. 

Fig. 16 shows a 2D graphical representation of the examined PMSM end-winding radial 

thermal status measured by the 2D-TSR design. A contour heat-map graphical technique 

using OriginPro 2017 software was used to develop the 2D end-winding graphical 

representation. The twelve dots shown in the 2D graphical representation represent the 

FBG heads locations in the end-winding, as shown in Fig. 4b. The temperature gradient in 

the produced 2D thermal image is automatically interpolated by the OriginPro software 

based on the updated FBGs thermal data. Fig. 16 a-c show the 2D end-winding thermal 

representation when an ITSCF was induces in the coil1-B for all examined fault severity at 

rated conditions (FS and FL). A hot spot can be clearly seen in the location of the fault 

(refer to fault locations in Fig. 4c), measured by FBG4 and FBG3. The hot spot 

temperature level increases with the fault severity increase to ≈ 91 °C for 2 a turn ITSCF, 

and ≈ 98°C and ≈ 123°C for 5 and 10 ITSCF cases. In Fig. 16 e-f the 2D end-windings 

graphical model illustrates the end-winding thermal states when an ITSCF was induced in 

coil2-A. The hot spot is displayed to the top of the 2D model indicating both the fault 

presence and its location. 
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 (a) 2 shorted turns in phase-B              (b) 5 shorted turns in phase-B            (c) 10 shorted turns in phase-B                                                                                               

 

  (d) 2 shorted turns in phase-A              (e) 5 shorted turns in phase-A            (f) 10 shorted turns in phase-A            

Fig. 16:  End-winding thermal visualisation using 2D graphical representative  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reported a new thermal sensing configuration for stator winding on-line 

thermal and thus health condition diagnosis. The proposed sensing scheme is based on 

multiple thermal sensing points distributed within the stator end-winding section, 

practically achieved by designing a single fibre 2D-TSR inscribed with a number of FBG 

heads. The 2D-TSR was adapted to and installed in a commercial inverter driven PMSM 

and its performance examined in experiments under different healthy and faulty operating 

conditions.  

The results demonstrate the efficacy of 2D-TSR design in effectively monitoring the test 

PMSM stator winding thermal status by registering both uniform thermal variation due to 

operating conditions variation, and localised thermal excitation such as induced by 

ITSCFs. The 2D-TRS is shown to enable unambiguous recognition and diagnosis of 

ITSCFs in PMSMs, which remains a challenging task for conventional diagnostic 

techniques. This includes fault severity trending from low fault level but also the capability 

of fault location diagnosis. 

The reported 2D-TSR scheme enable inherent optimisation of distributed sensing points 

and can facilitate more straightforward sensor installation when compared to existing 

studies on FBG use for winding thermal monitoring. These improvements however come 
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at a penalty of a relatively minor reduction in sensing performance under fast thermal 

transient conditions, such as those generated in winding fault. 

The paper also applies the proposed scheme to provide an analysis of winding fault 

induced thermal signature behaviour under a wide range of PMSM operating speeds and 

loads. The analysis demonstrates that load variation has no considerable impact on fault 

thermal signature which is shown to be largely determined by operating speed and 

considerably decreases with operating speed decrease. In addition, the overall impact of 

fault in the neighbouring healthy turns in terms of possible fault propagation time and level 

was also analysed to determine thermally critical fault operating conditions. This is largely 

ignored in literature and is not fully understood. For the examined motor design it was 

shown that the critical operating point in ITSCF conditions is defined by the both operating 

speed and load: at high loads the fault impact is higher at lower speed conditions (LS) 

while, in contrast, at low loads the fault critical condition is manifested at full speeds (FS). 

Finally this work reports the utilization of advanced graphical presentation of 2D-TSR 

distributed thermal measurement for improved understanding and usability of condition 

monitoring data and enhanced winding health diagnosis. 
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 FBG Sensing Application for Electric Chapter 7:

Machinery Rotary Components 

Condition Monitoring  

7.1 Introduction 

Bearings and the rotor are vital components in rotating electric machinery, and their 

health status monitoring is thus of practical importance to ensure the reliability and 

availability of machine operation. Bearing and rotor failures account for more than half of 

overall EM failures [1, 58]. Development of improved monitoring and fault diagnostic 

techniques for these components is thus of particular interest [189].  

Thermal and mechanical stresses are the main causes of bearing and rotor failures [38]. 

In addition, both bearing and rotor faults will produce thermal and mechanical excitation. 

Therefore, effective thermal and mechanical condition monitoring of these components is 

important for maintaining their integrity and enabling reliable understanding of their health 

status and diagnosis of impending faults. To this end, this chapter reports a feasibility study 

of examining the use of FBGST to enable on-line condition monitoring of bearing and 

rotor vital health parameters (i.e. operating temperature and strain). The underlying aim is 

to examine the potential of using a single FBG head embedded in bearing and rotor 

structures to infer information on their thermal and mechanical operating conditions. The 

main aim of this thesis is to examine the feasibility of FBG thermal sensing for LVEMs; 

the proof of principle study reported in this chapter on rotary component in-situ FBG 

sensing is done with a view to expertise development that can facilitate further areas of 

FBG technology application in rotating machines. 

The chapter consists of one paper, which was submitted to IEEE international electric 

machines and drive conference (IEMDC 2019). The second author contribution to both 

papers is performing a technical and academic writing review and technical guidance 

during this work. The main contributions of this paper are: 

 The paper proposes a new method that enables simultaneous monitoring of thermal 

and mechanical operating condition of LVEM bearings and rotor structures using a 

single FBG sensor. The proposed method is underpinned by the FBG inherent thermal 
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mechanical cross-sensitivity feature and the inherent difference in mechanical and 

thermal domain dynamics of electric machines. 
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7.2 Paper 1: A Feasibil ity St udy of Simultaneous Ther mal and Mechanical Fibre Optic Sensing for Electric Motor Rotary Components Condition Monitoring 

A Feasibility Study of Simultaneous Thermal 

and Mechanical Fibre Optic Sensing for 

Electric Motor Rotary Components Condition 

Monitoring 

                   A. Mohammed, Student Member, IEEE, S. Djurović, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper reports a feasibility study of Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensing application for 

extracting simultaneous thermal and mechanical information on electric machinery rotary 

components for condition monitoring purposes. The underlying aim is to examine the potential of 

using a single FBG head embedded on bearings or the rotor structures to infer information on their 

thermal and mechanical operating conditions. To this end, experiments were undertaken on the FBG 

instrumented drive-end bearing and rotor cage of an operating squirrel cage induction motor. The 

paper demonstrated in details the in-situ FBG sensor design, its embedment and calibration with 

analysis of the obtained experimental measurements. It is shown that the obtained measurements 

contain simultaneous thermal and mechanical information that can enable understanding of the 

examined motor bearing and rotor thermal and mechanical operating conditions, providing a step 

forward towards enabling better understanding and wider adoption of this technique in electric motor 

monitoring applications. 

Index Terms—Rotor, bearings, rotary components embedded sensing, condition monitoring, Fibre 

Bragg Grating sensors, thermal sensing, strain sensing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LECTRIC machines are a core element of modern industrial applications. With 

ambitious global scale plans for electrification of transport and development of 

renewables the use of electric motors is set to further increase in the near future. This 

increased use will be closely followed by a step change in availability targets for electric 

motors, where, in addition to improved design, increased availability is largely expected to 

come from a step change in efficacy of condition monitoring and diagnostic techniques [1]. 

Bearings and rotor are the rotary components in the electric motors, which are vital 

elements for enabling the energy conversion process. It is well recognised that the motor’s 

rotary components are prone to failure more frequently. Bearings are reported as the most 

failed components in electric motors, whilst rotor failures come as third after stator 

E 
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winding failures [2]. The failure root causes of the bearings and rotor largely arise due to 

mechanical and thermal stresses imposed on their structure while in service [2, 3]. 

Generally, undetected failures in an electric motor’s rotary components will result in loss 

of availability, often accompanied by irreversible damage and/or high maintenance cost. 

Therefore, electric motor rotary components structure monitoring is important to ensure 

their reliability and availability.  

The common monitoring techniques applied for electrical motors are largely based on 

temperature monitoring, vibration analysis [4]. The bearings health monitoring is largely 

based on machine frame vibration analysis using accelerometers and/or temperature 

monitoring using conventional thermal sensors. This is because bearings, whether healthy 

or faulty, will inherently generate mechanical and thermal excitations [3]. However, both 

techniques need to overcome a range of challenges from the sensing perspective such as 

sensing point placement nearer to the actual bearing being monitored to extract exclusive, 

clear, and more reliable operating status indices, and EMI immunity challenges of 

currently used sensors where reliable measurements are required [5]. Due to the rotational 

motion of the rotor, the accessibility of rotor exclusive parameters is restricted. Embedding 

conventional sensors on the rotor structure is challenging due to the requirement of reliable 

signal transmission and complexity of installation due to size and wiring problems [6]. 

Therefore, the rotor condition monitoring and its faults diagnosis is largely based on rotor 

fault induced signature in other motor component signals such as stator currents [7, 8]. 

However, these techniques showed some diagnosis reliability limitations due to effect of 

the variation of operating conditions on fault signature and possibility of fault signature 

interference with other motor component fault signatures or those specific to device 

operation [9]. 

Fibre optic sensing has emerged as a promising alternative for electric motor condition 

monitoring: its application for machine mechanical and thermal monitoring [10-16] is 

attracting increased interest. FBG sensing technology, with its advanced features such as 

small size, EMI immunity, multiplexing, multi-physical sensing and sensing capability in 

rotary parts through fibre optic rotary joint (FORJ) device presents a promising proposition 

for enabling targeted in-situ monitoring of bearing and rotor multi physical operating 

conditions. 

FBG sensing applications for electric motor bearings and rotor structure monitoring is 

only starting to be examined with very recent reports suggesting encouraging potential for 

this application [12-16]. For the rotor sensing application, the reported work is feasibility 
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study focused in temperature monitoring of surface mounted PM motor with limited 

information about sensor design implementation, FORJ adaption and result interpretation. 

For bearing sensing application, however, the work seems exclusively focused on strain 

monitoring and is largely performed on standalone bearing structures where sensing is 

performed within the bearing housing and not on the actual bearing geometry, with limited 

content [14] examining bearing structure in-situ application but not providing information 

of application technique nor full interpretation of obtained results. The available literature 

suggests that, the rotary component FBG sensing applications in electric machines have 

not been adequately researched. In particular the use of the FBG multi-physical sensing 

feature for simultaneous monitoring of multiple critical rotary component operational 

parameters was not investigated.  

To this end, this work investigates the feasibility of FBG usage for simultaneous in-situ 

monitoring of both thermal and mechanical operating conditions of in-service squirrel cage 

induction motor (IM) bearing and rotor structure. For this purpose, the rotor cage and the 

drive end bearing of the test IM were instrumented with a number of FBG sensors operated 

by a commercial interrogator platform. The sensor design, application and calibration 

procedure are detailed in the study. While the sensors’ calibration is performed for 

exclusively thermal excitation, its use for inferring information on both thermal and 

mechanical operating conditions of the monitored bearing and rotor structure is examined, 

underpinned by the apparent difference in mechanical and thermal domain dynamics of 

these structures. Experiments are undertaken for different mechanical and thermal operated 

conditions on a purpose built laboratory test-rig and the obtained data is analysed to 

examine its potential to provide useful multi domain information on bearing and rotor 

operating conditions. It is found that, the proposed method enables recognition of both 

thermal and mechanical operating conditions relevant to diagnostic purposes, thus 

providing a step forward in understanding of FBG technology usage potential to provide 

reduced cost yet improved robustness and fidelity alternative to conventional monitoring 

techniques in electric machinery. 

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF FIBRE BRAGG GRATING SENSOR 

An FBGS is a short segment imprinted into a core of a single-mode optical fibre. It is 

formed longitudinally on the optical fibre core, in which a modulated periodic refractive 

index is formed in a fibre core when exposed to an interference pattern of ultraviolet laser 

light [1]. The basic operation principle of FBG sensing is to monitor the narrowband 

reflected wavelength after injecting broadband light into the optical fibre. The wavelengths 
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reflected by the FBG structure change with the variation in the temperature and strain it is 

exposed to. The base Bragg wavelength, 𝜆𝛣, can be defined by [17]: 

     𝜆Β = 2 Λ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓                                                            (1)                                                                    

where: Λ is the FBG gratings pitch and 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective index of the optic core. These 

parameters alter with the change in strain and/or temperature the FBGS is exposed to, in 

turn altering the reflected wavelength. The reflected λB relative rate of change due to 

changes in the FBG structure parameters can be defined in terms of the acting thermal 

and/or mechanical excitation as [17]: 

   
  𝛥𝜆𝛣

𝜆Β
= 𝑘𝜀 ∆𝜀 + 𝑘𝑇  ∆𝑇                                              (2)                                                                         

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:  𝑘𝜀 = (𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝜀
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝛬

𝑑𝜀
), 

 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑘𝑇 = (𝛬
𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑇
+ 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝛬

𝑑𝑇
) 

In (2): 𝛥𝜆𝛣 is the shift in the Bragg wavelength, ∆ɛ is the change in strain, ∆T is the change 

in temperature and 𝑘𝜀 and 𝑘𝑇  are the FBG sensitivity factors to strain and temperature, 

respectively. 𝑘𝜀 signifies the Bragg wavelength shift caused by elastic-optic effect due to 

strain while  𝑘𝑇  describes the Bragg wavelength variation due to thermo-optic and thermal 

expansion effects caused by temperature variation. A standard 1550 nm wavelength FBG 

has sensitivity to mechanical strain of ≈ 1.2 pm/µɛ and to thermal excitation of ≈ 12 pm/°C  

[1,17]. 

III. TEST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

The feasibility of the in-situ simultaneous multi-physic sensing system based FBG for 

electric motor rotary components was examined on 0.55 kW squirrel cage IM. The 

examined IM specifications are shown in Table. I. The examined motor rotor and drive end 

bearing were instrumented with FBG sensors. The following sections describe the 

examined bearing and rotor structures, the FBG sensors and their instrumentation, 

calibration and the test-rig system.  
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TABLE. I:  TEST MOTOR SPECIFICATION 

TEFC Motor Data 

Rated Power / Voltage / Current 0.55 kW / 400 V / 1.6A 

Efficiency 

Rated speed 

Pole number 

66 %, IE1 

1380 rpm 

4 

Slot number stator / rotor 

Insulation class/ Temperature rise class 

24 / 30 

F / B 

Duty cycle type rating S1 

Bearings NSK (NSK-6202Z) 

Design standard IEC 60034 

A. Bearing embedded FBG sensing system 

The test IM uses NSK (NSK-6202Z) ball bearings. These are a single row radial ball 

bearing design containing eight balls, the spacing between which is maintained by means 

of a bearing cage. The balls spin between the outer and inner rings structure. Fig. 1a 

illustrates the examined bearing structure. A single FBG sensor (FBG-B) was embedded 

on the examined bearing. Fig 1b shows the schematic diagram of the used FBG probe; it is 

designed to carry a single 5mm head length (sensing area) imprinted in a 0.125 mm 

diameter bend insensitive single mode polyamide coated fibre. 

For the purpose of embedding the FBG sensor, the drive end bearing was disassembled 

and a 1 x 1 mm groove was machined on its surface in circumferential direction, as shown 

in Fig. 1c.1. The optical fibre containing the sensing FBG head was then embedded into 

the machined groove and bonded to the outer ring structure by means of strain gauge glue. 

Finally, the FBG instrumented bearing was assembled, mounted on the rotor shaft and 

installed into the end-cap housing, as shown in Fig. 1c.2. To maximise sensor exposure to 

excitation care was taken to position the sensing head in the bearing’s load zone, as 

illustrated in Fig. 1a. 

 

(a) Bearing structure and FBG head location 
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(b) Structure diagram of the used FBG probe 

 

               

                          (1) Grooved bearing                                (2) End-cap housing installed bearing 

        (c) FBG sensor installation 

Fig. 1: Bearing instrumentation with FBG sensing system 

 

B. Rotor embedded FBG sensing system 

The examined squirrel cage rotor is made of aluminum cage with skewed 30 bars 

connected to two end-rings. For the research purpose, two FBG heads were bonded to the 

cage structure; one FBG (FBG-BR) was glued on the bar surface in the rotor slot tooth 

opening and the other was glued to the end-ring surface (FBG-ER), as shown in Fig. 2a. 

The FBG heads were imprinted in a bend insensitive single mode polyamide coated fibre. 

Fig. 2a illustrates the FBG array design embedded in the rotor cage; it consists of two 5 

mm FBG heads with specified spatial separation to enable sensing embedment in the 

targeted positions. To enable communication with the FBG heads installed on the rotor 

structure while it rotates, a FORJ model (MJXA-FAP-155-28-FA) was adapted to the rotor 

to enable light transmission between the FBG array and the interrogation unit. Fig. 2c 

shows the FORJ adaption to the examined IM through the adapted shaft. The adapted shaft 

was designed to enable positioning of the FORJ rotor and its connection to the IM shaft 

using the machined hollow area to facilitate the FORJ and FBG array connectors coupling. 

The fiber was routed from the rotor cage to FORJ thought a groove machined into the rotor 

shaft. 
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(a) Rotor structure and FBG head location 

 

 

(b) FBG array design for rotor instrumentation 

 

 

           

(c) FORJ adaption to the examined IM 

Fig. 2:  Rotor instrumentation with FBG sensing system 

C. Embedded FBG thermal sensing system calibration 

Once the embedded rotor, bearing and the end-cap structure was assembled, the FBG 

heads were thermally calibrated in-situ. This was achieved by inserting the entire structure 

in an industrial thermal chamber, as shown in Fig. 3. The whole structure was exposed to a 

series of static thermal excitation conditions in the examined bearing thermal operating 

range of 25 to 120 °C. The aim of the calibration tests is to determine the in-situ FBG 

sensors sensitivity to thermal excitation and thus the FBGs reflected wavelengths shift-

temperature fit curves, which can facilitate in-situ temperature measurements and 

indirectly underpin recognition of in-situ strain measurements using the same sensing head. 

The discrimination between temperature and strain in the observed FBG wavelength shift 

in this application is based on: the intrinsic substantial excitation frequency difference, as 

governed by electric machine multi-physics, i.e. a relatively high excitation frequency for 
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mechanical excitation (strain) and a low excitation frequency for thermal excitation; the 

variation band width, which is limited for excitation arising from monitored strain due to 

the rigid bearing structure; and the inherent significant difference between FBG strain 

(≈1.2 pm/µɛ) and temperature  (≈12 pm/°C) sensitivity [17]. Once the FBG sensors were 

thermally calibrated the rotor was installed into the remainder of the examined IM 

geometry. 

Mechanical calibration for absolute strain sensitivity determination in a rotary 

application is beyond the scope of this study; relative strain measurement is deemed 

sufficient to enable understanding of diagnostic related information. Calibrating the sensor 

behaviour under exclusively thermal excitation conditions however will facilitate the 

differentiation of in-service signatures arising from thermal excitation from those produced 

by mechanical excitation, which will inherently be simultaneously registered by the in-situ 

sensing head. 

 

Fig. 3:  Embedded FBG sensors thermal calibration 

 

D. Test-rig system 

Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of the test-rig system used in this study. The 0.55kW 

IM was driven by a commercial drive (Parker SDD890) operating in constant V/f control 

mode. For loading purposes, the IM was coupled to 0.75kW DC permanent-magnet 

machine whose armature current was controlled to achieve a desired operating point. The 

FBG sensors are interrogated by a SmatFibres SmartScan04 platform and processed using 

its proprietary LabView based SmartScan routine. The FBG array embedded in the rotor 

was connected to the interrogator through FORJ. The reflected Bragg wavelength from the 

installed FBG sensor was acquired at a frequency of 5 kHz. For validating purposes a 

thermal camera type (FLIR TG-165) was used to monitor the drive end-cap thermal profile 

thus its bearing temperature. 
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Fig. 4:  Test-rig setup 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section reports the experimental tests undertaken on the IM laboratory test system 

and discusses the obtained measurements from the proposed in-situ FBG sensing. The 

examined IM was exposed to three standard healthy S1 duty cycles involving different 

loads (0% load, 50% load and 100% load). The aim of these applied cycles is to ascertain 

the efficacy of the proposed in-situ FBG sensing method in enabling simultaneous thermal 

and mechanical conditions monitoring on the examined bearing and rotor structure, since 

the applied cycles enable different trends and levels of thermal and mechanical excitation 

on the examined motor design. Loading induction machines will generally result in thermal 

excitation increase mostly due to associated current rise with load (1.1A @ 0% load, 1.3A 

@ 50% load and 1.6A @ 100 load, for the examined IM) and the resulting winding heat 

loss. In contrast, IM loading modifies the mechanical excitation speed related frequencies 

due to the rotor speed reduction with load (1488 rpm @ 0% load, 1440 rpm @ 50% load 

and 1380 rpm @ 100 load, for the examined IM). The following sections demonstrate and 

discuss the obtained measurements from the single FBG (FBG-B) embedded on the 

bearing and the FBG array (FBG-BR and FBG-ER) embedded on the rotor under the 

applied duty cycles. 

A. Single embedded FBG bearing results 

Fig. 5 shows the averaged FBG-B reflected Bragg wavelength measured in the tests and 

converted to thermal measurements using the thermal calibration test obtained fit curve as 

explained in section III.C. The bearing temperature profiles in Fig. 5 start at ambient 
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temperature (≈ 27 °C) until its steady-state thermal equilibrium is reached for the three 

applied S1 cycles. It can be seen that the bearing temperature rises with load increase as 

result of the overall motor loss increase. The FBG-B recorded a steady state-temperature of 

≈ 46.6 °C, ≈ 54.9 °C and ≈ 66.5 °C for 0%, 50% and 100% loads, respectively. To validate 

the obtained thermal measurements from the in-situ FBG-B thermal images were taken of 

the examined motor dive end-cap (which houses the examined bearing) when thermal 

steady-state was reached for each load condition. The thermal images are shown in Fig. 6; 

the temperature readings in the top of the images represent the measured values in the end-

cap location denoted by the cursor on the image, which is located above the bearing 

location; thermal measurement in this position reflects the thermal condition existing in the 

bearings [18]. The obtained bearing temperatures from the thermal images show a close 

match to the obtained bearing temperatures from FBG-B. The observed minor difference 

between thermal camera and FBG sensor readings is expected, as FBG-B temperature 

readings are taken in-situ whilst thermal images provide only surface temperature. 

 

Fig. 5:  Measured bearing temperature by FBG-B under different load condition 

 

                     

                       0% load image                          50% load image                              100% load image 

Fig. 6:  End-cap obtained thermal images 
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Fig.7 shows magnified plot of the bearing thermal equilibrium dynamic measurements 

obtained by FBG-B without averaging for the applied cycles; the black trace in the figures 

represents the dynamic temperature measurement while the orange, dark green and purple 

traces are the average temperature measurement plotted in Fig .5a, b and c for 0%, 50% 

and 100% load, respectively. It can be seen that the measured bearing temperature exhibits  

 

(a) Detailed view of dynamic measurements taken at thermal equilibrium  by FBG-B at 100% load 

   

(b) Detailed view of dynamic measurements taken at thermal equilibrium by FBG-B at 50% load 

   
(c) Detailed view of dynamic measurements taken at thermal equilibrium by FBG-B at 0% load 

Fig. 7: Analysis of mechanical operating conditions related information 
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a magnitude variation of ≈ 8 °C around the average value, manifested in a uniform pattern 

with a constant frequency for each load condition and a relatively uniform peak level. This 

variation can be explained by the mechanical excitation measured simultaneously with 

thermal excitation by the FBG-B sensing head: the observed constant frequency peaks in 

the dynamic measurement ripple are an artefact of the deformation induced in the bearing 

outer ring due to individual ball pass events, which is measured as in-situ strain variation 

by the FBG-B head each time a ball passes its position. These results show the high 

dynamic performance of the FBG to register such high frequency strain. 

The nature of the observed dynamic thermal measurement variation and the information 

it contains on bearing operation was examined further: the measured peak frequency was 

found to be ≈ 71.2, 74, 76.9 Hz, as shown in Fig.7 for 0%, 50% and 100% load, 

respectively. The measured frequencies closely match the test bearings manufacturer’s 

specification of ball pass frequency value observed on the outer ring for the examined 

speeds (71.1 Hz @ 1380 rpm, 73.2 Hz @ 1440 rpm and 75.6 Hz @ 1488 rpm). The studied 

bearing is an eight ball design hence one full cycle of the rotating element, also known as 

the cage assembly rotational frequency, will generate nine successive uniformly distributed 

peak events at the examined constant rotational speeds; this yields a cycle frequency of 

≈8.8, 9.25 and 9.6 Hz from the FBG reported measurement, presenting a close match to the 

manufacturer’s data sheet rotational frequency of the cage assembly value (8.77 Hz @ 

1380 rpm, 9.15 Hz @ 1440 rpm  and 9.45 Hz @ 1488 rpm). 

To further examine the mechanical condition related information in the obtained 

dynamic measurements FFT analysis was applied on the collected thermal steady-state 

data. Fig. 8 gives the measured FFT spectras for the examined conditions in a frequency 

range of 0-250 Hz for illustrative purposes. The spectra are found to clearly report the 

harmonics of bearing outer ring ball pass frequencies and their multiples for each applied 

load/speed condition, i.e. ≈ 71.2 Hz, ≈73.9 Hz and ≈76.6 Hz etc. The FFT thermal spectra 

also contain harmonic components of the IM fundamental rotational speed, i.e. ≈23Hz, 

≈23.90Hz and ≈24.81 Hz etc. These findings demonstrate that the reported data contain 

information on both the thermal status of the bearing and its mechanical excitation 

conditions. 
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          Fig. 8:  FFT spectrum of thermal steady-state dynamic measurements 

B. FBG array embedded rotor results 

The reflected Bragg wavelengths form the FBG array embedded on the rotor cage were 

also simultaneously recorded with the FBG-B for all applied load cycles. The FBG array 

reflected wavelengths were converted to thermal measurements using the relevant fit 

curves obtained by thermal calibration test described in section III.C. Fig. 9 shows the 

rotor thermal measurements performed by FBG-BR and FBG-ER for all applied load 

cycles. The data show three rotor temperature profiles measured by the two array FBG 

heads, each profile matching a particular examined load condition. The measured rotor 

temperature profiles showed large increase in the rotor temperature rise level and its rate of 

change with load increase. This is due to the inherent increase in the rotor loss with load. It 

can also be observed that there is a steady-state temperature difference within ≈ 5°C 

between temperatures measured by FBG-BR and FBG-ER, with the latter sensor recording 

the highest temperature level. The temperature difference can be largely caused by the 

FBG heads embedment on the rotor structure. Due to the limited space in the air-gap the 

FBG-BR was not protected from the air circulating in the air-gap, which can affect its 

temperature measurements. The FBG-ER on the other hand was isolated from air 

circulating by layers of Kapton tape as shown in Fig .2b. The FBG array recorded an 

average rotor temperature of ≈ 56°C @ 0% load, 69°C @ 50% load and 94 °C @ 100% 

load. These temperatures are higher than the bearing temperature measured by FBG-B and 

the observed measurement difference is seen to show an increase with load (from ≈ 9.4°C 

@ 0% load, 14.1°C @ 50% load and 27.5 °C @ 100% load). The temperature difference 

increase is effectively due to rotor loss load dependency. The obtained results 

demonstrated the FBG sensing capability to provide thermal information on the examined 

squirrel cage rotor while in-service. 
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          Fig. 9:  Measured bearing temperature by FBG-B under different load condition 

Further analysis was carried out on the obtained rotor thermal measurements to examine 

their feasibility of containing mechanical information. Fig. 10 shows a detailed view of one 

second period of the thermal measurements obtained by FBG-BR (Fig. 10a) and FBG-ER 

(Fig. 10b) at 100% load. From the zoom-in plot, it can be seen that both FBG heads exhibit 

a temperature variation of ≈ 0.3°C in uniform pattern. The variation is within an acceptable 

level for electrical machine thermal measurements, however, due to its uniformity and its 

frequency that is related to rotor speed, it is believed it can be strain measured by the FBG 

simultaneously with the temperature measurements. Therefore, identical to the FFT 

analysis applied to the bearing dynamic thermal measurements, FFT analysis was also 

applied to the rotor thermal steady-state data. Fig. 11 gives the FFT spectrums for the 

examined 100% load conditions in a frequency range of 0-250 Hz for illustrative purposes. 

The spectra are found to clearly report the harmonics of IM fundamental rotational speed at 

100% load, i.e. ≈23Hz, ≈46Hz, etc. In addition to the 4 Hz component, which matches the 

operating slip frequency. More detailed analysis is needed to ascertain the consistence of 

the strain related measurements in the rotor component in-situ FBG thermal measurement. 

    

Fig. 10: FBG array analysis of mechanical operating conditions related information @ 100% load 
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Fig. 11: FFT spectrum of array thermal steady-state dynamic measurements @ 100 load 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reported a feasibility study of simultaneous thermal-mechanical FBG sensing 

for electric motor rotary components condition monitoring application using a single FBG 

sensing head. To this end, experiments were undertaken on drive end bearing and rotor 

structures of IM were instrumented with FBGs.   

The reported experimental findings demonstrate that in-situ FBG sensing on bearing and 

rotor structure of in-service electric machines can enable provision of information on their 

thermal and mechanical operating conditions. The simultaneous measurements of thermal 

and mechanical excitation are enabled by FBG inherent thermal and mechanical cross-

sensitivity sensing while the differentiation of thermal from mechanical effects is enabled 

by exclusively thermal calibration of the in-situ sensor prior to its in-service application, in 

combination with the considerably different dynamics of these two domains inherent to 

electric machinery. 

The obtained experimental results suggest that useful information on both bearing 

thermal and bearing mechanical operating conditions can be provided by the proposed 

monitoring technique based on using a single FBG sensing head embedded on the bearing 

outer ring. For the rotor, the obtained results demonstrated the efficacy of the FORJ with a 

simple insulation method and the in-situ FBG array to provide thermal information on the 

rotor structure while rotates with potential of provide some mechanical information. 

While further research is required to investigate possible sensing embedment and 

positions with a more in-depth understanding of dynamic measurement contain 

information interpretation, the presented method proves the feasibility of the simultaneous 

thermo-mechanical sensing for rotary component based on use of a single FBG, The 

proposed method has the potential to provide a straightforward, low cost and fully EMI 

immune alternative to conventional accelerometer based frame vibration monitoring and 
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conventional thermal sensors for CM and diagnostic purposes, with the advantage of 

monitoring signatures of interest in-situ, in the proximity of stress and failure points. 
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 Conclusions and Recommendation for Chapter 8:

Future Research  

8.1 Conclusions 

This PhD thesis describes the use of FBGST for LVEM thermal monitoring 

applications. The aim is to examine the possibility of overcoming considerable 

performance limitations in existing LVEM thermal monitoring techniques, as a step 

towards improving machine reliability, availability and in-service performance. The 

current LVEM thermal monitoring techniques are limited in providing effective thermal 

hot spot measurements, including sensing positioning accuracy, EMI sensitivity, sensor 

bulk and provision of distributed internal temperature measurement, and consequently 

usage for fault diagnosis. FBGST on the other hand offers unique features, making it a 

promising alternative for improved thermal sensing solutions in LVEMs. The interest in 

FBG sensing applications for EMs has been reported in very recent literature; however, 

LVEM FBG sensing applications for condition monitoring and fault diagnostic purposes 

have not been researched and require examination.  

This research first reviewed the LVEM common failure modes, their existing thermal 

monitoring techniques and the FBGST. The first part of the review highlighted temperature 

as one of the root causes of common LVEM faults and their inherent signature. An 

effective in-situ temperature monitoring tool could therefore provide a powerful fault 

diagnostic instrument by registering fault induced thermal signature, and thus enabling the 

mitigation of fault occurrence or progression through ensuring that machine component 

temperature is within permissible limits.  

Thermal monitoring in LVEM is largely focused on winding temperature. This is 

because the winding insulation system is the most vulnerable component to thermal stress 

and the hot spots are invariably located in the windings. Winding temperature monitoring 

is performed either by direct measurement, thermal models or application of resistance 

estimation techniques. These techniques have limitations in achieving reliable, effective 

and safe winding thermal monitoring: the resistance estimation techniques only provide 

winding average temperature and their measurement reliability is adversely affected by the 

operating conditions; thermal models are limited by the need for complex determination of 
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the model parameters and their updates with operating condition variation; and direct 

measurements are limited by conventional thermal sensors due to their inherent conductive 

structure, electromagnetic sensitivity, size and wiring.  

The review of FBGST provided a background on this technology, its operating 

principles and its sensing features. FBG sensors’ key features make them amenable to 

application in electromagnetic environments such as found in electric motors: they are 

suitable for sensing in the presence of electric and/or magnetic fields, in harsh and 

hazardous atmospheres and in compact diameters, with a low weight requirement. In 

addition, their inherent multiplexing and multi-sensing capability make them extremely 

capable for delivery of advanced, multifunctional and robust sensing schemes.  

The sensing target in this research was the interior of a current carrying wound 

component. Therefore, the proposed FBG temperature sensor was loosely packaged within 

a PEEK capillary. PEEK has unique features, which make it a suitable choice for this 

application: it is electrically non-conductive and has a melting point temperature of ≈ 

350°C. Its high mechanical strength ensures FBG sensor integrity, while its flexibility 

enables distributed temperature monitoring by facilitating sensor package routing to 

conform to the desired wound component shape. The purpose of leaving the FBG loose in 

a fine air-gap within the PEEK capillary is to mitigate as much as possible the FBG 

thermal-mechanical cross-sensitivity effect.  

The packaged FBG temperature sensor was extensively examined on prototype wound 

coil systems. These allowed understanding of the implications of the sensor installation 

procedure, and its in-situ calibration, characteristics and performance in operating 

conditions representative of those encountered in actual LVEM to be evaluated. A number 

of single/multi wound coil systems embedded with FBG sensors were developed and 

examined under different controlled static and dynamic, uniform and uneven thermal 

excitation conditions using a range of different experimental systems. The obtained results 

provide an in-depth insight of the sensing aspects of the proposed system design for in-situ 

thermal sensing application in random wound electric coils.  

The effect of mechanically stressing the in-situ FBG temperature sensor during 

installation process on the sensor pre-calibrated characteristics was quantified. It was 

shown that an error of up to ≈ 1 °C can result due to the installation process when pre-

calibrated thermal fit curves are used. This illustrates that the use of pre-embedded sensor 

calibration is valid after embedment since the resulted measurement error is deemed 

acceptable for electric coil temperature measurements. The vibration effect on the sensor 
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measurement reliability was examined. Different vibration levels representative of those 

acting on random wound coils in LVEMs were investigated. It was demonstrated that the 

in-situ FBG sensor measurements remain largely unaffected by vibration. The influence of 

PEEK packaging choice design on sensor response time was also examined in a 

comparison study with other packaging materials reported in literature. It was shown that 

PEEK provides performance levels comparable to those attained by using electrically 

conductive packaging at thermal rise rates that can be encountered in EM. 

Once the test coil embedded in-situ FBG application features were understood, the FBG 

sensing system performance was examined in operational LVEMs for on-line stator 

winding thermal monitoring and winding fault diagnosis. A 0.55kW IM and a 5.5kW 

PMSM were instrumented with different in-situ FBG sensing configurations. Experiments 

were performed on the test machines under a wide range of healthy and faulty conditions, 

including grid and inverter driven operation and various static and dynamic standard 

thermal cycles, but also with a full and partial cooling capability deterioration and with 

winding ITSCFs. The obtained results illustrate the advantages of the proposed in-situ 

sensing scheme in delivering effective on-line distributed thermal sensing in thermal hot 

spot positions internal to the winding structure, which are critical for winding insulation 

system ageing process. Different in-situ FBG network designs based on FBG multiplexing 

and the proposed packaging flexibility were embedded within the examined machines’ 

winding enabling distributed sensing in the slot and end-winding sections. The reported 

system enables sensor in-situ accessibility for replacement, repositioning or recalibration 

which is not possible with conventional sensing.  

The thesis also examined the use of the proposed FBG sensing system as a diagnostic 

tool for winding ITSCFs based on in-situ monitoring of fault induced thermal signature. 

The reported method employs distributed thermal monitoring in a variety of points within 

windings, in close proximity to thermal hot spots of interest that arise from fault. This 

enables detection of a single shorted turn fault, as well as winding fault severity trending, 

fault location and determination of fault critical thermal operating conditions; the scheme 

requires no complex real-time processing for fault signature diagnostic interpretation. 

Furthermore, the winding thermal and electrical parameters at the onset of ITSCF were 

analysed. This enables determination of the fault induced thermal signature critical 

parameters under a wide range of operating conditions. Some of the FBG sensing network 

measurements were presented in an advanced thermal web and graphical models, which 

facilitate their easy understanding and diagnostic interpretation. 
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Finally, the thesis reported a feasibility study of using FBGST for rotary components 

simultaneous thermal and mechanical monitoring condition. Drive-end bearing and the 

rotor cage bar/end-ring of the examined IM were instrumented with a single FBG sensor 

each. Relying on the FBGST mechanical–thermal cross-sensitivity and the thermal and 

mechanical frequencies inherent difference in EMs, simultaneous measurement of thermal 

and mechanical conditions was achieved with a single FBG sensing head. 

8.2 Thesis contribution summary 

This thesis reported a novel method of in-situ FBG thermal sensor design and use for 

LVEM thermal condition monitoring applications. A detailed examination of the sensor’s 

key design and operational features for the target sensing application (hot spot monitoring 

in random wound electric machine coils) was performed through extensive experimental 

work. The reported thermal sensing technique is shown to enable on-line stator winding 

hot spots monitoring including end-winding and slot sections in operational LVEMs, 

which are fundamental for winding health operation and fault diagnosis. This method also 

enables distributed thermal monitoring aimed at much improved awareness of thermal 

conditions in LVEM with much reduced sensing volume, weight, and wiring, including a 

key advantage of ease of in-situ sensing points reposition post-installation.  

A new winding fault diagnostic technique based on the proposed sensing system was 

also reported. The technique provides reliable fault diagnosis including low fault severity 

detection, fault severity tracking, and faulty coil/phase identification, while imposing no 

requirements for complex signal processing techniques. Analysis of the monitored fault 

induced thermal signature based on winding thermal and electrical characteristics at the 

onset of fault was reported, which enhanced the fault thermal signature understanding in 

variable operating conditions. Finally, LVEM’s rotary components simultaneous thermal 

and mechanical condition monitoring using FBGST was demonstrated.  

8.3 Recommendation for future research  

A number of additional research points arose during this research that could be 

considered for further investigation. 

 Improved in-situ sensing response performance 

It would be appropriate if the in-situ FBG response time is investigated in more detail 

aiming for understanding and improving its thermal response. An investigation can be 

carried out for understanding the optimal packaging geometry (size and wall thickness) 
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corresponding to a specific winding gauge and slot geometry. Further research can be 

conducted for improving sensing response by exploring the possibility of filling the 

packaging narrow air-gap with appropriate highly thermally conductive filling material 

(e.g. mineral oil).   

 3D- thermal sensing tool for LVEM smart health monitoring   

The proposed design can be extended further to produce a 3D thermal sensing network 

tool for future LVEM condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. A 3D thermal sensing 

network embedded within the machine structure would significantly improve awareness of 

existing thermal conditions, leading to new research avenues for improving a number of 

LVEM utilisation aspects such as: the development of improved machine thermal 

protection systems by improved awareness of machine thermal conditions, improved 

condition monitoring/diagnostic solutions using fault induced thermal signature 

monitoring, control system integration with  the 3D sensing network for real-time 

estimation of machine parameters (i.e. resistance) in all operating conditions and thus 

improvement of automation performance. 

 Winding insulation system lifetime prognosis 

The knowledge of the winding insulation system condition and lifetime estimation has 

recently received much increased research attention, in particular for wound LVEM in 

modern industrial applications – this is largely caused by the increasing stresses (i.e. 

thermal, mechanical, electrical and environment) imposed on the insulation system while 

in service. The reported sensing system can enable real-time distributed hotspot monitoring 

in LVEM stator windings: monitoring these is key for understanding the winding 

insulation system degradation process based on thermal aging. Therefore, research that 

develops insulation lifetime predication algorithms to be integrated with the in-situ hotspot 

sensing system is important. 

 Different fibre optic sensing families for LVEMs condition monitoring applications 

Optic fibre sensing technology is still experiencing rapid development, continuously 

resulting in new sensing technology and improvement of existing techniques. Recently, a 

novel interrogation technology known as optical frequency domain reflectometry that 

enables high spatial resolution (≈ mm) distributed measurement in any length of optical 

fibre to be used for thermal and mechanical sensing has been commercialised. In addition, 

the recent developments of fibre optic Raman technology can enable sensing spatial 
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resolution of 10 cm. Therefore, research investigating the application of these technologies 

in EMs may provide more advantages from sensing prospective, an in particular in the 

attainable spatial resolution.  

 All-in-one LVEM sensing system based FBGST 

The reported FBGST application for LVEMs in this thesis was mainly focused on 

thermal sensing for LVEM thermal condition monitoring. However, the FBGST 

application for LVEM condition monitoring can be extended using FBGST multi-physical 

sensing features, where different points (FBG heads) of a single fibre can be used as 

thermal and mechanical (i.e. strain, stress, vibration, magnetic field, force, electrical 

currents) sensors operating on a single interrogator device.  In addition, FBGST inherent 

sensing sensitivity can enable a single FBG to preform simultaneous monitoring of two 

different physical quantities. Research on this can led to development of an all-in-one 

sensing system for LVEMs condition monitoring and fault diagnosis with reduced cost and 

complexity but advanced monitoring and diagnostic functionality.  

 In-situ FBG sensor life time in EMs applications 

Generally, FBG sensors are commercially certified for a minimum 25 year lifetime in 

the telecommunications industry according to the Telcordia programme (consisting of a 

number of tests such as temperature cycling, high temperature storage and humidity testing 

etc.). In addition, this thesis has examined the influence of mechanical excitation 

(vibration) on the sensor performance on instrumented IEEE standard coil prototype 

systems that have been exposed to extensive acceleration levels using a commercial shaker 

and no detrimental performance effects could be identified over extended testing periods. 

However, undertaking a detailed examination of the reliability and robustness of FBG 

sensing application in electric machines to ascertain their longevity in device lifetime tests 

would be highly recommended. 
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